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Abstract 
An investigation is presented into the mechanisms governing both the ageing and axial cyclic 
loading characteristics of displacement piles in silica sands. 
The thesis considers first the state–of–knowledge regarding the axial capacity of displacement piles 
in silica sands. Three main areas of uncertainty are identified; the stress regime setup by 
installation, the mechanisms of ageing that lead to capacity increases with time (set-up), and the 
effects of axial cyclic loading. 
New laboratory experiments are then described that involved tests with extensively instrumented 
36mm diameter Mini-Imperial College Piles (Mini-ICP) with roughened (Rcla ~3.5μm) stainless 
steel shafts and 600 conical tip bases, that could measure axial loads, and interface radial and shear 
stresses at multiple positions along their shafts. Less extensively instrumented piles with varying 
diameters were also tested. Ten installations were made in the 1.2m diameter, 1.5m deep Grenoble–
INP calibration chamber. Fresh pluviated sand masses were formed for each installation, which 
were typically instrumented with multiple commercially sourced (Kyowa and TML) miniature 
sensors to measure radial, vertical and circumferential stresses in the sand mass during pile 
installation, ageing, and axial static and cyclic loading tests. Key parameters that might affect pile 
behaviour were then isolated and considered in turn. 
The interpretation links the model tests to instrumented field studies and the ageing trends 
established from a field database. The model piles’ axial cyclic loading responses are analysed by 
developing cyclic interaction diagrams which are linked to full scale tests and laboratory 
experiments to identify the key mechanisms governing field cyclic behaviour. The interaction 
diagrams provide a straight-forward screening tool for addressing axial cyclic loading in practice. 
Reference is made to more elaborate procedures and to the experiments’ scope for validating 
numerical models. 
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Notations & Abbreviations 
English 
a  Accumulated cyclic displacement 
A   Pile cross-section area 
Ab  Complete pile base area 
Ap  Area of the pile circumscribed by the outside diameter 
Ar  Pile base effective area ratio  
Arb,eff  Pile base final effective area ratio 
AAU  Aalborg University 
ALC  Axial Load Cell 
ANSI  American National Standards Institute 
API   American Petroleum Institute 
B  Width of square piles 
BC  Boundary Condition 
BOR  Beginning of Re-strike 
BRE  Building Research Establishment 
CAPWAP Case Pile Wave Analysis Program 
CC  Calibration Chamber 
CEM  Cavity Expansion Method 
CNL  Constant Normal Load 
CNS  Constant Normal Stiffness 
CoV  Coefficient of Variation 
CPT  Cone Penetrometer Test 
Cu  Coefficient of uniformity 
d  Sensor diaphragm diameter 
dc  Sensor diameter 
dcyclic  Cyclic displacement 
dchamber  Calibration chamber inner diameter 
d50%  Sand particle effective size 
D  Pile outer diameter 
DCPT  Standard CPT cone tip diameter (35.7mm) 
Di  Pile internal diameter 
DR  Relative density (Density index) 
DNV  Det Norske Veritas 
e0  Initial voids ratio 
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Ecell  stress sensor diaphragm Young’s modulus 
Ep  Young’s modulus 
Esoil  Sand Young’s modulus 
EIOD  End of Initial Drive 
EOD  End of Drive 
EPSRC Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council UK 
EURIPIDES European Initiative on Piles in Dense Sands 
fs  CPT sleeve friction 
FFR  Final Filling Ratio 
G  Non-linear shear modulus 
G0   Small strain shear modulus 
Gs  Specific gravity 
GeoPIV Geotechnical Particle Image Velocimetry 
GOPAL Grouted Offshore Piles for Alternating Loading 
GWT  Ground Water Table 
h  Axial (vertical) distance measured from the pile base 
HSE  Health and Safety Executive UK 
ID  Density index 
Ir  Rigidity index 
IAC  Intact Ageing Capacity 
ICM  Imperial College Method 
ICP  Imperial College Pile 
ID  Inner Diameter 
IFR  Incremental Filling Ratio 
ISO  International Organization for Standardization 
JIP  Joint Industry Project 
kl  Pile axial cyclic load-displacement secant stiffness during loading 
kN=1  Pile axial cyclic load-displacement secant stiffness at 1st cycle 
kRef  Pile initial reference load-displacement secant stiffness 
ku  Pile axial cyclic load-displacement secant stiffness during unloading 
K0  Coefficient of earth pressure at rest 
Kf  Coefficient of earth pressure on the pile during axial static loading to failure 
L  Pile embedded length 
LVDT  Linear Variable Differential Transformer 
MCC  Modified Cam Clay 
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MEMS Micro Electro Mechanical Systems 
Mini-ICP Mini – Imperial College Pile 
MiP  Micro Pile 
MBA  Multiple Blow Analysis 
MS  Meta–stable axial cyclic loading condition 
MTD  Marine Technology Directorate 
N  Load cycles 
Nf  Number of cycles to failure in pile axial cyclic loading 
Nq   Dimensionless bearing capacity factor 
NGI  Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 
OD  Outer Diameter 
PCB  Printed Circuit Board 
PPP  Pore Pressure Probe 
PTP  Phase Transformation Point 
p'  Mean effective stress 
p'0  In-situ mean effective stress 
pa   Absolute atmospheric pressure 
plim  Cavity expansion limit pressure 
qann  Pile annulus unit resistance 
qb  Pile end-bearing unit resistance 
qb,0.1D Base unit resistance at a settlement of 10% the pile diameter 
qb, lim  Limit base unit resistance 
qc  CPT tip unit resistance 
qca  Arithmetic average of qc in a specified zone depending on the design method 
qc,average Average CPT tip resistance ±1.5D around pile base 
qeg  Geometric average of qc in a specified zone 
qplug  Pile plug resistance 
qres   Residual base stress 
QB (Qb) Pile base axial load resistance (capacity) 
QBr  Base residual load 
Qb,0.1D  Base capacity at a settlement of 10% the pile diameter 
Qb,lim  Limit base capacity 
Qc  Calculated axial load capacity 
QC   Total compression axial load resistance (capacity) 
Qcyclic  Axial cyclic load amplitude 
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Qm  Measured axial load capacity 
Qmax  Maximum axial cyclic load 
Qmin  Minimum axial cyclic load 
Qmean  Mean axial cyclic load 
QRef  First axial load step applied 
QS   Pile shaft axial load resistance (capacity) 
QT  Tension axial load resistance (capacity) 
r  Radial distance measured from the pile axis 
R  Pile outer radius 
Ri  Pile inner radius 
Rmax  Maximum surface roughness 
RN  Normalised surface roughness (= Rcla/d50% after Kishida & Uesugi 1987) 
RO  Rated Output 
R*  Pile equivalent radius 
Rcla  Mean centre-line surface roughness 
RP2A              Recommended Practice for Planning Designing and Constructing Fixed Offshore 
Platforms 
RSA Residual Stress Analysis 
S  Stable axial cyclic loading condition 
SPT  Standard Penetrometer Test 
SSS  Sand Stress Sensors 
SST  Surface Stress Transducer  
t  Sand stress sensor diaphragm thickness 
tc  Sand stress sensors thickness 
tw  Pipe pile wall thickness 
T  Static tension capacity test 
u0  Initial (equalisation) pore pressure 
u2  Pore pressure measured behind CPT cone tip 
ULS  Ultimate Limit State 
US  Unstable axial cyclic loading condition 
UWA  University of Western Australia 
V0  Excitation Voltage 
V  Output voltage 
WSD  Working Stress Design 
ym  Midpoint deflection of the sensing diaphragm 
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z  Depth 
 
French 
CEN  Centre d'Etudes de la Neige 
CERMES Centre d’Enseignement et de Recherche en Mecanique des Sols 
CLAROM Club pour les actions de recherches sur les ouvrages en mer 
INPG  Institut Polytechnique de Grenoble (Grenoble–INP) 
Lab 3S-R Laboratoire Sols, Solides, Structures – Risques 
SOLCYP Projet National Comportement des pieux soumis à des sollicitations cycliques 
UJF  Université Joseph Fourier 
Greek 
αc   CPT α–type driven pile design methods base factor 
αs   CPT α–type driven pile design methods shaft factor 
β (=τf/σv0) Shaft friction factor 
γ'  Effective unit weight 
γw  Unit weight of water 
δ  Angle of interface shear resistance 
δcv  Angle of constant volume interface shear resistance 
δf  Failure angle of interface shearing resistance 
δmobilised Mobilised angle of interface shearing resistance 
Δ  A change in a parameter 
εvol  Volumetric strain 
μ  Arithmetic mean 
μgR  Geometric mean 
σ  Standard deviation 
σa  Triaxial test axial compression stress 
σn  Normal stress 
σr  Radial stress1,2 
σθ  Circumferential (hoop) stress1 
σz  Vertical stress1 
σv0  Free field in-situ vertical stress 
σlnR  Standard deviation of the natural log 
ρdry  Dry density 
φ  Angle of shearing resistance 
φcv  Angle of constant volume shearing resistance 
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φp  Angle of peak shearing resistance 
ψ  Angle of soil dilation 
τrz  Local shear stress1 
τf  Local shear stress at failure 
τf,lim  Limit local shear stress at failure 
v  Poisson’s ratio 
Notes: 
(')  Refers to the effective stress behaviour/ component where applied 
Can be used with the following further subscripts: 
1:  m – moving; max – maximum; min – minimum; s – stationary 
2:  d – dilation; f – failure, c – end of primary consolidation 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
This PhD study examines the mechanisms that govern three aspects of the behaviour of 
displacement piles in silica sand; the stress regime setup by installation, the effects of ageing on pile 
axial capacity increase (set-up) and the pile axial response to cyclic loading. In this thesis 
displacement piles refers to pre-fabricated pile foundations installed by driving or jacking, causing 
full or partial in-situ sand displacement depending on the piles end conditions. Similarly, the load 
resistance of a single pile refers to that of the pile–sand system and not the structural member of the 
pile. Each pile’s total axial resistance in compression (QC) comprises a summation of its base (QB) 
and shaft (QS) sand resistance less the pile self-weight, and its shaft resistance alone plus the pile 
self-weight and any suction or reverse resistance (typically negligible in sands) when loaded in 
tension (QT). 
This chapter describes the background and motivation of the study, sets out the premises of 
the research and outlines the organization of the thesis. 
 
1.2 Background to the study 
1.2.1 The axial capacity of displacement piles in sands 
Mandolini et al. (2005) reported roughly equal usage of displacement and non-displacement 
(replacement) piles in mainstream civil engineering piling. However, offshore piling is traditionally 
dominated by high capacity large-scale driven steel displacement piles (e.g. McClelland 1974, 
Thomas 1990). The American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice for Planning Designing 
and Constructing Fixed Offshore Platform (API RP2A) has been the dominant design method and 
its guidance is recognised internationally as a preferred method for estimating capacities of piles 
driven for offshore oil and gas platforms, wind turbines, high capacity bridge and harbour 
foundations. The API issued its RP2A Main Text Method first edition in 1969 which based the 
design of axial base and shaft capacity of displacement piles in sands on conventional shallow 
capacity ultimate bearing capacity theory and lateral earth pressure theory respectively. The 
fundamental mechanics of the API’s Main Text Method for sand have essentially remained 
unchanged since then including the latest edition ANSI/API Recommended Practice 2GEO for 
Geotechnical and Foundations Design Considerations (2011) which is offered jointly with the 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and co-ordinated with parallel International 
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Organization for Standardization (ISO) recommendations. More ‘modern’ Cone Penetrometer Test 
(CPT) based methods are, however, included in the ‘commentary’ annexe section. 
Research over the last two decades (e.g. Lehane et al. 1993, Randolph et al. 1994, Chow 
1997 and White 2005) has challenged the basic API premises and extensively improved the 
understanding of axial capacity development for displacement piles in sands. It was found 
experimentally that the mechanisms governing base and shaft resistance under axial loading are 
very different to and more complex than assumed by API (1969). The mainstream industry practice 
has been to collate pile load test databases which are then used to evaluate capacity estimation 
methods and calibrate the parameters specified by the capacity model assumed in each proposed 
design method. However, the historical databases were surprisingly sparse. To the Author’s 
knowledge the first high quality database that included an adequate number of axial pile load tests 
on piles driven in sands was compiled by Chow (1997) at Imperial College during the development 
of the Marine Technology Directorate (MTD) pile design method described by Jardine & Chow 
(1996), which led to the updated Imperial College Pile (ICP-05) method set out by Jardine et al. 
(2005a). Other databases assembled since have included the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 
(NGI) 2001 database used to develop the NGI-05 method Clausen et al. (2005), the FUGRO (2004) 
database which led to the FUGRO-05 method (Kolk et al. 2005), and University of Western 
Australia (UWA) database complied by Lehane et al. (2005b) during the development of the UWA-
05 approach (Lehane et al. 2005a). 
These recent databases are perhaps just large enough to allow the variations between the 
piles calculated and measured capacities, Qc/Qm to be evaluated statistically, leading to reportable 
coefficients of variation (CoV = standard deviation of (Qc/Qm)/ mean (Qc/Qm)) that can give 
significant measures of the predictive reliability of the potential design methods. For example, in 
Table 1-1 Lehane et al. (2005b) used the UWA database to assess the predictive reliability of the 
ICP-05, NGI-05, FUGRO-05 and UWA-05 methods commonly referred to as offshore or modern 
CPT based methods as well as the API RP2A Main Text Method (2000). They reported CPT-based 
methods that offered marked improvements and led to changes in the API RP2GEO (2011) 
recommendations. The four CPT-based methods are now included in the commentary/ annex of API 
RP2GEO (2011) as alternative design procedures to the Main Text Method. Although the main text 
cites the new methods’ improved reliability, it also notes the methods’ relatively short track record 
of application to offshore environments. The longest experience has been accumulated with the 
MTD/ ICP-05 approach which has been in effective use since 1995 (Overy 2007). 
Table 1-1 shows that each design method has an associated spread of shaft, base and total 
axial capacities resulting from its implicit pile–soil model and treatment of factors such as pile 
slenderness (embedded length, L/ outer diameter, D), pile-end conditions or direction of loading 
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(tension or compression capacity), as well as the inherent qualities of the background research and 
calibrating databases; see also Gavin et al. (2011). Additional uncertainties to the design method 
development exist regarding; (i) the practical effects of variable pile installation processes, (ii) 
ageing of the piles in–situ, and (iii) nature of the imposed sustained axial static or cyclic loading on 
the capacities of displacement piles. The following section introduces the selection of issues which 
will be examined in this thesis. 
1.2.2 Pile ageing and axial cyclic behaviour 
There are several factors that complicate the interpretation of axial static pile capacity 
databases when making reliability assessments of capacity estimation procedures (e.g. Lehane et al. 
2005b, Augustesen 2006, Jardine & Chow 2007, Gavin et al. 2011). 
The first factor is to separately assess the pile base loads from the shaft stress distributions 
developed along pile shafts. This is hard to achieve with tests piles that are not instrumented with 
strain gauges or other devices, as is usually the case. Tension tests on un–instrumented piles can 
show tensile shaft resistance as their base capacities are negligible. 
A second factor is that static pile load tests tend to be undertaken relatively shortly after 
installation because of the logistics of setting-up equipment on active sites. It has been interpreted in 
pile load test database studies that ageing after driving may influence the capacities seen in delayed 
static tests (e.g., Schmertmann 1991, Chow et al. 1998 or Jardine et al. 2006) and this may 
contribute to the scatter in the predictive reliability of practical procedures that do not explicitly 
incorporate time effects. ‘Well designed’ static pile load tests have indicated a systematic increase 
in the capacities of piles driven in sands at times far beyond those required for full pore pressures 
equalisation. For example, Figure 1-1 shows static tension capacities more than doubling within a 
year of installation for 457mm diameter by 19m long open–ended full-scale steel driven piles in 
dense silica marine sand at Dunkirk in France, Jardine et al. (2006). Similar beneficial capacity 
trend observations have been reported by Tavenas & Audy (1972), Skov & Denver (1988), Chow et 
al. (1998) and Axelsson (2000); although some studies have also reported non-beneficial time 
effects where capacities relaxed over time (for example York et al. 1994). 
The third factor affecting the design of displacement piles for many applications (especially 
offshore foundation) is the piles’ behaviour under axial cyclic loading, which occurs during both 
driving and at various stages in–service. It is usual in driven pile design to estimate the profiles of 
number of blows required to achieve a penetration with given hammers. However predictions 
depend on many factors and may vary considerably from field performance. Although the 
background research suggests a sensitivity of axial capacity to the numbers of blows applied, three 
of the four modern CPT-based design methods referred to earlier prefer to use net shear 
displacement of the shaft interface h at any given level (or the relative pile base depth) normalised 
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by the pile radius R or the equivalent solid pile radius R* for open-ended piles (Jardine et al. 2005); 
h/R or h/R*, to account for the installation cyclic loading effects (and pile geometry factors) on the 
stress distribution developed along the shaft of the displacement piles. The axial static shaft 
capacity formulations do not explicitly account for the number of blows or cycles applied with blow 
counts used instead primarily to monitor driving success or difficulties. Each driving blow applies 
‘pulses’ of axial cyclic loading to the pile shaft as the pile head is taken to failure in compression 
and back to zero load in between blows. The pile shaft experiences two-way cyclic loading, 
alternating between a residual load condition established from a previous blow, (which typically 
develops as a downward shear force that counteracts accumulated upward residual base loads), to 
full compression failure as the pile advances under the next blow. 
Jardine & Standing (2000, 2012) demonstrated that axial cyclic loading affects the 
behaviour of full scale piles driven in sands. Low–level tension axial cycling (with load cyclic 
amplitude Qcyclic < ~20% the operational static shaft capacity QT) led to minimal cyclic 
displacements that accumulated at stabilising rates with almost no impact on pile stiffness and 
potentially enhancement of the pile’s static tension capacity. However, high–level two-way load 
cycling led to rapid degradation of the operational static shaft capacities and rapidly accruing 
displacements that led to cyclic failure. Jardine & Standing (2012) developed a normalised cyclic 
interaction diagram approach (Figure 1-2) which categorised the observed load–displacement 
responses into three classes; Stable (S), Meta–stable (MS) and Unstable (US) behaviours. 
Experiments with highly instrumented Mini-Imperial College Pile (Mini-ICP) laboratory 
test piles in which the Author participated allowed Tsuha et al. (2012) to develop a similar model–
pile cyclic interaction diagram at a laboratory scale. The study related the global pile responses to 
local pile–sand interface behaviour while Yang et al. (2010) examined the particle crushing and 
interface shearing observed during the Mini-ICPs’ installation and loading stages. Particle crushing 
was induced by the high installation stresses developed beneath the pile tip followed by further 
shearing abrasion and crushing along the shaft with each axial load cycling imposed by installation. 
The crushing processes increased the density of the sand at the interface which resulted in net 
contraction of radial stresses measured on the pile shaft. The modification of the sand near to the 
interface led to improved static shaft resistances for piles cycled within stable conditions while 
radial stress contractions dominated the meta-stable and unstable responses leading to potentially 
markedly lower operational shaft resistances. 
This PhD study adopted, developed and elaborated the laboratory arrangements utilised by 
Yang et al. (2010) and Tsuha et al. (2012). The intensive instrumentation of the pile–sand system, 
allowed the effects of scale, sand density and moisture states, boundary conditions and mode of 
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installation to be considered one–by–one in an extended new study of the ageing and axial load 
cycling behaviour of displacement piles in sands. 
1.3 Motivation of the study 
The literature on piling engineering generally acknowledges that the mechanisms governing 
the interpreted axial capacity ageing set-up of displacement piles in sands are not yet fully 
understood. Different studies have suggested alternative mechanisms focusing on the pile shaft, as 
base resistance is not thought to be affected in the same way (Schmertmann 1991, Chow et al. 
1998). The postulated mechanisms can be considered in three categories; 
i) Those where ageing affects the mechanical properties around the pile improving the 
sand’s strength, dilation or stiffness properties (e.g. Schmertmann 1991, Chow et al. 
1998, Axelsson 2000, Bowman and Soga 2005). 
ii) Mechanisms where re-equalisation of radially varying post–installation circumferential 
and radial stresses leads to higher on–pile radial effective stresses (e.g. Åstedt et al. 
1992, Chow et al. 1998, White et al. 2005). 
iii) Those involving physiochemical interactions between the pile surfaces and the sand, or 
within the sand alone, giving potentially interface volume and pile roughness increases 
due to corrosion and sand-pile ‘welding’ (e.g. Chow et al. 1998, Bea et al. 1999 and 
White & Zhao 2005). 
 
All of above remain hypotheses with neither their potential circumstances of occurrence nor 
repeatability being fully determined to date. However, significant benefits have been made in 
recognising beneficial pile ageing on capacity. The piles driven for Jamuna Bridge in micaceous 
sand in Bangladesh provide one example. Allowing large-scale driven piles to age for several 
months led to considerable capacity gains and economic benefits that were verified by field testing 
(Tomlinson 1996). In general though, pile designers remain cautious and this is likely to continue 
until the influencing factors are identified and quantified. 
It was clear from the Dunkirk field tests reported by Jardine and Standing (2000, 2012) that 
pile capacities can either be augmented or damaged in service under axial cyclic loading. However, 
the field testing programme was limited by the absence of pile-sand instrumentation as well as the 
durations (generally < 1 day and < 1000 cycles) of the loading sequences applied. A key aim in the 
Author’s research was to study potentially negative cyclic effects in parallel with the possibly 
beneficial ageing trends to pile capacity behaviour. 
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1.4 Study objectives and research methodology 
The first study objective was to establish a well-supported explanation for the mechanisms 
leading to time-related (ageing) increase in axial capacities of displacement piles in sand. The 
second was to better understand the axial cyclic effects during installation and how further load 
cycling after installation affects the pile axial response, aiming to identify the key governing 
mechanisms. Incorporation of ageing and load cycling effects into axial capacity estimation 
procedures would improve both foundation cost effectiveness and design reliability. The study 
focus was entirely on silica sand; the Author’s testing concentrated on closed-ended pile base 
conditions. 
To achieve the above aims, the study needed to isolate the ageing and axial cyclic loading 
related effects through systematic testing of alternative hypotheses. This required representatively 
scaled model displacement piles and silica sand masses incorporating instrumentation appropriate 
for long-duration axial static and cyclic load testing in which, loads and stresses measurements 
could be made in a closely controlled environment. Although no particular physical modelling 
method has received universal acceptance for investigating penetration mechanisms (Jiang et al. 
2006), laboratory calibration chamber arrangements offer the opportunity to measure and control 
testing aspects that are otherwise uncontrollable in the field especially over extended durations. 
This PhD study involved a sophisticated calibration chamber and model pile set-up that was 
established for collaborative research between Imperial College and Grenoble–INP, France. 
Imperial College brought its experience with the instrumented field test pile ICP to produce a 
reduced scale Mini-ICP version (Jardine et al. 2009) while the Grenoble–INP 3S-R laboratory has a 
20 year history of innovative testing with 1.2m diameter by 1.5m deep steel  pressurised calibration 
chamber, which was modified extensively for the Author’s research. 
The early stages of the full research project involved post doctoral input by Drs. Emerson, 
Zhu, Yang and Tsuha leading to a spread of publications (Jardine et al. 2009, Zhu et al. 2009, Yang 
et al. 2010, Tsuha et al. 2012 and Jardine et al. 2013a,b). The Author’s PhD study is the first of two 
doctoral studies that are carrying the work forward. The second, by Matias Silva, is scheduled to 
complete in 2014. 
The study specific testing objectives entailed close examination of the stress regime induced 
by installing displacement piles in the calibration chambers filled with sand and interpreting the 
measurements from the highly instrumented pile and sand chamber sensors. Short-term axial static 
pile load tests of the installed model piles were correlated with static capacities computed by the 
field–validated ICP-05 method. Each freshly installed displacement pile was monitored over 
extended ageing periods with a particular focus on the possible effects on the piles’ static axial 
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capacity. For each installed pile, one or two parameters or features were varied in isolation to 
examine its potential influence. The variables considered were; 
1) Calibration chamber – to – pile diameter ratio 
2) Sand particle – to – pile diameter ratio 
3) Calibration chamber boundary conditions 
4) Sand density effects 
5) The influence of sand water saturation, and 
6) Mode of pile installation. 
After ageing, axial static and cyclic loading programmes were applied to examine the effects 
of cyclic loading conditions as well as number of cycles on the evolution of the pile static 
operational shaft capacities, axial stiffness, pile interface and sand mass stresses and cyclic 
displacements. The observations from the laboratory tests were corroborated by a new analysis of 
the stiffness and cyclic displacement responses from the field axial cyclic loading experiments of 
driven open-ended pipe piles (Jardine & Standing 2000, 2012). 
Ancillary studies were conducted into pile surface roughness sensing and particle scale 
index characterisation in parallel with the main pile tests. Synthesis of the numerous measurements 
has led to a framework for data presentation that is to aid understanding, critical evaluation and 
practical application. 
 
1.5 Organisation of thesis 
The thesis is organised in thirteen chapters; the current Chapter 1 provides the introduction 
and sets out the background to the research. 
Chapter 2 considers the background developments regarding static axial capacity of 
displacement piles in sands, reviewing the most important scientific findings that have informed 
advances in understanding and designing displacement piles. Particular emphasis is given to the 
modern CPT-based design methods which comprise the current state-of-the-art. 
Chapter 3 reviews reported field pile load test studies that interpreted capacity ageing set-
up trends. This led to the collation of a new ageing database. The hypotheses available on pile 
ageing mechanisms were then tested against the new database as a tentative assessment for any 
patterns of influence. 
Chapter 4 first introduces the current practice of designing displacement piles in sands for 
axial cyclic loading highlighting the use of cyclic interaction diagrams. It then moves to review 
field cyclic loading tests noting the dearth of studies. The level of understanding of the mechanisms 
involved in pile axial cyclic loading behaviour is revealed in combination with the relatively greater 
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number of laboratory model piles cyclic loading studies and need for further assessment of cyclic 
effects identified. 
Chapter 5 describes and illustrates the apparatus and equipment adopted for the study. 
These comprised the Mini Imperial College Pile (Mini-ICP); CPT cone tipped displacement pile; 
Micro pile (MiP); driven pile and the driving system; 3S-R Calibration Chamber (3S-R CC); and 
the Sand Stress Sensors (SSS). A brief description is also given of other enabling calibration 
equipments, including the Talysurf-Hobson roughness sensing device and microscopy–based sand 
index property equipment. 
Chapter 6 describes the test sands, sample preparation procedures, pile installation and 
ageing, and axial static and cyclic loading procedures. The detailed testing programme is presented. 
Chapters 7 to 9 report and review the data recorded during pile installation. The stress and 
load measurements made on the pile and in the sand chamber are considered and their sensitivity to 
the alternative chamber boundary conditions is reviewed. Their potential matches with field studies, 
other laboratory model scale studies, numerical and analytical studies are also explored. 
Chapter 10 critically examines time-related pile ageing stress and load trends observed 
during the long-duration ageing studies and interprets the pile axial capacities obtained post-ageing. 
This is followed by analysis of the post-ageing axial cyclic loading tests presented in Chapter 11. 
Chapter 12 corroborates the model piles cyclic loading responses with an analysis of the 
cyclic displacements and stiffness responses of the Dunkirk full scale open-ended driven pipe piles 
axial cyclic loading experiments by Jardine & Standing (2012). 
Chapter 13 brings the thesis to its end by drawing conclusions, considering implications for 
practice and recommending areas for future studies. 
Appendices offered at the end provide extended details of the respective main text 
discussions as has been referred to. 
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Database Method Average Qc/Qm CoV 
API-00 0.78 0.56 
FUGRO-05 1.24 0.39 
ICP-05 0.99 0.33 
NGI-05 1.16 0.40 
32 Driven Closed End Piles 
Compression 
UWA-05 0.98 0.33 
API-00 1.12 0.84 
FUGRO-05 0.97 0.41 
ICP-05 1.02 0.30 
NGI-05 1.27 0.50 
10 Driven Closed End Piles 
Tension 
UWA-05 1.00 0.29 
API-00 0.75 0.68 
FUGRO-05 1.14 0.30 
ICP-05 0.89 0.28 
NGI-05 1.01 0.25 
17 Driven Open End Piles 
Compression 
UWA-05* 0.98 0.19 
API-00 0.72 0.76 
FUGRO-05 0.90 0.32 
ICP-05 0.90 0.27 
NGI-05 1.01 0.35 
15 Driven Open End Piles 
Tension 
UWA-05* 0.91 0.23 
API-00 0.81 0.67 
FUGRO-05 1.11 0.38 
ICP-05 0.95 0.30 
NGI-05 1.11 0.37 
74 piles 
Full database 
UWA-05* 0.97 0.27 
*The UWA open-ended pile assessments involved use of Incremental Filling Ratio (IFR) measurements made during 
installation that are generally not available at the design stage. 
Table 1-1: Predictive reliability of four modern CPT-based axial static capacity design methods of driven 
piles in silica sands based on a UWA database (Lehane et al. 2005b). 
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Figure 1-1: First-time tension tests to failure on three field tests of 457mm diameter by 19m long open-ended 
driven pipe piles in dense silica Dunkirk marine sands (Jardine et al. 2006). 
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Figure 1-2: Interaction diagram on axial cyclic response of displacement piles in Dunkirk marine silica 
sands of normalised loading parameters Qcyclic/QT against Qmean/QT with the number of cycles to failure and 
tentative stable, meta-stable and unstable zones (Jardine & Standing 2012). 
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Chapter 2 
2 Axial static capacity of single displacement piles in silica sands 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews recent advances in understanding of the axial static behaviour of single 
displacement piles in silica sand, considering the processes experienced during their installation. 
The review focuses on the effective stress state generated around displacement piles which controls 
the piles’ axial static capacities. The estimation of shaft and base resistances is reviewed, referring 
to reliability studies. Implicitly, this chapter considers the capacities and stiffnesses available within 
a few days of pile installation by jacking or driving. The impacts of time and ageing on the 
measured axial static capacities and the responses to axial cyclic loading are discussed in the 
following Chapters 3 and 4. 
 
2.2 Pile load testing in practice 
High quality pile load tests are fundamental to understanding the base and shaft resistance 
behaviours and predicting of axial capacity for displacement piles in sands. England & Fleming 
(1994) emphasised that pile tests should replicate the intended long-term field load paths as closely 
as possible. However, cost and time constraints lead to a range of practical procedures that can 
develop different capacities for the same pile at any given time after installation. 
Two key attributes of a well designed pile load test are 1) it should mobilise the base and 
shaft resistance fully during the test and, 2) separately assess the base resistance and the shaft 
resistance distribution. Traditionally pile capacity has been defined at a (pile head or base) 
displacement of 10% the diameter of the pile (Vijayvergiya 1977, API 2000), although this is often 
insufficient to fully mobilise the pile base capacity in sands. To separately assess the base and shaft 
resistances a test pile needs on-pile strain gauging or load cell instrumentation. Relatively few 
studies report full–scale instrumented displacement piles (e.g. Brucy et al. 1991, Bullock et al. 
2005), and in practice most displacement piles are installed un-instrumented. Also instruments 
usually face very low survival rates during driving (NGI 2012). Where such instruments survive 
beyond installation, they usually have to be re-zeroed before load testing to overcome shifts that 
developed during installation. Residual loads develop at the base and then on the shaft during 
installation that are often then ignored in the pile load test interpretation. Various methods have 
been  proposed to help account for residual loads during the pile load tests analysis; Hunter & 
Davisson (1969), Briaud & Tucker (1984), Fellenius (1989), Altaee et al. (1991), Rausche et al. 
(1996), Alawneh & Malkawi (2000), Costa (2001). However, most can only be applied if the 
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appropriate steps (such as a tension test to failure) have been taken in the field. Even the best 
collated test databases in sands (e.g. Chow 1997) contain some cases where it may be argued that 
residual loads effects have not been addressed adequately; White & Bolton (2005). Shaft behaviour 
cannot be explicitly analysed unless the loads developed at the pile base are fully understood. 
 
2.3 Pile end-bearing resistance 
Historically the ultimate end–bearing resistance of piles driven in sands has been derived by 
analogy with shallow foundation bearing capacity theory; Terzaghi (1943). For example 
Berezantzev et al. (1961) presents an analysis considering slip planes that extend from the pile base 
to the surface and are linked to the sand friction angle. Empirical design methods such as the API 
RP2A (1969) for offshore piles specify base resistance relationships that depend on sand type and 
relative density, by the shallow foundation formulae; 
 
,0.1 ,lim.b D b b bQ A q Q   where 0. 'b q vq N    2-1 
 
Where Qb,0.1D is the base capacity at a settlement of 10% the pile diameter, Ab the area of the pile 
base and Nq is a dimensionless bearing capacity factor that depends classically on the internal angle 
of shearing resistance of the sand deposit. Lambe and Whitman (1979), Coyle and Castello (1981) 
have noted the wide range of theoretical and empirical expressions for Nq, see Figure 2-1. Equation 
2-1 predicts that piles driven in uniform sands will show Qb values that increase linearly with 
effective overburden stress, σ'v0. However, this is unsupported by field observations made with 
penetrometers (White & Bolton 2004) which tend to have non-linear nearly parabolic relationships 
with depth in uniform sands. Failure around displacing pile bases involves kinematically 
constrained mechanisms without slip planes that extend to the ground surface. Base resistance is 
therefore controlled by the pressure dependent, non-linear stiffness of the sand around the base as 
well as the sand’s strength; Vesic (1967), Randolph et al. (1994). In this regard, Nq varies with the 
rigidity index  '0pGIr   (Kulhawy 1984 or Gupta 2002) and G increases by a power less than 
unity with depth, p'0 increases with depth while φ' decreases with increase of p' (Bolton 1986). 
These features lead Nq to decrease with depth, z, and for a pile of fixed area of base in a uniform 
sand, dQb/dz reduces and may even tend to zero with depth e.g. Kerisel (1964), Vesic (1970). Such 
studies suggested that qb trends to a constant value in uniform sands below a ‘critical depth’. 
The API RP2A (1969) 1st edition recommended Nq values for loose to very dense sands and 
prescribes upper limit base resistances to cope with the above discussed limitations. The RP2A base 
capacity guidelines were significantly updated in 1984 after a review by Olson & Dennis (1982) 
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and have in principle remained the same up to the latest edition RP2 GEO (2011) on Table 2-1. 
Kulhawy (1984) demonstrated that the proposed limiting end-bearing resistances proposed by API 
could easily be exceeded as did Chow (1997). Klotz & Coop (2001) similarly discuss the 
discrepancies in prescribing limiting end–bearing resistance in relation to their centrifuge tests with 
model piles in carbonitic Dogs Bay sand and silica Leighton Buzzard sand. In the latest edition the 
designer is referred to the offshore (modern) CPT-based methods in the commentary/ annex of the 
guide for the areas which the main text method is inapplicable and relatively un-conservative. These 
methods do not set limits to qb. 
Theoretical attempts have been made to improve the prediction of end–bearing resistance 
studies by applying spherical Cavity Expansion Methods (CEM) around the pile tip (Figure 2-2), 
Randolph et al. (1994). The end-bearing resistance can be shown to be   tan'tan1lim  pqb , 
Gibson (1950), and on assumption of a conical shearing mechanism developing immediately 
beneath the pile base, if the friction angle φ' is taken as φ'cv then
'
45 2
cv   . The limit pressure 
for cavity expansion in sand may be evaluated after Yu & Houlsby (1991) based on elastic-perfectly 
plastic soil with a Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion and a fixed rate of dilation; this is of course 
incompatible with critical state soil behaviour and the soil stiffness behaviour being non–linear and 
pressure dependent. Randolph et al. (1994) list the required input parameters as the in-situ mean 
effect stress p0', friction angle for the soil φ', dilation angle for the soil ψ, equivalent value for non-
linear shear modulus G and Poisson’s ratio v. The CEM captures the diminishing increase of the 
end-bearing with depth therefore does not need to prescribe limits to the qb resistances, however it 
requires a number of input parameters and is based on an idealised soil model leading to limited 
practicality. 
Alternative treatments have been proposed that rely on the geometrical similarity of the 
failures around CPT probes to displacement piles and the CPT’s advantage of continuous profiling 
in variable deposits (Yu 2000). Direct CPT based procedures have been employed for some decades 
and these related the pile base resistance, qb to the CPT tip resistance qc and the pile shaft resistance 
to either CPT qc or sleeve friction fs. Other indirect CPT–based procedures use CPT results to 
estimate sand strength parameters which are used to estimate pile capacity after theoretical or semi-
empirical methods. Focusing on the direct procedures, these can be categorised as simplified CPT 
(α–type methods) and the ‘modern’ CPT–based design methods. The α–type methods relate the pile 
base resistance to the CPT qc as ccb qq  . 
The various formulations for some ten methods summarised by Cai et al. (2008) take the 
forms shown on Table 2-2. A broad range of αc factors (0.1 – 0.6) are proposed on the basis of 
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different calibration databases giving a range of predictions of the end–bearing capacity under 
similar conditions. 
 
Figure 2-1: Bearing capacity factor Nq from Lambe & Whitman (1979) with the plotted field data points 
from Coyle & Castello (1981). 
 
Density index, ID (%) Soil description Nq 
qb, lim 
(MPa) 
Very loose (0 – 15) 
Loose (15 – 35) 
Loose (15 – 35) 
Medium (35 – 65) 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Sand 
Sand 
Sand-Silt 
Silt 
Silt 
Gravel 
N/A N/A 
Medium (35 – 65) Sand-silt 12 3 
Medium (35 – 65) 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Sand 
Sand-silt 
20 5 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Very dense (85 – 100) 
Sand 
Sand-silt 
40 10 
Very dense (85 – 100) Sand 50 12 
Table 2-1: API RP2 GEO (2011) recommend practice for geotechnical engineering pile base capacity design 
parameters for cohesionless soils. 
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(a)  (b)  
Figure 2-2:(a) Relation of cavity expansion limit pressure and end-bearing capacity (Randolph et al. 1994) 
(b) Slip pattern under pile tip or cone penetrometer (Salgado 1993). 
 
SN Reference Unit end–bearing capacity (qb) 
1 Schmertmann (1978)  1 2 2 15b c cq q q MPa    
qc1: minimum of the average of qc values of zones ranging from 0.7 to 4D 
below tip. 
qc2: average of minimum qc values 8D above the cone tip (Dutch Method) 
2 De Ruiter and Beringen (1979) Similar to Schmertmann (1978) 
3 LCPC – Bustamante & 
Gianeselli (1982) 
qb = αbqc,average 
αb: 0.15 – 0.6 depending on soil type and installation procedure 
qc,average: equivalent average of qc values of zone ranging from 1.5D below pile 
tip to 1.5D above pile base  
4 Tumay and Fakhroo (1982) Similar to Schmertmann (1978) 
5 Aoki and De Alencar (1975) qb = αbqca ≤ 15MPa 
αb reducing factor that depends on pile type (e.g. = 0.57 for concrete piles) 
6 Price and Wardle (1982) qb = αbqca 
αb depends on pile type = 0.35 for driven piles 
7 Philipponnat (1980) qb = αbqca 
αb depends on soil type = 0.4 for sand 
8 Penpile – Clisby et al. (1978) 0.125b caq q  
9 Eslami and Fellenius (1997) 
b egq q  
qeg is the geometric average of qc values over the influence zone after correction 
for pore pressure on shoulder and adjustment to effective stress. 
10 Takesue et al. (1998) 0.1b cq q  
qca - is the arithmetic average of qc in a specified zone that depends on the method 
Table 2-2: Simplified base capacity CPT and CPTu – based α–type design methods (after Cai et al. 2008). 
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Major advances in understanding the stress state developing around closed–ended 
displacement piles were achieved by the Imperial College field studies made with instrumented 
Imperial College Pile (ICP) first in loose silica dune sand by Lehane (1992), Lehane et al. (1993) 
and then in dense silica marine sand by Chow (1997). The ICP was equipped with ‘leading’, 
‘following’, ‘trailing’ and ‘lagging’ instrument clusters each with radial and shear surface stresses 
transducers (SST) and associated Axial Load Cells (ALC) designed by Bond et al. (1991) (see 
Chapter 5). These studies examined the radial and shear interface stresses around the 101.6mm 
diameter by up to 7.54m length (L/D = 74) pile which were installed by multiple jack–stroke cycles 
involving full unloading between each stroke. These studies helped to clarify the pile base capacity 
behaviour. The ALC measurements showed very clearly the direct links between qb and qc, Figures 
2–3 and 2–4. Base resistance profiles from the API RP2 GEO (2011) are plotted on the same plots 
showing the potential under-prediction of the pile base capacity. Lehane (1992) observed stratum 
boundaries appeared to be less sharply defined by the tip resistance qb of the relatively larger 
diameter (101.6mm) ICP to the qc traces by the smaller diameter (35.7mm) CPT suggesting the 
zone of influence of the two penetrometers are in proportion to their diameters. This observation is 
in keeping with the proposals of the design methods in Table 2-2 that qb may be derived by 
averaging the qc variation in the vicinity of the pile tip over distances proportional to the pile 
diameter. 
 
Figure 2-3: Pile end resistances of jack installed ICPs LB1 and LB2 compared with the in-situ sand CPT qc 
profile at Labenne loose dune silica sand (Lehane 1992) and with the RP2 GEO (2011) main text design. 
 
API RP2 GEO (2011) 
Main text base resistance 
GWT
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Figure 2-4: Pile end resistances of jack installed ICPs DK1 to DK3 compared with the in-situ sand CPT qc 
profile BRE CPT1 at Dunkirk medium dense marine silica sand (Chow 1997) and with the RP2 GEO (2011) 
main text design. 
 
The MTD/ ICP-05 design method by Jardine & Chow (1996) and Jardine et al. (2005a) 
recognised that the ICP tests could not show whether the ratio qb/qc varied with pile scale or in-situ 
stress level. The ICP tests also didn’t offer insights into how open-ended piles might differ from 
close–ended piles. Additional field database studies by Chow (1997) suggested that a scale effect 
applied, even to closed-ended piles, as shown in Figure 2-5. The MTD/ ICP-05 recommended the 
ratio qb/qc would be less that unity in sands and fall with pile diameter. Such scale effects on 
ultimate resistance of a penetrometer are not predicted by continuum approaches. Jardine et al. 
(2005a) suggest possible causes include; 1) Particle scale processes such as localised crushing zones 
or shear banding within the zone of contained failure beneath the pile base, 2) Partial mobilisation 
of pile capacity at the pile head displacement of 0.1D, i.e. lack of plunging failure and 3) Effects of 
sand state variations over short intervals of depth. The ICP-05 suggested for closed-ended piles the 
base resistance is; 
  ,0.1 , max 1 0.5log ,0.3b D c average CPTq q D D      2-2 
 
The tip resistance averaging, qc,average is recommended following Bustamante and Gianeselli 
(1982) taking an arithmetic average of qc in a range ±1.5D around the pile base. The presence of 
API RP2 GEO (2011) 
Main text base resistance
GWT
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any significantly weaker than average layer in the vicinity of the base should be allowed for by 
selecting a design qc below this average. 
For open–ended pipe piles the base capacity was considered to be contributed by a relatively 
small contribution from the pile internal skin-friction acting through the core soil column and the 
resistance beneath the annular area of the pipe. Inferences from pile plugging studies by Chow 
(1997) and database studies with open–ended test pipe piles (including the CLAROM tests at 
Dunkirk, Brucy et al. 1991), led to the suggestion that piles would core during load testing if 
 0.02 30i DD I  and  ,0.083i c average a CPTD q p D , Di is the internal diameter of the pile in 
metres, ID in %, and pa the absolute atmospheric pressure = 100kPa. In these conditions the base 
capacity is given as; 
,0.1 ,b D r c averageq A q        2-3 
where  21 DDA ir   is the effective area ratio. 
Otherwise, when the open-ended pile plugs during static loading the base capacity is given as; 
 
  ,0.1 , max 0.5 0.25log ,0.15,b D c average CPT rq q D D A      2-4 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Normalised pile base resistance, qb,0.1D/qc plotted against diameters of closed-ended 
displacement piles in silica sands (Chow 1997). 
 
2.4 Factors affecting base resistance interpretations 
As noted at the outset pile load tests that continue to plunging failures would provide the 
least ambiguous measurements of ultimate capacity although practical limitations in rig capacities 
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and jack displacement travels often limit tests in practice. Changes in stratification within the 
volume of influence of the pile base also requires appropriate weighting of qc values when 
averaging between the respective soil layers to select suitable single values for capacity assessment. 
Both these aspects lend subjectivity to qb determination. 
White and Bolton (2005) re–analysed Chow’s (1997) closed-ended piles database re-
examining the ratio qb/qc. They argue, after accounting for partial embedment of pile bases into 
harder layers underlying a weak layer as well as partial mobilisation of the base resistance rather 
than full plunging criterion, the ultimate qb/qc ratio of closed ended piles has a mean of 0.9 showing 
no trend with pile diameter, Figure 2-6. They attribute the difference from unity in qb/qc to 
underestimation of plunging loads in pile tests for which steady penetration had not been reached. 
Reduction due to progressive failure was not considered. It is argued that the contained failure 
around the base does not cause shear bands to propagate along planes of slip-up to the ground 
surface as in shallow foundations. Further possibilities of progressive failure from peak to critical 
state strengths were not considered to be related to scale and were therefore discounted. However, 
Yang et al. (2010) reports development of shear bands around the Mini-ICP piles in the earlier 
calibration chamber tests. 
 
 
Figure 2-6: White & Bolton (2005) qc-normalised closed-ended displacement piles in sands base plunging 
resistance qb/qc plotted against pile diameter for the sites Dunkirk (DK), Labenne (LB), Kalo (K), Hunter’s 
Point (HP), Baghdad (BG), Akasaka (AK), Drammen (D), Hsia Ta (HT) and Lower Arrow Lake (E) from 
Chow (1997) database. 
 
The other factors affecting the quality of pile base ultimate resistance measurements is the 
residual loads that accumulate during pile driving as locked-in base axial compression loads which 
are counter-balanced by partially mobilised shaft shear loads at the end of installation, Figure 2-7. 
Such residual loads develop most markedly in driven piles and are unseen unless piles are 
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continuously instrumented to separately determine the base and capacities. The effects of residual 
loads include over-estimation of the shaft capacity and under-estimation of the base capacity from 
capacities calculated from typically zeroed strain gauges before testing, Fellenius (2002). Neglect of 
residual locked–in loads also had contributed to the interpretation of the ‘critical depth’, Fellenius & 
Altaee (1994), for unit shaft friction as a result of the typical “squeezed S” shaped axial load 
distribution that is often interpreted from pile tests when residual loads are ignored; see Figure 2-8. 
Hunter & Davisson (1969) proposed a rational graphical procedure for estimating and 
correcting for residual stresses in interpretation of static pile load tests. Rausche et al. (1996) 
described CAPWAP analyses with Residual Stress Analysis (RSA) and Multiple Blow Analysis 
(MBA) to estimate the residual stresses from dynamic monitoring of pile driving. In this a sequence 
of blows is implemented with the stress state (on the pile and in the soil) at the end of the first blow 
is used to set the initial conditions for the subsequent blow. This MBA signal matching technique 
requires the selection of a series of ‘typical’ records and parameter adjustments to yield a 
satisfactory match on all blows in the series, so emphasizing the importance of capturing the 
residual stresses generated between blows. The signal match for the last blow is considered the final 
loading condition that defines the post installation residual loads. Costa et al. (2001) recommended 
DINEXP analysis for residual loads estimation which they consider more rigorous and reliable with 
piles with high base resistances, as for example in sands, (cf. WEAP by Goble et al. 1998). 
However Fellenius (2002) argued that such procedures do not fully account for the residual loads 
developed during driving. 
This study focuses on the characteristics of closed–ended displacement piles in uniform 
silica sand deposits but other factors that potentially affect the estimation of the pile base resistance 
are (i) the scaling procedure applied to the CPT qc values to account for differences between pile–
and–penetrometer diameters and (ii) the allowance made for open–ended pile conditions. The ICP-
05 procedure uses simple arithmetic averaging of the CPT qc over 1.5 pile diameters above–and–
below the pile base, and the designer is encouraged to select lower values if notably weaker layer 
are anticipated in the vicinity of the base. Other recommendations include the Dutch technique after 
Schmertmann (1978) and de Ruiter & Beringen (1979) as used, for example, in the UWA-05 
method (Lehane et al. 2005a). Another is to simply adopt the local tip resistance at the pile base 
level e.g. NGI-05 method (Clausen et al. 2005). No consensus has been reached regarding the best 
practice. 
The ICP-05 qualified open-ended piles as either (i) having plugs that remain stationary 
during static pile load tests or (ii) tending to core during the pile load tests, offering empirical rules 
for each case. Essentially for an open–ended pile that is plugged during static load testing the base 
resistance available at a displacement of 0.1D becomes half that for closed-ended piles while the 
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average qc is considered on the annular area of a coring open–ended pile. It is argued such approach 
doesn’t explicitly account for the sand displacement induced during pipe-pile driving, Xu et al. 
(2008). Xu et al. proposed using an effective area ratio in the form Arb,eff = 1 – FFR (Di2/D2) where 
FFR is the Final Filling Ratio of the pile base defined as the Incremental Filling Ratio (IFR) = Δl/Δz 
(incremental change of plug length/ incremental change of pile embedment during driving) 
measured over the final stages of the pile installation. The formulations of the base capacity of the 
UWA-05 method (Lehane et al. 2005b) and two other ‘modern’ CPT–based methods are 
summarised in Section 2.7 while the predictive performance of these methods is compared in 
Section 2.8. While using FFR offers one route to explicitly accounting for partial filling, it is only 
measured during pile driving and when designing (inevitably before driving) FFR has to be 
estimated. The ratio depends on several factors, sand density, pile diameter and modes of driving 
that are simply not easy to predict. Hind casts that employ site FFR measurements can therefore be 
expected to give better predictions than designs that have to incorporate FFR forecasts, as noted 
earlier in relation to Table 1-1. 
  
 
Figure 2-7: (A) A pile in sand under compression load during installation process (B) Residual 
stresses at the end of the installation or compression test. (C) Variation of residual load with depth 
(Alawneh & Malkawi 2000). 
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Figure 2-8: Load distributions along a displacement pile with residual axial loads showing the true load and 
the apparent loads (true minus residual) on neglect of residual load (Fellenius 2002). 
 
2.5 Pile shaft resistance 
The shaft resistance of displacement piles in sands has been estimated by assuming the 
radial stresses acting on the pile shaft at failure can be treated by an earth pressure approach with 
0' 'rf f vK  , then relating the shaft shear stresses to σ'rf through a friction angle δf by a Coulomb 
failure criterion. 
 
0 ,lim' tanf f v f fK       2-5 
dhAQ
h
h
fss 
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
0
    2-6 
 
where σ'v0 is the in-situ effective vertical stress before pile installation, Kf is a coefficient of earth 
pressure on the pile during axial static loading to failure, and δf the interface angle of shear 
resistance. The earth pressure based approach proposed by Meyerhof (1951) was adopted as the 
main text method of the API RP2A recommendations in its first edition. The first edition’s 
recommended design values for cohesionless soils did not explicitly incorporate sand density states. 
Instead δf were estimated by reducing estimates for ‘typical’ medium–dense shearing resistances φ' 
by 50 with the values increasing with grain size. No database was provided to justify the values 
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selected. Empirically chosen Kf values of 0.7 and 0.5 were recommended for shaft compression and 
shaft tension capacity respectively as shaft resistance was considered lower in tension. 
In the 1984 15th edition the API RP2A parameters were significantly revised following a 
review by Olson and Dennis (1982). Although the approach to determine shaft shear resistance 
remained essentially the same, Olson and Dennis (1982) recommended addressing the density state 
as a variable in addition to grain size distribution in the parameters selection process. In 1993 
Pelletier et al. offered an extensive review of the API design method but it has essentially remained 
unchanged until its current guidance, API RP2 GEO (2011), which maintains a modified version of 
the earth pressure approach as the main text method and incorporates in its commentary ICP-05, 
FUGRO-05, NGI-05 and UWA-05 ‘modern’ CPT-based approaches. In the API RP2 GEO (2011), 
Table 2-1, the term ‘Kftanδ’ has been replaced by β to reduce confusion with measured δ values and 
the risk of errors, Jeanjean et al. (2010). To remove un-conservatism, the original main text method 
is no longer recommended for very loose and loose sands, loose sand silts and medium dense silts, 
and dense silts. 
 
Shaft friction factor 
β = τf/σ'v0 Density index, ID (%) Soil description 
Closed-end Open-end 
τf, lim 
(kPa) 
Very loose (0 – 15) 
Loose (15 – 35) 
Loose (15 – 35) 
Medium (35 – 65) 
Dense  (65 – 85) 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Sand 
Sand 
Sand-Silt 
Silt 
Silt 
Gravel 
N/A N/A N/A 
Medium (35 – 65) Sand-silt 0.36 0.29 67 
Medium (35 – 65) 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Sand 
Sand-silt 
0.46 0.37 81 
Dense (65 – 85) 
Very dense (85 – 100) 
Sand 
Sand-silt 
0.57 0.46 96 
Very dense (85 – 100) Sand 0.70 0.56 115 
Table 2-3: API RP2 GEO (2011) recommend practice for geotechnical engineering pile shaft capacity 
design parameters for cohesionless soils. 
 
The API combined the earth pressure approach with imposing limiting shaft shear stress 
τf,lim values that act as cut-offs to the otherwise continuously increasing τf trends with depth. It had 
been suggested that critical depths existed, which were functions of initial density and pile diameter, 
below which the average shaft and base resistance effectively remained constant; Vesic (1970) or 
Meyerhof (1976). However instead of limiting shaft resistances with depth, Toolan et al. (1990) 
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postulated before Altaee et al. (1993) or Lehane et al. (1993) measured that displacement piles 
showed a tendency for the unit shaft resistance developed at any fixed depth below ground level to 
decrease as the pile tip advances. The shaft shear stresses exhibit maxima when the pile base 
reaches the fixed depth in question and attenuates as a result of geometrical ‘friction fatigue’ or 
other effects, as elaborated further later in this Chapter. Altaee et al. (1993) argued that Vesic’s 
critical depth interpretation was hampered by measurement errors with displacement piles resulting 
from residual loads. 
Alternative shaft capacity treatments to the earth pressure approach have been proposed. 
Some widely used design methods relate shaft shear resistance of displacement piles directly to 
pressuremeter limit pressures (e.g. Baguelin et al. 1986) or SPT blow counts (e.g. Canadian 
Geotechnical Society (1985)). CPT–based pile capacity estimation procedures are the preferred in 
several studies. Indirect CPT–based procedures use CPT results to estimate sand strength 
parameters which are used to estimate pile capacity after theoretical or semi-empirical methods. For 
the direct procedures, they can categorise into simplified CPT (α–type methods) and the modern 
CPT–based design methods. The α–type methods relate the shaft resistance to the CPT qc as; 
 
lim,f
s
c
f
q     2-7 
 
Although CPT sleeve friction measurements fs were designed to help estimate shear 
resistance of piles their measurements are far more sensitive to testing variables and have lower 
reliability than qc data making the latter a better parameter correlation with resistance. Abu–Farsakh 
and Titi (2004), Cai et al. (2008) and Schneider et al. (2008) have assessed the predictive reliability 
of the popular α–type methods. In such predictive reliability exercises the assessment of design 
methods typically revolves around comparing calculated pile axial capacities Qc to the measured 
pile ultimate loads Qm. Statistical analysis of the ratio Qc/Qm for each of the methods leads to mean 
ratios and Coefficients of Variation (CoV) (= standard deviation/ mean) that enable objective 
comparisons between the design methods. An ideal method applied to a perfect database would give 
Qc/Qm = 1 and CoV = 0; neither can be achieved in practice. 
Abu-Farsakh and Titi (2004) used a very limited database of square prestressed precast 
concrete piles only in clay (26 piles) and clayey sands (9 piles) with embedded lengths between 9 – 
38m  and widths of 356 to 762mm to assess the methods 1 – 8 on Tables 2-2 and 2-4 reporting 
Bustamante and Gianeselli’s (LCPC) (1982) method as giving mean Qc/Qm of 1.07 (i.e slightly un-
conservative) and CoV of 0.24 and De Ruiter and Beringen (1979) with a mean Qc/Qm of 0.98 and 
CoV of 0.25 as the methods with the best performance. Cai et al. (2008) extended the exercise using 
similarly limited database of 32 piles in clay (21) and sand (11) with lengths between 12.5 and 24m 
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and diameters of 400 – 600mm to evaluate the same set of methods with two further methods 
referred to as CPTu methods (again on Tables 2-2 and 2-4) proposed by Eslami and Fellenius 
(1997) giving Qc/Qm of 1.04 and CoV of 0.21 and Takesue et al. (1998) giving Qc/Qm of 0.95 and 
CoV of 0.26 suggesting improved predictability over Bustamante and Gianeselli LCPC’s Qc/Qm of 
1.07 and CoV of 0.25 and De Ruiter and Beringen’s Qc/Qm of 0.94 and CoV of 0.28. However, far 
worse results have been reported by reliability studies which use much bigger databases on the α–
type methods. Schneider et al. (2008) assessment of the Bustamante and Gianeselli LCPC (1982) 
and Eslami and Fellenius (1997) along with the four modern CPT-based methods and the API 
RP2A standard API-00 (essentially API 1993) is reported in Section 2.8. 
The α–type methods are mostly calibrated to specific databases. For example, Bustamate & 
Gianeselli (1982) concentrated mainly on closed–ended piles used in road and bridge works. The α-
type formulations are not related to the physical mechanisms and processes applying around the 
displacement piles but use lump-sum approaches. They may be reliable when predicting capacities 
for piles with similar characteristics to their parent databases but any translation to other pile 
conditions (larger, smaller, different soils, tip conditions or L/D ratios) cannot be made without 
recalibrating the methods. 
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SN Reference Shaft friction (f) 
1 Schmertmann 
(1978)   

   
 
D
d
L
Dd
sssss AfAfDdkQ
8
0 8
8  
d – Depth to the fs value being considered, D – pile width or diameter, As – Pile soil 
contact area per fs depth interval, k values depend on d/D ratio 
2 De Ruiter and 
Beringen (1979) 
f = min [fs; qca/300 (compression); qca/400 (tension); 120kPa] 
3 Bustamante & 
Gianeselli (1982) 
LCPC 
f = qc,average/ks1 
ks1 = 30 – 150 depending on soil type, pile type and installation procedure 
qc,average: equivalent average of qc values of zone ranging from 1.5D below and above the 
pile shaft point being considered 
4 Tumay and Fakhroo 
(1982) 
72caf mf kPa  , 0.090.5 9.5e cafm    
fca – average sleeve friction (kPa) 
5 Aoki and De 
Alencar (1975) 
1
2
120ca
s
qf kPaF
   
α1 = 1.4 – 6 depending on soil type 
Fs2 depends on pile type (e.g. = 3.5 for concrete driven piles) 
6 Price and Wardle 
(1982) 
2 sf f  
α2 depends on pile type = 0.53 for driven piles 
7 Philipponnat (1980) 
3
2
ca
s
qf F
  
α3 depends on pile type (= 1.25 for concrete driven piles) 
Fs2 = 50–200 depends on soil type 
8 Clisby et al. (1978) - 
Penpile  1.5 14.47s s
ff f   
f and fs in MPa. 
9 Eslami and Fellenius 
(1997) 
s cf C q  
Cs - shaft correlation coefficient determined from the soil profiling chart. 
qc - cone point resistance after correction for pore pressure on the cone shoulder and 
adjustment to effective stress. 
10 Takesue et al. (1998) 
For Δu < 300: 950
1250 s
uf f       
For 300 < Δu < 1250: 100
200 s
uf f       
Where Δu = u2 – u0, u2 = Pore pressure measured behind the CPT cone tip, u0 initial pore 
pressures in kPa. 
Note: qca is the arithmetic average of qc in a specified zone that depends on the method. 
Table 2-4: Simplified CPT and CPTu – based α–type design methods (after Cai et al. 2008).  
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The ICP tests conducted in loose silica dune sand by Lehane (1992) then in dense silica 
marine sand by Chow (1997) allowed considerable advancements in the understanding of the shaft 
resistance behaviour. Figure 2-9 presents the ground profile and CPT profile for the loose sand site 
at Labenne, South France and Figure 2-10 shows the medium dense sand ground profile and CPT 
profile at Dunkirk, North France. The shaft shear stresses measured locally and inferred as averages 
from inter-cluster axial load cell data during installation at Labenne are shown in Figure 2-11. 
Figure 2-12 presents the corresponding local shear stresses during the moving and stationary phases 
of each stroke of installation at the Dunkirk site and Figure 2-13 plots the stationary radial stresses 
during the pause stages of jack installation. It is clear the interface stresses developed at both sites 
are not related to the σ'v0 trends but correlate instead with the fluctuating in-situ CPT profiles. The 
shear stresses in the loose sand are, as expected, globally less than in the dense sand, reflecting the 
lower CPT profiles in the loose sand. There is a clear attenuation of radial and shear stresses at any 
position above the advancing pile tip of the cyclically jack–stroke installing pile, Figure 2-13. Bond 
(1989), Lehane (1992), Chow (1997) and Jardine and Chow (1996) referred to this stress 
attenuation as the ‘h/R effect’; h being the relative depth of the pile base below any given layer and 
R the pile radius. They argued that several factors acted to produce the attenuation including 
geometry and load cycling. However, others including Randolph et al. (1994) and White (2005) 
have preferred to use the term ‘friction fatigue’ coined first for pile driving in clays by Heerema 
(1979). 
Along with the plots of the reported field measurements, unit shaft resistance profiles 
estimated using API RP2 GEO (2011) main text recommendations are plotted. In Figure 2-11 where 
the loose to medium dense sand local unit shaft resistance shows a strong h/R effect, the API tends 
to under-estimate the shaft stresses for short piles (low h/R) then potentially over-estimate shaft 
resistance as increasing penetration makes the pile more slender (higher h/R) while in the dense 
sand Figure 2-12 the API profile is seen to under-estimate the unit shaft resistance even for the most 
slender case. 
Lehane (1992), Lehane et al. (1993) found that the shaft resistance in compression (Figure 
2-14) is controlled by the Coulomb failure criterion; 
 
 ' ' tanf rs rd f        2-8 
 
where τf is the shaft shear resistance, σ'rs is the stationary radial stress on the pile shaft, Δσ'rd is a 
shaft radial stress increment caused by local dilation on loading and δf is the constant volume/ 
critical state angle of interface shear resistance which maybe determined from interface ring or 
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direct shear tests and is not dependent on sand density state. The radial stress dilation on loading 
was estimated from simple elastic cylindrical cavity expansion as; 
 
2'rd G r R     2-9 
 
G is the operational shear modulus along the shaft and Δr is the dilation at the pile interface. Chow 
(1997) confirmed the same features in her ICP tests in denser Dunkirk sand. 
Jardine and Chow (1996), Jardine et al. (2005a) extended the observations from closed–
ended (full displacement) piles studies to large capacity open–ended (partial displacement) driven 
piles by considering alternative hypotheses for σ'rs on instrumented CLAROM open–ended steel 
pipe pile driven at Dunkirk (Brucy et al. 1991), then checked their preferred hypothesis against a 
high quality static load tests database of 81 piles. The pile shaft resistance is similarly defined by 
the Coulomb failure criterion after Lehane (1992) by; 
 
 . ' ' tanf rs rd fa b        2-10 
 
where a is prescribed as 0.9 for open-ended piles failed in tension reducing the shaft shear 
resistances by 10%, otherwise it is set as 1.0 for all other cases; b reduces the final stationary 
stresses on the pile in account of the axial loading direction and is taken as 0.8 for piles in tension 
and 1.0 for piles in compression. Lehane (1992) found that a power law can be used to estimate the 
stationary radial stresses acting on the shaft after installation. Chow (1997) found that equation 2-11 
offered the best fit to the combined Labenne and Dunkirk databases. The first part qc/34 represents 
the maximum stationary radial stress developed at the shoulder of the pile base at end of 
installation, the (h/R)-0.38 term accounts for the rapid attenuation of the stress for points above the 
pile base while (σ'v0/pa)0.13 refers to a weak relationship with the existing in–situ overburden 
pressure. 
Chow (1997) also incorporated for open–ended partial displacement piles the term R* which 
is the equivalent radius (R2 – Ri2)0.5 of an equivalent solid pile, basing this on her interpretation of 
open ended instrumented pile tests at Dunkirk and theoretical consideration to account. The shaft 
shear modulus G used to estimate dilation stresses is obtained from CPT qc correlation by Baldi et 
al. (1986), h/R* is limited to ≥ 8. The critical state angle of interface shear resistance should be 
determined from interface ring shear tests. This angle does not vary with density and guidance 
charts are also given that captures the potential reduction of δcv with increasing d50% by Jardine et al. 
(2005a). 
 0.13 0.380'' 0.029 *vrs c a hq p R        2-11 
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Slightly different approaches have been adopted for estimating the shaft shear resistance in 
the FUGRO-05 and UWA-05 variants on the ICP as summarised in section 2.7. 
 
Figure 2-9: Borehole log and in-situ test results for loose dense dune sand at Labenne, France (Lehane, 
1992). 
 
 
Figure 2-10: Dunkirk dense silica marine sand borehole log and CPT profile (Chow, 1997). 
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Figure 2-11: Displacement piles τrz and fs measurements during installation in Labenne dune sand by Lehane 
(1992) and the corresponding API RP2 GEO (2011) main text design shaft resistances. 
 
 
Figure 2-12: Local shear stress measurements from the Surface Stress Transducers during installation of 
displacement pile DK2 in medium dense Dunkirk marine silica sand (Chow, 1997). 
GWT 
API RP2 GEO (2011)
Main Text shaft resistance
GWT 
API RP2 GEO (2011) 
Main Text shaft resistance 
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Figure 2-13: Stationary radial effective stresses during displacement pile DK2 installation in medium dense 
Dunkirk marine silica sand (Chow, 1997). 
 
 
Figure 2-14: Labenne loose dune sand displacement piles static loading interface effective stress paths, 
(Lehane 1992). 
 
 
 
828h/R = 50
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2.6 Installation cyclic loading effects on shaft resistance 
It is rational to consider how the mode of installation of displacement piles, jacked or 
driven, impacts on the static axial capacities realised. Lehane et al. (1993) considered the 
attenuation of stationary radial stresses σ'rs along the shaft with reference to relative pile base depth 
or normalised net shear displacement at the interface (h/R). This σ'rs formulation does not explicitly 
account for the number of blows or cycles applied to the displacement piles. It is usual to estimate 
the blows required for pile driving and the blow-counts are used to help monitor driving. The 
number of blows depends on many factors which generally can not be pre-determined accurately 
before installation. The possible effects of the absolute number of cycles involved in installation 
remains a point of debate. 
Some field and model piles test studies indicate that installation effects on the on-pile radial 
stresses are dominated by the number of shearing cycles. The CPT (DCPT = 43.7mm) sounding 
shown in Figure 2-15(a) presents data gathered by DeJong (2001) in medium dense sand using an 
instrument equipped with four friction sleeves located at h/R = 8 to 70. The CPT was installed 
effectively monotonically by 1m long strokes and sleeve friction was reported as practically 
constant over the h/R range considered implying τrz was not varying with h from h/R > 8, although 
an alternative trend of τrz attenuating with h/R can be proposed, Figure 2-15(b), on considering the 
S4 measurements are an outlier. 
White and Lehane (2004) performed drum centrifuge (1.2m outer diameter, 0.8m inner 
diameter ring and 0.3m deep) tests with instrumented 9mm square stainless steel (Rcla = 0.55μm) 
model displacement piles (centrifuge channel: pile width (B) ratio = 22.2) in uniform rounded fine 
silica sand (d50% = 0.18mm, ID varied with depth from 20% - 90%) to investigate the relationship 
between σ'rs on the piles to the height behind the tip or number of cycles during installation, as 
shown in Figure 2-16. They argued a clearer correlation of the shaft σ'rs to the number of cycles of 
installation than to the net shear displacements, the greatest degradation being in the range 0 – 50 
cycles with qc–normalised σ'rs (= their σ'hc) stresses remaining about constant thereafter. However, 
the pile surface stress measurements were made by Kyowa PS-5KA miniature stress sensor devices 
which were found by Zhu et al. (2009) to need close cyclic calibrations as they suffer from marked 
cell-action effects in sands. No details of the sensors calibration were reported and these features 
may have affected the centrifuge results. 
White and Lehane (2004) showed the implications of the effect of the number of cycles on 
the construction of a 350mm square precast concrete pile that was initially installed in a uniform 
medium dense sand deposit with qc ≈ 22MPa by applying 1.5m long jack–strokes to a depth of 6.3m 
then the installation process was changed to 22 strokes each 0.075m long, Figure 2-17. The pile 
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showed at this point a change to a practically flat pile head force-depth trend indicating in this case 
a clear sensitivity to the absolute number of cycles applied. 
White (2005) cites similar behaviour in jacked model pile tests conducted in uncemented 
weak marine calcareous sands at North Rankin site, offshore Western Australia, Figure 2-18. 
Tension tests were conducted on model piles of 60mm diameter and 2500mm length (L/D = 42) 
monotonically jacked below a borehole base. Friction on the model jacked piles was comparable to 
the site’s CPT sleeve friction (~55kPa) which led to the North Rankin piles being designed at τsf = 
40kPa (Renfrey et al. 1988). The latter estimate over-predicted the full-scale driven pile capacity as 
proven by pile runs in the field and resistance of 4 to 19kPa pull-out tests on 762mm diameter 
hammer-driven conductors. Dolwin et al. (1988), Randolph (1988) reported the progressive 
reduction in shaft resistance shown in Figure 2-18 during continuous driving deduced by CAPWAP 
analyses of main piles driving data. 
 
  
Figure 2-15: (a) Distribution of shaft friction on a multi–friction sleeve CPT instrument with 43.7mm 
diameter (DeJong, 2001), (b) Author’s suggested alternative trend. 
 
 
 
Outlier? 
Possible 
trend? 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 2-16: Influence of loading cycles during installation on stationary horizontal stress (a) normalised 
horizontal stress against distance above pile tip; (b) normalised horizontal stress against number of cycles 
(White and Lehane, 2004). 
 
 
Figure 2-17: Jacking record for a precast concrete pile in sand installed by 1.5m long jack–strokes to a 
depth of 6.3m followed by 0.075m long strokes to a depth of 7.95m (White & Lehane, 2004). 
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Figure 2-18: Influence of number of loading cycles (i.e. hammer blows) on shaft resistance in uncemented 
weak marine calcareous sands at North Rankin, (White, 2005). 
 
Gavin & O’Kelly (2007) reported field tests with an instrumented stainless steel tubular 
closed-ended 73mm outer diameter displacement piles installed to various lengths with L/D up to 
~40 aiming to study the different behaviours of jacked and driven piles. The piles were installed in 
heavily over-consolidated, glacially derived, very dense fine Blessington sand with average CPT tip 
qc ≈ 15 – 18MPa with sleeve friction, fs increasing from 100kPa to 280kPa with depth. The piles 
were either jacked-in monotonically at rates of 20mm/s or subjected to total unloading after each 
stroke to simulate pile driving installations. They observed higher side friction on the monotonically 
installed piles to the cyclically installed comparator. The stationary effective radial stresses 
controlling the shaft friction resistance were also greater for the monotonic installation (although 
details on the calibration of their Entran total earth–pressure cells are not provided) and reportedly 
dependent on the CPT qc profile, the h/D ratio and the number of load cycles. The stationary 
effective radial stresses were also observed to reduce during initial load cycling applied after 
installation especially at higher cyclic loading levels. Although the radial stress levels acting on the 
monotonically installed piles were initially much higher than those recorded for the cyclically 
installed piles, the values were indistinguishable after application of relatively small number (~ 50) 
of load cycles. 
Jardine et al. (2013a) reported stresses measured on and around the shaft of closed–ended 
36mm OD stainless steel (Rcla 3-4μm) Mini-Imperial College Pile (Mini–ICP) as well as standard 
CPT cone tip–ended piles singly installed in a calibration chamber (1.2m diameter by 1.5 deep, 
dchamber/D = 33.3) of medium dense NE34 Fontainebleau sand (d50% = 0.21mm, e0 = 0.62 and ID = 
72%) investigating the effects of jack-stroke installation modes as well as number of cycles on 
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installation. Figure 2-19 shows the moving and stationary radial stresses generated in the sand mass 
at a distance 5R from the installing pile CPT1 where the jack load was maintained in between 
installation strokes and CPT2 where the jack load was fully removed in between strokes. Sand 
stress measurements were made by miniature Kyowa and TML type total stress sensors that had 
been closely calibrated to account for cell-action effects, following Zhu et al. (2009). Marginal 
effects of changing the number of strokes on the normalised radial stresses are reported for the 
‘pause period’ stresses and a slightly lower maximum stress developed in CPT2. But generally the 
decay of the jacking stresses in the sand mass was found to be less heavily influenced by the 
number of jacking cycles than the interface stress measurements discussed above.  
The stresses developed in the sand mass during installation by jack strokes of two 
displacement piles Mini-ICP1 and Mini-ICP2 pushed in by 92 10mm (to 920mm) and 198 5mm (to 
990mm) length strokes respectively are presented in Figure 2-20. The radial moving stresses at two 
positions 2R and 3R away from the pile are plotted against both the number of cycles of installation 
N and the normalised pile tip distance from the sensor level h/R. The stress decay curves in the sand 
mass are more compatible when plotted against the h/R rather than N. Jardine et al. (2013a) accept 
that the number of cycles may be more influential when considering stress degradation at the pile 
interface although no consistent difference in the stress degradation was reported at the interface for 
the Mini-ICP1 and Mini-ICP2 tests. Doubling the number of cycles did not lead to any significant 
interface stress changes. 
Other studies that have reported stress measurements in the sand mass around displacement 
piles in sands including the field study with closed-ended pile in Dunkirk marine silica sand by 
Chow (1997), Gavin & Lehane’s (2003) open-ended model pile in a laboratory calibration chamber 
filled with Blessington sand and Allard’s (1990) centrifuge testing of driven closed-ended model 
piles in Nevada silica sand. These are reviewed and compared with the Author’s measurements in 
Chapter 8. 
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Figure 2-19: Effect of installation method on radial stresses (a) at the end of each push, and (b) at 
the end of each pause for CPT1 and CPT2 (Jardine et al. 2013a). 
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Figure 2-20: Comparative influences of number of cycles N (a & b) and relative pile tip depth h/R (c & d) on 
moving radial stresses (Jardine et al. 2013a). 
 
2.7 Variants of the CPT–based ICP-05 method 
Three modern CPT-based design methods FUGRO-05 (Kolk et al. 2005a), NGI-05 (Clausen 
et al. 2005) and UWA-05 Lehane et al. (2005a,b), have been included together with ICP-05, into the 
API RP2 GEO commentary as alternative design procedures. Schneider et al. (2008) summarised 
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the base and shaft resistance design formulations of these four methods for siliceous sands as shown 
on Table 2-5 for base resistance and Table 2-6 for shaft resistance. 
FUGRO-05 aimed to improve the ICP-05 design criteria by calibrating the formulation more 
precisely for axially loaded driven pipe piles in sands. For this, the ICP-05 was re-fitted to a 
restricted database of 45 (24 tension and 21 compression) pile load tests. The database included 
large-scale instrumented load tests reported by (Kolk et al. 2005b, c) and Fugro (1995) with other 
well known open and closed-ended steel pipe piles load tests. However, the database featured some 
tests in non-siliceous cemented sands, silts and clay from the Ras Tanajib test site and micaceous 
sands from Jamuna Bridge. FUGRO-05 adopted the Coulomb failure criterion for shaft capacity, as 
with the ICP-05. The interface angle of shearing, although was taken as constant δ = 290 for all 
cases. Interface dilation during loading was ignored and the shaft resistance formulations were 
calibrated by regression to give the forms in Table 2-6. 
The FUGRO-05 predicts higher stresses at h/R* = 4 than ICP-05 and assumes more rapid 
attenuation of stresses beyond that. FUGRO-05 defined the base resistance for both large 
displacement and small to non-displacement piles as being independent of diameter. As far as time 
effects on capacity are concerned Kolk et al. (2005) reported increase in frictional capacity with 
time from their dataset indicating that FUGRO-05 will overpredict capacities of piles loaded within 
50 days but underpredict the tensile capacities of piles tested after longer set-up periods. 
The NGI-05 ‘CPT–based’ sand method (Clausen et al. 2005) requires only three sand 
parameters; unit weight, pore water pressures and relative density. CPT cone resistances (or SPT, 
PMT or pile driving resistance values) are only used to obtain the sand relative density. Installation 
‘friction fatigue’ effects along the pile are incorporated using a sliding triangle approach similar to 
that of Toolan et al. (1990) and the shaft resistance mobilised by open-ended piles in sand is 
assumed to be about one-third lower than closed-ended piles. Based on 85 pile load tests from 35 
locations, most with CPT test data (56) the shaft and base resistances were formulated as in tables 
that follow. Neither the shaft nor the base resistance of the NGI-05 method are considered pile 
diameter dependent. Clausen et al. (2005) recognised potential time effects on capacity but did not 
offer any treatment because the time between driving and load testing was not known for most of 
their piles. 
UWA-05, was developed by the University of Western Australia by Lehane et al. (2005a) 
after API commissioned a review of the ICP, FUGRO and NGI CPT-based methods to assess their 
predictive reliabilities and inform the revision of the RP2A design guidelines. The UWA-05 was 
calibrated against a database of 77 pile load tests with diameters greater than 0.2m (and primarily 
less than 0.8m) with lengths greater than 5m (mainly between 10 and 20m) and typical maximum 
static capacities (at base displacements of 0.1D) less than 5MN. Their elaboration of the ICP-05 
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incorporated alternative qb approach by Xu et al. (2008) as covered in section 2.3, for open ended 
piles using the effective area ratio which incorporates the Incremental Filling Ratio (IFR) after 
White et al. (2005) as summarised in Table 2-6 below. The attenuation of stresses along the pile 
shafts was treated by an h/R term that did not explicitly incorporate dependency on number of 
jacking cycles or driving blows N. 
The next section summarises selected published assessments of the relative improvements 
the modern CPT-based methods offer in predictive reliability compared to the API main text 
method recommendations. 
 
 
Table 2-5: Modern (offshore) CPT-based design methods for base resistance of driven piles in siliceous 
sands after Schneider et al. (2008). 
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Table 2-6: Modern (offshore) CPT-based design methods for local shaft friction of driven piles in siliceous 
sand after Schneider et al. (2008). 
2.8 Predictive reliability of the modern CPT-based design methods 
Studies of the predictive reliability of driven piles axial capacity design methods have been 
undertaken to; 1) Evaluate the reliability of each individual design approach, 2) Offer guidance on 
the selection of design approaches, and 3) To indicate how the approaches can be improved. 
As defined earlier, predictive reliability is typically evaluated by the ratio Qc/Qm for each of 
the methods leading their mean ratios and CoV for comparisons across methods. Assessments of 
design methods for a particular soil can be on a full (mixed/ comprehensive) database or on 
selective databases exploring particular characteristics such as load test directions; (compression or 
tension); shaft or base resistance, pile materials; (concrete, steel, timber) or pile geometry 
(open/closed, square/cylindrical). Statistical bias and skew have similarly been investigated to 
reveal particular characteristics of procedures in relation to parameters such as pile slenderness L/D 
or sand density state. 
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Several predictive reliability studies have been performed focusing on the CPT–based 
approaches’ improved predictive reliability relative to the API-RP2A main text method. The API 
poor predictive performance, clear skew and biases (with sand density states and slenderness ratios) 
have been reported by various studies as summarise by Jeanjean et al. (2010) in Figures 2-21 to 2-
24. Here, three independent predictive reliability studies were sampled and summarised as 
representative. 
 
 
Figure 2-21: Qc/Qm pile compression capacity using API Main text method as a function of sand density 
index (Jeanjean et al. 2010). 
 
 
Figure 2-22: Qc/Qm pile compression capacity using API Main text method as a function of pile slenderness 
ratio (Jeanjean et al. 2010). 
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Figure 2-23: Qc/Qm pile tension capacity using API Main text method as a function of sand density index 
(Jeanjean et al. 2010). 
 
 
Figure 2-24: Qc/Qm pile tension capacity using API Main text method as a function of pile slenderness ratio 
(Jeanjean et al. 2010). 
 
Lehane et al. (2005b) then Schneider et al. (2008) reported a predictive reliability study of 
seven displacement piles in siliceous sand design procedures; simplified (α–type) CPT methods 
LCPC (Bustamante and Gianeselli, 1982) and EF-97 (Eslami and Fellenius 1997), API main text 
method (2000) and the four modern CPT-based methods using the UWA database that calibrated 
the UWA-05 method Lehane et al. (2005a). The database was analysed as a whole (Table 2-7) and 
in subsets of closed–ended concrete piles in compression (17 pile load tests), closed–ended steel 
piles in compression (15), closed–ended piles in tension (12), open–ended steel pipe piles in 
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compression (17) and open–ended steel pipe piles in tension (16). Observations from the assessment 
included; 
1) The design procedures considered tended to overpredict pile capacity in calcareous or 
micaceous sands and underpredict pile capacity in residual soils while capacities measured 
at a given site tended to increase with time. 
2) The API main text method showed the highest variation for each of the subset databases 
which was, for example, upto four times the ICP-05 in the open ended piles tension capacity 
subset. 
3) Bias in length and density implied that the API method overall remained conservative 
towards the database but with the largest scatter as cited. 
4) The simplified (α-type) CPT-based methods overpredicted the capacity of open-ended piles 
in tension and compression. It is noted that these methods were not intended for use with 
open-ended piles. Predictions in compression were observed to be worse than tension 
indicating poorer reliability in end-bearing formulations. 
5) Fugro-05 tends to overpredict the capacity of piles in compression and slightly underpredict 
the capacity of piles in tension. This tendency was attributed to be partly related to an end-
bearing formulation which allowed qb/qc to be greater than unity and comparatively higher 
h/R* exponent resulting into steeper stresses attenuation on the shaft. 
6) The NGI-05 procedure tends to provide the closest Qc/Qm mean value over the entire 
database being slightly less conservative while ICP05 and UWA05 appear marginally 
conservative in the full as well as all sub categories. 
7) UWA-05 treatment of the influence of pile plugging during driving using measured IFR data 
where available appeared to reduce predictive scatter for the open ended piles compression. 
 
 
Table 2-7: Performance of design methods against the entire UWA database where μgR is the geometric 
mean and σlnR standard deviation of the natural log of Qc/Qm (after Schneider et al. 2008). 
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Augustesen et al. (2005) evaluated three methods API-RP2A (1987 – 1993), NGI–99 
(recently recast as NGI-05) and ICM–96 (recast as ICP-05) on a Danish Aalborg University 
database (AAU) (32 pile tests from 9 sites), an NGI database (122 pile tests from 52 sites) and the 
combined AAU and NGI database, Table 2-8. The NGI database featured 34 ‘super’ pile tests 
which were used to develop and calibrate the NGI-99 design method (NGI 2001). Other piles are 
drawn from the databases Olson (1988), Randolph et al. (1994) and Chow (1997). The total 
database included 152 relevant pile tests from 59 sites (2 pile tests and sites from the AAU were 
excluded in the total) with pile diameter between 0.10m and 2.0m with the longest penetrating to 
94m in deposits with qc between 2.5 and 29MPa. The following are summary conclusions of 
Augustesen et al. (2005) regarding the combined and subset databases; 
1) No time correction was employed as the time duration between installation and testing was 
unknown in most of the database case studies. However, generally Qc/Qm was observed to 
decrease with time from end of driving to load testing; that is the prediction methods were 
relevant in the short–term however in the medium to long term capacities tended to improve 
rendering the prediction methods conservative. 
2) API-RP2A provided better estimate of the full database in terms of average Qc/Qm though 
with a higher variation than ICM-96. 
3) Capacities of piles loaded in compression or tension are better predicted by the API main 
text in terms of the average Qc/Qm, though similarly with augmented scatter to the ICM-96. 
4) ICM-96 showed more reliable predictions of the concrete piles subset database whereas 
API-RP2A and NGI-99 were more reliable for piles made of steel. 
5) From subset databases with shorter or longer than 15m piles, it was recommended to use 
NGI-99 for piles longer than 15m and ICM-96 for piles with penetration depths less than 
15m independent on whether the piles are driven open-ended or closed-ended. 
6) ICM-96 provided more reliable estimates for piles with equivalent diameters less than 0.4m 
while API-RP2A was considered more reliable for piles with diameters exceeding 0.4m. 
7) Generally, the calculation methods are very sensitive towards the way the soil profile and 
pile tests are interpreted. 
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Table 2-8: Assessment of NGI-99, API-2 and ICM-96 predictive reliability against the combined AAU and 
NGI database (Augustesen et al. 2005). 
 
Finally, Gavin et al. (2011) have provided a reliability assessment of existing design 
methods related to the estimation of tension capacity of open ended piles in sands as critical to 
multi-pile foundations such as for offshore wind turbines. The limited database was cumulated from 
Chow (1997), Jardine et al. (2006), Kolk et al. (2005b) and others and consisted 17 piles from 11 
sites all with diameters greater than 300mm and lengths more than 5m. Six design methods were 
tested against the database; API-07, Design of offshore wind turbine structures (DNV-07), plus the 
four modern CPT-based methods. Table 2-9 summarises the results of the methods evaluation. The 
following can be observed and summarised from the predictability assessment; 
 
1) ICP05 and UWA-05 offered the best predictability with the least scatter while the API-07 
and DNV-07, which are similar in their formulation, had the poorest predictability and the 
greatest scatter. 
2) Apparent skew was reported on DNV-07 and API-07 from the methods bias to 
underestimate the pile capacities in short piles (L/D < 30) and in dense sands (ID > 75%). 
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3) FUGRO-05 showed tendencies to provide better predictions for shorter piles and in dense 
sands. 
The design methods formulations skews and biases are made apparent with a tension shaft 
capacity design example for pile foundations in dense sands of a 5MW offshore wind turbine shown 
on Figure 2-25 in which for any fixed pile diameter selected the procedures predict a range of 
lengths in cases more than double each other. 
 
Table 2-9: Arithmetic mean and CoV reliability of displacement piles in sands design approaches on a 
database of tension tests on open–ended piles in sand (Gavin et al. 2011). 
 
 
Figure 2-25: Estimate of pile length required to support a 5MW offshore wind turbine (a) Pile diameter, D = 
2.5m (b) D = 1.5m (Gavin et al. 2011). 
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2.9 Summary and conclusions 
This chapter reviewed the state–of–knowledge on axial static behaviour of single 
displacement piles in silica sand, considering the processes experienced during their installation. 
The review focused on the effective stress state generated around displacement piles as this controls 
the piles axial static capacities. Understanding regarding the estimation of shaft and base resistances 
has been reviewed as related to reliability studies and the best available approaches were 
summarised. Implicitly, this chapter considered the capacities and stiffnesses available within a few 
days of pile installation by jacking or driving. The following overall observations are drawn; 
1) Considerable progress has been made regarding the understanding of i) Stresses developed 
around the base of piles, ii) The attenuation of the stresses along the shafts, and iii) The 
mechanisms developing at the interfaces during static loading of the piles. 
 
2) The modern (offshore) CPT–based axial capacity design methods that address base 
conditions and shaft stresses attenuation above the tip offer up to 52% improvement in the 
predictive reliability of measured pile capacities compared to the conventional earth 
pressures approaches (the current main text method in API RP2 GEO) or the simplified α–
type CPT design methods. 
 
3) Although full adoption of one or all of the CPT-based methods hasn’t been made yet for the 
API recommended practice, the Imperial College approach ICP-05 has been in use 
effectively since 1996; see Overy (2007). 
 
4) The pile load test databases used for design methods calibration affect the outcomes of 
predictive reliability checks due to; (i) the low numbers of tests, (ii) potentially partially 
mobilised load capacities, (iii) possible inclusion of non-silica sand cases, and (iv) un-
accounted residual loads. 
 
5) Perspectives have emerged regarding possible improvement of the modern CPT-based 
approaches by explicit incorporation of cyclic installation effects. However all four methods 
currently cited in the API RP2GEO (2011) adopt implicitly lumped ‘h/R effect’ or ‘friction 
fatigue’ factors. 
 
6) Persisting uncertainty regarding time effects limit the ability of any single design method to 
predict the potentially “moving target” of axial capacity without addressing time and ageing 
explicitly. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Ageing behaviour of axial capacity of displacement piles in sands 
3.1 Introduction 
Age (time) related changes appear to apply to the axial capacity of displacement piles in 
sands. Beneficial ageing which results in capacity increase is frequently referred to as pile ‘set-up’ 
or ‘freeze’ while non-beneficial ageing is called pile ‘relaxation’. Chow (1997), Yang & Liang 
(2009) found that set-up is more common than relaxation. While the mechanisms governing pile 
ageing have yet to be fully demonstrated, hypotheses have been posed by among others, 
Schmertmann (1991), Åstedt et al. (1992), Chow et al. (1998), Bea et al. (1999), Axelsson (2000), 
White et al. (2005), Bowman & Soga (2005) and White & Zhao (2006). 
Authors including Skov & Denver (1988), Svinkin et al. (1994), Tan et al. (2004), Bullock 
et al. (2005), Alawneh et al. (2009) or Yang & Liang (2009) have suggested empirical procedures 
for estimating potential ageing benefits from collated load tests on aged piles. 
If proven to be sufficiently reliable, routine design procedures could be modified, and, 
design and construction re-optimised to take benefits of ageing. Re-assessments could be made of 
how much additional loading could be applied to structures founded on aged piles. Further, 
foundations for which installation monitoring or potential under-design concerns are raised could be 
re-evaluated to assess whether any short–falls could be covered by long term set-up. However, 
incorporation of ageing processes into pile capacity estimation procedures is not yet routinely 
addressed because of uncertainties over: 1) Which are the influential factors, and 2) The reliability 
and repeatability of the potential ageing processes. Schneider (2007), for example, considered that 
studies involving long–term measurements of stresses around displacement piles would be required 
to provide reliable information on ageing processes that might feed into improved axial capacity 
pile design approaches. 
 
3.2 Hypothesized mechanisms 
Komurka et al. (2003) suggested the three potential pile set-up patterns illustrated in Figure 
3-1 which involved; 
(i) A logarithmically non-linear steeply varying period of capacity gain associated with initial 
excess pore water pressure dissipation in low permeability soils, typically k < 10-6 m/s (after 
Casagrande & Fadum 1940) 
(ii) A logarithmically linear rate of capacity change associated with any longer term than excess 
pore water pressure dissipation. 
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(iii) An extended logarithmically linear ageing period that is not associated with pore pressure 
change. 
When considering piles driven in sand, processes (i) and (ii) are typically referred to as short–
term and those related to (iii) as medium to long term, although mixed processes can be expected 
around a pile in a real soil of finite permeability over the short term; Axelsson (2000). For 
displacement piles in clean sands pile set-up is dominated by the medium to long term ageing 
processes. 
Case histories have suggested that beneficial ageing of total axial capacity of piles results 
principally from gains in shaft resistance and either no change or relaxation of the pile base capacity 
with time, Schmertmann (1991). Chow et al. (1998) proposed three possible mechanisms governing 
the increase in shaft capacity with time through ageing alone. 
a) Radial stress increases linked to relaxation of circumferential (hoop) stresses in a sand arch 
formed around the displacement pile during installation. They postulated that initially 
elevated hoop stresses shield the pile shaft from higher radial stresses that act further away 
from the shaft and sketched the pattern as shown in, Figure 3-2. A similar mechanism was 
suggested independently by Åstedt et al. (1992). 
b) Sand ageing leading to increases in interface dilation due to better interface interlocking and 
stiffness increases in the soil around the pile leading to additional radial effective stresses 
(Δσ'rd = 2GΔr/R) acting against the shaft during static axial loading to failure. Chow et al. 
noted from their laboratory tests that the pile–sand interface angles δcv did not change with 
time in interface shear tests involving sands and inert stainless steel. 
c) Physiochemical action/ corrosion between an active (corrodible) pile and the surrounding 
sand leading to increased interface roughness, increased circumference of shearing and 
either migration of the shearing surface into the surrounding soil or additional radial stresses 
developing as the volume of the interface increases. 
 
Field and laboratory studies by Axelsson (2000) led to his interpretation of increased 
dilation (mechanism b) as the main pile set-up mechanism. Chow et al. (1998) and White & Zhao 
(2006) report that set-up can develop through physiochemical processes (mechanism c) on 
corrodible piles, while Bea et al. (1999) suggested sand ‘welding’ on steel piles increases 
roughness, diameter and dilation at the interface. Bowman and Soga (2005) suggested an 
elaboration of mechanism (b), reporting that laboratory triaxial creep tests show strong dilation after 
certain elapsed times which could be accelerated by small cyclic perturbations (see Rimoy & 
Jardine 2011). They argued that under the kinematically constrained conditions imposed around pile 
shafts, dilation increases the radial stresses and pile capacities. White & Bolton (2004) and White et 
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al. (2005) followed Chow et al. (1998) in considering that long–term re-distribution of the radial 
stresses set-up by displacement piles installation in sands (mechanism a) would raise the shaft radial 
stresses and give the observed increases in axial capacities. 
The radial and circumferential effective stresses re-equalisation mechanism (a) has since been 
relatively widely accepted and attempts have been made to model the process by numerical or 
cavity expansion analysis. 
FEM analyses by König and Grabe (2006) simulated 200 to 400mm diameter and 4m long 
displacement piles undergoing monotonic and non-monotonic installation. An axisymmetric 
continuum sand body of 10m radius and 20m depth was simulated with a ‘zipper’ technique applied 
at the sand-pile interface and a kinematic contact formulation with a low Coulomb interface 
shearing criterion of δcv = 10°. Adaptive re-meshing was used to regenerate the mesh after certain 
increments so as to avoid large distortions of the elements during pile penetration; see Mahutka, 
König and Grabe (2006) for further information on the model. While the simulated monotonic 
installation showed high effective radial stresses remaining at the pile shaft at the end of penetration 
(compared to the imposed K0 stresses in the far field) without any markedly raised circumferential 
stresses developing, ‘pulsed’ installation produced cyclic shearing at the pile shaft and densification 
at the interface that allowed the effective radial stresses immediately around the pile to relax while 
being compensated for by increased circumferential stresses. 
White et al. (2005) presented a simple elastic perfectly plastic (φ = 32.5°) cylindrical cavity–
expansion–contraction scheme to model the stress reduction behind a pile tip of a cyclically driven 
pile, Figure 3-3. In the near field, r/R < 4.5, the circumferential stresses predicted around the pile 
exceeded the effective radial stresses. White et al. argued that creep induced stress re-equalisation 
could increase the radial stresses on the pile and give shaft capacity growth with time. Chow et al. 
(1998) and White & Zhao (2006) noted that ageing is not widely reported for replacement (bored or 
CFA) piles in sands, suggesting that the installation-induced stress regime on displacement piles 
appears to be a necessary condition for ageing benefits. The fact that ageing benefits are seen with 
concrete, steel, and timber piles also imply that physiochemistry of the interface material is not a 
dominant variable, Chow et al. (1998). 
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Figure 3-1: Idealised schematic of pile set-up phases showing change in the ratio of final pile capacity Qfinal 
to initial capacity Qinitial with log time (Komurka et al. 2003). 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Arching mechanism around the pile shaft of a displacement pile in sands (Chow 1997). 
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Figure 3-3: Simple analysis of radial variation in stress near pile after unloading behind pile base (White et 
al. 2005). 
 
3.3 Load test case studies involving aged piles 
Tavenas (1969) provides one of the earliest reports of pile ageing phenomena in sand. Chow 
et al. (1998), Long et al. (1999), Axelsson (2000), Jardine et al. (2006), Yang & Liang (2009) and 
Alawneh et al. (2009) have since collated or reported case histories where beneficial ageing effects 
led to axial capacity increases on time staged pile load tests. Various correlations have been 
proposed between pile axial capacity and the time of testing from installation, and a log-linear 
capacity relationship is the most widely adopted. Significant scatter is observed with all the reported 
trends. Chow et al. (1998) attributed the scatter to: 
1) Variation in the time at which initial pile capacity is defined in the case histories where 
reference capacity is either taken at End of Initial Drive (EIOD) or a short period of time 
(hours) after. Although sand is free draining short-term stress equalisation may play 
different roles depending on scale and fines contents. 
2) Dynamic and static load tests are not always distinguished, and 
3) Different static pile load capacity criteria are used in the various cases collated. 
 
Further, Jardine et al. (2006) argued that very different ageing trends applied to intact piles 
(those tested to their capacity only once after various extended post–driving periods) and multiply 
tested single piles. As shown on Figure 3-4, the set-up trends of shaft capacities of the pile load test 
reaction piles R3 and R4 used in the GOPAL project at Dunkirk (Parker et al. 1999) progressively 
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shift by decreasing from the Dunkirk Intact Ageing Capacity (IAC) when tested from intact state, to 
the trendline applying for multiply re-tested piles after Jardine & Chow (1996). A further difficulty 
lies in unambiguously isolating the shaft from base capacity components. Isolation is often only 
possible in static tension tests. 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Shaft capacities normalised by ICP-05 method predictions against time for first-time and pre-
failed tension tests as described in the legend for reaction piles R3 and R4 used in the GOPAL project (after 
Jardine et al. 2006). 
 
The accessible source references reported in the previous databases and other recent case 
histories have been compiled by the Author into a new database summarised on Table 3-3 which 
comprises. 
i) 22 references reported between 1972 and 2013, citing 23 sites, across 9 countries. 
ii) 147 test piles made of concrete (75), steel (71) and timber (1). 
iii) 328 load tests, of which 59% are dynamic compression tests, 19% static compression tests 
and 22% static tension tests. 
iv) Piles of lengths ranging from 2.5m to 58.5m, with diameters between 0.034m and 1.219m, 
and a minimum slenderness (L/D) of 17. 
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v) 44 (30%) of the 147 piles were reportedly tested only once from their ‘intact state’ and the 
remaining 70% were multiply tested. 
vi) The load tests were staged up to 1.8 years after installation in compression and 4.7 years in 
tension, although 86% of the tests were conducted within 100 days of driving. 
 
Here, as in most previous ageing studies, the capacities of the aged piles are normalised by 
the short-term pile capacity determined between 0 and 1 day after installation as noted and analysed 
against the logarithm of time at load testing. 
First, the normalised static axial tension shaft capacities of the intact piles in the database are 
plotted against the time of testing on Figure 3-5. Pile load tests from only two sites/cases meet this 
criterion giving a relatively sparse data-set. However a clear shaft capacity ageing trend can be seen 
that is greater than or equal to 100% per log time cycle. 
The axial tension shaft capacities of both intact and re-tested aged piles are plotted similarly 
on Figure 3-6. The scatter is greater and a larger proportion show negligible capacity growth. 
However, the piles tested by Schneider (2007) involving multiple re-tests exhibited interestingly 
higher shaft capacity resistance growth than the intact piles. 
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Figure 3-5: Normalised static axial tension capacities of intact aged piles plotted against the time of testing 
after installation. 
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Figure 3-6: Normalised static axial tension capacities of intact and re-tested aged piles plotted against the 
time of testing after installation. 
 
Tavenas & Audy (1972) offer the only case in the database that reports static compression 
tests on aged intact piles. Their results for total (base + shaft) capacities are plotted on Figure 3-7. 
Clearly there is a range of response from constant capacities with time (QC,t/QC,t = 1day = 1) to nearly 
100% gains per log time cycle. The ~44% increase per log time cycle average trend observed from 
the Tavenas & Audy (1972) and the 100% increase per log time cycle trend from static tension tests 
(Figure 3-5) are both plotted on Figure 3-7 for comparison. The lower rates of intact total 
compression capacity gain compared to the tension shaft capacity set-up suggests that the gains are 
less significant for the bases than on the shafts. This is further shown in Figure 3-8 by the base 
capacity database comprising of multiply tested piles using dynamic or static procedures. The data 
scatter between gains and losses; on average base capacities increased marginally (~5%) per log 
time cycle. 
Static compression capacity trends have also been interpreted from analyses of dynamic 
tests conducted at the end of initial drive (EOID), as plotted on Figure 3-9, normalising again by the 
reference short-term capacity from the dynamic tests. Similar to the static tests on intact aged piles, 
the compression capacity trends cover a range and average around 38% gains per log time cycle. 
Figure 3-10 plots the pile capacities from single re-strike dynamic tests normalised by the reference 
dynamic capacity at installation against the time of testing the data scatters again around an average 
trend of 38% gain per log time cycle. 
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Figure 3-7: Normalised static axial compression total capacities of intact aged piles plotted against the time 
of testing after installation. 
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Figure 3-8: Normalised static axial compression base capacities of re-tested aged piles plotted against the 
time of testing after installation. 
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Figure 3-9: Static axial compression total capacities normalised by reference dynamic capacities plotted 
against the time of testing after installation. 
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Figure 3-10: Single re-strikes dynamic axial compression total capacities normalised by the reference 
dynamic capacities plotted against the time of testing after installation. 
 
Figure 3-11 shows single and multiple dynamic re-strike tests’ axial compression total 
capacity trends while Figure 3-12 presents all the static and dynamic tests’ axial compression total 
capacities from the entire database. The capacities scatter between constant capacity with time and 
an upper bound of 100% capacity gain per log cycle. The global regression average runs at 38% 
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gains per log time cycle, similar to Figure 3-9. This average falls below the 44% per log time cycle 
prescribed by Tavenas & Audy (1972) for axial compression total capacities on intact piles possibly 
reinforcing the different trends of re-tested piles emphasized by Jardine et al. (2006). 
Multiple re-tests increase scatter and can show no to very low capacity growth with time 
depending on their staging sequence. To explore this further, Figure 3-13 plots normalised 
compression total capacities of re-tested piles against the number of pile re-tests conducted, 
showing the average times after installation for each particular set of re-tests. Also shown are the 
total capacities expected for intact aged piles from the average 50% gain per log cycle trend. The 
potential loss of ageing benefits sustained through multiple pile re-tests (defined as the difference 
between the capacity of aged intact and re-tested pile at the same time after installation normalised 
by the short term reference capacity) are plotted on Figure 3-14. 
The final ageing trend to be evaluated is the shaft capacity during compression loading and 
this has been examined from the dataset where both base and shaft capacities measurements were 
made either during static (6%) or dynamic (94%) compression load tests. The base capacities were 
shown on Figure 3-8 while the shaft capacities are presented on Figure 3-15. Similar to the tension 
shaft capacities on aged piles, the compression shaft capacities ageing trends cover a range up to 
(and above) 100% gain per log time cycle, with a mean trend of ~50%. 
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Figure 3-11: Normalised dynamic axial compression total capacities plotted against the time of testing after 
installation. 
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Figure 3-12: Normalised static and dynamic axial compression total capacities plotted against the time at 
testing after installation. 
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Figure 3-13: Normalised axial compression total capacities of re-tested piles plotted against the number of 
load re-test. 
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Figure 3-14: Potential ageing benefit loss of axial compression capacities of re-tested piles. 
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Figure 3-15: Normalised static and dynamic axial compression shaft capacities plotted against the time at 
testing after installation. 
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3.4 Assessment of the database 
One way to assess the potential influence of interface radial stress dilation on the capacity 
ageing is to investigate the relationship between aged piles capacities and their diameters. As 
interface stress dilation is given by Δσ'rd = 4GΔr/D, any decrease in pile ageing effect with pile 
diameter is compatible with dilation being a positive governing mechanism for observed shaft 
capacity gains. Figure 3-16 (a) plots the compression total capacities of 10 days’ aged piles 
normalised by end–of–installation reference capacities against their pile diameters; the broadly flat 
trend of the data scatter suggests the aged piles’ ageing trends are not sensitive to pile diameter over 
the range considered. Figure 3-16 (b) presents normalised tension capacities after 10 days’ ageing 
plotted against the inverse of pile diameter shows a weak trend of shaft capacity set-up decreasing 
with diameter although the dataset is limited by the available pile size range and sites and 
dominated by small diameter piles/ rods of 34mm to 114mm. Regression on the dataset suggests 
only marginal ageing trends shifts within the range of diameters for industrial scale driven piles (> 
0.5m). 
As a preliminary assessment of the possible pile capacity ageing effects from 
physiochemical actions in the sand and on the pile interface, Table 3-1 lists those sites in the 
database where the ground water may be influenced by tides or have high salinity. This is assessed 
by the sites’ proximity to and elevation above the ocean or other high salinity water bodies. Such 
sites constitute 60% of the database entries. Figure 3-17 plots the aged piles compression total 
capacities from these ‘coastal’ sites and the ‘non-coastal’ sites in the database separately to assess 
the potential effects of physiochemical actions on the ageing trends. Similar average trends are 
observed on both cases indicating that salinity was not an essential or preferential driving feature in 
the studied sites. 
Next section summarises the key conclusions from the database study and concerns related 
to the pile load testing approaches used in ageing assessment. 
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Figure 3-16: 10 days’ aged piles normalised capacities (a) from compression load tests plotted against pile 
diameter (b) from tension load tests plotted against 1/ pile diameter. 
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No. Reference Site Pile material 
1 Tavenas & Audy (1972) St Charles River, Quebec City, Canada Concrete 
2 Skov & Denver (1988) Südkai, Hamburg Harbour, Germany Steel 
3 Seidel et al. (1988) Barwon River, City of Geelong, Victoria, Australia Concrete 
4 Zai (1988) Shanghai, China Steel 
5 York et al. (1994) JFK International Terminal, Jamaica, New York, USA Steel 
6 Chow et al. (1998) Port Autonome de Dunkerque, France Steel 
7 Attwooll et al. (1999) Salt Lake City, Utah, USA Steel 
8 Fellenius & Altaee (2002) JFK International Terminal, Jamaica, New York, USA Steel 
9 Bullock et al. (2005) Vilano Bridge East, Florida, USA Concrete 
10 Shek et al. (2006) Kowloon, Hong Kong Steel 
11 König & Grabe (2006) Hamburg, Germany Concrete 
12 Jardine et al. (2006) Port Autonome de Dunkerque, Dunkirk, France Steel 
13 Holeyman (2012) Loon Plage, Dunkirk, France Steel 
14 Jardine (2012) Red Sea port development Steel 
Table 3-1: Sites in the pile ageing database with ground water table influenced by tides or high salinity 
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Figure 3-17: Normalised axial compression total capacities versus time at testing after installation for (a) 
‘Coastal’ (b) ‘Non-coastal’ sites, assessing potential effects of physiochemical actions on ageing trends. 
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3.5 Concluding remarks on load testing of aged piles 
The collated database of case studies on aged piles load tests considered separately the 
following sub-sets of load tests to examine potential pile capacity ageing trends; 
a) Short–term static compression or tension load tests followed by static load tests on the same 
or a similar aged pile 
b) Dynamic compression tests at or shortly after End of Initial Drive (EOID) followed by 
dynamic compression tests at the Beginning of Re-strike (BOR) or static compression load 
tests on the same or a similar aged pile. 
 
Table 3-2 draws out a summary of the key evaluated outcomes from the datasets presented. 
The following points emerge: 
1) The limited Tavenas & Audy (1972) dataset of static axial compression load tests on intact 
driven piles in sands shows an average total capacity ageing trend of 44% per log time 
cycle. As most industrial piles are intended to work in compression it would be useful to 
assess the generality of their conclusions, but this is not feasible at present due to a lack of 
test data. 
 
2) Static axial compression capacity trends defined from re-tested aged piles are not reliable as 
they are affected by pre-loading effects leading to both potential damage to shaft friction and 
progressively enhanced mobilisation of particularly base capacity which may be erroneously 
interpreted as an ageing effect; see Fellenius’ (2002) re-interpretation of Axelsson (2000) 
aged field pile static load tests study, and laboratory studies by Joshi et al. (1995) and White 
& Zhao (2006). 
 
3) Two of the database references, Tucker & Briaud (1988) and Skov and Denver (1988), 
reported pile shaft capacities being maintained with time (no capacity gains) in coarse sands. 
It is possible that more ‘neutral’ pile load test cases are encountered and that their ‘un-
interesting’ time trends go unreported. 
 
4) The majority (76%) of the time–staged compression pile load tests were performed by 
dynamic testing. The literature contains several articles arguing that dynamic testing is 
unsuitable for determining the ultimate capacity of piles because; 
a. Substantial differences might exist between dynamic and static resistance due to 
inertia and velocity dependant soil resistances. Successfully dynamic testing 
interpretation relies on assuming appropriate relationships between dynamic and 
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static soil resistance including an assessment of how dilatant soil behaviour may 
enhance dynamic static resistance in saturated sands; Eiksund (1994). 
b. Displacement piles develop residual loads during installation that can be difficult to 
consider in dynamic capacity analysis; Fellenius (2002). 
c. The dynamic capacities determined by dynamic CAPWAP analyses (Rausche et al. 
1985) are often correlated with static pile capacities estimated by the Davisson 
(1972) criterion, which generally delivers capacities lower than the ultimate 
(plunging) static pile capacity. 
d. Likins & Rausche (2008) report even when dynamic and static tests are performed at 
essentially the same time (or at Time Ratio = 1 in their jargon) there is a scatter 
between the CAPWAP and static capacities averaging at 0.954 (±0.145). Re-strikes 
conducted up to 9 days after installation imply trends ranging from set-up to 
relaxation. 
e. Despite the cost advantages of dynamic testing, static load testing remains the 
preferred method for determining design pile capacity. Other procedures are only 
recommended when a close calibration to the static axial capacity is available 
(Eurocode 7 Geotechnical Design General Rules EN 1997 – 1:2004 section 7.5.3). 
 
5) The steepest capacity set-up trends (up to 100% per log cycle and greater) are those 
observed in static axial tension tests on intact and re–tested driven aged piles. The key 
concerns on concluding that such behaviour is typical of driven piles in sands are; 
a. The static tension load tests on intact and re-tested piles comprise a minor subset, of 
only 5 of the 23 cases in the full database. 
b. If shaft capacity set-up depends on shaft interface stress dilation (Figure 3-16 (b)) the 
potential ageing benefits decrease with pile diameter, suggests that ageing effects 
may be less significant with larger diameter driven piles. However, the review 
presented in this Chapter suggests that interface dilation and pile material type are 
not powerful factors driving ageing gains; although they may provide contributing 
factors.   
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Factor Critical data available Evaluated outcome 
Shaft capacity in tension Interpreted from a limited dataset of 
tension static tests on 7 ‘intact’ piles, 
~5% of the 147 piles in the total 
database. 
Strong positive shaft capacity set-up 
of 100% per log time 
Shaft capacity in compression Evaluated from axial compression 
load re-tests dataset of piles with 
separate assessments of base and 
shaft capacities from 6 (6%) static 
and 91 (94%) dynamic load tests 
Positive shaft capacity set-up 
averaging at 50% per log time 
Base capacity  
--”-- 
Wide scatter with both positive and 
negative effects with a mean trend of 
0% to 5% gains per log time  
Total capacity in compression Interpreted from a limited dataset of 
axial compression static tests on 
‘intact’ piles from Tavenas & Audy 
(1972) making ~19% of the total 
database (147 piles). 
Positive shaft capacity set-up with an 
average trend of 44% per log time 
Effects of re-testing in tension Interpreted from a dataset with static 
tension load re-tests 
General trend of growth with much 
greater scatter and lower average rate 
as re-testing inhibits ageing. 
However, smaller diameter piles 
showed steeper trends similar to and 
even greater than ‘intact’ large 
diameter piles.  
Effects of re-testing in compression Evaluated by multiple datasets of 
either dynamic testing only or 
dynamic followed by static testing 
General trend for growth with high 
scatter and marginally lower average 
rate of set-up at 38% per log time 
cycle as re-testing inhibits ageing. 
Dynamic compared to static testing Two datasets determine the capacity 
ageing trends from dynamic followed 
by static tests to those in dynamic 
then dynamic tests.  
Similar ageing trends which 
suggested equivalent interpretations 
of dynamically assessed static pile 
capacities to the statically determined. 
Proximity to salt water bodies and 
tides 
Sites with the potential influence of 
physiochemical effects on pile 
capacity ageing trends identified as 
60% of the database and their axial 
compression load tests were 
compared to the remaining 40%.    
No preferential ageing trend is 
established in the ‘coastal’ sites 
which suggest physiochemistry is not 
a dominant ageing driving mechanism 
of the dataset. 
Table 3-2: Summary table of the evaluated outcomes based on the critical data available from the ageing 
database study. 
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G.W.T Pile description Load test description 
b.g.l Average length Diameter** L/D Type Direction 
Re-
test No. Reference Site location 
Ground 
description 
(m) 
Numbers Material Section 
(m) (m)  D/S* C/T* Y/N* 
1 Tavenas & Audy 
(1972) 
St Charles 
River, 
Quebec 
City, Canada 
Medium 
uniform sand 
SPT average 
N = 23 k = 
10-4 m/s 
 
5 28 Concrete Hexagonal 11 0.305 36 S C N 
2 Samson & Authier 
(1986) 
Jasper, 
Alberta, 
Canada 
Gravelly 
medium to 
fine sand 
SPT average 
N = 16 
 
5 1 Steel H-Pile 
310 X 79 
14 0.198 70 D/S C Y 
Hamburg, 
Germany 
Sand and silt N/M 6 Concrete Square 
 
21 0.395 53 D/S C Y 3 Skov & Denver 
(1988) 
Südkai, 
Hamburg 
Harbour, 
Germany 
Coarse 
medium to 
medium fine 
sand and fine 
gravel 
 
-10.2 1 Steel Pipe 33.7 0.762 44 D/S C Y 
4 Seidel et al. (1988) Australia Loose to 
dense sand 
 
N/M 1 Concrete Square 11 0.508 21 D/S C Y 
5 Tucker & Briaud 
(1988) 
Mississippi 
River , 
Alton, 
Illinois, 
USA 
Clayey 
gravelly 
medium to 
coarse sand 
 
River 4 Steel H-Pile 
360 X 108 
14 0.235 60 S T N 
6 Zai (1988) China Fine sand 
 
N/M 5 Steel Pipe 41.4 0.609 68 D C Y 
7 DiMaggio (1991) Mobile 
County, 
Alabama, 
USA 
 
 
Saturated 
silty sand 
0.6 5 Concrete Square 21.5 0.688 31 D/S C Y 
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G.W.T Pile description Load test description 
b.g.l Average length Diameter** L/D Type Direction 
Re-
test No. Reference Site location 
Ground 
description 
(m) 
Numbers Material Section 
(m) (m)  D/S* C/T* Y/N* 
Concrete Square 
with void 
38 0.573 66 
Concrete Square 27.4 0.402 68 
8 Svinkin et al. 
(1994) 
 
 
 
 
Various 
sites, USA 
Silty clayey 
fine sand 
N/M 3 
Steel Closed 
ended 
pipe 
 
25.3 0.324 78 
D/S C Y 
13 Steel Open 
ended 
tapered 
monotube 
19.9 0.355 
tapered to 
0.2 over 
7.6m 
 
1 Timber N/M 15.8 N/M  
9 York et al. (1994) JFK 
International 
Terminal, 
Jamaica, 
New York, 
USA 
Organic silty 
clays and 
peats 
underlain by 
fine to 
medium 
glacial sand 
 
1.2 – 
2.4 
1 Steel Pipe 20.7 N/M  
D/S C Y 
10 Chow et al. (1998) Port 
Autonome de 
Dunkerque, 
Dunkerque, 
France 
Medium to 
dense marine 
silica sand 
qc average 
21MPa 
 
4 2 Steel Open 
ended 
pipe 
16.5 0.324 51 D/S C/T Y 
11 Attwooll et al. 
(1999) 
Salt Lake 
City, Utah 
USA 
Unsaturated 
dense sand 
15 1 Steel Closed 
ended 
pipe 
 
10.1 0.324 31.2 D/S C Y 
12 Axelsson (2000) Fittja Strait, 
Vårby, 
Stockholm, 
Sweden 
Loose to 
medium 
dense glacial 
sand. 
qc 2 - 8MPa, 
< 50% silica 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 4 Concrete Square 
 
17.4 0.265 65.8 D/S C Y 
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G.W.T Pile description Load test description 
b.g.l Average length Diameter** L/D Type Direction 
Re-
test No. Reference Site location 
Ground 
description 
(m) 
Numbers Material Section 
(m) (m)  D/S* C/T* Y/N* 
1 Monotube 
open 
18 0.45 40 D C Y 13 Fellenius & Altaee 
(2002) 
JFK 
International 
Terminal, 
Jamaica, 
New York, 
USA 
Fine to 
coarse 
medium 
dense to 
dense glacial 
sand 
 
N/M 
1 
Steel 
Tapertube 
open 
18 0.45 – 0.2 
over 7.6m 
90 D C Y 
3 H-pile 
356 
37   14 Tan et al. (2004) Terminal 18 
& First 
Avenue 
South 
Bridge, USA 
 
Loose to 
medium 
dense sand 
 
 
N/M 
2 
Steel 
Closed 
ended 
pipe 
34 0.61 55.7 
D C Y 
Buckman 
Bridge, 
Florida, 
USA 
1 9.2 17.8 15 Bullock et al. 
(2005) 
Vilano 
Bridge East, 
Florida, 
USA 
 
Dense fine 
sand 
N/M 
1 
Concrete Square 
10.7 
0.516 
20.7 
D/S 
O-
cell 
C/T Y 
16 Shek et al. (2006) Kowloon, 
Hong Kong 
Fine to 
coarse sand, 
medium 
dense to 
dense sand 
(CDG) 
 
3 2 Steel 55C H 
piles 
338 X 326 
57.2 0.219 261.2 D/S C Y 
17 Jardine et al. 
(2006) 
Port 
Autonome de 
Dunkerque, 
Dunkerque, 
France 
 
 
 
Medium to 
dense marine 
silica sand 
qc 20MPa 
4 3 Steel Open 
ended 
pipe piles 
19.02 0.457 41.6 S T N 
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G.W.T Pile description Load test description 
b.g.l Average length Diameter** L/D Type Direction 
Re-
test No. Reference Site location 
Ground 
description 
(m) 
Numbers Material Section 
(m) (m)  D/S* C/T* Y/N* 
18 
 
König & Grabe 
(2006) 
Hamburg, 
Germany 
Sand 
hydraulic fill 
to medium 
sand 
qc 20MPa 
 
5 – 7 
Tidal 
27 Concrete Square -  
various 
25.5 0.460 55.4 D C Y 
19 Schneider (2007) 
 
Shenton 
Park, 
Western 
Australia 
Unsaturated 
siliceous 
sand 
qc = 2.5 - 
6.2MPa 
 
N/M 12 Steel Open and 
closed 
ended 
pipe piles 
3.33 0.042 – 
0.114 
47.4 S T Y 
20 Holeyman (2012) Loon Plage, 
Dunkerque, 
France 
Medium to 
dense marine 
silica sand  
qc 0 - 50MPa 
 
N/M 1 Steel Open 
ended 
pipe piles 
13 0.406 32 D C Y 
21 Jardine personal 
comm. (2012)  
Red Sea port 
development 
Dense coral 
granitic 
gravels & 
sands with 
cementation 
 
On the 
shore - 
Tidal 
13 Steel Open 
ended 
pipe piles 
31.8 1.219 26.1 D/S C Y 
22 Gavin et al. (2013) Blessington, 
Ireland 
Dense fine 
glacial sand; 
qc 10 - 
20MPa 
 
13 4 Steel Open 
ended 
pipe piles 
7 0.34 20.6 S T N 
*C: Compression, T: Tension, D: Dynamic testing with PDA and analysed by CAPWAP (Rausche et al. 1985), S: Static testing, N/M: Not Mentioned, Y: Yes, N: No. 
Further comments on the case studies: 
1) **For piles with non-circular cross-sections the diameter of an equivalent circular cross-section base area is used   
2) Tavenas & Audy (1972) aged piles capacities obtained from Fig. 15 of the reference 
3) König & Grabe (2006) aged piles capacities obtained from Fig. 3 of the reference 
4) Schneider (2007) presented peak average shaft friction, τf, avg, citing strain softening response of many of his piles 
 
Table 3-3: Database of case studies on short to medium term pile ageing in silica sands. 
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Chapter 4 
4 Axial cyclic loading behaviour of single displacement piles in sands 
4.1 Introduction 
Interest in the response of a displacement pile to axial cyclic loading starts as early as during 
its installation as displacement piles are typically installed driven by hammer blows applying 
extreme axial cycles. The load–displacement history of the pile shaft is considered as one factor that 
defines the end of installation pile capacities through the cyclic or ‘friction fatigue’ aspect of the 
h/R effect. It may as well play an important role in the processes that govern medium to long term 
pile capacity changes in sands and the post-installation performance of piles subjected to axial 
cyclic loading in service. This chapter reviews the current design practice and understanding of the 
mechanisms governing the behaviour single displacement piles during axial cyclic loading and 
identifies the investigative aspects that the Author’s study is going to advance. In the discussion 
cyclic loading refer entirely to repeating (alternating) non-dynamic loading. 
4.2 Current practice 
Axial cyclic response of displacement pile foundations has conventionally been considered 
important in the design of offshore oil and gas platforms and onshore facilities such as towers and 
pylons (Poulos 1988, Jardine 1991). It is even more critical in offshore wind turbines that rely on 
tripods or jacket structures, (see Seidel 2007 or Gavin et al. 2011). The lateral and moment loads 
imposed by wind or wave action can be large in comparison to self-weights, leading to multiple 
modes of axial and lateral cyclic loading acting on the foundation piles. 
Jardine et al. (2012) reviewed the potential effects of cyclic loading on offshore piles and 
considered how these may be addressed in practical design. They outlined the indicative ranges for 
cyclic loading components that might apply to a range of multiple piled structures listed in Table 
4-1, where Qcyclic is the amplitude and Qmean is the mean or average of the axial cyclic loading 
applied. They note that the loads vary with platform weight, water depth, metocean environment 
and structural form and in these examples the worst storm events (100 year return period for oil/gas 
and 50 year return period for wind energy) set the design-critical conditions. The average ratio of 
Qcyclic/Qmean on the windward side is ~7.8 while that on the leeward is just above 1.0 the limiting 
value for the pile loads to become tensile. The maximum compressive loads, Qmax = Qmean + Qcyclic, 
developed on the leeward side usually comprises the critical conventional design case. Cyclic 
effects are more marked for the tensile load cases, but there are broad spreads of ratios between 
both wind turbines and conventional oil and gas jackets. 
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Merritt et al. (2012) argued that the cyclic response under the most severe hundred or so 
cycles developed in design storms represent the most critical condition. Jardine et al. (2012) 
summarized data from field investigations involving pile response to axial cyclic loading where 
they noted 14 case histories in clay and only one in silica sands – that at Dunkirk, France reported 
by Jardine & Standing (2000, 2012) where multiple suites of axial cyclic loading on full scale steel 
pipe piles were applied up to 1000 cycles. 
 
Jacket code, Location and type Water depth 
m 
Leeward 
Qcyclic/Qmean 
Windward 
Qcyclic/Qmean 
A West of Shetland, oil/gas 140 0.36 6.69 
B China sea, oil/gas 36 0.60 3.0 
C China sea, oil/gas 49 3.18 4.68 
D North sea, oil/gas 70 0.72 2.47 
E North sea, Wind-turbine jacket 35 0.72 1.25 
F North sea, Wind-turbine jacket 50 1.13 35.0 
G North sea, Wind-turbine tripods 26 to 33 0.88 1.66 
Table 4-1: Indicative ranges for cyclic loading components; sites A to F predominantly clay, site G mainly 
sand (after Jardine et al. 2012). 
 
A range of approaches have been adopted in practical applications to explicitly address axial 
cyclic loading of pile including Aldridge et al. (2010), Evans et al. (2010) or Merritt et al. (2012). 
These put central emphasis on the use of interactive cyclic stability diagrams in guiding the 
assessment of global axial cyclic load capacity degradation for driven piles as advocated previously 
by amongst others Karlsrud et al. (1986), Poulos (1988) and Jardine & Standing (2000). Cyclic 
stability diagrams consider interaction effects of cyclic amplitude (Qcyclic) and mean (Qmean) loads 
(normalised by static capacity before cycling, QT or QC) and the number of cycles applied. Such 
interaction diagrams may be zoned to identify cyclically Stable (S) region where there is no 
reduction of load capacity after N cycles, a Meta-stable (MS) area where some reduction of load 
capacity occurs after N cycles and Unstable (US) zone where cyclic failure develops within a small 
specified number of cycles. Analogous definitions based on the shakedown theory (see Martin 
1975) have been used in piles lateral cyclic loading interaction diagrams (see Levy et al. 2009). The 
pile lateral cyclic loading behaviour is categorised as Purely elastic behaviour if there is no soil 
yielding along the entire pile length and cyclic deflections do not accumulate beyond the first cycle, 
Shakedown behaviour if plastic deflections occur after a few cycles followed by the pile-soil system 
‘shakedown’ to steady deflections with progressive cycling, and Incremental collapse or Ratchetting 
behaviour when the pile deflections do not stabilise and continue at constant rates to eventual 
failure of the global system.   
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Figure 4-1 describes a first stage screening process for pile axial cyclic loading design 
demonstrated by Jardine et al. (2012). The most critically loaded piles from the range of storm 
conditions on the platforms listed in Table 4-1 are plotted on the Dunkirk Jardine and Standing 
(2012) cyclic interaction diagram (after Figure 1-2). This illustration assumes for simplicity that all 
the piles were designed to give Working Stress Design (WSD) factors of safety of 1.5 with respect 
to their most critical single Ultimate Limit State (ULS) storm load, i.e. QT/(Qcyclic + Qmean) = 1.5. 
The illustrative cases shown have ULS events that plot above the stable contour, suggesting some 
damage could be expected for each installation if founded in deposits comparable to the Dunkirk 
medium dense marine sand. Cases B, D, E, F and G show a progression of reducing proximity to 
the Nf = 1000, upper bound contour for stable zone, and hence increasing potential of cycling 
loading degradation. Case C plots above the Nf = 100 contour, indicating a considerable potential 
impact on this structure’s foundation performance. It becomes apparent cyclic loading can reduce 
very significantly the safety factor below the 1.5 based on static shear strength, but by degrees that 
differ in each of the cases considered. 
The following sections examine the understanding of mechanisms governing piles’ axial 
cyclic loading behaviour in sands through a selection of field and laboratory studies. 
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Figure 4-1: Illustration of potential cyclic effects for WSD FoS = 1.5 design conditions compared to 
Dunkerque contours of Stable, Meta-stable and Unstable condition in a normalised cyclic interaction 
diagram. 
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4.3 Axial cyclic loading field studies 
To the Author’s knowledge exceptionally few field studies have been conducted on piles 
installed in sands. Lehane (1992) reported limited tension axial cyclic loading of an ICP pile 
installed in loose to medium dense Labenne (France) dune sand applying just 40 cycles with Qcyclic 
= 0.15QT about a Qmean = 0.55QT, noting shaft capacity was essentially maintained (modest ~3% 
reduction). Chow (1997) studied the cyclic response of the ICP pile installed 7.5m into Dunkirk 
marine silica sand applying 61 tension cycles (1cycle/minute) with Qcyclic = 0.31QT about a Qmean = 
0.5QT reporting a modest increase (~8%) in static tension capacity after cycling. The effective radial 
stress measurements made on the ICP attributed the capacity increase to a 12% radial stress increase 
during equalisation before the subsequent static load test and a more dilative behaviour of the 
interface after the cyclic loading. Figure 4-2 shows how the shear stresses developed at four levels 
of the ICP evolved during cycling experiments by Chow (1997) at Dunkirk. The peak–to–trough 
variations in shear stresses confirm a top-down (unzipping) progressive failure process, as 
postulated by Poulos (1988) and Jardine (1991). 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Peak and trough shear stresses developed on the instrumented sections of the ICP after 61 cycles 
of axial load (Qcyclic/QT = 0.31, Qmean/QT = 0.5) in Dunkirk marine silica sand (Chow 1997). 
 
Xie (1999) reported results of field cyclic loading tests on 350mm square precast reinforced 
concrete piles strain gauged on their shafts. A total of 4 piles were driven 7.8m and other 4 piles 
12.8m into predominantly silty clay to medium coarse sand and fine to coarse saturated gravels. 
Half the piles were loaded cyclically under one-way compression only (referred to by Xie as 
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repeated loading) and the other half in two-way compression to tension (referred to by Xie as 
reciprocated loading) at relatively very slow rates of loading of between 1cycle in 30 to 355 
minutes. Up to 30 cycles were applied with one–way loading and 23 under two–way loading. One-
way loading involved applying four cyclic loading batches in sequence with Qmean/QC = Qcyclic/QC 
equal to 0.083, 0.167, 0.25 and 0.33. In the two-way tests two batches of (Qmean/QC, Qcyclic/QC) 
equal to (0, 0.167) and (0, 0.33) were applied. Pile movements increased with the applied number of 
cycles, expectedly downwards for the one way compression loaded and upwards for the two-way 
cyclic loaded. Both compression and tension static load test applied after cycling registered severe 
(up to ~70%) capacity and stiffness degradation. Cyclic effects became more pronounced for Qcyclic 
> 0.4QT. Xie reports that capacities did not show signs of set-up even when the static load tests 
were delayed by up to 13 days after completion of load cycling. 
Jardine and Standing (2000, 2012) reported cyclic tests on six 457mm diameter open-ended 
steel pipe piles driven in medium-to-dense marine sands at Dunkirk, France. One cyclic test pile 
had been driven to about 10m (L/D = 21.9) and five others to about 19m (L/D = 41.6). A 
comprehensive load controlled cyclic loading testing programme was undertaken at about 
~1cycle/minute depending on pile response. Both one–way tension only and two–way tension and 
compression cycling were undertaken with both high and low amplitudes being imposed relative to 
the pile static ultimate shaft capacity. Quick reference tension tests were performed after most of the 
cyclic loading suites to determine the effects of the prior cyclic loading. Figure 1-2 summarised the 
cyclic parameters investigated in a normalised (non-dimensional) axial cyclic interaction diagram 
where the three zones of response, Stable (S), Meta-stable (MS) and Unstable (US), were identified 
that defined the piles capacity performance. Jardine and Standing (2000, 2012) discussed the pile 
capacities changes associated with the cyclic stability modes while the stiffness and displacement 
responses re-analysed by the Author as part of the current study are presented in Chapter 12 and 
published by Rimoy et al. (2013). 
More recently a full-scale axial cyclic loading test programme (Benzaria 2013) has been 
undertaken under a French National Programme investigating the cyclic loading of piles 
(SOLCYP). The latter involves full-scale tests, calibration chamber and centrifuge cyclic loading 
experiments on model piles and other laboratory or theoretical studies; Puech et al. (2012). Various 
modes have been considered following procedures similar to those adopted by Jardine & Standing 
(2000). While there is a dearth of cyclic testing on full-scale displacement piles in sands rather more 
laboratory axial cyclic loading studies have been undertaken with model piles which are reviewed 
in the following section. 
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4.4 Laboratory model pile studies 
Chan and Hanna (1980) published an early study with strain gauged instrumented model 
piles in which they postulated factors they considered likely to affect the behaviour of piles 
subjected to axial cycling as; 1) the number of load cycles, 2) magnitude of the mean repeated load 
as a percentage of the maximum (ultimate load) static capacity, 3) amplitude of the load, 4) 
frequency of the cyclic load application, 5) characteristics of the soil, 6) load history of the pile and 
7) embedded depth of the pile. They investigated the first three of these factors with 19mm diameter 
high strength aluminium alloy tubes conical tip–ended with embedded shaft length of 570mm into a 
dry uniform sand (d50% = 0.24mm and Cu = 1.8) chamber (380mm diameter by 965mm height) with 
smooth and rigid lateral boundaries, rigid bottom boundary and a 100kPa surcharge vertical stress 
controlled through a steel plate top boundary. Their arrangement gave a ratio dchamber/D = 20 and 
pile slenderness (L/D) of 30. Their medium dense dry sand (ID = 62%, e0 = 0.67) was placed by 
pluviation and the model piles were installed by a hydraulic jack. Trapezoidal waveform cyclic 
loading was applied at 1cycle/minute by means of a double hanger and lever system acting in 
conjunction with a reciprocating machine. Up to 200,000 load cycles were applied with 
accumulated displacements allowed to progress to limits of 1 to 3 pile diameter. 
Chan and Hanna (1980) identified two states of pile relative stability in terms of rates of 
movement under cyclic loads as shown in Figure 4-3. Cyclic loading with small amplitude cycles 
(Qcyclic/QC = Qmean/QC up to 0.1) led to a stable response over some thousands of load cycles. 
However, even such stable tests could end with abrupt failures if cycling continued for ten times 
longer as shown in Figure 4-4 (see also Gudehus & Hettler 1981). Increasing the cyclic loading 
amplitude (Qcyclic/QC > 0.1) meant the piles went to cyclic failure (accumulated displacements > 
10% D) in progressively reducing number of cycles. Similar sets of pile response were observed 
with tension and tension to compression cyclic loading. While one–way low–level tensile cyclic 
loading improved the performance of the piles showing reducing rates of pile head movement per 
cycle, piles subjected to high level compression or tension cycling failed after relatively fewer 
cycles. Reductions in shaft stresses were implied from measurements of axial loads and recorded 
changes in the base to shaft load split under compression. Their instrumented piles shaft axial load 
distribution during cycling suggested the top-down shear stress degradation observed in field 
studies. 
Van Weele (1979) reported 36mm diameter model pile tests pushed between 0.66 to 0.7m 
(L/D ≈ 20) into a rigid steel tank of 1.1m diameter (dchamber/D = 30.5) containing 1.2m depth of 
saturated well compacted medium dense fine silica sand (d50% = 0.17mm, ρdry = 16.4kN/m3, e0 = 
0.38). CPT qc resistances in the tank are reported as showing a concave parabolic from the surface 
to ~27MPa at 0.65m then constant to 0.9m deep. The study investigated the influence of frequency 
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of loading, number of cycles and cyclic loading amplitudes on the axial cyclic loading behaviour of 
the piles. Sine waveform cyclic loads were applied at frequencies between 0.1 and 5Hz in 
compression up to 200,000 cycles. Van Weele reports tests where Qcyclic = Qmean = 0.25QC led to 
cyclic failure (accumulated displacement > 0.1D) within 3000 cycles. Cycling at as low amplitudes 
as Qcyclic = Qmean = 0.125QC led to cyclic failure with accumulated settlements equivalent to the pile 
diameter after 10,000 cycles. For all tests conducted, displacements continued to increase with 
increasing numbers of loading cycles even with Qcyclic as low as 5% the ultimate static capacity 
though did not exceed the cyclic failure criteria within the number of cycles tested. Accumulated 
displacements at the same number of cycles increased with loading frequency signifying rate effects 
in this saturated medium dense fine sand potentially as a result of progressive partial drainage. 
Le Kouby et al. (2004) noted significant gains in shaft capacity after repeated low amplitude 
cycling using the Paris-Tech calibration chamber (UMR Navier – CERMES). The same chamber 
has been used as part of the studies by Weinstein (2008) and Tali (2011). Weinstein (2008) studied 
monotonically jacked (1mm/sec) friction sleeve and tip instrumented micropiles of 20mm diameter 
by 0.5m height (L/D = 25) and Rmax = 0.21mm in a calibration chamber filled with loose dry 
Fontainebleau sand (d50% = 0.21mm, ID = 38.9%, ρdry = 13.4kN/m3). The chamber has 524mm 
diameter (dchamber/D = 26.2) with lateral (100 kPa) and bottom (250kPa) stress controlled boundaries 
(K0 = 0.4). Axial cycling was applied load controlled or displacement controlled with constant 
amplitudes between 0.0004mm and 1mm per cycle and at frequencies between 2500 cycles and 1 
cycle per minute. The initial stiffness and peak load resistance developed by the micropile under 
monotonic loading tests was considered rate independent. Load-controlled cyclic tests naturally 
showed increasing cyclic displacement with cyclic amplitudes. Test conducted at a relatively low 
cyclic load (Qcyclic/QC = 0.2), showed low and decreasing rates of accumulated displacements from 
300 cycles then stabilising at 1000 cycles up to the 5,000 cycles applied. 
Tali (2011) extended the Navier - CERMES axial cyclic loading studies using friction sleeve 
and tip instrumented 20mm (Rcla = 9.26 – 27.12) and 36mm (Rcla = 11.19 – 11.67) diameter 
displacement piles in the same chamber (dchamber/D = 26.2 and 14.6) testing Fontainebleau sand at 
relative densities between 37% and 92%. He applied vertical stresses between 125 and 375 kPa, 
maintaining a lateral boundary K0 of 0.4 in all tests. Pile installation was by monotonic jacking at 
1mm/sec to a depth of 0.5m (L/D = 13.9 and 25). Displacement controlled sinusoidal axial cyclic 
loading tests were undertaken ±0.25mm or ±0.5mm for between 1000 and 100,000 cycles at 
frequencies between 0.01 and 2Hz. 
Interesting results were observed on the displacement controlled (±0.25mm) cyclic tests in a 
dense sand chamber (ID = 90%) as shown Figures 4-5 and 4-6. Average shaft shear and tip stresses 
increased over the first few cycles (indicating stiffness gains) followed by decreases in both until 
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minima were reached after 1000 to 3000 cycles. Following from this, unexpected improvements 
were seen in both up to 100,000 cycles. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 shows how a brittle improvement in 
average shaft shear stress resulted, and an overall improvement in tip resistance was obtained. 
These led to the total capacity improvement shown in Figure 4-9 apparently due to the cyclic after 
the cyclic loading. Testing in the more elaborate 3S-R calibration chamber and Mini-ICP pile 
arrangements by the Author presented in Chapter 11 examines the impact of the chamber boundary 
conditions on such observed behaviour, confirming that the features observed by Tali (2011) may 
be artefacts of the chamber arrangements. 
 
Figure 4-3: Pile top movement versus initial number of load (Qmax/Qmin) cycles applied (Chan & Hanna 
1980). 
 
 
Figure 4-4: Pile top movement versus overall number of load (Qmax/Qmin) cycles applied (Chan & Hanna 
1980). 
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Figure 4-5: Shaft shear stresses evolution with time (s) during displacement controlled axial cyclic loading 
of displacement pile M6 in stress controlled calibration chamber (Tali, 2011). 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Base stress qb evolution with time (s) during displacement controlled axial cyclic loading of 
displacement pile M6 in stress controlled calibration chamber (Tali, 2011). 
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Figure 4-7: Static Shaft friction before and after the cyclic loading test M6 plotted against pile head 
settlement from compressive monotonic tests (Tali 2011). 
 
Figure 4-8: Static base resistance before and after the cyclic loading test M6 plotted against pile head 
settlement from compressive monotonic tests (Tali 2011). 
 
Figure 4-9: Total load before and after the cyclic loading test M6 plotted against pile head settlement from 
compressive monotonic tests (Tali 2011). 
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Tsuha et al. (2012) reported model scale tests conducted with the highly instrumented model 
equipment used later (see Chapter 5) by the Author (with some modification) to investigate the 
axial cyclic behaviour of displacement piles in sand. The test series ICP01 to ICP04 (with the 
Author participating in the series ICP04 and being a co-author of Tsuha et al. 2012), involved the 
36mm by 0.99m length (L/D = 27.5) 60° conical-tip ended Mini-ICP installed into miniature stress 
sensors instrumented medium dense NE34 Fontainebleau sand in a calibration chamber that gave a 
dchamber/D ratio = 33. 
Tests involving both low and high level one–way and two–way cyclic loading conditions 
were performed. Cyclic stability definitions similar to those of Jardine & Standing (2000, 2012) but 
scaled to the model piles were adopted leading to the stability diagram described in Figure 4-10. 
The Author’s subsequent study extended the testing programme reported by Tsuha et al. (2012) by 
focusing on; 
1) Further testing to define more closely the boundaries and the transitions between the stable, 
meta-stable and unstable zones. 
2) Longer–term cyclic testing to investigate the effects of sustained cycling on the 
displacement and stiffness characteristics of the piles. 
3) Cyclic testing with various chamber boundary conditions, moisture state and particle scale 
and density state to establish possible effects on the observed pile responses. 
 
The highly instrumented Mini–ICP and sand calibration chamber helped to link the pile 
global load-settlement response to the fundamental behaviour of the pile-sand system. Figures 4-11 
and 4-12 show the effective stress paths (τrz, σ'r) developed at three levels at the pile surface as 
revealed by the Mini-ICP’s Surface Stresses Transducers (SST) and in the sand mass by sand stress 
sensors. Tsuha et al. show trends that were typical of stable, meta–stable and unstable cyclic tests 
and set out an interpretation linked to the kinematic multi-yielding surfaces (Y1, Y2 and Y3) as 
proposed by Jardine (1992) and Kuwano and Jardine (2007). While all cycling modes exhibit radial 
stress contractions with their cycling stress paths consistently migrating to the left, the stable stress 
path loops remained far from the interface failure envelopes with tight loops that kept well within 
the proposed expanding and relocating Y2 surface. Unstable tests mobilise the interface failure 
envelope during their first few cycles and engage their Y3 surfaces leading to rapid degradation. The 
intermediate meta-stable condition invoked effective stress paths that developed continuously, 
opening up more energy dissipative cyclic loops as they migrated to the left showing radial 
effective stress contractions. The interpretation was that these paths drag the kinematic Y2 surfaces 
with them during the cycling until they engage the interface failure envelopes. Static axial tension 
tests performed after cycling indicated a range of responses with capacity increasing after stable 
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cycling, partial capacity decreases after meta–stable testing and large capacity degradations after 
unstable cycling. The capacity increases from the stable tests were associated with enhanced 
dilative tendencies at the pile interface resulting from earlier interface compaction during cycling, 
Yang et al. (2010), which led to re-orientation of the effective stress path directions under later 
static loading. 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Mini-ICP displacement piles in silica NE34 sand axial cyclic behaviour stability interaction 
diagram after Tsuha et al. (2012). Nf number of cycles to failure; where no number is shown there was no 
cyclic failure. 
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(a)  
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 4-11: Interface effective stress paths from the axial cyclic loading with Mini–ICP tests typifying (a) 
Stable, (b) Meta- Stable and (c) Unstable tests (Tsuha et al. 2012). 
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(a)  
 
(b)  
(c)  
Figure 4-12: Sand mass effective stress paths for the axial cyclic loading behaviour of Mini–ICP after Tsuha 
et al. (2012) (a) Stable (b) Meta–stable (c) Unstable (Tsuha et al. 2012). 
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4.5 Characterisation of pile interface behaviour 
Shearing conditions adjacent to displacement piles in sands have been compared to those 
applying in Constant Normal Stiffness (CNS) interface shear tests, interface direct shear tests and 
interface ring shear tests. CNS interface shear tests have been considered as appropriate models for 
the constrained dilation that takes place at the sand–pile interface, by representing the resistance 
offered by the interface surrounding sand mass with a constant stiffness boundary condition during 
shearing. A pile with radius R would develop in an elastic soil a radial stress change Δσ'rd = 2GΔr/R 
if a radial displacement of Δr was induced by dilation at the soil-pile interface, giving a CNS, K = 
Δσ'rd/Δr = 4G/D = 2G/R (Johnston et al. 1987, Lehane et al. 1993, White 2005, Jardine et al. 
2005a). Boulon & Foray (1986) suggested large shear displacements during pile loading are 
localised within a thin zone around the shaft so that the surrounding soil could be considered to 
have a fixed ‘elastic’ radial shear modulus. 
Classical direct shear procedures usually apply Constant Normal Load (CNL) conditions 
although constant normal height/ volume controls can also be applied. Pile-sand interface shearing 
conditions fall between these two limits. Airey et al. (1992) reported cyclic CNL and CNS direct 
shear tests on dense calcareous sand and used the latter to estimate the shear friction degradation 
observed along a pile subjected cyclic loading. Comparison of CNS results with model pile tests in 
uncemented calcareous sand by Al-Douri (1992) in Figure 4-13 revealed similar patterns of 
response although different rates and magnitudes of the normalised shear friction reduction with 
similar behaviour expected in silica sands. The key issue with CNS is that it is now appreciated that 
the shear stiffness G varies with density, shear strain and stress level in the field, so that stiffness is 
hardly constant. Secondly CNS depends inversely on pile diameter and is not purely a sand 
parameter. 
 
Figure 4-13: Comparison of shear stress reduction in CNS (displacement ±1mm, K = 1600kPa/mm) and 
model displacement pile tests in calcareous sand (Airey et al. 1992). 
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Lehane (1992) found that high precision direct shear testing gave good predictions for the 
field constant volume interface shearing resistances δcv ≈ tan-1(τrz/σ'r) values measured at Labenne 
with Chow (1997) reporting the same at Dunkirk. However, this may not apply with different grain 
sizes and following work summarised by Ho et al. (2011), Jardine et al. (2005a) recommended 
conducting interface ring shear interface testing which allows much larger shear displacements. 
Their δcv measurements were controlled by the sand’s granulommetry, shaft material and surface 
roughness, but were independent of the sand’s initial density. Their recommendations are 
incorporated in ICP-05. Kolk et al. (2005a) assumed a constant value of 290 for all sands and UWA-
05 (Lehane et al. 2005a) retained the same default value in the absence of ring-shear tests. 
Yang et al. (2010) and Ho et al. (2011) investigated ring shear interface particle crushing 
and shear zone thickness growth using the Imperial College interface ring shear equipment 
reporting large scale particle crushing in tests involving up to 8m of shear displacement. The 
particle crushing and interface polishing influenced the δcv in sands that were either finer or coarser 
than those at Labenne or Dunkirk (d50% = 0.04 – 1.46mm). Ho et al. reported that crushed materials 
were localized in a shear band which grew under monotonic shearing to large displacements from 
between 4 to 15 times the sands d50% size with an upper limit of 5mm in tests involving 8m shear 
displacement under maximum normal effective stress of 800kPa. Yang et al. (2010) used similar 
particulate measurement procedures to characterise particle crushing around the Mini-ICP shaft in 
tests on NE34 Fontainebleau sand. They also quantified the pile and test interface surface roughness 
changes as functions of shearing history enabling a quantification of the evolution of δcv with 
normalised interface roughness reporting a good correlation between δcv along the pile shafts with 
the normalised roughness RN = Rcla/d50% (Kishida & Uesugi 1987). 
Dejong et al. (2003) presented a microscale investigation of the interface load transfer 
degradation during cyclic loading on uncemented materials by incorporating GeoPIV measurements 
(White 2002) of interface shear. Their measurements of the monotonic dilative response to interface 
shear agreed with the proposed trough to peak interface dilation argument proposed by (Jardine and 
Chow 1996, Chow 1997, Jardine et al. 2005a), although their global dilation was spread through 
volumetric strains occurring within the shear zone, rather than being explicitly localised at the 
interface. The total global dilation measured appeared to be independent of specimen thickness but 
dependent on shear zone thickness which grew as cycling continued. The magnitude of contraction 
increased with number of cycles. Load-controlled two-way cycling led to more marked contraction 
and an increase in shear displacement amplitude. The shear band stiffness fell and a longer phase of 
dilation was required to recover the volume lost during the contractile phase. Displacement 
controlled two-way cycling led to reductions in the normal stress and therefore the horizontal shear 
stress. 
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Kelly (2001) reported a series of one and two-way cyclic interface ring shear experiments 
with a 1m diameter interface ring shear apparatus at University of Sydney, Australia. Figure 4-14 
shows trends from four 40mm thick dense silica sand samples (ID = 81%) that had been initially 
monotonically sheared for about 110mm at σ'v0 = 150kPa followed by ten displacement controlled 
two-way cycles of shearing with various levels of shear displacements. After cycling the samples 
were monotonically sheared again for 100mm. Initial monotonic shearing led to a dilation of 
~0.4mm. Subsequent cyclic shearing resulted to interface contractions which increased with the 
cyclic displacement amplitude imposed. The interface contracted and showed enhanced dilation on 
subsequent monotonic shearing. The ‘lower-level’ cyclic shear displacement amplitudes (±0.28mm, 
±0.56mm, ±1.11mm) show the most enhanced degree of dilation at the end of shearing while ‘high 
level’ (±2.78mm) cyclic displacements led to hysteretic ‘butter-fly wings’ of volumetric changes 
with contraction, phase transformation and dilation all developing within each cycle. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Vertical and shear displacements from two-way cyclic loading tests in a University of Sydney 
1m diameter interface ring shear apparatus (Kelly, 2001). 
 
4.6 Summary conclusions 
A review of the current design practice and understanding of the mechanisms governing the 
behaviour single displacement piles during axial cyclic loading has been presented that identified 
aspects investigated further in the Author’s study. The following summary points are drawn from 
this review: 
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1) Axial cyclic loading can significantly reduce the ultimate static capacity of a pile as 
estimated through, for example, a Working Stress Design method. More specific 
consideration of load cycling effects is required in design. 
2) A paucity of full–scale axial cyclic loading of displacement piles in sands is noted. The only 
earlier comprehensive reported study (Jardine & Standing 2000), involved low and high 
level axial load cycling and up to 1000 cycles. 
3) A greater number of model piles cyclic loading test studies have been conducted which 
applied up to 200,000 cycles. However, little consideration has been given to how scaling 
affects the model piles responses in comparison to those in the field. 
4) Axial cyclic pile responses were categorised into Stable (S), Unstable (US) or Meta–stable 
(MS), defining zones that can be mapped on stability interaction diagrams. 
5) While capacity can increase or be maintained in the stable load cycling mode, large capacity 
losses are observed in the unstable cycling and moderate capacity degradation is associated 
with the transitional meta-stable mode. 
6) Laboratory cyclic interface characterisation techniques included constant normal stiffness 
interface shear, direct interface shear and interface ring shear techniques. It is emphasised 
that to be appropriate laboratory modelling has to replicate the stress, stiffness and 
granulometry properties adjacent to the sand–pile interface. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Apparatus and its principles 
5.1 Introduction 
The essential equipment employed in this study consisted of the Grenoble–INP 3S-R 
Laboratory instrumented Calibration Chamber (CC), the Mini Imperial College Pile (Mini–ICP) 
with its array of multiple gauges and associated calibration rigs. Other utilised penetrometer 
equipments included a CPT cone–tipped pile, an un-instrumented micro pile and a model un-
instrumented driven pile with its driving system. This study also involved numerous pile surface 
roughness measurements with a Taylor Hobson Pneumo Form Talysurf Series 2 as well as granular 
material characterisation with a QicPic laser optical measurement system, a surface Interferometer, 
and a Microsurf 3D Microscope. High resolution digital photography and analysis was also 
undertaken along with some standard soil mechanics laboratory measurements. 
The first main section of this chapter details the 3S-R Laboratory calibration chamber’s 
features and instrumentation. The following section (5.3) describes the miniature sand stress sensors 
deployed for the study and their calibration procedures, while section 5.4 summarises various 
ancillary CC equipment. Section 5.5 details the Mini-ICP’s main features and the calibration of its 
transducers. Part 5.6 describes the micro pile, the CPT cone–tipped pile, and the model driven pile. 
Brief descriptions on the application of the other apparatus employed in the ancillary studies are 
given on section 5.7. 
5.2 The Grenoble–INP 3S-R Laboratory Calibration Chamber 
5.2.1 Background 
The calibration chamber at Grenoble Technical University (INPG) 3S-R Laboratory 
illustrated in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 comprises of three metal rings, 1.2m inner diameter and 0.5m 
depth each, bolted together at their end flanges to form the 1.5m deep chamber. The chamber is 
recessed into the laboratory’s floor and has a rigid circular steel base. It has a 100mm thick circular 
steel cover with a central 50mm diameter port to allow model pile installation. The model test piles’ 
installation is guided by three roller assemblies mounted around the central port. The cover has 
three smaller through holes near the perimeter of the chamber which conduct the wires from the 
sensors installed in the sand mass to the data logger. The chamber walls inside were lined with 
either a latex membrane sheet that reduced friction between the sand and the rigid chamber walls, or 
with three neoprene individually pressurisable membranes. A range of top pressurisable neoprene 
membrane arrangements were installed to apply the main vertical surcharge loads/ stress. The 
specific boundary conditions used in this study are discussed in 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5-1: Above ground layout at the 3S-R Laboratory Calibration Chamber. 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Vertical section of the instrumented 3S-R Laboratory CC with the Mini–ICP installed in the final 
arrangement deployed during this study for tests ICP07 and 08.  
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5.2.2 Calibration chamber features and application to the study 
5.2.2.1 Background 
Jardine et al. (2009) and (2013a) described the procedures developed for the 3S-R laboratory 
calibration chamber prior to this study and noted the steps required to improve the chamber’s 
boundary conditions and model piles installation experimental procedures as follows. 
1) The calibration chamber pressurisable top membrane which has an annulus shape and 
applies the main vertical surcharge loads/ stress as shown in Figure 5-2 was revised from 
having a 200mm inner diameter to a 50mm inner diameter after observations that the latter 
better defined the qc profile at the shallow depths as shown in Figure 5-3. 
2) The depth of penetration of the model piles during installation was restricted to just less than 
1m to avoid the chamber bottom boundary affecting the observed pile base load profile. 
These settings were adopted for the current study. However, radial and shear stress 
measurements made on the pile surface during installation of the instrumented Mini–ICP piles 
showed “unnatural” peaks as the measuring clusters passed through a narrow shallow depth range 
(< ~ 0.2m) as shown in Figure 5-4(a). The radial stress peaks measured during the ICP04 became 
progressively marked at the same depth as the leading Mini-ICP cluster A was followed by cluster 
B and trailed by cluster C. The 50mm inner diameter top boundary membrane appears to have 
introduced local stress concentrations at shallow depths which could be attributed to two 
mechanisms; 
1) Radially inward shear traction developing at the sand surface during top membrane 
pressurisation imposing radial normal stresses near the pile axis at shallow depths in the sand 
mass. 
2) Restricted displacements of the sand surface applying around the pile during installation. 
The pile and sand mass stress sensors showed trends returning to the expected patterns at 
depths greater than 0.2m into the chamber, verifying that the effect is localised. Two further 
improvements were made to avert or reduce this undesirable feature; 
1) A steel collar was introduced around the pile at the ground surface to reduce the membrane’s 
lateral spreading on to the pile. Figure 5-4(b) shows the resulting relative reductions in stress 
concentrations seen in test ICP06, but the effect was not eliminated completely. 
2) An additional friction reducing PVC circular placard was laid between the sand surface and 
the neoprene membrane (see Figure 5-2) from ICP07 onwards which further reduced the 
stress peaks. 
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Figure 5-3: Cone resistance qc profiles for alternative top-membrane designs (Jardine et al. 2013a). 
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Figure 5-4: Moving radial stress profiles recorded on the Mini–ICP pile shaft clusters showing stress peaks 
at the shallow depth of the 3S-R calibration chamber. 
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5.2.2.2 Calibration chamber boundary conditions 
Further steps have been implemented with the calibration chamber during this study to 
arrive at the boundary conditions that best match the sand state developed in field tests. The 
influence of the relative size of the calibration chamber on the penetrometer/ pile resistance is 
usually characterised in terms of the CC internal diameter (dchamber)–to–pile outer diameter (D) ratio. 
Ideal scaling should ensure that the stresses developed by the pile in a calibration chamber match 
the stresses in a free field penetration. Cylindrical cavity expansion analysis suggests that the pile 
base cavity pressures developed by displacement piles can be expected to be 20–100 times the in–
situ vertical effective stress, as reflected by the values of bearing capacity factor Nq (White et al. 
2005). 
Idealised elastic-plastic cavity expansion solutions by Yu & Houlsby (1991) indicate that the 
plastic radius from the penetrometer beyond which the soil is no longer at failure is in excess of 20 
times the penetrometer radius for practical values of friction angle φ'. More stringent criteria result 
if the fully non-linear elasto–plastic sand behaviour is modelled more realistically, see Figure 5-5. 
Plane strain cylindrical cavity expansion studies by Salgado et al. (1998) suggested that ratios 
greater than 100 may be required. While the 1.2m diameter chamber and 36mm diameter Mini–ICP 
and CPT cone-tipped piles used in this study offer lower diameter ratio of 33.3, a ratio of 100 was 
achieved in test series MiP01 that employed a micro-pile of 12mm OD. It is also instructive to 
recall from Baldi et al. (1986), Schnaid and Houlsby (1991) and Salgado et al. (1997) that 
penetrometer resistance in calibration chambers is more influenced by the imposed lateral than 
vertical stress conditions. 
The first calibration chamber boundary used in this study, as adopted from the prior 
arrangements prescribed by Jardine et al. (2013a), involved a constant top vertical surcharge stress 
of 150 – 152kPa imposed throughout a test and rigid lateral boundaries lined with friction reducing 
latex membrane sheets. The boundary condition is classically referred to as BC3. This and other 
boundary conditions are summarised on Table 5-1 and illustrated on Figure 5-6. 
It has been argued that the BC2 and BC3 arrangements augment penetration resistances 
compared to the free field ideal because of the higher radial stresses generated by the rigid 
boundary, at radii where displacements can occur in the field. In their attempts to model better the 
free field conditions Huang & Hsu (2005) recommended a servo-controlled lateral boundary free-
field simulator which imposes intelligent conditions at the chamber boundary, depending on the 
radial displacements induced by the penetrometer as it is installed in the chamber. This study 
followed the Huang & Hsu (2005) approach and adopted arrangement BC5 as a ‘free-field 
simulator’. The procedure was to actively re-apply at the chamber boundaries the maximum radial 
stress measured at the boundary through the pressurised water filled neoprene membranes whose 
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pressures were monitored while keeping them at constant volumes (εvol = ΔV/V = 0) during the 
piles installation. The maximum pressures measured at the membranes at the end of pile installation 
were considered representative of the field stress state and were re-applied constantly during the 
ageing periods of the piles, reflecting the stabilising action of the strain energy stored in the sand 
mass around the pile shafts. 
 
Top and Bottom Control Lateral Control 
Boundary Condition 
Stress Strain Stress Strain 
BC1 Constant N/A Constant N/A 
BC2 N/A Zero N/A Zero 
BC3 Constant N/A N/A Zero 
BC4 N/A Zero Constant N/A 
BC5 Constant N/A Servo-controlled 
Table 5-1: Boundary conditions in calibration chamber tests (after Huang & Hsu 2005). 
 
 
Figure 5-5: Illustration of the zones of sand deformations around a penetrometer in an ideal calibration 
chamber (after Salgado et al. 1998). 
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(a)  (b)  
Figure 5-6: Illustrations of (a) calibration chambers classical boundary conditions (Salgado et al. 1998) (b) 
servo–controlled free field simulator calibration chamber (Huang & Hsu 2005). 
 
5.2.2.3 Calibration chamber temperature control 
Temperature regulation was achieved in the CC tests by circulating water at a constant 
temperature (typically 18.50C) through copper tubing surrounding the CC, which is protected by 
substantial exterior thermal insulation. The automated regulator system was re–filled with water 
every 10 or so days, countering any minor leaks developed as water circulated through a nominally 
closed loop. Insulation involved thick Polystyrene elements placed over the entire chamber exterior. 
Temperature sensors were placed at the sand mass levels where the miniature stress sensors were 
installed. Other temperature sensors were installed on the CC exterior; in the space within the floor 
recess around the tank, and on a sensor termination box housed in this space. The working space 
around the CC had two ventilator systems that automatically regulated the air temperature to reduce 
thermal variations. 
At best the system kept diurnal variations to ±0.1°C, however, the system was not able to 
correct sharp laboratory temperature changes instantly. The soil and pile stress and temperature 
sensors showed clear responses to even minor sand mass temperature shifts. It was considered 
important for this study to maintain constant temperatures during the pile ageing. The effects of 
temperature variations on the ageing stresses and load measurements are detailed further in Chapter 
10. 
5.2.2.4 Miniature sand stress sensors 
Five of the Author’s calibration chamber pile experiments (Series ICP04, ICP05, ICP06, 
ICP07, ICP08 and DII) were instrumented with miniature Sand Stress Sensors (SSS). Between 9 
and 36 of these gauges were deployed in each case set on 1 to 3 levels as the sand was pluviated 
into place. They were positioned at carefully prescribed levels and radial distances from the 
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chamber axis/ installed pile position using the precision laser guided surveying described by Jardine 
et al. (2009), to a specifically planned layout that minimised potential mutual interference between 
the sensors. 
The measuring faces of the sensors were orientated such that the vertical, radial or 
circumferential/ hoop total stresses (σz, σr or σθ) could be measured at the intended radial distances 
from the pile axis. The wires from all sensors were guided to the outer perimeter where they were 
secured by tape and then conducted over the vertical surcharge membrane and out of the chamber 
cover through the wire access ports before being terminated at a central data logger location. 
Specific details on the design and calibration of the SSS are discussed in section 5.3. 
5.2.2.5 Pile installation and loading apparatus 
Pile installation by monotonic or cyclic jacking was achieved with an electro-mechanical 
Rosier Electro-Thrust 35kN capacity jack. The jack was instrumented with a 50kN load cell and 
global pile head movement instrumentation. An LVDT was mounted on the free standing length of 
the installed pile that rested on the CC cover plate prior to axial static and cyclic pile load testing. It 
determined the relative axial movement between the pile and the CC eliminating the errors 
associated with loading system compliance (which affected the globally measured displacements). 
The jack assembly is mounted on a rigid steel frame that spans the CC and can move on two rails 
either side of the CC, allowing the jack to be moved to the side during sand chamber preparation. 
Jack verticality is maintained by the frame, which also provides reaction for the jack during 
installation, or static/ cyclic axial loading. Section 5.8 briefly describes the jack’s operational 
control through the Labview 8.2 programmable system. 
5.3 Sand Stress Sensors features and calibration 
5.3.1 SSS features and application to the study 
Commercially sourced sensors with capacities of 7MPa (made by Kyowa Electronic 
Instruments Company, Kyowa), or 3MPa and 1MPa (made by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Company, 
TML) were deployed to instrument the sand surrounding most of the pile tests. The sensors were 
disk shaped and had wires emerging from the side or back of their measuring faces as shown in 
Figure 5-7; the sensors’ dimensions and rated outputs are listed on Tables 5-2 and 5-3. 
Inclusion of even miniature stress sensors into the sand affects the in–situ stress state unless 
the sensors’ load–displacement properties exactly match the sands’ non-linear elasto–plastic 
constitutive properties. Diaphragm-type miniature stress sensors behave linearly and elastically 
when hydrostatically loaded by a fluid medium producing the calibration factors supplied by 
manufacturers. However their response in granular media over the stress ranges encountered around 
the displacement piles becomes (i) non-linear to linear on first loading, but (ii) hysteretic on 
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unloading and re-loading paths. These phenomena are due to cell-action processes illustrated on 
Figure 5-8. 
Several recommendations have been proposed to guide the choice of soil stress sensors. 
Weiler & Kulhawy (1982) recommended a minimum ratio of 10 between the diameter of the 
sensing diaphragm and the sand’s mean particle size (d/d50% > 10) to prevent ‘point load’ problems 
with the sensors. Collins et al. (1972) and Tory & Sparrow (1967) recommended the sensors’ aspect 
ratio defined as sensor diameter to thickness ratio (dc/tc) should exceed 5 with the sensors wire 
exiting from the sensors’ side in the plane of the sensing face. Monfore (1950) then Tory & 
Sparrow (1967) suggested that the relative ratio of the sensing section (with diameter d) to the total 
sensor area effectively (d/dc)2 should be less than 0.25 to ensure uniform loading on the diaphragm 
while keeping the diaphragm away from the stress concentration on the sensors edge. Tory & 
Sparrow (1967) showed that for a sensor installed in an elastic soil, the stiffness ratio 
 3soil
cell
E dS E t  should be less than 0.3. Solutions from Roark (1954) or Timoshenko & 
Woinowsky-Krieger (1959) give the midpoint deflection of the sensing diaphragm for a simply 
supported circular plate or a circular plate rigidly clamped at its ends as 
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midpoint deflection of the sensing diaphragm, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, r and t are the radius and 
thickness of the sensing diaphragm, q is the stress applying on the sensor and E the Young’s 
modulus. To avoid arching around the sensing diaphragm a diaphragm diameter–to–maximum 
deflection ratio of up to 5,000 is recommended. 
Table 5-4 shows that apart from the aspect ratio and d/d50% ratio, the Kyowa and TML 
sensors fall short of the published soil-stress sensor recommendations. Considerable cell action 
effects can therefore be expected in use. Alternative sensors made by the Precision Measurement 
Company (PMC) (with capacities 6.9MPa and 13.8MPa, Figure 5-7(c)) were sourced for the ICP06 
tests involving wet NE34 sand chamber because of their reported ability to perform under water 
without further modification. Table 5-2 includes the sensors’ dimensions and Table 5-3 the sensors 
specification while Table 5-4 assesses their compliance to the prescribed recommendations for 
minimal cell action effects. The PMC sensors also fail to meet most of the detailed 
recommendations and their smaller sizes implied they would be more susceptible to ‘point load’ 
effects compared to the Kyowa or TML gauges. Trial calibrations with the PMC sensors in the 
Imperial College calibration oedometer filled with NE34 sand showed relatively marked cell action 
effects and poor repeatability; they were therefore not used further. 
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For sensors to meet the stated recommendations, they would need to have dc ≥ 7.5mm, tc ≤ 
1.4mm with the sensing diaphragm as d ≥ 5mm and t ≥ 0.54mm for minimal cell action effects in 
the test sands used. As such gauges could not be sourced commercially or manufactured by our 
workshops; the best-available gauges had to be accepted. However, the special calibration 
procedures described by Zhu et al. (2009) were employed to reduce measurement errors by 
accounting for the applied stress–to–measured stress (sensor output) interactions of the Kyowa and 
TML sensors in the sands used. Broadly similar approaches have been followed independently by 
other researchers including Allard (1990) and DiPalma (2011). 
 
 
(a) TML PDA and PDB sensors (dimensions in mm)  
 
 
(b) Kyowa sensors (dimensions in mm) 
 
 
 
(c) PMC miniature pressure transducers (dimensions in inches) 
Figure 5-7: Schematics of the miniature stress sand sensors employed in this study (after supplier’s data 
sheets). 
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Sensor Size Diaphragm size 
Sensor type 
Capacity 
(MPa) 
dc 
(mm) 
tc 
(mm) 
d 
(mm) 
t 
(mm) 
TML PDA/B 1 6.5 1 5.6 0.20 
TML PDA/B 3 6.5 1.4 5.6 0.33 
Kyowa PS/D 7 6 0.6 5.0 0.30 
PMC 105S 6.8 and 13.8 2.7 0.5 N/M N/M 
Table 5-2: Dimensions of the miniature sand stress sensors in this study. 
 
Type TML PDA/B Kyowa PS/D PMC-105S PMC-105S 
Capacity (MPa) 1 3 7 6.8 13.8 
Rated Output (mV/V) 1 1 1.145 2.305 
Rated Output (μstrain) 2000 2000 2290 4610 
Calibration factor (μV/V/kPa) Varies 0.118 0.166 0.167 
Non-linearity 1%RO 1%RO 0.15%RO 0.11%RO 
Hysteresis 1%RO 1%RO 1.75%RO 1.84%RO 
Temperature effect on zero 1%RO/0C 0.2%RO/0C N/M 
Temperature effect on span 1%/0C 0.2% /°C N/M 
Temperature compensation -10 ~ 600C 0 ~ 500C Calibrated at 220C 
Temperature range -20 ~ +700C -20 ~ +700C Up to 1000C 
Input/ Output resistance 350Ω 350Ω 350Ω 
Recommended excitation voltage < 2V 1 ~ 2V 1 ~ 2V 
Allowable excitation voltage 5V < 3V 3 ~ 5V 
RO = the Rated Output 
Table 5-3: Manufacturers’ specifications of the miniature sand stress sensors in this study. 
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Figure 5-8: Kyowa 7MPa miniature stress sensor showing cell-action effect interaction of output and normal 
stress applied with dense GA39 Nemours sand in the Imperial College special calibration oedometer. 
 
Kyowa TML PDA/B PMC 
MPa MPa MPa Aspect Requirement 
7 3 1 6.8 and 13.8 
d/d50% > 10 23.8 26.7 26.7 ~10.8 
Cell aspect ratio dc/tc > 5 10 4.6 6.5 5.2 
Sensing area ratio, d2/dc2 < 0.25 – 0.45 0.69 0.74 0.74 ~0.72 
Diaphragm diameter/ deflection ratio > 2000 – 5000 356 ≤ 787 588 
Soil-sensor stiffness ratio, S < 0.5 2.6 ≥ 2.74 1.6 
Table 5-4: Comparison of characteristics of sand stress sensors in the current study to the minimum design 
requirements. 
 
5.3.2 SSS calibrations 
The cell-action effects of the miniature sand stress sensors calibration were accounted for in 
a similar way to the process designed by Zhu et al. (2009), to reflect the calibration chamber pile 
testing sequence. It was particularly important to characterise the stress–sensors’ interactive 
unload–reload behaviour with the sand to follow the cyclic installation and pile load testing paths. 
As an example, Figure 5-9 summarises the range of σ'r measurements interpreted from a single 
sensor output during the installation of a Mini-ICP test pile ICP05. 
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Zhu et al. (2009) developed at Imperial College the special ‘oedometer’ cell shown in Figure 
5-10 for their stress sensor calibrations. In this study’s calibrations’ the 92mm diameter by 302mm 
height oedometer cell was filled with either NE34 or GA39 test sand, dry pluviated and tamped to 
the same density (or slightly denser) than in the CC; Zhu et al. (2009) show that the calibrations are 
practically unaffected by adopting a slightly denser state for the calibrating sand, although looser 
states were to be avoided. The sensor is placed flat at a depth > 100mm from the top of the cell and 
at the centre of the cell with its measuring face upwards. After multiple trials, Zhu et al. (2009) 
recommended that a sand thickness of at least 7dc is required between the cell and loading platen. 
The cell is topped of with dense sand and subjected to the load–unload–reload–unload calibration 
sequence prescribed on Figure 5-11 which was automatically implemented by a computer 
controlled air pressurised bellofram cylinder loading a piston with a circular plate end that acted at 
the top of the sand oedometer. The designed calibration load sequence covers the range of the 
loading paths envisaged in the chamber as the pile is advanced by multiple jack–strokes leading to 
stress maxima developing when the pile tip is nearest to the sensor. Stresses rise and fall then fall 
systematically as the tip passes the sensor level. A fresh sand mass is prepared for each calibration 
and multiple calibrations undertaken per sensor in each sand type (with either dry or wet test 
conditions) to maximise the reliability of the calibration. 
Zhu et al. (2009) defined for each sensor separate calibration factors for the first loading 
curves, the unloading path and for the reloading stages/states. These relationships are combined for 
use in the data reduction process. A power law function (equation 5-1) is used for the fresh loading 
(L) of the sensor, accounting for the non-linear to linear sand response, V/V0 being sensor output 
per excitation voltage, while σm is the applied change in total normal stress, Figure 5-12. Zhu et al. 
(2009) report that cell–action effects lead to under-registration (even on first loading) that exceeds 
70% for the (relatively soft) lower capacity (1MPa) cells but falls around 10% for the stiffer 7MPa 
cells. 
Exponential fitting curves are used to reproduce Unloading (U) curves after normalising the 
unloading stresses by the maximum stresses σmax and output voltage by the maximum output 
voltage Vmax attained before unloading; see Figure 5-13. This gives six calibration factors (y0, x0, 
A1, A2, t1, t2) for each sensor in the form of equation 5-2 for each unloading occurrence; Figure 
5-13. Zhu et al. (2009) report unloading check tests starting from maximum loads other than those 
at which the sensor has been calibrated indicated potential maximum errors between true loads and 
those expected from the sensor output between 0.5% and 5.7% with the higher 7MPa and 0.5MPa 
capacity sensors respectively. 
The sensors’ reload (R) paths can be normalised by the overall maximum stress and 
maximum output voltage attained in the calibration sequence, Figure 5-14. Zhu et al. (2009) 
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suggested the sensors’ re-load behaviour was primarily dependent on the starting stresses 
(independent of maximum stress applied) and could be fitted with multiple linear fits, as defined by 
equation 5-3 where σmin is the minimum stress for the reload branch, Vmin the corresponding cell 
output and Sr is the slope of the linear fit corresponding to the σmin value paths. Where reloading 
starts at stress levels other than the σmin applied in the calibration sequence reloading branches, the 
slope Sr can be approximated by fitting the known values of Sr using the polynomial function 
defined in equation 5-4, C1, C2, C3 and C4 are fitting parameters determined for each sensor, Pa is 
the atmospheric pressure for stress normalisation. In general, the relative fitting errors assessed by 
the described procedure decreased with the capacity (and stiffness) of the sensor. 
The combined loading, unloading and reloading calibration factors were used in a Microsoft 
Visual Basic procedure developed by Zhu & Yang (2009) to reduce into engineering units the data 
gathered in the sand mass during initial CC pressurisation, cyclic (jacking) pile installation, ageing, 
static testing and cyclic loading of the piles. 
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Figure 5-9: Radial stresses on a 3MPa PDA-7100 placed at 144mm (8R) from the pile axis and 0.73m (h/R 
= 14.4) below ground level during Mini–ICP installation in ICP05 test involving dry GA39 Nemours sand. 
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Figure 5-10: Sand stress sensor calibration rig (Zhu et al. 2009). 
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Figure 5-11: Load – Unload and reload calibration sequences adopted for the miniature sand stress sensors 
for the four nominal capacity ranges.  
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Figure 5-12: Normal load versus stress sensor’s output response in fresh loading calibration.  
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Figure 5-13: Normal load versus stress sensor’s output response during unloading calibration.   
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Figure 5-14: Normal load versus stress sensor’s output response for re-loading calibration. 
 
5.4 Other instrumentation installed in the CC 
The axial displacements imposed on the piles installed in the CC by the electro–mechanical 
Rosier jack were monitored by an encoder/ converter unit within the jack that analysed its output 
signals. The axial load applied was measured by an axial load cell (type AEP TC4-5T) with 50kN 
capacity and a sensitivity of ~2mV/V (energized at 10V) whose calibrations indicated a mean error 
from the best straight line of 0.05% (±0.025kN). Four Keller PAA23S piezo-resistive absolute 
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pressure sensors were installed in the chamber, one to monitor the vertical stress membrane water 
pressure and three for the lateral stress membranes. Each had a 500kPa capacity and was energized 
at 24V and at nominal 0.1% precision. Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) of Class A and 
type Pt 100 (made of Platinum with 100Ω at 00C) which had a working range of -500C to 2500C and 
could resolve temperatures to 0.150C were used in the chamber and surrounding enclosed recess. 
An LVDT (type RDP DCTH/500A) energized at 15V with range ±12.5mm and sensitivity of 
around 300mV/mm was attached to the pile shaft at the end of installation during static and cyclic 
load testing to better define the axial displacements of the pile head. 
 
5.5 Mini Imperial College Pile (Mini–ICP) 
5.5.1 Background 
Imperial College acquired its first instrumented displacement pile from Southampton 
University (Johnston 1972, Butterfield and Johnston 1973). Jardine (1985) overhauled the pile by 
adding new surface stress transducers, axial load cells and pore pressure sensors and reported useful 
pilot experiments in London Clay at Canon’s Park, North London. However, further improvement 
to the measuring instruments was required and Bond et al. (1991) undertook comprehensive re-
development of the instrumented pile. After several attempts Bond et al. arrived at a fully successful 
device that they referred to as the Imperial College Pile (ICP). The ICP was a steel, closed–ended, 
tubular pile of 101.6mm diameter with an adjustable length between 6m and 20m and a 600 conical 
tip. The pile was used in testing by Bond (1989), Lehane (1992), Chow (1997) and Pellew (2002) 
with 3 to 4 sets of stainless steel measuring instrument clusters, each complete cluster containing; 
1) An Axial Load Cell (ALC) measuring axial loads on the pile 
2) A Surface Stress Transducer (SST) measuring radial and shear stress acting on the pile 
3) Two Pore Pressure Probes (PPP) diametrically opposite the pile sides measuring pore 
pressures 
4) A temperature sensor 
Each cluster’s instrumentation provided redundancy of measurements, and good output 
stability over the measurements made during installation, equalisation and load testing. The ICP has 
been successfully used in stiff heavily over-consolidated London Clay (Bond 1989 and Pellew 
2002), stiff heavily over-consolidated Cowden glacial till, soft sensitive Bothkennar Clay and loose 
Labenne dune sand (Lehane 1992) and normally consolidated low plasticity Pentre Clay and dense 
Dunkirk marine sand (Chow 1997). 
This study employed a new Mini Imperial College Pile (Mini–ICP) which comprises an ICP, 
type device scaled down to 36mm outer diameter for laboratory calibration chamber testing (Jardine 
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et al. 2009). The Mini–ICP was developed by Imperial College in conjunction with Cambridge 
Insitu Ltd of Little Eversden, Cambridge, drawing on the experience gained in making and 
operating the field ICP. 
5.5.2 Mini–ICP features and application to this study 
The Mini–ICP summarized in Figure 5-15 is a stainless steel 1.5metres long, 36mm outer 
diameter pile with a 600 closed–ended conical base. Its shaft is air–abraded over its full length to a 
uniform centreline roughness (Rcla) of 3 – 4μm before each installation. The Mini–ICP has three 
transducers instrumented clusters commonly referred to as A ‘leading’, B ‘following’ and C 
‘trailing’ from the base upwards, and an axial load cell near the base for measuring the pile base 
loads. Each cluster consists of; 
1) An ALC for measuring the axial loads on the pile at the cluster positions. 
2) Surface Stress Transducers (SSTs) measuring the radial stresses on the pile through two 
independent radial stress strain gauged “pillar” circuits, and two strain gauged ‘shear web’ 
circuits to measure the shear stress developed on the pile surface. 
3) A digital temperature sensor. 
4) An XYZ Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) inclinometer chip.  
5) An Analogue/ Digital (A/D) converter circuit board that sends data to the surface via a single 
cable set. 
5.5.2.1 Axial Load Cells 
The Mini–ICP has an ALC at its base to provide base load measurements and others 
integrated with the top of each main instrument cluster’s SST. Under a protective sleeve that 
isolates the cells from external radial stresses, the ALCs comprise thinned-wall 17/4 Precipitation 
Hardening (PH) martensitic stainless steel 16mm long and thinned tubular sections each of 25mm 
outer diameter; see Figure 5-16(a). A Poisson Wheatstone bridge circuit with 4 axial and 4 
circumferential 120Ω strain gauges is mounted on each ALC wall giving good resolution and 
minimal sensitivity to bending effects. Wiring from the ALC wall goes through a 1.5mm diameter 
drill hole on the ALC ridge into a central channel of the pile’s cluster section to the Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB) at the top of the cluster. 
The cell is designed to give a full-scale output of 27mV/V under a normal maximum load of 
180kN which imposes an axial strain of 0.2%. The test loads imposed generally fall far below this 
limit and average at 35kN. The ALCs external sleeves interconnect with the main stainless steel 
shaft sections with Nu-lip rubber O-rings fitted at the cluster–pipe pile joint sections to keep out 
external material (sand or water). 
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5.5.2.2 Surface Stress Transducers (SST) 
The SST devices employ Cambridge–type boundary earth pressure cells made out of a 
2014A aluminium alloy. Figure 5-16(b) shows the Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) 
machine–milled SST cell with the shear stress webs and normal/ radial stress pillars strain gauge 
arrangements. The cell consists of a ‘dog-bone’ shaped central part, 33mm in length and 18mm at 
its maximum width with a 8mm wide central web and uniform thickness of 5mm. The ‘dog-bone’ is 
connected to the 53mm long by 18mm wide cell platform by four vertical pillars which are strain 
gauged to measure primarily the normal/ radial stresses applied to the SST cells face through two 
independent ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ circuits. The dog-bone is also connected to a raised central platform 
by four horizontal shear web struts that are strain gauged to measure primarily the shear stresses/ 
forces applied to the SST cell’s face. The strain gauged struts are all 4.5mm long, 3mm wide and 
0.5mm thick which are made with radial transitions (0.5mm in diameter) to the main cell body. 
The complete strain gauged SST is fastened onto a recessed part of the SST housing through 
2 holes (3.3mm diameter to a depth of 7mm) on each side of the cell’s platform. The wired cell is 
then covered by a two-part frame and pane window of outer planar size 85mm long by 33.2mm 
wide with a smooth convex central raised section of 11mm. The window frame and pane are joined 
together along the edges of the pane and inside the frame in a hot bonded rubber seal moulding 
process. The pane is 51mm long by 16mm wide and has the convexity of the pile radius, with two 
4.5mm diameter holes, counter bored to 9mm, through which it is fastened to the cell. Protection 
from water ingress into the cell is achieved by an O–ring underneath the window frame bearing on 
to the lower housing, the hot bonded rubber around the pane, Dowty bonded washers and Hylomar 
gasket sealants on the screws connecting the pane to the cell. Jardine et al. (2009) report tests that 
showed that ≈ 45% of the radial pressure applied over the 2mm wide bonded rubber joint formed 
around the pane was transferred to the pane and on to the dog-bone cell. Other tests demonstrated 
that the rubber seal contributed about 17% of the overall radial stiffness of the cells. 
Figure 5-17 shows a schematic of the strain gauging of the SSTs and Figure 5-18 a circuit 
diagram of the strain gauge wiring for the three stress transducers incorporated into each cell (two 
normal stresses and a shear stress). Twenty four 350 Ohm foil strain gauges were used per cell with 
each normal/radial stress pillar having two gauges, one on each side, and eight ‘dummy’ gauges on 
the bottom platform of the cell (four beneath each flange), wired into a Wheatstone half–bridge. 
Each half–bridge (for either the top or bottom normal stress transducer) has strain gauges on 
opposite sides of adjacent vertical webs wired in series and then parallel to two dummy strain 
gauges from the platform of the cell. Full bridge circuits were employed for the shear webs with 
two gauges on opposite sides of each adjacent strut. This aimed to give full shear output stability 
against web bending as well as temperature compensation. Eight wires from the cell, 2 for 
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energisation, and 2 from each SST’s shear, normal (top) and normal (bottom) circuits go through a 
2.5mm diameter semi-circular chamfer centred at the end of the cell platform into the central 
channel of the cluster to the Printed Circuit Board. 
5.5.2.3 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
Each of the three clusters has a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) that carries a regulated voltage 
supply unit and can take up to 16 analogue channels and deliver 24 bit digital voltage outputs. The 
PCB is energised at 12V DC which is regulated to 5V on the board. Data is processed from the on-
board A/D converter and sent to the pile head via an RS232 communications cable. Each of the 
three PCBs can be set as a slave or master board which enables the boards to be tested 
independently. When running the complete pile setup the top board (at cluster C) is set to be a 
master that communicates with the lower boards (at clusters B and A) which are set to be slave 
units. 
Each SST provides three channels of data. A further three are occupied by the Micro Electro 
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) 3-axis inclinometers. A single channel is used for the input from the 
onboard temperature sensor while the integrated ALC uses a further channel. The isolated Mini–
ICP base ALC unit is read through a simplified PCB with two channels and is set as a slave to the 
nearest (cluster A) main PCB. 
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Figure 5-15: Mini–ICP illustrated (after Jardine et al. 2009). 
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Figure 5-16: Mini-ICP cluster schematics described (after Jardine et al. 2009). 
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Figure 5-17: Strain gauging schematic of the Cambridge-type earth pressure cell Surface Stress Transducers 
on board the Mini–ICP by Cambridge In-situ (2009). 
 
 
Figure 5-18: Circuit diagram for the strain gauging of the SSTs on board the Mini–ICP by Cambridge In-
situ (2009). 
 
5.5.3 Mini–ICP calibration 
5.5.3.1 Transducers compliance 
The radial stress pillars and shear stress webs of the Mini–ICP SSTs were made to be very 
stiff in order to minimize the cell action effects seen with diaphragm devices. However, the SSTs’ 
curved surfaces make it difficult to perform direct checks for cell action effects. Jardine (1985), 
Bond et al. (1991) and Jardine et al. (2009) employed elastic theory to estimate the cell action errors 
and also counter-checked the SST stress measurements during testing with fully independent shear 
transfer data derived from the ALCs. Bond et al. (1991) assessed the potential errors on the 
measurements made in elastic soils as:  1 1 1e    where ψ = (f/a)[G/(1-ν)]C and f = the cell’s 
compliance, a = the equivalent radius of the loading platen, G = the soil’s shear stiffness, ν = the 
soil’s Poisson’s ratio and C = a shape factor. 
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Jardine et al. (2009) calculated Mini–ICP’s SST radial stress compliance as f = 1.02x10-8 
m/kPa and its shear stress compliance as f = 1.07X10-8m/kPa. The maximum potential error is 
found by inputting the small strain (Gmax) shear modulus of the sand as estimated from its cone 
resistance by Baldi et al. (1989) 
12G q A B C        and   0.50 'c a vq p    where A = 0.0203, 
B = 0.00125, C = 1.216X10-6, qc is the cone resistance from CPT tests, pa the atmospheric pressure 
(100kPa), and σ'v0 the effective overburden vertical stress. Taking a nominal ν = 0.25 for the silica 
sand, a shape factor of 0.79 and 1.2 for radial and shear stress transducers respectively, a = 18mm 
and a cone resistance ~21MPa (as in the dry NE34 sand instrumented CC tests) Jardine et al. (2009) 
estimated a maximum potential under-registration error of ~11% and ~8% for the radial and shear 
stresses respectively when responding to an instantaneous soil stress change applied to a stationary 
pile. Smaller errors were anticipated during steady penetration or during a load test to failure. Cross 
checking by independent ALC data from the Author’s study (see Chapter 7) indicates that the 
typical cell action errors are indeed lower than the estimated upper bounds. 
5.5.3.2 Calibration Procedure 
When the ALC and SSTs are assembled together into clusters they show some cross–
sensitivity between their channels. The full set of sensitivities are collated into a matrix of direct 
and cross sensitivities the inverse of which gives the calibration factors for the respective measured 
components as shown on Equations 5-5 to 5-10; where Δσrr is the change of normal/ radial stress, 
Δτrz is the change of shear stress, ΔQ is the change of axial load and ΔT is the change of 
temperature on the cluster. ΔVxx is the output of a transducer x, Sxx is the direct sensitivity of a 
transducer, Sxy is the cross–sensitivity of transducer x due to change in component y, and Cxx, Cxy 
are the calibration factors (inverse of sensitivity). 
The Mini–ICP SSTs and ALCs were repeatedly calibrated before and after each test. 
Calibration of the SSTs’ radial and shear stress transducers were made by a dead-weight bi-axial 
calibration jig (see Figure 5-19) assembled at Cambridge Insitu Ltd’s workshop at Little Eversden, 
Cambridgeshire UK. The jig enabled independent calibrations of the normal and bi-directional 
shear stresses on the pile at maintained room temperatures. Each cluster is positioned on the cradle 
of the calibration jig and a specially made loading platen is placed on the window pane from which 
two screws of the window pane have been removed and special temporary screws are used to secure 
the platen to the pane. The normal load on the loading platen transfers to the window pane direct 
and the shear load is applied by the two screws bearing into the web of the dog-bone section of the 
cell. 
The clusters’ radial or shear transducers are first given multiple loading and unloading 
cycles as an ‘exercising procedure’ after each calibration setup designed to minimise hysteresis and 
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‘bed-in’ all connections. The clusters are then calibrated by several cycles involving small steps of 
loading and unloading sequentially with normal stresses alone, then with positive shear stress 
(applied in the direction that opposes pile installation and compression load on the pile) and finally 
the reverse ‘negative’ shear stress direction. During shear calibration the cluster carries a sustained 
normal load which matches the test conditions and maintains the calibration loading assemblage’s 
stability. The SST’s direct sensitivities were generally repeatable and gave similar characteristics 
between the clusters showing the uniformity of manufacture and consistency of the calibration 
procedure. Tables 5-5 and 5-6 summarise the calibration factors in the current series of testing and 
Figures 5-21 and 5-22 show representative calibrations plots. 
The Axial Load Cells (ALCs) were calibrated individually by a dead-weight Budenberg 
calibration jig as well in addition checks were made in fully assembled mode in a specially arranged 
hydraulic loading frame, see Figure 5-20. Multiple cycles of load–unload were conducted as part of 
the exercising procedure before the ALCs were calibrated in small steps of loading and unloading. 
Table 5-7 summarises the calibration factors used in the current series of testing and Figure 5-23 are 
representative plots of the calibrations sequences. The clusters had normal and shear stress proof 
capacities of 880kPa and 840kPa respectively, and an axial load proof capacity of 180kN, with 
typical measuring resolutions (Figure 5-24) of 1.0kPa (0.1%), 0.5kPa (0.6%), and 0.1kN (0.05%) 
respectively. The temperature calibrations reported by Jardine et al. (2009) were used throughout 
the current study. 
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Figure 5-19: Calibration of radial and shear stress transducers (SSTs) by a dead-weight bi-axial calibration 
jig. 
 
   
(a)      (b) 
Figure 5-20: (a )Budenberg deadweight calibration jig calibrating cluster C of the Mini–ICP and (b) the 
triaxial loading frame for full-length calibration of the Mini–ICP ALCs. 
 
Radial stress transducer Sensitivity R2 
Direct, Srr (μV/kPa) 10.07 ± 1.03 1.00 
Cross sensitivity to shear stresses, Srτ (μV/kPa) 0.16 ± 1.26 0.55 
Cross sensitivity to axial loads, SrA (μV/kN) -40.49 ± 6.65 0.95 
Table 5-5: Mean direct and cross sensitivity factors of the radial/ normal stress transducers of all the cluster 
cells’ used in this study. 
 
Shear stress transducer Sensitivity R2 
Direct, Sττ (μV/kPa) 20.66 ± 3.96 1.00 
Cross sensitivity to radial stresses, Sτr (μV/kPa) -0.07 ± 0.84 0.81 
Cross sensitivity to axial loads, SτA (μV/kN) 0.53 ± 2.59 0.43 
Table 5-6: Mean direct and cross sensitivity factors of the shear stress transducers of all the cluster cells’ 
used in this study. 
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Figure 5-21: SSTs radial stress transducer output versus applied normal stress/ load on a typical Mini–ICP 
calibration sequence. 
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Figure 5-22: SSTs shear stress transducer output versus applied shear stress/ load on a typical Mini–ICP 
calibration sequence.  
 
Axial Load Cells Sensitivity R2 
Clusters   
Direct, SAA (μV/kN) 136.83 ± 3.26 1.00 
Cross sensitivity to radial stresses, SAr (μV/kPa) 0.01 ± 0.07 0.08 
Cross sensitivity to shear stresses, SAτ (μV/kPa) 0.00 ± 0.03 0.06 
Tip   
Direct sensitivity, SAA (μV/kN) 170.92 ± 38.07 1.00 
Table 5-7: Mean direct and cross sensitivity factors of all Axial Load Cells’ used in this study. 
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Figure 5-23: ALCs output versus load on a typical Mini–ICP calibration sequences. 
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Figure 5-24: Mini–ICP transducers check for measurements resolution and drifts and over a 10 days period 
(a) Radial stresses (b) Shear stresses and (c) Axial loads. 
 
5.5.4 Assembling of the Mini–ICP 
The Mini–ICP was assembled in all cases starting with the base ALC followed by the 
‘leading’ cluster A, ‘following’ cluster B and finally the ‘trailing’ cluster C. A wire running down 
the pile axis interconnected the base ALC to the clusters from the top of one cluster’s PCB to the 
bottom of the following cluster through seat–in connectors. The base ALC integrates with the 
bottom of cluster A then two stainless steel pipe sections of different lengths and threaded at both 
ends interconnect clusters A to B and B to C. A longer section connects cluster C to the pile cap. 
Each of the steel sections was carefully fastened on to the clusters it connected while ensuring the 
wire running at the centre pile was not unduly twisted during the assembly. The final positions of 
the clusters were 120° from each other hence measuring stresses around the pile. The results 
analysis Chapters (7 to 11) refers to the final positions of the SSTs in terms of their distance from 
the pile base tip (h) normalised by the pile radius (R); cluster A with h/R = 8.94; cluster B with h/R 
= 25.61 and cluster C had h/R = 45.61. 
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5.6 Micro and driven piles 
Noting that the CC (inner) diameter to model–pile (outer) diameter ratio may affect the 
behaviour of the model displacement piles, an un-instrumented 12mm diameter conical tip closed–
ended and relatively smooth (Rcla = ~1 - 2μm) stainless steel model pile (MiP) was fabricated and 
employed for series MiP01. The pile was fitted a cap to connect to the Rosier installation jack and 
penetrated 0.99m into the medium dense dry NE34 sand chamber. 
The effects of pile installation mode on ageing, static and cyclic loading behaviours were 
also examined by developing a dynamically driven pile system. Full driving is rarely employed for 
heavily instrumented displacement pile research (see Bullock et al. 2005) because of the difficulty 
of designing sensitive gauges that can survive impact loading, NGI (2012). The Mini-ICP, CPT 
cone–tipped pile and the micro-pile had been installed by cyclic jack stroke procedures involving 
full displacement pushes followed by full unloading in each stroke to model the stress regime 
around displacement piles (Jardine et al. 2013a) while ensuring that the instrumented piles remained 
undamaged by the impact loading from driving. However, concerns that this ‘artificial’ procedure 
could be influencing the results unduly led to a driven pile being commissioned and tested. This 
was a simple uninstrumented conical tip closed–ended stainless steel tube of 36mm outer diameter, 
roughened outside to a surface centreline roughness of 3 – 4μm, consistent to the Mini–ICP. 
The pile driving system shown on Figure 5-25 was designed and fabricated in the 3S-R 
Laboratory. The driving system comprised an aluminium frame with four 3m long aluminium pipes 
of 30mm diameter embedded into a 300mm diameter plate fixing the system on to the CC cover at 
the pile installation position (CC axis). The top of the assembly carried a similar plate equipped 
with a pulley for a drop–weight lifting mechanism. Two other plates are mounted between the 
bottom and top; one connects to the pile cap as a loading plate; the other (together with a set of 
weights) constitutes the pile hammer. The driving mechanism applied the potential energy from the 
hammer self-weight (varied between 20kgs to 25kgs) falling from prescribed heights (1 – 2m) and 
impacting the pile head delivering required driving energy to the pile. The hammer drop-height was 
selected to install the pile into the chamber with ~50 blows, matching the typically 49 jack-strokes 
used for the Mini–ICP and Micro pile installations. A combination of a plumb bob, a spirit level and 
the three roller guidance system at the chamber top pile installation position were used to ensure 
verticality of the pile and driving system during driving. Further details of the equipment and its 
operations are given by Silva (2014). 
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Figure 5-25: Deadweight-type model pile driving system installed at the calibration chamber pile axis. 
5.7 Ancillary apparatus 
Hobson Talysurf, Qicpic, 3D microscope apparatus and high resolution digital photography 
were all used for ancillary studies. Roughness characterisation of the Mini–ICP before and after 
testing was conducted with the Hobson Talysurf equipment. The mean centreline roughness of the 
pile surface was measured at four points set at 900 degrees to each other around the pile 
circumference and at multiple points along the shaft set about 100mm apart. Each roughness 
measurement was made over a 4mm length. 
QicPic particle size and shape analysis (http://www.sympatec.com/) and 3D microscopy 
studies were made on the test sands with the main objective of comparing sands’ particle index and 
surface properties to help select a scaled down alternative of the NE34 sand, leading to the GA39 
sand (with a 50% lower d50% value) being adopted to investigate grain size effects on the ageing 
characteristics of the displacement piles. 
Multiple high resolution digital photographs were taken of interface samples recovered 
around the Mini-ICPs during exhumation at the end of the testing series. The thickness of the 
interface layer samples were then dimensioned, see Appendix IV, by employing the freeware code 
GIMP (http://www.gimp.org/). Further analysis of the recovered interface samples by the Qicpic 
optical grain sizing and shape assessment system can lead to density of the interface layers, particle 
size distributions and shape characteristic distribution. 
 
Pile driving system
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5.8 Tests control and data acquisition 
Data acquisition from the Mini–ICP was achieved through the “Mini-pile” program custom-
made by Cambridge Insitu Ltd with back–up from the Freeware “Docklight” program 
(http://www.docklight.de/). Docklight directly reads and stores the hexadecimal output from the 
RS232 Mini-ICP systems described earlier, acquiring data with an update rate of 2 secs. Docklight 
proved more stable than Mini-pile and was used for long term acquisition during ageing and axial 
cyclic loading, providing real time acquisition while the Mini-pile program, converted the 
hexadecimal files acquired in Docklight to decimal (comma separated) values. Mini–pile was more 
convenient for shorter term logging of pile calibrations, installations and pile static load tests. 
The calibration chamber’s sensors and transducers were connected to a separate National 
Instruments (NI) Compact FieldPoint station that combined data acquisition, loading jack control 
and pressure regulation functions. The system was monitored through a PC with the NI Labview 8.2 
program. The system had 5 modules (type cFP-SG140) for conditioning and acquisition of sand 
stress and force sensors with +/-4mV/V input (sensors excitation at 2.5V). It filtered–out 
frequencies greater than 60Hz and offered a 16 bit resolution. A separate module (cFP-RTD124) 
was employed for the conditioning and acquisition of temperature data, filtering again at 60Hz and 
resolving to 16 bits. The LVDT and pressure sensors were acquired through an additional module 
(cFP-AI112) with input +/-10V that filtered at 50Hz (also resolving to 16 bits). The control of the 
jack, temperature and membrane pressures was achieved through a final module (cFP-AIO610) 
with output +/-10V (filtering at 350Hz and resolving to 12 bits). The update rate of the Field Point 
system was set at 1 value per second. The test setup was installed with a Syrius MSII 6000 power 
supply with a reserve power capacity of up to 90 minutes with full power use, and longer when set 
to standby use. 
 
5.9 Concluding remarks 
Significant effort was expended in the design of the study testing arrangements. The 
adaptation of the 3S-R Laboratory calibration chamber boundary conditions to a free field simulator 
has been described. Further, the temperature control systems were fully optimised to ensure 
maintained environmental conditions of the test setup in the long duration ageing tests, and a stand–
by power back-up provided for the least interruption to a running test. 
The Mini–ICP pile was worked on extensively and continuously in conjunction with 
Cambridge Insitu Ltd over the study duration. A new base ALC (with its associated A/D converter, 
power supply and PCB) was added to improve the separation of the base and shaft contributions to 
the total pile capacity. Cluster B instrument had to be replaced after being damaged during a 
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calibration and the new cluster’s SST cell had again to be replaced after the cell was excessively 
strained during calibrations prior to series ICP04. The wiring between the clusters was improved by 
seat-in plug and socket connections at the bottom of each cluster. A more robust deadweight bi-
axial calibration rig manufactured by Cambridge Insitu ltd was used following a review of results 
obtained with a simpler prior set-up assembled at Imperial College. The pile had to be waterproofed 
to perform test series ICP06 in wet NE34 sand. Waterproofing entailed ensuring all interconnection 
seals worked well and exclude water from the inside of the pile as well as the screws on the clusters 
are water sealing. Despite thorough pre-checking, a major leakage occurred some days into ICP06 
through a single Dowty sealed screw connection seal failing in the ‘leading’ instrument cluster A. 
As a result, the pile had to undergo a major overhaul before the ICP07 test. This entailed a new cell 
being made for cluster A and two new spare cells, as well as more robust printed circuit signal 
conditioning boards being made and installed for all the clusters and the base ALC. 
The miniature sand stress sensors and cables were water-proofed at Imperial College soils 
laboratory workshop for test ICP06 with wet NE34 sand. The procedure applied to these delicate 
cells was not easy to perfect and a considerable number of sensors were damaged irreparably. Only 
9 sensors were waterproofed, but all of these successfully survived the experiments. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Test sands, preparation methods and experimental plan 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the NE34 Fontainebleau and GA39 Nemours silica test sands and 
how they were used in the study. The sourcing, index properties and physical characteristics of the 
sands are reported and the rationale for their selection explained. The techniques employed for 
preparing the sand calibration chamber masses are outlined. The methods adopted for installing the 
Mini–ICP, CPT cone–tipped piles, Micro-pile (MiP) and the driven piles are explained; and the 
sand-interface sampling conducted on pile exhumation is outlined. The testing programme is 
summarised and the model scaling principles are discussed. 
6.2 Description of test sands 
6.2.1 Sourcing, index and physical properties 
The industrially mined and processed NE34 and GA39 test sands were supplied dry in 25kgs 
bags, stacked in 1200kg shrink wrapped pallets by SIBELCO-France’s quarries at Fontainebleau 
and Nemours, South of Paris. NE34 is regularly used as French standard geotechnical test sand 
while GA39 sand was introduced in the course of this study. 
Table 6-1 summarises the index properties measured in this study, along with the silica 
content from the supplier’s data sheet (Appendix I). Published mechanical shear strength 
parameters for NE34 sand are summarised on Table 6-2. The equivalent data for GA39 sand do not 
appear to have been published and preliminary interface ring-shear tests were made by the Author 
to aid this study. As shown in Figure 6-1 GA39 shows a constant volume large displacement 
interface shear resistance (δ'cv) around 270 when sheared against stainless steel with an initial 
surface average centreline roughness of 2.5 – 3.5μm, marginally greater than that for NE34. 
 
Sand Grain shape 
SiO2 
(%) 
Gs 
d10% 
(mm) 
d50% 
(mm) 
d60% 
(mm) 
Cu emax emin 
NE34 Sub-angular, sub-rounded 99.70 2.65 0.150 0.210 0.230 1.53 0.90 0.51 
GA39 Sub-angular, sub-rounded 98.60 2.65 0.100 0.127 0.132 1.32 1.01 0.56 
Table 6-1: Index properties for NE34 Fontainebleau and GA39 Nemours sand. 
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Tests Parameter Reference 
Direct shear box test φ'p = 35.20 
φ'cs = 32.80 
(ID = 72%, 50 < σ'n < 500kPa) 
Yang et al. (2010) 
Triaxial compression φ'p = 36.50 
φ'cs = 290 
(ID = 68.8%, p'0 = 60kPa) 
Gaudin et al. (2005) 
 φ'cs = 32.60 
(ID = 78%, e0 = 0.63, p'0 = 20kPa) 
Sim et al. (2013) 
 φ'cs = 330 
(ID = 70% - 83%, e0 = 0.59 – 0.63, p'0 = 150 - 500kPa) 
Test stress paths modelled the stress history of a sand element 
at the pile tip by K0 (= 0.43) consolidation from initial p' = 
20kPa up to σ'r = 6.9MPa followed by triaxial active shear 
compression to σ'a = 20MPa then unloaded to the p'0 before 
final shearing to failure. 
Altuhafi & Jardine (2011) 
Sand–stainless steel 
interface ring shear test 
(Rcla 3.1±0.3μm) 
δcv = 250 – 270 
(ID = ~72%, σ'n = 100 – 800kPa) 
Yang et al. (2010) 
Ho et al. (2011) 
K0 NC: 0.34 – 0.47 
(ID = 45.1% – 84.2%) 
Gaudin et al. (2005) 
Table 6-2: NE34 Fontainebleau sand mechanical strength characteristics. 
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Figure 6-1: Interface ring shear tests on medium–dense to dense (ID = 72%) GA39 Nemours sand against 
roughened (Rcla 3.1 ± 0.3μm) stainless steel. 
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6.2.2 Rationale for test sand selection 
This study aimed to investigate under laboratory conditions the ageing, and axial static and 
cyclic loading behaviours that could give further insight to those observed with full–scale driven 
open-ended steel pipe piles in the Dunkirk marine silica sand site by Jardine et al. (2006) and 
Jardine & Standing (2000, 2013). The aim was to explore the detailed mechanisms with highly 
instrumented scaled model tests that could capture the stress conditions that could not be measured 
in the field. The Dunkirk site offered a relatively deep profile of dense sands similar to many 
southern North Sea offshore oil and gas production platforms, making the location suitable for the 
late 1980s driven pile study by the French CLAROM group (Brucy et al. 1991) and later the 
Imperial College studies by Chow (1997) and Jardine & Standing (2000, 2013) as well as the 
associated 1998 GOPAL Joint Industry Project (Parker et al. 1999). 
NE34 sand was selected as a highly reproducible model for the Dunkirk sand, giving a 
generally good match to the latter’s Particle Size Distribution (PSD) envelope as shown in Figures 
6-2 (after Chow 1997) and 6-3 (after Yang et al. 2010). Tables 6-3 and 6-4 show the index 
properties and mineralogy of Dunkirk sand. Comparison with Table 6-1 shows similar specific 
gravity. But the purely NE34 silica sand avoids any potential physiochemical effects that might 
result from carbonate shell fragments, trace minerals or salt in the Dunkirk sand. The mechanical 
properties of Dunkirk sand and NE34 sand can also be compared from Tables 6-2 and 6-5. The 
sands display similar critical state, peak shearing resistances and interface shear characteristics in 
tests performed involving similar states and stress conditions. 
In test series ICP05 the Nemours GA39 sand was substituted for NE34 sand at the dry 
pluviation calibration chamber filling stage. This test was intended to examine sand particle size 
effects on the ageing and axial cyclic mechanisms of the installed model displacement piles. 
Discussions with the supplier SIBELCO France focused on obtaining a more finely graded 
alternative to NE34 that matched NE34’s mineralogy, surface roughness and grain shapes. Around 
half as fine as NE34 sand, GA39 sand provided the closest alternative, and this was confirmed by 
particle roughness and shape measurements made by the QicPic laser analysis apparatus and 
Microsurf 3D Microscope image analysis techniques as seen in Figures 6-4 and 6-5. 
 
Sand Grain shape Gs 
d10 
mm 
d50 
mm 
d60 
Mm 
Cu 
γsat 
kN/m3 
ID 
%
Dunkirk sand Sub-rounded, rounded 2.656 0.150 0.210 0.230 1.53 19.9 75
Table 6-3: Dunkirk Flandrian sand average index properties (after Jardine & Standing 2000). 
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Sand 
SiO2 
(%) 
Feldspar (Albite and Microcline) 
(%) 
Calcium carbonate (Shell fragments)
(%) 
Dunkirk sand 84 8 8 
Table 6-4: Dunkirk Flandrian sand mineralogy (after Jardine & Standing 2000). 
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Figure 6-2: Particle Size Distribution for Dunkirk sand from CLAROM Borehole (after Chow 1997). 
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Figure 6-3: Particle size distribution for NE34 Fontainebleau sand (after Yang et al. 2010) compared to 
Dunkirk sand. 
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Tests Parameter Reference 
K0 (= 0.35) consolidated undrained 
(CK0U) triaxial stress path tests 
(K0 of 0.40 – 0.45 was assessed from 
strength and Yield Stress Ratio data.) 
Compression φ'p = 370 
Extension φ'p = 350 
φ'cs = 320 
(ID = 75%, p'0 = 60 - 200kPa) 
Kuwano (1999) 
K0 (= 0.35) consolidated undrained 
(CK0U) triaxial stress path tests shear 
modulus at εs = 0.005% 
Compression G = 111MPa 
Extension G = 230MPa 
(ID = ~75%, p'0 = 200kPa and Yield Stress Ratio = 1) 
Behaviour strongly anisotropic, highly non-linear and 
stress level dependent.  
Kuwano (1999) 
Sand direct shear tests φ'p = 39.40, φ'cv = 31.10 
(ID = 85%, σ'n = 150kPa) 
Sand–mild steel interface (Rcla = 9.8μm) 
direct shear test  
δ'p = 30.80, δ'cv = 26.80 
(ID = 85%, σ'n = 300kPa) 
Kuwano (1999) 
63 days’ aged sand–stainless steel 
interface (Rcla = 9.8μm) direct shear test 
 
 
 
δ'p = 310, δ'cv = 27.50 
(ID = 85%, σ'n = 300kPa) 
No change of either δ'cv or δ'p with ageing. Creep 
densification, increased shear stiffness and stronger 
dilation with ageing supposedly from micro-structural 
rearrangement of the sand grains and their contacts 
Chow (1997) 
Table 6-5: Physical properties of Dunkirk sand. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6-4: Microscope images at same scale (10x) of (a) NE34 and (b) GA39 from Microsurf 3D Optical 
Profiler by Nanotech. 
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(b) 
Figure 6-5: (a) NE34 and GA39 Sand PSD comparisons (b) NE34 and GA39 sands’ particle Aspect Ratio 
(AR), Convexity (C) and Sphericity (S) comparisons as obtained with Sympatec Gradis QicPic apparatus, 
employing FERET minimum particle size scale. 
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6.3 Calibration chamber preparations 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The mechanical behaviour of sands depends predominantly on their grain shapes, gradings, 
density state, depositional fabric particle properties and orientation, effective stress level and major 
principal stress axis orientation. Oda et al. (1985) suggested that the intrinsic anisotropy and fabric 
obtained by pluviation duplicate those developed in natural sediments. Mahmood et al. (1976) 
reviewed the effects of specimen preparation methods on the fabric of medium-grained sand; air 
pluviation produces a random orientation of grains while preferential orientation results from 
vibratory densification. Ishihara (1993) considered the conditions achieved in clean sand by three 
formation techniques; dry deposition, moist placement, and water sedimentation. He reports that the 
fabric-dependency (seen at a given void ratios) is most significant at moderate strains and has a 
considerable effect on the minimum strength available at Phase Transformation. 
Control of the initial sand density can be achieved during calibration chamber preparation. 
Samples made by air pluviation, dropping from fixed fall heights without further compaction, the 
sand densities achieved in the calibration chamber are controlled by the compaction energy retained 
by the particles contacting the sand surface. The compaction energy is equivalent to the particles’ 
kinetic energy less any energy losses on contact. The kinetic energy is a function of the kinetic 
friction (Stoke’s Law) and the particles’ buoyancy (upthrust) in air. For maximum compaction 
energy and density, the velocity at contact has to reach the terminal (maximum) settling velocity 
which is achieved when the drop height is equal to or exceeds the particular limiting height at which 
the three particles forces (particle weight, kinetic friction and upthrust) are in equilibrium; any 
greater drop height does not improve the density, while lesser drop heights give lower density. The 
coarser the sand particles, the higher the compaction energy for the same drop height. To maintain a 
uniform chamber density the drop height is kept constant throughout pluviation. Vaid & Negussey 
(1984) showed varying the drop height between 0 – 0.5m has the greatest influence on the achieved 
density as also reported by Krailem (1988). Vaid & Negussey (1984) suggested for small containers 
the density is also affected by container dimensions and wall roughness. Sand pluviation involving 
very high flow rates may introduce interference that inhibits compaction at the sand surface, Rad 
and Tumay (1987). 
6.3.2 Achieving in-situ states 
The Flandrian Dunkirk sand was formed by deposition under water over three local 
transgressions between 2100 and 900 years before present (Sommé 1969). To model the Dunkirk 
site conditions the current study targeted the average density index assessed by Chow (1997) of 
75% (see Table 6-3) and average CPT qc of 21MPa from Figure 2-10. To achieve this medium-
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dense state with NE34 sand, the sand masses were dry air pluviated; all but one sand mass were 
tested dry. Sand mass preparation involved a repetitive procedure where a maximum volume 
1.56m3 (1.18m diameter by 1.43m height) of sand was placed by ‘sand rain’ air pluviation without 
further densification by compaction. Densification by compaction could have affected the final 
positions of the in-sand stress sensors and created radial locked-in effective stresses (inconsistently 
increasing K0) that affected the qc values at a similar density state, Lunne et al. (1997). The single 
wet dense NE34 sand experiment was performed to investigate possible effects of water presence 
on the ageing, axial static and cyclic loading pile behaviour. Testing wet previously air pluviated 
sand entailed considerable difficulties in waterproofing the miniature sand stress sensors and the 
cables deployed in the chamber as well as waterproofing the Mini–ICP as discussed in section 5.9; 
this discouraged extensive wet testing. 
Difficulties were encountered in controlling pluviation with the finer sand and the single 
GA39 sand mass was inadvertently pluviated in a looser state than originally intended, see Table 
7-1. 
6.3.3 3S-R calibration sand chambers pluviation procedures 
Air pluviation was performed with a sand hopper and double sieve arrangement shown on 
Figures 6-6 and 6-7. The sand (supplied in 25kgs bags) was inspected for dirt and any untypical 
stray particles then emptied into the sand rainer’s hopper. The rainer was mounted on the calibration 
chamber and the perforated steel base of the hopper opened. The sand fell first through a set of 
double cross-sieves kept at a constant height of 0.5m above the sand chamber surface before settling 
on the sand surface in the chamber. 
On achieving the sand level where sensors are to be installed, the sand surface was trowelled 
to a level plane and laser surveying performed with a special radial template system that locates the 
surface sensors around the axis of the intended pile installation. Sensors were installed at prescribed 
distances typically 2, 3, 5 and 8 pile radii (R) from the axis as shown on Table 6-6 and Appendix II. 
The full sets of sensors installed at a particular level and radial distance combinations 
usually included vertical, radial and circumferential total stress sensors designated by the 
orientation of their sensing face relative to the pile and perpendicular to the stress component to be 
measured. Sensor installation entailed lowering a specially made platform near to the sand level at 
which a person could sit (curled-up) and position the sensors with aid of working lamps and lit 
vertical laser survey lines. Temperature sensors were installed at each stress sensors level, and all 
sensors wires made to follow the chamber walls upwards, secured by adhesive tape and along the 
top of the centred surcharge membrane once it is placed after completion of pluviation. The cables 
exit through three holes on the perimeter of the 100mm thick steel cover placed over the top 
neoprene membrane with a central hole at the pile installation location and 600mm thickness when 
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pressurised. The top membrane is filled with pressurised water to a constant pressure ~152kPa after 
the final assembly and the sand mass is left to creep and age under load until volume changes 
subside to less than 0.001% volumetric strain per day as measured by the water volumes input to the 
boundary membranes, Figure 6-8. A step by step summary of the pluviation procedure is detailed 
on Figure 6-9. 
The sand pluviation technique was re-set for the finer GA39 sand experiment, aiming to 
achieve the same medium-dense states as the NE34 experiments and Dunkirk field tests. The 
pluviation height and sand flow intensity were revised repeatedly but the process was made difficult 
by the tendency of individual fine sand particles to float in air. As reported in Chapter 7 the final 
density states were lower than intended and test ICP05 effectively investigated the effects of both 
particle scale and density index on pile ageing and cyclic behaviour. 
The standard NE34 pluviation procedure was employed for the wet test ICP06 which 
studied the possible effects of water followed by carbon dioxide (CO2) gas injection from the 
bottom of the chamber fed from pressurised cylinders. The completion of the CO2 (which is heavier 
than air) filling the sand mass was ascertained by candle flames placed at the top of the sand 
chamber being extinguished, confirming the displacement of the lighter air. De-aired water was 
then percolated upwards through the sand chamber from below by applying a water head set at 
between 1.8m to 4.0m above the bottom of the chamber. The water was intended to displace or 
dissolve the CO2 gas. 
 
 
Figure 6-6: Sand rainer on the calibration chamber in preparation of the sand chamber for test ICP04. 
1.20m 
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Figure 6-7: Illustration of a typical sand raining arrangement used for calibration chamber sand pluviation 
(Salgado et al. 1998). 
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Figure 6-8: Example of volume straining during pressurisation of dry NE34 sand mass chamber for test 
ICP04. 
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Sensors radial position from the pile axis (r/R) Test 
series 
Vertical level of sensors from the final pile tip 
depth (h/R) Radial 
stress 
Vertical 
stress 
Circumferential 
stress 
40.0 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 
29.4 ″ ″ ″ ICP04 
15.0 ″ ″ ″ 
40.0 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 
29.4 ″ ″ ″ ICP05 
15.0 ″ ″ ″ 
ICP06 15.0 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 5 
39.2 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 -- 
29.4 ″ ″ 2,3,5,8 ICP07 
13.9 ″ ″ ″ 
40.6 2,3,5,8 2,3,5,8 8 
30.0 ″ ″ 2,3,5,8 ICP08 
15.0 ″ ″ ″ 
*r/R : Relative radial distance from the pile axis (R = pile radius, r = sensor distance from pile axis) 
Table 6-6: Miniature sand stress sensors layouts adopted for the ageing and axial static and cyclic 
behaviour studies with mini-ICP displacement piles. 
 
 
  
(a) Empty chamber with non-inflated bottom membrane 
and 2mm thick lateral latex membrane for friction reduction 
in boundary condition BC3 tests. 
(b) Empty chamber with non-inflated bottom and lateral 
membranes installed for boundary conditioning BC1 and 
BC5 tests. 
  
(c) NE34 sand air pluviation from the perforated base plate 
of the sand rainer hopper. 
(d) NE34 sand pluviated to the first level for in-sand 
sensors installation before being levelled for the sensors 
installation. 
Table continues overleaf…  
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(e) NE34 sand chamber ready for first level of sensors 
installation (h/R = 14.4). 
(f) Surveying template showing concentric circles for 
positioning the sensors at set radial distances from and 
rotations around the central axis. 
  
(g) The chamber with laser survey kit, platform for sensors 
installation and survey marker stations around the upper 
chamber ledge during first layer of sensor installation in 
NE34 Sand. 
(h) Top sand chamber detail revealing sensor wires at the 
chamber peripheries and top PVC mat installed to spread 
load from the top pressurisation membrane. 
  
(i) Top pressure membrane in place, showing the inflating 
tubing. 
(j) Fully assembled sand chamber with temperature 
conditioning system, sensors wires and inflating tube 
originating from the chamber. 
  
(k) The 3S-R CC – mini ICP arrangement and the jacking 
frame before pile installation. 
(l) Pile installation guiding system of three rollers. Also 
shown is the steel collar at the top pressure membrane 
level used to restrain lateral spreading on inflation. 
Figure 6-9: 3S-R calibration sand chambers preparation illustration.   
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6.4 Pile installation techniques 
The Mini-Imperial College Pile (Mini-ICP), Micro pile (MiP) and CPT cone tipped piles 
were penetrated into the sand by jacking down the axis of the calibration chamber. The electro–
mechanical jack used for the installations was positioned and held by a steel frame that provided 
vertical reaction and could move along rails set on either side of the chamber. The jack frame ran on 
rails and had grippers that were hydraulically pressurised to secure the jack in position over the axis 
of the chamber during static or cyclic loading. The piles were attached to the jack by bolts passing 
through pile caps; the verticality of the piles was assured by making adjustments aided by plumb 
bobs and spirit levels. The jack was advanced to position the pile tip within the three roller pile 
guiding system (see Figure 6-9 (l)) at the centre of the calibration chamber cover. The guiding 
rollers were positioned so as to avoid running over the measuring window panes of the Mini–ICP 
SSTs. 
Pile installation was typically advanced with forty nine 20mm strokes to reach the typical 
final base depth of 980mm applied for most piles. The jacking was displacement–controlled at 
2mm/s with the jack held position while the operator implemented load–unloading commands. 
Unloading employed slower rates set at about 0.1mm/s until jack load fell below ~500N after which 
the rate was reduced to 0.01mm/s to achieve finer (eventually manual) control to achieve zero pile 
head load before re–starting the next stroke. Standardising Mini-ICP installation allowed the effects 
of other variables to be studied. The number (and hence the length) of strokes and rates of 
installation were examined by Jardine et al. (2013a) and in the current study by tests CPT09 and 
CPT10 where rate effects were also investigated as reported later in Chapter 7. Two additional piles 
were installed by the drop–weight driving system described in section 5.6 to investigate further 
possible effects of mode of installation on the piles’ ageing, static and cyclic axial loading 
behaviour. 
6.5 Interface sampling techniques 
The sand masses remained pressurised throughout the ageing and load testing stages. On 
their completion the chamber was depressurised and the steel cover and the top pressurisation 
membrane removed with the pile still in position. Sand was then carefully excavated from around 
the pile, while sampling continuously the pile–interface zone at different depths. A similar sampling 
approach to that reported by Yang et al. (2010) was used. Excavation was made carefully in layers 
and small quantities of water were applied in a mist spray close to the pile axis to create suction in 
the sand immediately around the pile that helped the sand to adhere around the pile, allowing small 
curved blocks to be sampled. The annular block sections were placed on a flat surface and 
photographed by high resolution digital camera from at least three elevations before being separated 
into sand zones defined by colour and consistency. The different sand zones were separated by 
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specially made curved metal scrappers. The grey sand found close to the pile shaft was also found 
to have acquired magnetic properties. Separated samples were first left to dry then weighed and 
preserved for micro-particulate analysis. Manipulation of the high quality photos enabled interface 
thickness characteristics to be analysed as reported in Appendix IV. 
6.6 Test programme 
The ten piles installed in the 3S-R Laboratory calibration chamber as part of the Author’s 
study comprise; 5 highly instrumented Mini–ICP test piles, 2 CPT cone tip instrumented test pile, 2 
hammer driven blank model piles, and 1 blank micro-pile. Table 6-8 summarises the testing 
objectives and the specific hypotheses investigated in the Mini-ICP test series and Table 6-9 does 
the same for all other piles. For each of these tests Tables 6-10 and 6-11 summarises the test details 
which include boundary conditions, dates of preparation, pressurisation periods, dates of installation 
and post-installation ageing durations for the Mini-ICP piles and all other piles respectively. Further 
features of the axial static and cyclic loading tests are summarised in Chapters 7 and 11. 
The Author’s experiments add to the inventory of two CPT cone-tipped piles and three 
Mini-ICP tests performed by earlier Post doctoral contributors to the project (Drs B. Zhu, Z. Yang 
and C. Tsuha). Their experiments are summarised on Table 6-7 and data from these experiments is 
included in later discussion sections drawing from cited internal reports and papers. The test codes 
for the Mini–ICP and the CPT tests series’ in the Author’s study extend from these earlier testing 
campaigns. 
 
Boundary conditions Pile installation 
Test Preparation date 
Installation 
date Surcharge 
pressure 
(kPa) 
Pressure 
membrane
Lateral 
latex 
Soil stress 
sensors 
(levels) Depth 
(mm) 
Stroke 
(mm) / rate 
(mm/s) 
Installation 
style 
CPT1 27/07/07 27/07/07 200 200mmID top & base × 12 (1)
 1000 10 (1) Partial unloading 
CPT2 21/09/07 21/09/07 163 200mmID top & base × 12 (1)
 1020 10 (1) Full unloading 
Mini- 
ICP01 26/11/07 26~27/11/07 150 
200mmID 
top & base √ 36 (3) 920 10 (0.5) 
Full 
unloading 
Mini- 
ICP02 30/04/08 20/05/08 152 
200mmID 
top only √ 40 (2)
 990 5 (0.5) Full unloading 
Mini- 
ICP03 28/04/09 29/05/09 152 
50mmID 
top only √ 36 (3) 990 20 (0.5) 
Full 
unloading 
Table 6-7: CPT1 to Mini-ICP03 tests details after Jardine et al. (2013a). 
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6.7 Final remark – the pile modelling parameters 
The closed–ended conical base model displacement piles were all installed to final depths of 
~1.0m below the sand chamber surfaces. The piles had slenderness ratios (L/D) around 27.5 for the 
36mm diameter Mini–ICP, CPT cone tipped piles and blank driven piles while a higher slenderness 
(82.5) applied to the single 12mm micro-pile test. In all cases the sand was pre-surcharged to σ'z0 = 
152kPa which is equivalent to the effective overburden stress developed at ~17m depth in a 
medium dense sand with γ' ≈ 9kN/m3 and a water table near ground level. 
Within the ICP-05 framework, the fully mobilised radial effective stresses developed on the 
displacement piles’ shafts at maximum capacity are described as σ'rf = σ'rs + Δσ'rd with the radial 
stress dilation component Δσ'rd given as 4GΔr/D, Lehane et al. (1993). Jardine et al. (2005a) 
prescribed the radial displacement component Δr as the average peak to trough distance (2Rcla) of 
the pile average surface roughness, arguing that sand particles have to move radially by this 
distance to permit shear movements relative to the sand. Axelsson (2000) suggested the Rmax (≈ 
2Rcla) of 0.01 – 0.02mm for steel piles and up to 0.04 – 0.08mm for concrete piles while Jardine et 
al. (2005a) recommended Rcla = 10μm for lightly rusted steel pipe piles. The roughness of the piles 
in this study ranged from Rcla 1 – 2μm for the smooth Micro pile to the CPT cone tip piles to Rcla of 
3 – 4μm for the Mini–ICP as measured by the Talysurf-Hobson apparatus. The model piles were 
intentionally made less rough than industrial piles to ensure that radial stress dilation didn’t 
dominate shaft capacity and so mask the effects of the potentially varying radial stress regime on 
ageing behaviour. 
As the standard NE34 test sand has similar particle size to Dunkirk sand, the pile–to–particle 
diameter ratio for the chamber model piles is ~13 times lower than the field values. Two tests were 
performed to investigate this scale effect on the piles behaviour as analysed in Chapter 7; the Mini–
ICP was installed in GA39 sand which is nearly half as fine as NE34, effectively doubling the pile–
to–particle diameter ratio, and the Micro pile with a diameter of 12mm was installed in NE34 which 
effectively reduced the ratio by a third. 
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No. Test 
series 
Specific testing objectives 
1 ICP04 Investigate the stress mechanisms governing ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement 
piles in medium dense silica sand by installing highly instrumented 36mm diameter Mini-ICP in 
extensively instrumented medium dense NE34 sand mass. 
Examine the pile diameter–to–grain size scale effects on the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour 
mechanisms on displacement piles with the Mini–ICP in well instrumented finer GA39 Nemours sand 
chamber; GA39 sand is nearly half as coarse as NE34 sand. 
2 ICP05 
Note potential effects of density state on ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement 
piles on testing the Mini-ICP in an instrumented less dense GA39 Nemours sand chamber. 
3 ICP06 Isolate the effects of water on the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement piles in 
medium dense silica sand with the Mini-ICP installed in instrumented wet medium dense NE34 sand. 
Examine effects of far field conditions on the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement 
piles in medium dense silica sand by installing the Mini-ICP in instrumented NE34 sand chamber 
surrounded by a ‘free field simulator’ BC5 boundary condition instead of the classical BC3 used in 
previous setups. 
4 ICP07 
Investigate effects of stress cycles caused by diurnal changes on the sand and pile-sand stress regime as 
related to the ageing and axial cyclic behaviours of displacement piles. Two weeks of vertical and radial 
stress cycles imposed to the vertical and lateral boundary of the Mini–ICP–NE34 sand mass. 
Investigate the effects of far field conditions on the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of 
displacement piles in medium dense silica sand by installing the Mini-ICP into NE34 sand with the BC5 
boundary condition. 
5 ICP08 
Examine the effect of eliminating a final and slower jack stroke of the displacement pile installation that 
defined the pile short–term static compression axial capacity during the installation of the instrumented 
Mini-ICP in instrumented medium dense NE34 sand. 
Table 6-8: Mini-ICP piles specific testing objectives in the study of ageing and axial cyclic loading 
behaviour of displacement piles in silica sands. 
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No. Test 
series 
Specific testing objectives 
1 CPT09 Investigate the effects of the mode of jack-stroke installation on the ageing behaviour of displacement 
piles in medium dense silica sand by installing a CPT cone tip pile using just two long strokes instead 
of the standard 49 strokes into medium dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary conditions. 
2 CPT10 Investigate the effects of displacement pile jacking rate on the ageing behaviour of displacement piles 
in medium dense silica sands by installing a CPT cone tip pile at rate of 10mm/s instead of the standard 
2mm/s into NE34 sand with BC5 boundary conditions.  
3 DI Examine the effects of installation procedure on ageing behaviour. Install a hammer driven 36mm 
diameter un-instrumented closed-ended conical tip displacement pile into NE34 sand with BC5 
boundary conditions. 
4 DII Examine further the effects of installation procedures on the ageing behaviour with second hammer 
driven 36mm diameter un-instrumented closed-ended conical tip pile installed into medium dense 
NE34 sand with BC1 boundary conditions. 
5 MiP01 Investigate potential pile–to–sand particle diameter and chamber–to–pile diameter scale effects on the 
ageing behaviour of displacements piles in medium dense silica sands by testing a micro pile with 
12mm diameter in medium dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary conditions. 
Table 6-9: All other piles specific testing objectives in the study of ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour 
of displacement piles in silica sands.
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Pressurisation Pile Installation Instrumentation Ageing 
Pressures Duration 
Vertical Lateral 
Jacking 
rate 
Duration No. 
Test 
series 
Sand 
Boundary 
Condition Dates 
kPa kPa 
Days 
Date 
mm/s 
Penetration mode Pile Chamber Dates 
Days 
1 ICP04 
Dry 
NE34 
BC3 
19/10/09- 
03/11/09 
152 N/A 15.1 03/11/09 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
Mini 
ICP 
3 levels; 
39 sensors 
03/11/09-
14/12/09 
 
41 
2 ICP05 
Dry 
GA39 
BC3 
02/04/10-
06/05/10 
152 N/A 33.8 06/05/10 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
Mini 
ICP 
3 levels; 
39 sensors 
06/05/10-
16/07/10 
71 
3 ICP06 
Wet 
NE34 
BC3 
14/10/10-
18/10/10 
150 N/A 4 18/10/10 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
Mini 
ICP 
1 level; 11 
sensors 
18/10/10-
06/12/10 
49 
4 ICP07 
Dry 
NE34 
BC5 
20/05/11-
24/05/11 
152 62 ~4 24/05/11 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
Mini 
ICP 
3 levels; 
35 sensors 
24/05/11-
15/07/11 
52 
5 ICP08 
Dry 
NE34 
BC5 
28/09/11-
29/09/11 
150 62 1.0 29/09/11 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
Mini 
ICP 
3 levels; 
33 sensors 
29/09/11-
14/10/11 
15 
N/A = Not Applying 
Table 6-10: Summary details of the Mini-ICP piles test programme to investigate the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement piles in silica sands. 
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Pressurisation Pile Installation Instrumentation Ageing 
Pressures Duration 
Vertical Lateral 
Jacking 
rate 
Duration No. 
Test 
series 
Sand 
Boundary 
Condition Dates 
kPa kPa 
Days 
Date 
mm/s 
Penetration mode Pile Chamber Dates 
Days 
1 MiP01 
Dry 
NE34 
BC3 
21/12/10-
22/12/10 
152 N/A 1 22/12/10 2 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack N/A 
22/12/10-
28/02/11 
68 
2 CPT09 
Dry 
NE34 
BC5 
06/05/11-
10/05/11 
145 65 3.4 10/05/11 10 
750mm & 340mm 
strokes; no 
unloading 
Jack, 
CPT 
cone 
N/A 
10/05/11-
17/05/11 
7 
3 CPT10 
Dry 
NE34 
BC5 
30/11/11- 
19/12/11 
152 62 19.5 19/12/11 10 
20mm strokes; full 
unloading 
Jack, 
CPT 
cone 
N/A 
19/12/11- 
20/01/12 
32 
4 DI 
Dry 
NE34 
BC5 
31/01/12- 
31/01/12 
151 62 ~0 31/01/12 
Hammer 
impact 
~22mm strokes; 
full unloading 
Jack N/A 
01/02/12- 
13/02/12 
12 
5 DII 
Dry 
NE34 
BC1 
01/03/12-
13/03/12 
152 62 12 13/03/12 
Hammer 
impact 
~11mm strokes; 
full unloading 
Jack 
1 level; 21 
sensors 
13/03/12- 
23/04/12 
41 
N/A = Not Applying 
Table 6-11: Summary details of all other piles test programme to investigate the ageing and axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement piles in silica sands
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Chapter 7 
7 Observations during laboratory model pile installation 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter analyses the data acquired during the model piles’ installation stages. It 
examines: 
1) The development of pile end–bearing resistances and shaft interface stresses with 
embedment depth, and 
2) The stress response in the sand masses surrounding the pile. 
As outlined in Chapter 6, a range of both Mini-ICP and minimally instrumented pile 
experiments were undertaken, in both instrumented and uninstrumented sand masses. This chapter 
concentrates on the large data sets gathered with the instrumented tests. The specific objectives of 
each test were detailed on Tables 6-8 and 6-9, while Tables 6-10 and 6-11 summarise the test sands 
used, chamber boundary conditions, pressurisation details, pile installation procedures and the pile 
and chamber instrumentation. Interpretation is made with reference to the framework developed 
from the earlier field ICP tests and database studies summarised by Jardine et al. (2005a); areas of 
agreement and divergence are identified and discussed. 
7.2 End bearing resistance 
The end–bearing resistances mobilised in the cyclically jacked installations were assessed 
from the base loads measured at the end–of–push (moving) stage of each stroke as illustrated on 
Figure 7-1. The Author’s end-bearing resistance measurements are shown on Figure 7-2(a) and are 
compared in (b) to profiles from tests CPT1 to Mini-ICP03 reported by Jardine et al. (2013a) from 
the earlier test series of the extended research programme. The boundary conditions, pile 
installation procedures, and pile and chamber instrumentation details of the tests CPT1 to Mini-
ICP03 were summarised in Table 6-7. 
The lowest Mini-ICP pile end–bearing resistances were observed in the looser and finer 
GA39 sand test, ICP05. This is attributed mainly to the lower density (1433kg/m3, ID = 36%) noted 
in Table 7-1. ICP05 was intended to repeat the medium dense states achieved with NE34 sand, 
where the dry densities assessed on emptying the calibration chamber at the end of the tests gave a 
mean of 1,617.5 ± 10.4 kg/m3 corresponding to density index of 67.1 ± 2.7% classifying the sand 
mass as medium dense to dense. However, the finer sand did not settle in air as expected and the 
GA39 sand mass classified as loose. For operational reasons, densities were not measured in tests 
ICP04 or ICP06 but were checked in all other experiments as shown in Table 7-1. 
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Figure 7-1: Illustration of selection of end–of–push (moving) and end–of–pause (stationary) data values 
based on the jack–stroke installed model piles. 
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Figure 7-2: (a) Pile end-bearing resistances of all continuously monitored installations in this study (b) The 
current study piles end-bearing resistances compared to Jardine et al. (2013a) tests CPT1 to Mini-ICP03. 
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Pressurisation 
Test 
Start date End date Days 
Mass 
(kg) 
Volume 
(m3) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 
e0 
Density index, ID* 
(%) 
ICP05 02/04/10 06/05/10 33. 8 648 0.45 1433 0.849 36 
MiP01 21/12/10 22/12/10 1.0 2525.5 1.55 1626 0.630 69 
CPT09 06/05/11 10/05/11 3.4 2364.5 1.47 1603 0.653 63 
ICP07 20/05/11 24/05/11 ~4.0 2383.0 1.46 1627 0.629 70 
ICP08 28/09/11 29/09/11 1.0 2358.0 1.46 1615 0.641 66 
CPT10 30/11/11 19/12/11 19.5 2347.5 1.46 1608 0.648 65 
DI 31/01/12 31/01/12 ~0.0 2381.5 1.46 1626 0.630 69 
*ID = (emax –e0)/(emax – emin). NE34 sand: emax = 0.90, emin = 0.51; GA39 sand: emax = 1.01, emin = 0.56 
Table 7-1: Calibration chamber pressurisation durations and density states for all pile installations. 
 
Three pressurisable top membranes with internal diameters of 50mm, 100mm and 200mm 
have been used in the extended experimental programme run from 2007 to 2013. Jardine et al.’s 
tests CPT1, CPT2, Mini-ICP01 and Mini-ICP02 used the 200mm ID top membrane which gave 
unfavourably soft end–bearing resistance profiles at shallow depths. Test CPT09 in this study, 
which exhibited an intermediate response, was performed with a 100mm ID top membrane while 
Mini-ICP03 from Jardine et al. (2013a), and tests ICP04 to ICP08 and CPT10 in this study used the 
50mm ID membrane, leading to stiffer shallow end–bearing resistances trends and quasi-constant 
values from shallower depths. 
The effects of the chamber lateral boundaries on the pile end–bearing resistance are assessed 
by comparing ICP04, ICP07 and ICP08. All were installed in dry medium dense NE34 sand, with 
three levels of sand stress sensors, but with different lateral boundary conditions. The rigid BC3 
lateral boundary condition applied in ICP04 produced an end-bearing resistance profile that was 
about 4% higher than was achieved when the stress controlled BC5 boundary condition was 
employed in ICP07 and ICP08 to match the free field response (following the logic set–out by 
Huang and Hsu 2005). The radial boundary pressures developed in ICP07 and ICP08 in the isolated 
top, middle and bottom lateral boundary membranes (at 33 pile radii from the pile axis) increased as 
shown in Figure 7-3 sequentially as the pile tip approached from above. The pressures rose during 
installation to develop maximum of 1.6 times the initial K0 stresses (or 0.45% qb), signifying 
influence the lateral boundary condition. Far greater effects would be anticipated in chambers 
involving lower dchamber/D ratios. 
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Figure 7-3: Lateral boundary stresses during Mini-ICP installations in tests ICP07 and 08 with boundary 
condition BC5. 
 
The end–bearing resistance profiles of CPT09 and CPT10 consistently fell below those 
developed in ICP07 and ICP08. All were performed with BC5 lateral boundary condition, but tests 
CPT09 and CPT10 did not employ arrays of stress sensors (and their cables) within the sand mass. 
They were also installed at a faster rate (10mm/s) than the standard 2mm/s. The end–bearing 
resistances developed at the mid-range of the full embedded depth were 5MPa greater in ICP07 and 
ICP08 (which employed 3 levels of sand stress sensors) representing a 33% increase that could be 
interpreted as resulting from the reinforcing effects of the instruments and cables. Comparing the 
local moving shear stresses measured on the shaft by the ‘leading’ cluster A (h/R = 8.94) SST and 
the CPT friction sleeve (h/R ≈ 5.70) as shown in Figure 7-4 suggests similar trends over the most 
heavily instrumented mid-depth ranges. The interpretation of reinforcing effects on end–bearing 
resistances and the local shear stress profiles is supported by noting that the instrumented and un-
instrumented test profiles converge with depth after passing the deepest instrumented zone. 
Figure 7-5 plots the end–bearing resistances of CPT09 and CPT10 with reference to the CPT 
end-bearing resistance–to–density index correlation charts given by Baldi et al. (1986). The 
uninstrumented sand mass qc values appear to plot in the medium dense to dense range ID = 65% - 
75% for the NE34 sand masses similar to those calculated from density measurements. However, 
the end–bearing resistances from the instrumented tests imply higher than measured density indices 
(ID = 85% - 95%), supporting the interpretation of a significant sensor and cable reinforcement 
effect. 
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As noted in Table 7-1 the freshly pluviated reconstituted sand masses were generally 
pressurised for an average of a week before pile installation to simulate a degree of natural 
mechanical ageing. The exact durations varied reflecting periods of weekend lab closures and other 
operational factors. During pressurisation sand volume changes were monitored by measuring water 
flow into the pressurisation membranes. The overall sand volumetric strain rates declined to around 
0.003% per day after 24 hours of full pressurisation. Potential pre-installation chamber ageing time 
effects may be assessed by comparing the end–bearing resistance trends from ICP08 and ICP07. 
These tests had similar sets of instrumentation (see Table 6-6) but were aged for periods of 1 and 4 
days respectively, covering the period when creep rates are likely to have been highest (see Kuwano 
& Jardine 2002). While minor variations can be noted, there is no clear and consistent effect of pre-
installation ageing duration under pressure over the periods of several days considered. White & 
Zhao (2006), Baxter & Mitchell (2004) made similar observations in other calibration chambers 
studies. It appears that a one day ageing period covers most of the effects that can be expected in the 
short term, although more significant effects might apply after more extended periods. 
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Figure 7-4: Local shear stress profiles from Mini-ICP cluster A at h/R = 8.94 or CPT friction sleeve at h/R ≈ 
5.7. 
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Figure 7-5: Density indices of all the NE34 sand test chambers in this study after the Baldi et al. (1986) end-
bearing resistances correlation chart. 
 
The wet NE34 sand employed for test ICP06 showed higher end-bearing resistances than the 
equivalent dry test ICP04 that shared similar BC3 boundary conditions. ICP06 developed similar 
base resistance profiles to the earlier CPT1 and CPT2 tests in dry NE34 sand conducted (with BC3 
by Jardine et al. 2013a) but under top membrane pressures of 200kPa and 163kPa respectively. Two 
hypotheses for the higher end-bearing in ICP06 are; 
1) ‘Collapse’ densification on wetting of the dry pluviated sand chamber. The ICP06 sand mass 
was pluviated in the standard dry procedure before saturation (see section 6.3.3). Applying 
Baldi et al. (1986) to the qb value of 26MPa obtained in ICP06 below the zone affected by 
the single level of instruments used suggests ID = 97% (see Figure 7-5). However this would 
entail a final dry density of 1741kg/m3 that would have required a ‘collapse’ settlement of 
94mm in the 1.43m high sand mass (εaxial = 6.6%). Checks of the free sand surface level 
settlement during saturation showed no evidence of such a collapse so that final dry density 
was probably closer to the typical initial 1620kg/m3. 
 
2) Although care was taken, and a CO2 system was deployed to aid air replacement, the sand 
chamber was unlikely to have been fully saturated during installation. As explained by 
Baxter & Mitchell (2004) CO2 saturated specimens can be expected to de-gas partially 
during ageing. Pournaghiazar et al.’s (2011) tests in dry, saturated and unsaturated silica 
Sydney sand Figure 7-6, show similar end-bearing resistances in dry and fully saturated 
ICP04 
ICP06 
ICP07 
ICP08 
CPT09 
CPT10 
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sand, but higher values in unsaturated sand – presumably as a result of air–to–water suction 
effects. Considering that, as discussed above tests CPT1 and CPT2 showed end-bearing 
resistance similar to ICP06 between the depths of 0.65m to 0.9m, it might be concluded that 
the action of possible suctions might have an equivalent effect to an extra 11 – 48kPa of 
surcharge. Alternatively, direct application of Baldi et al. (1986) indicates that suctions 
acting around the base would have needed to have similar effects to an additional surcharge 
of ~58kPa to explain the observed qc or qb profile increase. 
 
 
Figure 7-6: CPT tip resistances in dry, saturated and unsaturated sand specimens prepared by pluviation 
method (ID = 61%) (Pournaghiazar et al. 2011). 
 
The importance of accounting for pile residual stresses in field interpretations was 
emphasised in Chapter 2. Residual base loads measured at the end–of–pause stage of each 
installation stroke are reported in Figure 7-7 as proportions of the ‘moving’ end–bearing resistances 
and plotted against the piles’ developing slenderness ratios L/D. For the conditions considered, the 
(closed–ended) piles all showed continuous accumulation of base residual loads with increasing 
depth reflecting the growing shaft resistance available to counter the locked in load. Higher residual 
base load ratios (up to 30%) were developed (in ICP04 and ICP06) with the rigid BC3 boundary 
conditions than in the other tests. Test ICP05 conducted in the looser and finer GA39 sand (with 
BC3) and the CPT piles without instrumentation mark the lower bound (18%) for locked in toe 
loads as a proportion of qb while tests ICP07 and ICP08 with the active stress–controlled BC5 
conditions featured an intermediate trend. Failure to account for the residual base loads would lead 
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to an under-recording base capacities and over–estimation of shaft capacities that would increase 
with L/D. 
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Figure 7-7: Pile base residual loads as a proportion of the local maximum installation base resistances of all 
the continuously monitored piles during installation. 
 
7.3 Pile shaft resistances 
7.3.1 Shear stresses 
Local radial and shear shaft stresses were measured directly during installation, ageing and 
static and cyclic axial load testing by the Mini-ICPs SST circuits. The reliability of the SST field 
ICP measurements has been discussed by Chow (1997) while Jardine et al. (2009) describe that of 
the Mini–ICP instruments. As noted in Chapter 5, the SST and ALC calibrations identify cross 
sensitivity effects that have to be established by careful calibration and accounted for radial stress, 
shear stress and axial load data reduction. 
The ALC devices also give information on local shaft shear stresses. A fourth order 
polynomial trendline can be fitted through the axial loads measured at the ALC’s base, clusters A, B 
and C plus the pile head jack. The load–depth of embedment gradients dQ/dz can then be 
determined easily for given points on the shaft and local shear stresses as τrz = (1/πD)(dQ/dz) and 
compared with the SST local shear stress measurements. Full profiles of τrz against depth can be 
calculated from the ALC polynomial, as can averages between the axial load cell levels, or indeed 
between the base and head. 
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Figure 7-8 plots the interface local moving shear stresses measured at clusters A and B as 
the Mini–ICPs were installed in NE34 sand. Traces from depths < 0.2m (including all cluster C data 
at h/R = 45.61) are omitted as the penetration data at this depth are influenced by the chamber’s top 
boundary condition, see section 5.2.2.1. The interface local shear stresses show trends that mirror 
their respective base resistances profiles (Figure 7-2) across the installations performed. For each of 
the cyclically jacked piles installations there is an ‘h/R installation effect’ where the stress 
developed at any given depth fall from maxima seen with cluster A (h/R = 6.7) to B (h/R = 25.6) as 
initially observed by Bond (1989), Lehane (1992), Chow (1997) and also referred to as ‘friction 
fatigue’ (Randolph et al. 1994, White 2005). 
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Figure 7-8: Interface local moving shear stresses from the Mini-ICP installed in NE34 sand (a) cluster A (b) 
cluster B. 
 
The correspondence seen between the interface shear stress and end-bearing qb profiles has 
been noted in earlier studies and prompted the normalisation of stresses by local qb or qc. This step 
should isolate most dependencies of the interface shear stresses on local density, variations within 
the particular sand chamber and allow a clearer assessment of the particular parameter being 
investigated. 
Figure 7-9 presents the normalised moving local shear stresses for piles installed in NE34 
sand by similar procedures and density states, but with various boundary conditions and instruments 
layouts. The normalised plots form a tighter band than the raw measurements, showing a maximum 
spread of about ±0.20% qb per cluster. The ‘h/R effect’ developed on the Mini-ICPs is likely to be 
augmented by their cyclic jacking installation, leading to slightly lower normalised moving shear 
stresses (τrz/qb = 0.54% to 0.93% at cluster A) than the range of 0.5 to 1.5% reported from steady 
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penetration CPT friction sleeve ratios measurements made in silica sands, at h/R = ~5.7. Note also 
that CPT friction ratio measurements are typically made with sleeves whose Rcla values are smaller 
than the Mini-ICP and may develop lower δ values with possible less dilation. The normalised local 
shear stresses developed in test ICP06 in wet NE34 sand are similar to the dry sand test ICP04 at 
cluster A and slightly higher at cluster B. The differences might be due to either denser sand in the 
wet case or the possible suctions set up by partial de–saturation as CO2 degasses from solution 
before pile installation. Bellotti et al. (1988) report different CPT sleeve friction trends in dry and 
wet Ticino sand. While similar end-bearing resistances were observed in both wet and dry, their 
sleeve frictions were consistently lower in the wet, although no explanation was offered for their 
observation. 
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Figure 7-9: qb normalised interface local moving shear stresses from the Mini-ICP installed in NE34 sand 
(a) cluster A (b) cluster B. 
 
Figure 7-10 presents the stationary shear stresses assessed from the end–of–push stages of 
each stroke, focusing again on clusters A and B, while Figure 7-11 shows the ‘qb–normalised’ 
trends. As with the moving stresses, the stationary local shear stress profiles mirror the base 
resistance profiles and an ‘h/R effect’ is evident from the reductions seen between clusters A to B at 
any given depth. Negative (shaft tension load direction) interface shear stresses develop as the shaft 
counters the accumulating residual end-bearing stresses. The interface stationary shear stresses 
increase with pile depth (become less negative) as extra pile shaft length becomes available to 
counteract the building base stresses. A shear stress sign reversal occurs at a “neutral point” located 
near the base in these ‘floating’ piles when head loads are zero. 
Figure 7-12 plots interface moving shear stresses at the Mini-ICP clusters A and B positions 
derived from the ALCs data as described earlier. Figure 7-13 compares the local moving shear 
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stresses deduced in this way to the direct SST measurements made at the same point, considering a 
broad band of stresses from about 50 to 250kPa. Scatter is evident perhaps reflecting local 
variations related to the soil instrument layouts, but the overall average ratio of SST shear stresses 
to those derived from regression–fitted polynomial axial load – depth relationships is 1.03 ± 0.29, 
confirming that the Mini-ICP local shear stresses are not subject to any systematic under–
registration error through significant cell action effect. Specific trends, such as the influence of h/R, 
are clearer in the local SST measurements. 
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Figure 7-10: Interface local stationary shear stresses from the Mini-ICP installed in NE34 sand (a) cluster A 
(b) cluster B. 
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Figure 7-11: qb–normalised interface local stationary shear stresses from the Mini-ICP installed in NE34 
sand (a) cluster A (b) cluster B. 
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Figure 7-12: Interface moving shear stresses from trend-lines on end–of–push axial loads during the Mini-
ICP piles installations in NE34 sand (a) at cluster A location (b) at cluster B location. 
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Figure 7-13: Interface moving shear stresses from the Mini-ICP SST versus equivalents from polynomial 
ALC loads fit trends. 
 
The average base–to–head shear stresses developed over the full shaft length (including the 
top 0.2m) are shown in Figure 7-14, exhibiting a quasi-constant average over the 0.5m – 1.0m (14D 
– 28D) range which is a recognised feature of long piles (length > ~20D) driven in the field in sand 
where σ'v0 also varies steeply with depth (see example Kerisel (1961), Vesic (1965) and Chow 
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(1997)). The tight band of average shear stresses in dry NE34 sand indicates again the relatively 
slight influence of far field boundary effects on τrz for the configurations considered. 
Figure 7-15 shows the interface moving and stationary local shear stresses from ICP05 (see 
Table 6-8) on the finer, looser, GA39 Nemours sand. Unfortunately cluster B malfunctioned in this 
test. The moving shear stresses fall well below those developed in NE34 sand in the equivalent 
ICP04 test. The pause interface shear stresses all fell below 30kPa, far below the NE34 residual 
shaft stresses, and correlate with the relatively low GA39 base residual stresses shown in Figure 
7-7. The base–to–head average shear stresses shown on Figure 7-16 confirm for lower values than 
were available in the denser NE34 sand, although the average again tended to constant values for 
L/D > 20. The qb–normalised interface local shear stresses are plotted on Figure 7-17, showing 
normalised trends that are closer to those developed in NE34 installations, although the normalised 
GA39 pause interface shear stresses are clearly lower than those required in NE34 sand to match the 
latter’s higher locked-in base loads. 
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Figure 7-14: Base–to–head moving average interface shear stresses on Mini-ICP installing in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-15: Interface local shear stresses from the Mini-ICP clusters A in dry GA39 sand (ICP05) 
compared to dry NE34 sand (ICP04) (a) moving (b) stationary. 
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Figure 7-16: Base–to–head moving average interface shear stresses on mini-ICP installing in GA39 sand. 
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Figure 7-17: qb normalised interface local shear stresses from the Mini-ICP cluster A in dry GA39 sand 
compared to dry NE34 sand (a) moving (b) stationary. 
 
7.3.2 Radial stresses 
The SST devices also measured the moving and stationary local interface radial stresses. 
The data recorded during Mini–ICP installation in NE34 sand are plotted in Figures 7-18 and 7-19. 
The moving radial stresses are consistently higher than the stationary stresses due to the 
kinematically constrained dilative system applying at the interface, Lehane et al. (1993), Jardine et 
al. (2005a). The h/R effect between cluster A and B is again discernible in both the moving and the 
stationary stresses recorded at the end–of–push and pause stages of the jacking cycles as are 
variations linked directly to the local end–bearing resistance (qb) profiles given in Figure 7-2. The 
moving radial stress measurements can be checked independently by calculating σ'rf = τrz/tan δcv 
from the end–of–push shear stress profiles established from axial loads as described in section 
7.3.1, adopting a δcv value of 270 from laboratory interface ring-shear testing; Yang et al. (2010) and 
Ho et al. (2011). The comparison given on Figure 7-20 shows a similar degree of scatter about the 
equality line to the τrz data shown on Figure 7-13 but with the average ratio between the 
measurements close to unity (1.05), albeit with a relatively large standard deviation of 0.43. As 
noted earlier local effects of instrument cables may contribute to this substantial scatter. 
The qb–normalised local moving and stationary radial stresses are plotted on Figures 7-21 
and 7-22. The radial stresses show again the ‘h/R effect’ giving reductions from cluster A to B the 
full range of normalised data falling between 0.5% and 1.9%. The equivalent raw qb–normalised 
local interface radial stresses from the Mini–ICP test with finer and less dense GA39 sand are 
presented on Figures 7-23 and 7-24 along with ICP04 the equivalent NE34 test. As with the shear 
stresses, the raw GA39 measurements fall below the NE34 trends, reflecting the less dense sand and 
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lower qb. The normalised plots also match more closely but show the same trend as the shear 
stresses and greater divergence during the stationary pause periods. Assuming that normalisation 
with qb accounts for differences in the initial state of the sands, the relatively rapid degradation of 
σ'r with h/R in otherwise identical tests may indicate higher susceptibility in the looser and finer 
GA39 sand to stress relaxation and/ or cyclic loading. 
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Figure 7-18: Interface moving local radial stresses at cluster (a) A and (b) B from the Mini–ICP in NE34 
sand. 
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Figure 7-19: Interface stationary local radial stresses at cluster (a) A and  (b) B from the Mini-ICP installed 
in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-20: Interface moving radial stresses from the Mini-ICP clusters versus from ALCs axial loads 
polynomial fits. 
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Figure 7-21: qb–normalised interface local moving radial stresses at clusters (a) A and (b) B from the Mini-
ICP installed in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-22: qb–normalised interface local stationary radial stresses at clusters (a) A and (b) B from the 
Mini-ICP installed in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-23: Interface local radial stresses from Mini–ICP cluster A installed in dry GA39 sand compared 
to that in dry NE34 sand (a) moving (b) stationary. 
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Figure 7-24: qb–normalised interface local radial stresses from Mini–ICP cluster A installed in dry GA39 
sand compared to that in dry NE34 sand (a) moving (b) stationary. 
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7.4 Stresses developed in the sand mass during pile installation 
7.4.1 Stress measurements 
Earlier studies by Jardine et al. (2013b) using the same equipment have confirmed the 
stresses developed in the soil mass around a single cylindrical displacement pile can be expressed as 
 
σ'/qc = f (h/R, r/R, σ'z0/pa)  7-1 
 
where r/R is the relative radial distance out from the pile axis into the sand mass, h/R is the relative 
height above (positive) or below (negative) the pile base, σ'z0/pa is the vertical effective stress 
normalised by the atmospheric pressure, pa, and the stresses, either radial, vertical or hoop (σ'r, σ'z, 
σθ) are normalized by the local end-bearing resistance (qc or qb). This finding is compatible with the 
ICP-05 method (Jardine et al. 2005a) which recommends equation 7-2 to calculate the stationary 
local radial stress on the pile shaft (r/R = 1). 
 
[σ'r/qc]r/R=1= f(h/R, σ'z0/pa) = 0.029(σ'z0/pa)0.13(h/R)-0.38  7-2 
 
The sand instrumented tests had miniature stress sensors deployed at the various 
configurations described in Chapter 5 and these tracked the radial, vertical and circumferential 
stresses during pile installation. Following the nomenclature applied to the stresses on the pile shaft, 
the sand mass stresses are referred to as moving or stationary as illustrated on Figure 7-25. Figure 
7-26 shows exemplar profiles from test ICP07 of radial stress measured at radial distances 2R, 3R, 
5R and 8R (R = installed pile radius) from the pile axis 0.46m below ground and plotted against pile 
base depth. The complex stress sensor data reduction operations accounted for the sensors’ cell–
action effects by applying the calibration procedures detailed in Chapter 5. Full details of the in-
sand stress measurements made with multiple individual sensors in all test series are summarised in 
Appendix III where for each of the vertical (σ'z), radial (σ'r) and circumferential/ hoop (σθ) stress 
cells, the stress changes developed during jack stroke installations vary strongly relative to the 
depth of the pile base compared to the instrument position. Noting that not all gauges survived 
installation, the following general observations follow from Figure 7-26 and the many equivalent 
plots in Appendix III. 
1) There is a clear concentration of radial, vertical and hoop stresses around the pile base as 
exhibited by the stress build–up as the base approaches from above, peaks, and then declines 
as the base goes beyond the sensor level. 
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2) The moving σ'm and stationary stresses σ's defined at the push and pause stages of each jack 
stroke vary considerably with the difference (σ'm - σ's) being a maximum as the pile base 
approaches the sensor levels, h/R ≈ 0. 
3) The stationary and moving stresses developed around the pile at any level generally 
diminish with radial distance (r/R) from the pile axis. 
4) Several vertical and radial stress measurements radially away from pile (r/R > 3) showed 
greater stress increase than the near ones when the pile base was approaching and still above 
the stress sensor level. This was followed by the stress sensors nearer the pile registering 
higher stresses as the base drew closer to the sensors level. 
5) The maximum radial stresses observed with the gauges deployed were typically greater than 
the maximum vertical stresses which were in turn greater than the circumferential stresses at 
the level. It is likely that gauges deployed under the pile centreline would have displayed a 
different pattern with σ'z > σ'r = σθ. 
6) On several occasions vertical stress measurements showed two maxima, with the first (and 
major) peak developing as pile tip approaches the sensor level, followed by a less marked 
recovery at h/R > 0. 
7) The sand stresses developed in ICP05 (with the less dense and finer GA39 sand) are far 
lower than those in the medium dense–to–dense NE34 sand 
8) The overall survival rate of all the sand stress sensors deployed amounted to 86% per test, 
with the lowest survival rate applying to the hoop stress sensors. Redundancy in the sensors 
deployed in each sand chamber helped in establishing representative stress trends from the 
scattered measurements. 
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Figure 7-25: End–of–push moving stresses and end–of–pause stationary stresses illustrated by ICP07 test 
radial stress sensor at r = 2R, z = 15.8R in 152kPa surcharged dry NE34 with boundary condition BC5. 
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Figure 7-26: Sand mass radial stress sensors profiles during Mini-ICP07 installation into 152kPa 
surcharged dry NE34 with boundary condition BC5. 
 
7.4.2 Sand mass stress profiles along the Mini-ICP pile axis 
The stress response of the sand mass is analysed by separating the moving and stationary 
data sets as defined in Figure 7-25. Moving and stationary stress profiles were developed and 
normalised by the local qb measured at the level of the sensors. Noting from the introduction that we 
expect the stresses to vary (when σ'z0 is practically constant in the chamber where the sand self-
weight vary by no more than 3.79kPa between the instrument levels) as σ'/qb = f (r/R, h/R). On the 
same note, with the surcharge applied in these tests, σ'z0 = 152kPa, the term [σ'z0/Pa]0.13 is close to 
unity (1.05 for pa = 100kPa). 
The radial, vertical or hoop stresses at particular r/R distance from the pile axis, but at 
different levels in the sand mass, were synthesized by plotting their qb ratios against the normalised 
vertical distance between the sensor and the pile base, as in for example Figure 7-27, h/R being 
negative when the pile base is above the sensor and positive when the base lies below the sensor 
level. The sensors positioned at shallow depths have a larger portion of data points in the h/R > 0 
region than those positioned deeper. Assuming that equation 7-2 holds, the profiles from individual 
sensors positioned at various levels can be combined to a single normalised plot against h/R at a 
given r/R, to give a single set of profile plotted in the h/R – r/R plane. 
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A simple procedure was used to synchronise and combine the profiles from the different 
levels of sensors. Following Jardine et al. (2013b), the h/R positions at which each of the sensors 
registered the maximum moving or stationary stresses were averaged to obtain a mean h/R position, 
y, at which the stress maximum developed for each r/R. The h/R co-ordinates of the normalised 
stress profiles (for a given r/R) from each of the sensors were then translated vertically by the 
amounts to eliminate positioning errors and allow the maximum stresses to develop at the same 
value, y. A mean envelope of the normalised stresses was then derived for each r/R value and 
treated as the most representative overall test output for that r/R position and stress component. 
Figures 7-28 to 7-31 show the separate composite plots for the installation moving and 
stationary qb–normalised radial stresses recorded in test series ICP04, ICP06, ICP07 and ICP08 
with jack stroke installed Mini–ICPs; other equivalent stress component plots are presented in 
Appendix III. The following observations are made regarding the normalised radial stresses 
generated in the sand chamber during these installations; 
1) The h/R effect is very clear in all installations. Stresses build to show maxima at all r/R 
values when the base has the same approximate depth as the sensor; stresses decay sharply 
as the base progresses below the sensor position with each further jack stroke. 
2) The maximum moving and stationary stresses decay with radial distance from pile. While 
radial stress maxima are observed at h/R ≈ 0 at low r/R, maxima develop marginally ahead 
of the pile tip at further r/R; that is at increasingly negative h/R ratios. 
3) At any r/R the normalised radial stress profiles form tight bands within which effects of sand 
moisture conditions or the chamber lateral boundary conditions are hardly discernible. 
4) Table 7-2 summarises the average and standard deviations of the normalised radial stresses 
developed at specific h/R and r/R positions from the four jack–stroke installed piles in NE34 
sand. The three h/R values listed cover (a) the lowest ratio at which measurements were 
made (around -40) (b) the level at which the stress maxima developed (-3.6 < h/R < 0) and 
(c) at which most of the stress relaxation associated with continued penetration has taken 
place (h/R ≈ 15). 
5) The average σ'rm and σ'rs in Table 7-2 show the same clear patterns. The moving and 
stationary stresses diminish with h/R above and below the pile base with radial distance r/R. 
They also show moving stresses well above the stationary stresses. The peak radial stresses 
develop progressively further in advance of the pile base as r/R increases, showing a 
geometrically spreading stress distribution emanating from the pile base. 
6) The sand mass radial stresses tend to show little further stress changes from h/R > 15 after 
passing the sensor position; by which time 14 jacking cycles had been applied in most 
installations. 
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7) The data show significant scatter. Taking multiple measurements and performing careful 
averaging is essential to the deduction of reliable trends. 
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Figure 7-27: Test ICP07 radial stresses during Mini-ICP installation in dry NE34 sand at (a) end–of–push 
stages (moving stresses), and (b) end–of–pause stages (stationary stresses). 
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Figure 7-28: Normalised radial stresses at r/R = 2 for jack–stroke installed displacement piles in NE34 sand 
(a) moving (b) stationary stages. 
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Figure 7-29: Normalised radial stresses at r/R = 3 for jack–stroke installed displacement piles in NE34 sand 
(a) moving (b) stationary stages. 
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Figure 7-30: Normalised radial stresses at r/R = 5 for jack stroke installed displacement piles in NE34 sand 
(a) moving (b) stationary stages. 
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Figure 7-31: Normalised radial stresses at r/R = 8 for jack stroke installed displacement piles in NE34 sand 
(a) moving (b) stationary stages. 
 
σ'rm/qb (%) σ'rs/qb (%) 
r/R h/R 
Mean Std dev. CoV 
h/R 
Mean Std dev. CoV 
-40.82 0.26 0.04 0.15 -40.69 0.26 0.04 0.15 
-0.39 17.92 2.09 0.12 0.03 8.63 1.67 0.19 2 
15.03 1.16 0.20 0.17 13.21 1.21 0.29 0.24 
-40.82 0.28 0.04 0.15 -25.40 0.27 0.05 0.17 
-0.72 8.36 1.63 0.19 -1.02 5.18 0.88 0.17 3 
12.39 0.69 0.48 0.70 13.21 0.68 0.32 0.46 
-40.84 0.27 0.05 0.18 -40.69 0.27 0.05 0.18 
-2.65 5.87 1.32 0.22 -1.08 3.57 0.96 0.27 5 
14.88 0.73 0.23 0.31 13.63 0.72 0.22 0.31 
-40.48 0.27 0.04 0.16 -26.51 0.25 0.04 0.15 
-3.62 3.04 0.96 0.31 -2.19 1.78 0.35 0.20 8 
14.82 0.62 0.15 0.23 14.04 0.65 0.16 0.24 
Table 7-2: Average normalised radial moving and stationary stresses around jack–stroke installed 
displacement piles in NE34 sand chamber. 
 
Experiment ICP05 employed the finer GA39 sand (with BC3 boundary condition) and 
increased the pile–to–particle diameter ratio from 171 with NE34 to 283. Although the aim had 
been to keep the density state constant, the GA39 sand mass was considerably looser at the end of 
testing (Table 7-1), leading to the lower qb trace reported in Figure 7-2 and sand mass stresses, 
although normalisation reduces the disparity with the NE34 tests, as shown in Figures 7-32 to 7-34. 
No successful σ'r measurements were made at r/R = 2 in ICP05. However, the moving σ'r/qb ratios 
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at r/R = 3 to 8 gave reasonably similar normalised profiles for the GA39 and NE34 sands. The 
maximum σ'r/qb ratios are close and developed at similar stages, although the moving and stationary 
GA39 σ'r/qb ratios tend to be lower at higher (positive) h/R. Assuming that normalisation with qb 
accounts for differences in the initial state of the sands, the relatively rapid degradation of σ'r with 
h/R in otherwise identical tests may indicate higher susceptibility in the loose GA39 sand to stress 
relaxation and/ or cyclic loading. Comparable differences between on–pile stress measurements 
made with GA39 and NE34 sand were discussed in Section 7.3. 
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Figure 7-32: Radial (a) moving and (b) stationary stresses at r/R = 3 for cyclically jacked piles in dry GA39 
sand (ICP04) compared to dry NE34 sand (ICP04). 
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Figure 7-33: Radial (a) moving and (b) stationary stresses at r/R = 5 for cyclically jacked piles in dry GA39 
sand (ICP04) compared to dry NE34 sand (ICP04). 
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Figure 7-34: Radial (a) moving and (b) stationary stresses at r/R = 8 for cyclically jacked piles in dry GA39 
sand (ICP04) compared to dry NE34 sand (ICP04). 
 
7.4.3 Contouring the sand mass stresses around the Mini–ICP piles 
The h/R – qb–normalised stress profiles determined at various r/R can be combined into 2-D 
stress contour plots established in the h/R and r/R plane that describe the spatial variation of the 
stresses around the installing pile tip, Jardine et al. (2013b). The contouring procedure involves 
collating the normalised best–fitting average profiles for each r/R into a 3–D profile of (r/R, h/R, 
σ'/qb) dataset as shown in Figure 7-35. The collated profile is converted to a matrix using Renka-
Cline random gridding method followed by contour plotting as shown for the normalised moving 
and stationary radial stresses plotted from ICP04 in Figures 7-36 and 7-37. Similar processing and 
plotting led to the vertical and hoop stresses contour plots for test ICP04 as shown on Figures 7-38 
to 7-41. Similar sets for the finer and looser GA39 sand single test are presented in Figure 7-42 to 7-
47. The following further observations on the stress regimes developed around the piles in both 
sands are made from the contour plot. 
1) High radial stresses concentration around the pile base with σ'rm/qb > 14% and σ'rs/qb > 6% at 
r/R ≤ 2 which rapidly attenuates to σ'r/qb < 1% within 10R around the pile tip. 
2) Vertical stresses contours geometrically spread ahead of the pile base from a focus at about 
h/R = -1 to -3 ahead of the pile with σ'zm/qb > 10% and σ'zs/qb > 4% at r/R < 2 which 
attenuates radially around the pile base to σ'z/qb < 2% within 10R. 
3) Hoop stresses exhibit similar patterns to the vertical stresses, but with much lower stresses 
which show σθ/qb > 2% at r/R = 3 attenuating to < 1% rapidly with r/R for both moving and 
stationary stresses around the pile base position. 
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4) The greater stress gradients across the contours behind the pile base (h/R > 0) in test ICP05 
compared to ICP04 reinforces GA39 sand’s relatively higher susceptibility to the cyclic 
loading compared to NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-35: Exemplar 3D profile of normalised moving radial stresses for cyclically jacked Mini–ICP04 in 
dry NE34 sand. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 7-36: Normalised moving radial stress contours σ'rm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP04 with dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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(a)    (b) 
Figure 7-37: Normalised stationary radial stress contours σ'rs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP04 with dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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(a)    (b)  
Figure 7-38: Normalised moving vertical stress contours σ'zm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP04 in dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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    (a)    (b) 
Figure 7-39: Normalised stationary vertical stress contours σ'zs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-
ICP test ICP04 in dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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    (a)    (b)   
Figure 7-40: Normalised moving hoop stress contours σθm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP04 in dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 7-41: Normalised stationary hoop stress contours σθs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP04 in dry NE34 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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(a)   (b) 
Figure 7-42: Normalised moving radial stress contours σ'rm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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Figure 7-43: Normalised stationary radial stress contours σ'rs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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Figure 7-44: Normalised moving vertical stress contours σ'zm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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   (a)     (b) 
Figure 7-45: Normalised stationary vertical stress contours σ'zs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-
ICP test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
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    (a)    (b)  
Figure 7-46: Normalised moving hoop stress contours σθm/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near  pile base. 
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Figure 7-47: Normalised stationary hoop stress contours σθs/qb in % around jack–stroke installed Mini-ICP 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand (a) full length (b) near pile base. 
 
7.4.4 Radial variation of radial stresses at fixed depths above Mini-ICP pile tip 
The sand mass stress contours around the Mini-ICP piles show maximum installation 
stresses during moving or stationary in the vicinity of the pile base. Radial profiles of qb–normalised 
maximum moving radial stresses developed in the NE34 sand mass are plotted at the pile tip 
position (h/R = 0) against r/R distance in Figure 7-48. 
The maximum radial stress σ'rm/qb = 29.7% plotted at the pile base position is estimated 
from drained triaxial compression tests assuming an active failure region with (σ'1 = qb, σ'3 = kAσ'1 
and KA = tan2 (45–φ'cs/2) with φ'cs for NE34 sand = 32.8°). The radial stresses taken at the chamber 
boundary (r/R = 33) are those measured through the membranes water pressures rises seen during 
installation. A hyperbolic fit of the normalised sand mass radial stresses shows a monotonic stress 
decay from the 29.7% of qb at r/R = 1 to 2% qb within 10R around the pile. 
Figure 7-49 plots the qb normalised end–of–installation radial stresses measured in the near 
pile region, 1 < r/R < 8. The sand mass stresses interpreted for four h/R values over r/R = 2 – 8 were 
measured by the sand stresses sensors (typically located at h/R = 14.4, 29.4 and 40 behind the pile 
base) while the stresses plotted on the pile (r/R = 1) are those measured by the Mini–ICP SSTs 
clusters A (h/R = 8.94) and B (h/R = 25.61). Broad scatter bands are observed for each 
measurement position. Lower radial stresses band were established from tests ICP07 and ICP08 
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(with BC5 boundary conditions) where measured chamber boundary stresses were on average 
30kPa greater than the initial pressurisation K0 values of conditions 62.5kPa, ~0.44% qb (based on 
qb ≈ 21MPa). Stress measurements below this limit were ignored in the Author’s interpretation. The 
stress points suggest lower interface radial stresses at the pile face than those developed in the sand 
region relatively near to the shaft (2 < r/R < 4). The stresses attenuate away from the pile at r/R > 4. 
Interpreted hand drawn profiles are shown that recognise the ‘h/R trend’ observed at the shaft 
interface and shows stresses attenuating with both r/R and h/R beyond the observed maxima. Radial 
stress reductions are likely to develop higher up the pile shaft where greater cyclic degradation is 
experienced. 
The circumferential stress sensors had the lowest survival rate which reduced the 
circumferential stresses dataset for interpretation and Jardine et al. (2013b) considered the 
circumferential stress measurements as the least reliable. Nevertheless, hand drawn profiles are 
fitted through the obtained circumferential stress measurements at the end of installation as shown 
on Figure 7-50. 
The circumferential stresses are lower than the radial stresses throughout the r/R profiles at 
any particular h/R (see Figure 7-51) and the end–of–installation stress interaction expected between 
a radial stress peak in the sand mass being shielded by a near pile circumferential stress peak (σ'r < 
σθ) which has been proposed as a necessary mechanism for medium to long term capacity set-up is 
not established by measurement. 
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Figure 7-48: Normalised moving radial stress profile in the sand mass at h/R = 0 of jack–stroke installed 
Mini-ICP in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-49: End–of–installation normalised radial stress profiles around the jack–stroke installed Mini-
ICP piles in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-50: End–of–installation stationary circumferential stress profile around the jack stroke installed 
Mini-ICP piles in NE34 sand. 
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Figure 7-51: End of installation qb normalised radial and circumferential stresses profiles interaction 
around the Mini-ICP piles installed in NE34 sand. 
 
7.5 Summary conclusions and remarks 
The following overall observations are made regarding the end-bearing resistances, pile 
interface stress and sand mass stress trends observed as the displacement model piles were installed 
in the silica sand calibration chambers. 
1) Chamber boundary conditions effects were discerned on the qc profiles despite the dchamber/D 
ratio (= 33.3) being typical of that used for CPT calibrations. Relatively high end–bearing 
resistances were observed with the rigid cell BC3 lateral boundary conditions in comparison 
with the BC5 conditions applied subsequently to better match free field conditions. Top 
boundary conditions influenced the shallow pile resistance profiles at shallow depths and 
penetration could not proceed beyond ~1m depth without ‘sensing’ the chamber base. 
2) The sand mass ageing periods extending beyond 1 day did not appear to influence the behaviour 
of the penetrating piles, although more significant effects might apply after more extended 
ageing periods than those applied. 
3) Piles installed in dense NE34 sand showed far higher end-bearing and shaft resistances than 
those observed in the looser and finer GA39 sand. 
4) The end-bearing resistances developed in wet NE34 sand were greater than those in the dry 
sand, possibly due to either density increases or gas–water suctions developing in the chamber. 
5) Residual base resistances isolated at the end–of–pause phases of each jack stroke accumulated 
with depth, without levelling off over the depths considered. Residual loads amounted to up to 
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30% of the maximum base resistances. These features underscore the potential for under–
measurement of base capacity and over–estimation of the shaft capacity in uninstrumented pile 
capacity tests. 
6) Shaft failure is governed by the Coulomb law. Interface stresses were influenced by the cyclic 
installation of the pile, as observed from the measurements of radial and shear stresses on pile 
clusters and contributing to the phenomenon referred to as ‘h/R effect’, following similar trends 
of behaviour to those reported from displacement pile field studies. 
7) The different boundary conditions used led to different intensities of local interface stresses; 
those features were consistent with the intensities of the pile base resistances observed. 
8) Normalisation of the interface and sand mass stresses around the pile by local qc or qb to allow 
for subtle differences in local stresses due to instrument configurations or variations in density 
states led to narrow bands of stress ratios for all measurements. 
9) Far lower interface and sand mass stresses were developed in the finer less dense GA39 sand 
than in the denser NE34 sand. There was also evidence of higher susceptibility in the finer 
looser sand to cyclic effects. 
10) The contoured interpretation shows clear concentration of radial, vertical and hoop stresses 
around the pile tip. For all stress components the stationary stresses σ's, moving stresses σ'm and 
the difference between these two (σ'm - σ's) are considerably higher around the pile tip and decay 
sharply below and above the tip, reflecting the h/R effects observed on the pile shaft. 
11) The stationary radial stresses applying at the end of Mini-ICP piles installations decreased with 
h/R and showed local maximum in the 2 < r/R < 4 range with lower stresses applying (radially) 
further away from the pile and towards the pile face.  
12) Compatible profiles were interpreted for the stationary circumferential stresses applying at the 
end of installation, showing lower stresses to the radial measurements although reflecting a 
much sparser dataset. 
13) The measured circumferential stresses remained lower than the measured radial stresses (see 
Figure 7-51). The end-of-installation necessary near pile stress condition (σ'r < σθ) proposed to 
explain the marked capacity set-up of field displacement piles in sands (Hypothesis (a) in 
section 3.2) could not be confirmed by measurement. 
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Chapter 8 
8 Mini-ICP tests stress measurements compared to other studies 
8.1 Introduction 
Stresses measured around the four Mini-ICP piles installed in the instrumented NE34 sand 
chambers (ICP04, 06 to 08) have been compared to eight studies comprising of a field study, two 
calibration chamber studies, a centrifuge test and four numerical analysis studies. The comparison 
draws attention to similarities in the stresses interpreted around the displacement piles in sand as 
well as offering potential explanations for some observed differences. The work partially draws on 
the work reported by Yang et al. (2013), in which the Author collaborated, and earlier observations 
summarised by Jardine et al. (2013a, b). 
8.2 Comparison with closed–ended field displacement piles 
Chow (1997) reported measurements of radial stresses made on her instrumented field ICP 
pile experiment DK2 which was installed at Dunkirk in marine silica sand. These covered the DK2 
installation phases and observations made as a nearby un-instrumented closed-ended 100mm 
diameter pile (DK2B) was jacked into the same soil. The two piles had a centre–to–centre distance 
of 4.5 diameters (r/R = 9). Figure 8-1 re-plots the radial stresses measured at the ‘following’ cluster 
B (h/R = 27) of the ICP which directly faced the penetrating DK2B pile. The same figure shows the 
radial stresses measured in the sand mass at r/R = 8 during Mini-ICP installation into NE34 sand 
from the Author’s tests. Figure 8-1 shows the moving stresses normalised by the local qb/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 
to account for the different in-situ vertical stress and density states at the sensor locations and also 
by the radial effective stresses on the sensors after equalisation (σ'rc) and before the second pile’s 
installation. Chow (1997) preferred the second normalisation because the radial stresses sensed at 
cluster B at the end of DK2B’s installation had already been elevated far above the K0 stresses by 
jacking in the ICP carrying cluster B. The calibration chamber sensors were installed without any 
such disturbance, which explains why the qb–normalised plot in Figure 8-1(a) shows consistently 
higher ratios applying when DK2B pile was installed than were seen in the Mini-ICP–NE34 
experiment. Figure 8-1 identifies the ‘twin pile’ effect on pile shaft radial stresses which led to shaft 
capacity enhancement at Dunkirk (Chow 1997). 
Nevertheless, the field and laboratory tests share many common features. When normalised 
(as suggested by Chow) by σ'rc on Figure 8-1(b) the chamber results and the field measurements 
conform more closely. The chamber measurements at 8R become, as would be expected for single 
pile, greater than the field measurements at 9R. Tests ICP04 and ICP06 (both with rigid BC3 lateral 
boundary condition) show marginally higher stress ratios than earlier ICP07 and ICP08 or the field 
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test throughout the h/R profile, suggesting further that the rigid chamber boundary gives a less 
appropriate match to the field than the BC5 condition. 
While the stress field developed at Dunkirk was undoubtedly affected by the ‘rigid 
inclusion’ effect of the ICP pile body, there are clearly strong similarities with the laboratory mini-
ICP trends. The modified BC5 boundary adopted to better simulate the free field conditions in 
ICP07 and ICP08 led to measurements that agree better with the field profile. The BC5 chamber 
stresses marginally exceed the field trends as the pile approaches then shift to become marginally 
lower behind the tip. The peak stresses develop at similar h/R values in the chamber and field. 
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Figure 8-1: Moving radial stresses around Mini–ICP installations in NE34 sand chambers at r/R = 8 
compared to field measurements by Chow (1997) normalised by (a) qb/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 (b) the equalised radial 
stresses, σ'rc applying before installation of Mini-ICP or DK2B. 
 
8.3 Comparison with CC tests with closed-ended displacement piles 
Jardine et al. (2013a, b) reported measurements of radial, vertical and circumferential 
stresses around displacement piles in NE34 sand using similar testing arrangements with the Mini-
ICP pile and 3S-R lab CC facility as in the Author’s study, as has been previously reported. Jardine 
et al. (2013b) tested dry NE34 sand with BC3 boundary conditions and instrument arrays intended 
to establish the stress regime up to r/R = 20. The Author’s study concentrated on varying boundary 
conditions, sand states and scale effects while focussing on measuring stresses in the nearer field 
with r/R up to 8. It is encouraging that the stress profiles and contour plots reported by the Author 
from Mini-ICP installation in test ICP04 with dry NE34 sand and BC3 boundary conditions showed 
compatible patterns to Jardine et al. (2013a, b) which adopted the same conditions. 
Jardine et al. (2013b) however presented an alternative interpretation to the pile end-of-
installation stress state. The plots for stationary radial and circumferential stresses at the end of the 
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Mini-ICP piles installation given by Jardine et al. (2013b) are reproduced in Figure 8-2. Their 
normalised radial stress profiles are similar to the profiles interpreted from the Author’s tests in 
Figure 7-49 where radial stress peaks were observed at 2 < r/R < 4 then stresses attenuated further 
away and towards the pile face. Noting that circumferential stress measurements were fewer and 
less reliable, Jardine et al. interpreted the end of installation circumferential stresses profiles shown 
in Figure 8-2(b) from the radial stress profiles (a) by considering the equilibrium relationships 
between σ'rs and σθs. 
Jardine et al. report the results are sensitive to the σ'rs/qc – r/R distribution shapes and that 
iteration is required to produce an integrated interpretation of the combined experimental dataset. 
The σθs interpreted trends were constructed by numerical differentiation and manipulation of the σ'rs 
profiles. Jardine et al. acknowledge their detailed shapes cannot be considered to be fully reliable 
but argues the assessment over the 1 < r/R < 3 range of high σθs/qc ratios that exceed σ'rs/qc is a 
secure and inescapable consequence of the firm experimental evidence that ∂σ'rs/∂r is positive over 
this ‘near-field’ range. This establishes a near pile interaction between radial and circumferential 
stresses that could lead, as argued in hypothesis (a) – section 3.2, to capacity set-up with potential 
ageing related circumferential stresses relaxation and inward migration of radial stress peaks. 
Such an interaction was not discernible from the Author’s measurements profiles as has 
been described in section 7.4.4, and would potentially require the proposed further manipulation. 
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Figure 8-2: Interpreted profiles for four h/R values of stationary (a) radial effective stresses and (b) 
circumferential stresses developed after final stroke of Mini-ICP installation; after Jardine et al (2013b). 
 
8.4 Comparison with CC experiments with open-ended model piles 
Gavin and Lehane (2003) reported CC stress measurements around an open-ended relatively 
smooth (RCLA ≈ 0.38μm) stainless steel model pile with an external diameter of 114 mm and wall 
thicknesses of 8.3 mm. The pile was jacked by incremental strokes 1.68m into a 2.3m high and 
1.68m diameter testing chamber (dchamber/D = 14.7) filled with dry, uniform, fine to medium 
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siliceous Blessington sand (d50% = 0.22mm, Cu = 1.6) placed at ID = 30±2%. K0 vertical stresses 
varied from 0 at the ground surface to 40kPa at the chamber base while CPT qc profiles established 
independently varied linearly 0 – 0.6MPa from the ground surface to 1.3m deep then quasi-constant 
at 0.6MPa thereafter. The open-ended pile showed 'coring' Incremental Filling Ratios (IFR) close to 
100% down to z = 0.6m then progressive plugging reduced the IFR to ≈ 14% at the final depth. 
Figure 8-3 reproduces Gavin and Lehane’s measurements from two radial stress sensors set 
at r/R = 7.6 and depths of 0.55m (z/R = 9.6) and 1.1m (z/R = 19.3) around their open-ended pile. It 
is clear for this partially plugging open-ended pile that straight-forward qc normalisation doesn’t 
lead to a unique profile with h/R for the given r/R as with the proposed closed-ended stress function 
σ'r/qc = f(h/R, r/R). The range of normalised maximum moving σ'rm/qc ratios (1.58% – 2.94%) 
overlaps but falls below the equivalent Mini-ICP measurements in Figure 7-31(a) (2.72% – 4.44%). 
Similarly, the maximum stationary σ'rs/qc ratios in Figure 8-3 (~1.19% – 1.99%) overlaps with but 
fall below the Mini-ICP equivalents (~1.50% – 2.19%) in Figure 7-31(b). 
Gavin & Lehane argued for normalisation by an ‘open–ended pile average base resistance’ 
qb= (qplugRi2 +qann2Rt)/R2. In this case qplug is the plug resistance which is a function of IFR, qann is 
the pile thickness (t) annulus resistance, R is outer radius of the pile and Ri is the internal radius of 
the pile accounts for the partial soil displacement (plugging) at the pile base recorded in terms of the 
IFR during the installation. Figure 8-4 presents the qb normalised maximum moving and stationary 
radial stresses around the open–ended pile which conform better to the stresses around the closed–
ended Mini–ICP in NE34 sand. The degree of compatibility improves as the pile depth increases for 
the open–ended pile (from z/R = 9 to 21) as the pile base plugs and qb open–ended tends towards 
the closed–ended pile qb value. The stresses generated with the open-ended pile can be considered 
in a similar way to that around a closed–ended pile, provided IFR and qplug can be predicted and 
tracked with σ'r/qc = f(h/R, r/R, IFR) and potentially initial vertical effective stresses, σ'z0. 
Noting that Gavin & Lehane’s open-ended pile was fully coring at shallower depths (IFR = 
100%), Yang et al. (2013) interpreted the radial stresses from the shallow sensor by a different 
approach using R* = (Router2 – Rinner2)0.5 which is the open-ended driven pile’s equivalent solid pile 
radius defined by Jardine et al. (2005a) for fully coring open–ended piles. This translates the 
sensor’s measurements from r/R = 7.6 to r/R* = 14.6, and in Figure 8-5 Yang et al. compares these 
stresses with the closest matching Jardine et al. (2013a) Mini-ICP sand mass radial stress 
measurements at r/R=16 after normalization by qc/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 due to the markedly different qc and 
σ'z0 in the two studies. Compared in this way, the two data sets show broadly similar responses. 
Both sets show (σ'rm/qc)/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 maxima around 1% at the shallower location. 
The two experimental arrangements differed significantly. No upper surcharge or lubricated 
lateral boundaries were applied in Gavin and Lehane’s tests. Their pile–to–chamber diameter ratio 
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was lower (14.7 compared to 33.3) and they adopted looser sand than the Mini-ICP tests in NE34 
sand. Their open–ended pile was also smoother and their sand stress cell calibrations and data 
reduction were less elaborate than those adopted for the Author’s and Jardine et al.’s (2013b) 
studies. Nevertheless, the degree of agreement between the test results as observed is encouraging.  
 
 
Figure 8-3: Radial effective stresses normalised by CPT qc versus h/R for jack stroke installed partially 
plugging driven open-ended stainless steel model pile (Gavin & Lehane 2003). 
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Figure 8-4: qb normalised radial stresses from Mini-ICP installations in NE34 sand chambers r/R = 8 
compared to Gavin & Lehane (2003) measurements from open-ended pile installation r/R = 7.6 (a) moving 
(b) stationary. 
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Figure 8-5: Comparison of sand radial stresses around displacement piles in (a) Gavin and Lehane (2003) 
after re-plotting using equivalent radius R* and (b) Jardine et al. (2013a) (after Yang et al. 2013). 
 
8.5 Comparison with centrifuge closed-ended driven model piles 
Allard (1990) made soil stress measurements in experiments where she drove a smooth 
9.5mm diameter closed-ended stainless steel pile into a 152mm diameter centrifuge bucket (dcentrifuge 
bucket/D = 16) filled with dry, uniform Nevada fine silica sand (d50% = 0.1mm) placed at 1590kg/m3 
(e0 = 0.65, ID = 57.5%). Vertical and radial stresses were measured with strain-gauged diaphragm 
cells (2.6 to 5.1mm in diameter) whose strong cell action effects Allard modelled in high 
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acceleration (50g) centrifuge calibration tests. However, the pile driving sand stress maxima 
experienced during testing were nearly twice the calibration stresses. 
Allard (1990) presented radial stress profiles against pile base depth from radial stress 
sensors installed at r/R = 2.67 and six z/R ratios. No centrifuge CPT testing was reported and Yang 
et al. (2013) projected a qc profile from a centrifuge correlation by Gaudin et al. (2005) and 
corrected for density index by applying Baldi et al. (1986). Figure 8-6 (a) & (b) presents Allard’s 
stationary radial stresses, recorded between blows applied in–flight and plotted against h/R, 
normalized as both σ'rs/qc and (σ'rs/qc)/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 respectively. Equivalent stationary Mini-ICP 
measurements made in the Author’s study at comparable r/R locations are shown in Figure 8-6 (c) 
and (d). 
A spread among stress measurements made at equal r/R and h/R value is observed. The 
Mini-ICP tests show a spread about their mean values of ~16% in their stress maxima; this spread 
increases to ~50% as h/R increases towards 30. The centrifuge data shows a spread of ~22% in their 
stress maxima and ~30% from h/R > 4.5. The experiments however reveal common features, 
including similarly steep dependence on h/R. The centrifuge (σ'rs/qc)/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 maxima developed 
at h/R ≈ 0 fall around 3.0% (±0.73%) at r/R = 2.67, while the equivalent Mini-ICP values average 
of around 6.62% (± 1.85%) at r/R = 2 to 3. 
Possible explanations for this significant discrepancy include; (i) Errors in estimating the 
centrifuge qc profile, (ii) Differences in the stress-cell calibrations, (iii) Pile driving in the centrifuge 
and cyclic jacking in the chamber, or (iv) Difference in sands, piles, shaft roughnesses, initial stress 
fields, boundary conditions and scaling ratios. Allard’s centrifuge bucket/pile diameter ratio was 
relatively low at 16, while the Mini-ICP tests chamber-to-pile ratio was 33. Her sensor 
diameter/d50% ratios were similar to the Mini-ICP range (38 ± 12 compared with 30 ± 1), but her 
pile diameter had lower ratios than the Mini-ICP tests with respect to her (i) sand d50% value (D/d50% 
= 95 compared with 171) and (ii) soil sensor diameters (1.9 - 3.7 compared with 5.5 – 6.0). 
Significant pile-sensor interference and dynamic driving densification effects might be expected in 
the centrifuge case as has also been observed in this calibration chamber study, as reported in 
sections 7.2 and 9.4. 
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Figure 8-6: Sand mass radial stresses around Allard (1990) centrifuge driven closed-ended model pile tests 
shown in (a) and (b) compared to the Author’s jack stroke installed Mini–ICP piles in (c) and (d). 
 
8.6 Comparison with Finite Element (FE) analyses 
Sheng et al. (2005) simulated continuous in-flight penetration of a closed-ended centrifuge 
model pile of 30mm diameter (with a 60° cone tip) penetrating into a 0.56m high and 0.58m 
diameter centrifuge bucket (dcentrifuge bucket/D = 19.3) filled with dry dense sand (e0 = 0.75, ID = 76%). 
Initial stresses were scaled up to simulate centrifuge testing at 66.7g to approach prototype scale, 
giving σ'z0 = 550kPa at the deepest point considered. Large-strain frictional contact was 
implemented between the pile and soil with δ'cv of 27° and the sand was modelled as fully drained 
Modified Cam Clay (MCC). 
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Exemplar stresses by Sheng et al. (2005) are plotted in Figure 8-7(a) as h/R against 
qc/[σ'zo/pa]0.13 – normalised moving radial stresses profiles developed at r/R = 1.13 for stages with 
tip depths ztip = 4, 8 and 16R. Yang et al. (2013) estimated the qc profile from Baldi et al. (1986) 
expression. Figure 8-7(b) presents the Author’s similarly normalised Mini-ICP σ'rm trends observed 
at r/R = 2, which is the closest location where measurements could be made. Sheng et al.’s stress 
maxima at r/R = 1.13 tend to occur 2 < h/R < 4 behind the pile tip while with the Mini-ICP they 
occur at h/R ≈ 0 of the pile tip. Sheng et al.’s computed normalized maximum radial stress (from 
deep penetration with z/R = 16) is 37.0% while that interpreted from the Author’s tests in Figure 
7-48 for r/R=1.13, h/R = 0 was lower at 27.0%. This involved an interpolation between the closest 
measurement (of 16.4%) made at r/R = 2 and the σ'rm = KAqb maximum value applying on the pile 
base. 
No surface surcharge, jacking/driving processes or particle crushing was simulated in Sheng 
et al.’s model. However, the general shape of Sheng et al. (2005)’s normalised profiles conforms to 
the Mini-ICP tests measurements, providing a good prediction of the steep variations with h/R that 
in Sheng et al.’s analysis are purely due to the pile geometry without the cyclic installation effects. 
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Figure 8-7: Comparison of radial stresses (a) developed during steady penetration as simulated in 
finite element analysis by Sheng et al. (2005) and (b) measured in Mini-ICP tests. 
 
8.7 Comparison with Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) FE analyses 
Henke et al. (2010) and Qiu et al. (2011) used CEL technique to model a 300 mm diameter 
closed-ended conical-tipped pile penetrating monotonically 5m in dry Taiwanese Mai-Liao sand. 
The simulations were made for sand density indices between 20 and 75% and Coulomb pile-sand 
interface friction was adopted assuming δcv=φ'/3. Variations in the sand moving radial stresses were 
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reported by Henke et al. (2010) and Qiu et al. (2011) for radial profiles located at two depths 
extending out to 5m. Figure 8-8 (a) and (b) show the results for three relative densities reprocessed 
by Yang et al. (2013) as (σ'rs/qc)/[σ'z0/pa]0.13 ratios plotted against r/R, considering horizontal profiles 
set at h/R = 6.67 and 13.33. These can be compared with the Mini-ICP experiments stationary 
profiles presented earlier in Figure 7-49. 
Several differences exist between the Mini-ICP tests procedures and the numerical model. 
The Mini-ICPs were installed by 50 full loading–unloading cycles as opposed to the monotonic 
installation in the FE analysis which also modelled uniform and un-surcharged sands as well as 
different interface shear and particle breakage processes. Despite such differences, compared to the 
Mini-ICP Figure 7-49 profiles, the numerical analyses capture the key dependence of sand stress 
regime on the geometrical (h/R and r/R) and sand state variables. The numerical results show radial 
stresses decreasing with increasing h/R in the predictions for ID = 40% (Figure 8-8 a), and a similar 
set of radial distributions to the experiments in Figure 8-8(b), including maxima developing away 
from the shaft at 2 < r/R < 4. As before, the analyses covered purely monotonic pile penetration 
with no cyclic effects simulated. 
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Figure 8-8: Radial stresses from (a) numerical predictions made with two h/R values by Qiu et al. (2011); 
(b) numerical predictions made with three initial densities by Henke et al. (2010) from Yang et al. (2013). 
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8.8 Comparison with FE analysis incorporating grain crushing 
Zhang et al. (2013) applied Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) FE with re-meshing and 
variable re-mapping to simulate monotonic pile penetration in sand providing good predictions for 
evolving grain size distributions and Jardine et al. (2013b) Mini-ICP tip resistances. Yang et al. 
(2013) held discussions with Einav (2012) that led to further processing of Zhang et al.’s 
simulations. Normalised profiles of the stationary radial and circumferential effective stresses 
predicted during pile installation are presented with r/R for three h/R values in Figure 8-9 (a) and 
(b). These may be compared with the equivalent end of installation stationary profiles interpreted 
from the Author’s Mini-ICP experiments in Figures 7-49 and 7-50. As with the analyses of Henke 
et al. (2010) and Qiu et al. (2011), radial stress maxima are predicted, although here tend to develop 
further away from the shaft (3 < r/R < 8). The computed σθ profiles show the steep radial variations 
and σθ > σ'r trend close to the shaft as interpreted by Jardine et al. (2013b) but not measured in the 
Author’s tests. As expected the radial stress profiles fall as h/R increases although the variation at 
higher h/R values appears relatively gentle. This latter feature could be related to cyclic loading 
features that were not considered in the monotonic penetration analyses undertaken. 
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Figure 8-9: Normalised stationary (a) radial (b) circumferential stresses developed at various h/R positions 
from numerical simulations by Einav (2012). 
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8.9 Summary remarks and conclusions 
The Author’s stress measurements made around displacement piles penetrating silica sands 
have been compared to eight studies; one field test, three laboratory experimental and sets of four 
numerical analysis. The following key outcomes are summarised. 
1) The need to make multiple and careful measurements in order to arrive at sensible 
conclusions cannot be over emphasized. Experiments are subject to a wide range of potential 
imperfections and sources of scatter or error and equally numerical modelling of the 
installation process poses a series of significant challenges. 
2) Despite these, several clear trends have been defined for the stresses developed around 
displacement piles in sand. 
3) The radial stresses developed around displacements piles in sands show strong dependence on 
the relative pile tip depth h/R irrespective of the sand density state or pile installation method 
(discontinuous jacking, driving or continuous pushing). 
4) However the effects of installation cyclic loading still requires further quantification. 
5) Appropriate use of either an equivalent base capacity that varies with IFR or the equivalent 
pile radius R* procedure allow the stresses developed around coring open piles to be 
reconciled with those developed around closed end piles. 
6) The normalized radial stress maxima defined during steady penetration stages vary with h/R, 
r/R, qc, and σ'z0 within relatively narrow spreads. Possible explanations have been offered for 
the more significant discrepancies identified between the datasets. 
7) Monotonic numerical analyses and cyclically advanced experiments both indicate that end – 
of – installation radial stress maxima develop away from the shaft in the 2 < r/R < 8 range. 
Though yet unobserved through measurement, it appears that steep changes in σθs must apply 
close to the pile that give local σθs > σ'rs conditions over sections of the 2 < r/R < 5 range.  
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Chapter 9 
9 Short term static axial load tests on laboratory model piles 
9.1 Test programme 
The ten piles installed in this study were load tested under static axial compression at the 
end of installation (EOD) to assess their short term axial compression capacities. These tests 
involved loading the pile caps monotonically with the electric jack, under displacement control, 
until settlements of about 10mm developed, representing 0.28D for the 36mm diameter piles and 
0.83D for the 12mm diameter Micro pile. The pile displacements were measured by an LVDT 
attached to the free-standing pile section extension left above the chamber at the end of installation. 
In some cases the LVDT was not working properly and in these the global displacement 
measurements made by the jack system have been used after making corrections for system 
compliance. Instrument outputs were recorded on 1.5 to 2 second cycles to define the load and 
stress responses of the pile and sand mass. Table 9-1 summarises the details of the tests while the 
sections that follow discuss the axial load-displacement behaviour, the local interface effective 
stress path responses and some possible rate effects. 
 
Measured capacities (kN) 
Test 
Stroke 
or 
blow 
Date 
Time after 
end of 
installation 
(minutes) 
Rate 
(mm/s) 
Final 
depth 
(mm) 
Final 
settlement 
(mm) 
Shaft Base Total 
ICP04 50th 03/11/09 35 0.01 986.55 -10.20 12.15 22.87 35.02 
ICP05 51st 06/05/10 19 0.2 997.90 -9.59 3.28 12.21 15.49 
ICP06 50th 18/10/10 7 0.2 985.80 -10.12 18.33 27.13 45.46 
MiP01 50th 22/12/10 14 0.2 989.14 -10.04 3.56* 2.03* 5.60 
CPT09 3rd 10/05/11 9 0.02 1097.49 -9.23 9.15 21.27 30.42 
ICP07 50th 24/05/11 14 0.2 990.49 -13.78 13.24 22.20 35.44 
ICP08 49th 29/09/11 0 2 977.00 -20.00 11.89 18.73 30.62 
CPT10 49th 19/12/11 0 10 977.20 -20.00 9.22 19.48 28.70 
DI 47th 01/02/12 ~1440 0.02 1028.92 -12.92 N/A N/A 10.67 
DII 90th 13/03/12 ~43 0.02 993.00 -9.77 N/A N/A 18.80 
*Estimated assuming a typical NE34 sand base bearing as in ICP04 scaled to the pile diameter. 
Note: All piles were 36mm diameter closed-ended except the 12mm diameter MiP01 
Table 9-1: Short-term static pile capacities (EOD) in this test programme. 
9.2 Pile axial load – displacement behaviour 
The instrumented piles allowed base loads and shaft distributions to be distinguished, while 
only pile head loads were measured with the un-instrumented piles. Ultimate pile capacities are 
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defined as the maximum measured load and these are listed in Table 9-1. The global jack 
displacements generally exceeded those from the local LVDT because of compliance effects, as 
may be seen from the uncorrected jack and LVDT displacements recorded in ICP04 as shown in 
Figure 9-1. Compliance led to a six times softer initial response (at 10kN) and a misleading 
impression of both loading and unloading stiffnesses, while global final permanent displacements 
are almost unaffected. Comparisons made between local and global measurements from 5 tests on 3 
piles led to the non-linear (mean polynomial) relationship shown in Figure 9-2 for compression 
static load tests which has been applied to those tests where LVDT data were for any reason 
unavailable. 
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Figure 9-1: ICP04 EOD pile load test defined by global displacements of the pile cap and the local LVDT on 
the Mini–ICP. 
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Figure 9-2: Relationship between pile jack and LVDT displacements to account for compliance. 
 
9.2.1 EOD tests on Mini-ICP piles in NE34 sand 
The total, base and shaft capacities developed in test ICP04 on dry NE34 sand (with BC3 
boundary conditions) are displayed on Figure 9-3. Just after installation, the pile had balanced 
residual compression base and shaft (tension) loads of 6.7kN. Most (83%) of the total pile capacity 
was mobilised within 1mm of settlement and this proportion roses to 97% when settlements reached 
0.1D (3.6mm). The ultimate capacity defined at 11.01mm showed a base: shaft split of 0.65:0.35. 
The EOD test on ICP06 in wet dense NE34 sand (again with BC3 boundary conditions) is 
reported on Figure 9-4. In this case the pile’s matching residual base and shaft loads were slightly 
higher at 8.9kN and the capacity split between base and shaft was 0.60:0.40. ICP06 mobilised its 
maximum capacity at similar displacements to ICP04, but showed a 23% greater load than ICP04, 
despite the single level of 9 stress sensors providing less reinforcement than the three levels of 36 
stress sensors in ICP04. The extra base resistance and shaft capacity was attributed earlier to either 
a higher density, or to suction effects in the unsaturated sand chamber; see Section 7.2. 
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Figure 9-3: ICP04 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing total, base and shaft resistances. 
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Figure 9-4: ICP06 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing total, base and shaft resistances. 
 
Figure 9-5 plots the EOD load–displacement behaviour mobilised in test ICP07 in dry NE34 
sand under the BC5 boundary condition. The residual loads are slightly lower (~5kN) than in ICP04 
and ICP06, reflecting the marginally lower installation qb profile applying to the stress controlled 
(rather than rigid cell) conditions (see Table 6-10). The total axial capacity however was similar to 
that of ICP04, with a base to shaft capacity split of 0.63:0.37. The chamber diameter–to–pile 
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diameter ratio effect investigated by contrasting the BC3 and BC5 conditions did not lead to a 
marked change in overall capacity. 
The test response of ICP08 in dry NE34 sand (with BC5 boundary conditions) is outlined in 
Figure 9-6. To minimise any delay or pause effects the EOD behaviour was assessed from the last 
stroke of installation without mounting the LVDT system. The plotted displacements have been 
corrected for global jack displacements compliance errors. Apart from improving the lateral 
boundary conditions to better simulate a free-field conditions (Huang & Hsu 2005), this test aimed 
to isolate possible differences in behaviour between the last strokes of installation and the applied 
EOD static load test. The ultimate capacity of the pile was 15.7% lower than ICP07 which was 
attributed to the lower base capacity and qb profile available around the pile base depth at the end of 
installation, Figure 7-2. Also the lateral stresses in ICP07’s installation were better regulated over 
the short period (14 minutes) spent setting up for the EOD than in ICP08. Nevertheless, the base 
and shaft capacity split for ICP08 was 0.61:0.39, comparable to those developed in all the NE34 
sand tests implying the behaviour on the last slower stroke tests used in the test programme to 
define the short term pile capacity at the end of installation were indeed representative of a 
‘standard’ pile’s behaviour during the final stages of installation. 
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Figure 9-5: ICP07 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing total, base and shaft resistances. 
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Figure 9-6: ICP08 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing total, base and shaft resistances. 
 
9.2.2 EOD tests on all other piles 
The effects of installation jacking rate and stroke length on pile capacity were assessed in 
test CPT09 on Figure 9-7, where a CPT cone was advanced into dry un-instrumented NE34 sand 
(under BC5 boundary conditions) by just two strokes of 750mm and 340.35mm length respectively, 
applied at 10mm/s. In a further experiment CPT10, shown on Figure 9-8, a CPT cone was installed 
into dry un-instrumented NE34 sand (under BC5 conditions) by 49 jack strokes, each of 20mm 
applied at 10mm/s. The qb profile of CPT10 was consistently higher than that for CPT09 (Figure 
7-2 (a)), as a result of the slightly different top boundary details discussed in Section 7.2. However, 
at the end of installation the base capacity of CPT09 (21.27kN) was marginally higher to that of 
CPT10 (19.48kN) because CPT09 was inadvertently jacked to 1.097m (instead of the 0.99m 
standard depth). The rigid chamber base (at z = 1.44m) starts to show a clear influence on the pile 
base resistances at z > 1m (Figure 7-2 (a)). Between 0.6m – 0.98m depth the piles qb quasi-constant 
profiles show qb,CPT10/qb,CPT09 = 1.08 ± 0.04 indicating no negative effect of the installation cycles 
styles to the base resistance. 
The CPT09 and CPT10 EOD shaft capacities were 9.15kN and 9.22kN respectively 
indicating little difference between the N = 2 and N = 49 pile tests. The shaft roughness and 
material characteristics of the two piles were similar. Both tests deployed BC5 boundary conditions 
but the boundary stress response was improved for CPT10 making its boundary stresses ~5kPa 
higher, Figure 9-9. The raw and qb–normalised shear stresses measured on the friction sleeve at h/R 
= ~5.7 behind the CPT tip (equivalent to a single cycle in CPT09 and 5 cycles in CPT10) are 
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presented in Figure 9-10. The observed shear stresses, trends reflect the qb and lateral membrane 
pressures profiles discussed above with CPT10 showing slightly greater τrz than CPT09. Any 
enhanced shaft stress degradation related to CPT10’s 49 cycles applied during installation was 
apparently over-ridden by the marginally higher CPT profile of the CPT10 test sand chamber. 
Overall, the cyclic degradation caused by the 47 additional cycles was assessed to have reduced the 
shaft capacity by ~10%. 
Both CPT09 and 10 (installed at 10mm/s) showed lower EOD shaft capacities than ICP07 
and 08 (installed at 2mm/s) under similar BC5 boundary conditions, while the base capacities fell 
between the ICP07 and ICP08 values. These differences in resistances may be affected by: 
1) The reinforcement provided at the three levels of SSS instrumentation in ICP07 and 08 that 
gave higher qc values and shaft capacities to the CPT09 and 10 tests in blank chambers. 
2) Marginally less rough CPT pile shafts (Rcla = ~2 - 3μm) compared to the Mini-ICP (Rcla = 3 
- 4μm) leading to marginally reduced dilation, and possibly a lower δcv value and therefore 
reduced shaft capacity. 
3) Section 9.5 re-visits the possible effects of rate effects on these tests. 
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Figure 9-7: CPT09 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing the total and base resistances. 
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Figure 9-8: CPT10 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing the total and base resistances. 
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Figure 9-9: Lateral boundary membranes stresses during CPT09 and CPT10 piles installations under 
boundary condition BC5. 
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Figure 9-10: (a) Raw and (b) qb–normalised sleeve shear stresses in CPT09 and CPT10 installation.  
 
The EOD load–displacement behaviour of test ICP05, which investigated possible grain size 
effects, with looser GA39 in place of NE34 sand, is shown on Figure 9-11. As explained earlier it 
also involved inadvertently lower sand density index. Figure 9-11 shows full base mobilisation 
within 5mm and a low total capacity and a base to shaft of 0.75:0.25, showing dramatically less 
shaft resistance in the finer looser sand. As reviewed in section 9.4 this might be related to a more 
marked susceptibility to cyclic loading during installation. 
Further scale effects were investigated in test MiP01 where a stainless steel relatively 
smooth (Rcla = 1 - 2μm) 12mm diameter un-instrumented Micro pile was installed into a blank dry 
NE34 sand mass (with BC3 boundary conditions). Figure 9-12 shows, as expected a much smaller 
total capacity for this 12mm diameter, relatively smooth pile (the Micro–pile had no tip load cell). 
Assuming 18MPa base resistance, as observed in the typical dry NE34 sand tests with 36mm piles 
installing in blank chambers, the base capacity would be 2.03kN, the shaft 3.56kN and the relative 
base to shaft split 0.36:0.64. The proportionally larger shaft contribution results from the threefold 
increase in the shaft to base area ratio, although this is offset by an increase in L/D (27.5  82.5) 
which leads to stronger h/R effects and a lower δ value, both of which reduce the average τrz. 
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Figure 9-11: ICP05 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing total, base and shaft resistances. 
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Figure 9-12: MiP01 EOD load–displacement behaviour showing the total pile resistance. 
 
Finally, the effects of mode of pile installation on short–term axial capacity were 
investigated in tests DI and DII by driving (as discussed in section 5.6) un-instrumented 36mm 
diameter piles with roughnesses Rcla = 2 - 3μm and 3 - 4μm in dry NE34 sand applying BC5 and 
BC1 respectively. Figure 9-13 shows the load–displacement behaviour of pile DI after installation 
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to full penetration using 46 blows of average drop weights and heights equivalent to 16.5kgs and 
1.4m. In this test the average radial boundary stresses fell (rather than increased) from 62kPa to 
33kPa (Figure 9-14). DI showed a markedly reduced compression capacity (10.67kN) and still 
lower tension capacity (1.84kN) shortly after installation, both indicating marked radial stress 
reductions on the shaft. 
The second driven pile, DII, was driven into dry NE34 sand while applying a constant radial 
average stress 62kPa BC1 boundary condition. In this case 89 blows of 23.8kgs falling through 
1.2m were required to penetrate the metre and a higher EOD total pile capacity (18.8kN) developed 
as shown on Figure 9-15. Driven piles appear to be markedly sensitive to the chamber boundary 
conditions. DI dynamic installation generated lower stresses throughout the sand chamber when the 
boundaries were sealed compared to cyclic jacking. As the driven piles were not instrumented the 
detailed evolution of the stresses could not be monitored during penetration. However, Silva (2014) 
reports further studies with instrumented driven piles and instrumented sand masses. It can also be 
recalled from section 8.5 that Allard’s (1990) centrifuge driven pile tests, which were also 
conducted in a sealed system (of smaller relative diameter ratio than the INPG CC) led to markedly 
lower stresses than the Author’s Mini-ICP tests, see Figure 8-6. 
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Figure 9-13: DI EOD load–displacement behaviour showing the total pile resistance and tension resistance. 
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Figure 9-14: Chamber lateral boundary stress changes during the driving of model driven pile DI applying 
BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 9-15: DII EOD load–displacement behaviour showing the total pile resistance applying BC1 
boundary condition. 
 
9.3 Effective stress paths followed at pile–sand interface 
Interface stress measurements were made in all Mini-ICP load tests. The local radial and 
shear stresses measured at the ‘leading’, ‘following’ and ‘trailing’ clusters (A, B, C) during the first 
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static compression load tests are presented in Figures 9-16 to 9-20. In general the effective stress 
paths followed at each cluster are broadly similar and resemble those observed with the field with 
the larger ICP pile in loose and dense sands; Lehane (1992), Lehane et al. (1993) and Chow (1997). 
The paths state start from negative ‘residual’ shear stress that pushed the piles downwards to 
counteract the locked–in base loads after installation. Compression loading imposes positive shear 
stresses and the shaft interface responds by tending to contract radially, showing falling σ'r until the 
paths engage a local Phase Transformation Point (PTP) at the following calculated average 
mobilised δ values at cluster A (20.85° ± 6.0°), B (13.3° ± 1.8°) and C (21.2° ± 3.5°), after which 
the paths climb rightward as the radial stresses increases with apparent dilation until a ‘constant 
volume’ point is reached where local failure (slip) develops without further increase in radial 
stresses. The unloading paths involve steadily contractive slopes Δτrz/Δσ'r > 1 that bring the final 
effective stress state close to the point from which the test began. 
The large displacement ultimate interface failure δcv angle for NE34 sand shearing against 
stainless steel with Rcla = 3μm was assessed as 27° from multiple ring shear interface tests (Yang et 
al. 2010). The angles at which the Mini-ICP clusters showed local failure scatter around this value 
with δcv of 30.5° ± 3.1° at cluster A, 25.3° ± 4.3° at B and 25.3° ± 2.1° at C. The end of installation 
and final unloading stress states tends to fall on a line established in the tensile region and inclined 
at mobilised δ angles of -12.0° ± 3.6° at A, -13.4° ± 5.8° at B and -17.3° ± 3.0° at C. The field ICP 
tests and ‘CPT’ pile design methods all suggest that the radial stresses should decline systematically 
from A, to B and C clusters. However stress localisations associated with the chamber’s top 
boundary effects (see Section 5.2.2.1) cause cluster C (which was always positioned within the top 
0.2m of the chamber) to have anomalously higher stresses than at clusters B or A. 
The interface effective stress path for ICP05 (conducted with finer and looser GA39 sand) is 
shown on Figure 9-20. In keeping with the pile’s relatively low EOD total shaft capacity, σ'rs is far 
lower than in the NE34 sand tests. However the PTPs occurred at 27.1° at A and 25.3° at C, both in 
the upper bounds of the NE34 sand tests, and the interface stress paths mobilise higher interface 
shearing angles of 33.8° at A and 32.3° at C, which are higher than those developed in the ring 
shear interface tests conducted by the Author. 
The degrees of ‘stress–path dilatancy’ developed at the pile interface SSTs are assessed by 
comparing the ultimate failure radial stresses on the loaded paths as a ratio of those applying at the 
end of installation, (σ'rf/σ'rs)EOD and these are listed in Table 9-2. The degree of stress dilation 
depended on 1) the degree of locked-in initial stress, 2) the stiffness of the surrounding sand and 3) 
the interface roughness for a particular pile radius (e.g. Jardine et al. 2005a). The degree of dilation 
on the Mini-ICPs in the NE34 tests increases up the pile shaft from cluster A to C as the interface 
roughness of the pile reduces with depth due to progressive surface abrasion during installation. 
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Stress reversal effects (from the negative residual shear stress state which decrease up a section of 
the pile) that potentially inhibit dilation are in this case overwhelmed by the roughness effects. 
ICP05 (on finer, looser GA39 sand) showed an approximately 40% higher average dilation ratio 
than the NE34 tests. 
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Figure 9-16: Interface stress paths of ICP04 Mini-ICP in dry NE34 sand chamber with BC3 boundary 
conditions during short term EOD static compression load test. 
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Figure 9-17: Interface stress paths of ICP06 Mini-ICP in wet NE34 sand chamber with BC3 boundary 
conditions during short term EOD static compression load test. 
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Figure 9-18: Interface stress paths of ICP07 Mini-ICP in dry NE34 sand chamber with BC5 boundary 
conditions during short term EOD static compression load test. 
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Figure 9-19: Interface stress paths of ICP08 Mini-ICP in dry NE34 sand chamber with BC5 boundary 
conditions during the last stroke of pile installation. 
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Figure 9-20: Interface stress path of ICP05 Mini-ICP in dry GA39 sand chamber with BC3 boundary 
conditions during short term EOD static compression load test. 
 
Test Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C Average 
ICP04 EOD 1.60 1.78 1.72 1.70 
ICP06 EOD 1.29 1.22 1.51 1.35 
ICP07 EOD 1.48 1.61 1.59 1.56 
ICP08 stroke 49 1.40 1.59 1.91 1.63 
Average 1.44 1.55 1.69 1.56 
ICP05 EOD 2.86 N/A 1.56 2.21 
Table 9-2: Degrees of dilation (= σ'rf/σ'rs(EOD)) measured on the Mini-ICP test piles during EOD static load 
testing. 
 
9.4 ICP-05 predictions of the model piles short term static axial capacities 
An indirect assessment has been made of the degree to which the models represent field 
scale piles by comparing the static axial compression capacities measured at the end of installation 
to the ‘medium-term’ capacities predicted by the ICP-05 method (Jardine et al. 2005a). As reviewed 
in section 2.8 this approach has been calibrated against high quality full scale pile load tests and 
generally offers good predictive reliability for field tests conducted around 10 days after driving 
with CoV < 0.34 and little bias. The sand input parameters are the CPT tip resistance profile, 
vertical effective stress profile and interface shear resistance angle values while the pile input 
parameters are length, diameter, roughness and the end conditions. Where available tip resistances 
from the pile installation have been used otherwise tip resistances from equivalent tests with 
measurements have been used. 
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Table 9-3 summarises the estimated compression axial static capacities of the piles in this 
test series calculated on Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The ~1m deep sand masses penetrated by the 
piles were divided into fifty 20mm thick sand layers. The ratios of the calculated to measured base, 
shaft and total capacities are expressed as the ratio Qc/Qm. A generally good match is observed on 
Table 9-4 for the piles jacked into NE34 sand under the various chamber boundary conditions, 
moisture states, and scales with shaft compression capacity arithmetic mean of Qc/Qm = 1.05 and 
CoVs = 0.09. 
The EOD capacities of the model pile jacked into looser and finer GA39 sand and the piles 
driven in NE34 do not fit the ‘field’ tested ICP-05 predictions nearly as well. The predictions for 
test ICP05 in dry GA39 sand exceed the shaft measurements very considerably and the total 
capacity by 40%. Figure 9-21 plots the radial stationary and moving stresses from Mini-ICP cluster 
A in ICP05 along side the stresses predicted by the ICP-05 method showing that both the stationary 
and moving radial stresses are far lower than predicted. As proposed initially, test ICP05 low σ'rs 
stresses might be attributed to a relatively high cyclic susceptibility of the fine and loose GA39 sand 
that is not addressed completely by the ICP-05’s qc–normalisation or h/R approach. This feature 
requires further checking. 
The measured capacities of the dynamically driven piles also fell below the values predicted. 
The two piles driven in NE34 were either un-instrumented (DI) or had instruments which did not 
survive driving (DII). The mechanisms behind the driven trends are not be fully understood at 
present but are being investigated further with an instrumented driven pile by the continuing study 
by Silva (2014). Calibration chamber boundary conditions appear to play a significant role in 
differentiating the behaviour of jacked and driven piles and rigid boundaries may trap dynamic 
energy within the near field region leading to consequences that do not apply in the field where 
dynamic energy is free to radiate away from the pile during driving. 
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Date Test Qc, ICP-05 Qm Qc/Qm 
Base 23.79 22.87 1.04 
Shaft 14.26 12.15 1.17 03/11/09 ICP04 EOD 
Total 38.04 35.02 1.09 
Base 12.15 12.21 0.99 
Shaft 9.63 3.28 2.93 06/05/10 ICP05 EOD 
Total 21.78 15.49 1.40 
Base 28.01 27.13 1.03 
Shaft 17.55 18.33 0.96 18/10/10 ICP06 EOD 
Total 45.55 45.46 1.00 
22/12/10 MiP01 EOD Total 5.21 5.60 0.93 
Base 19.38 21.27 0.91 
Shaft 9.53 9.15 1.04 10/05/11 CPT09 EOD 
Total 28.91 30.42 0.95 
Base 20.67 22.20 0.93 
Shaft 13.82 13.24 1.04 24/05/11 ICP07 EOD 
Total 34.50 35.44 0.97 
Base 19.18 18.73 1.02 
Shaft 14.29 11.89 1.20 29/09/11 
ICP08 
Last stroke 
Total 33.46 30.62 1.09 
Base 18.61 19.48 0.95 
Shaft 9.84 9.22 1.07 19/12/11 
CPT10 
Last stroke 
Total 28.45 28.70 0.99 
31/01/12 DI EOD Total 17.73 10.67 1.66 
13/03/12 DII EOD Total 26.35 18.80 1.40 
Table 9-3: Measured and ICP-05 method (Jardine et al. 2005) calculated axial static compression pile load 
capacities compared. 
 
Test Capacity Arithmetic mean Qc/Qm CoV Qc/Qm 
Base 0.98 0.05 
Shaft 1.05 0.09 
Jack-stroke installed piles in 
dense NE34 sand 
Total 1.01 0.06 
Table 9-4: Qc/Qm of all jack-stroke installed model piles in the dense NE34 sand. 
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Figure 9-21: Comparison of radial stresses from Mini-ICP test ICP05 and the ICP-05 method (a) stationary 
and (b) moving. 
 
9.5 Potential rate effects on pile resistance behaviour in sand 
The Author’s pile installations, EOD tests, aged static and cyclic tests involved ‘failing’ the 
piles at a range of pile displacement rates. It is worth pausing to consider how such shifts in rates 
might affect the results obtained. 
In soil mechanics sand has conventionally been considered as having properties that are 
independent of strain rate. More recent studies by Matsushita et al. (1999), Augustesen et al. (2004) 
or Tatsuoka (2011) show that while sand may not show the isotach behaviour seen in many types of 
clay, it can show temporary responses to strain rate changes as illustrated in Figure 9-22. Figure 
9-23 reports drained triaxial tests by Weinstein (2008) at three different strain rates on loose (ID = 
40%) dry Fontainebleau sand taken to a maximum axial strain of 15%. The 70mm diameter, 
140mm high specimens had been isotropically consolidated to 100kPa. The stress-strain behaviour 
is broadly independent of the applied strain rate. There appears to be slight increase in shear 
resistance with increasing strain rate at low strain levels but this was attributed by Weinstein to 
experimental variation as the peak shear resistance became coincidental at large strains. However, 
Tatsuoka (2011) argues that increasing strain rates increases the extent of the (very limited) Y1 
elastic range and so should lead to stiffer initial trends. Weinstein (2008) also reports an 
investigation of rate effects with the same sand on the load capacity of a 20mm diameter 
displacement model pile taken to displacements of 0.1D in a 524mm diameter calibration chamber 
(giving dchamber/D = 26.2) under a vertical surcharge pressure of 250kPa (and a K0 = 0.4). The pile 
was load–tested successively at three different rates, each ten times slower than the previous as 
shown in Figure 9-24. It is interesting that the three load–displacement curves show marginal but 
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progressive reductions in pile capacity with decreasing loading rates that amount to ~2% per rate 
log cycle. 
 
 
Figure 9-22: Schematic diagrams illustrating the rate dependency observed for sand by Matsushita et al. 
(1999) (a) The stress–strain relation for different constant strain rates coincide for the three strain rates and 
(b) temporary over and under shooting due to stepwise change in strain rate (Augustesen et al. 2004). 
 
 
Figure 9-23: Drained triaxial compression tests on Fontainebleau sand investigating strain rate effect 
(Weinstein 2008). 
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Figure 9-24: Pile loading tests for three different successive loading rates on one pile in Fontainebleau sand 
(Weinstein 2008). 
In the current study the Mini-ICP piles were advanced by 20mm strokes applied at 2mm/s 
followed by full unloading. The piles’ end of installation static compression capacities were 
assessed by tests performed ten (0.2mm/s) or more times slower. Figures 9-25 and 9-26 examine 
rate effects by comparing the load displacement curves for the last (49th) installation stroke with the 
slower (50th stroke) capacity checks performed in series ICP04 and ICP06 in dry and wet NE34 
sand (with boundary conditions BC3). The base and shaft components are compared along side the 
total capacities. Rate effects on total capacity appear to be marginal or even negative. Reducing the 
rate of penetration tenfold gave, on average a 5.5% base relaxation but a shaft increase of around 
7.8%. This is attributed to the added plastic time-dependent straining which allows relaxation at the 
base. 
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Figure 9-25: ICP04 Mini-ICP installation in dry NE34 sand with boundary condition BC3 last stroke of 
installation (49th) and EOD stroke (50th) loads compared. 
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Figure 9-26: ICP06 Mini-ICP installation in wet NE34 sand with boundary condition BC3 last stroke of 
installation (49th) and EOD stroke (50th) loads compared. 
 
9.6 Summary conclusion  
The EOD results collated in this chapter provide the baseline dataset that is compared in the 
next chapter with equivalent experiments performed after extended periods of ageing under 
controlled pressures and temperatures. 
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Chapter 10 
10 Ageing behaviour of laboratory model displacement piles in sands 
10.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the behaviour observed on the model piles and within the sand 
masses during ageing. It also considers the features recorded under axial static loading behaviour 
after ageing. The potential changes in the piles’ static compression capacities from the end of 
installation (EOD) after various periods of ageing were measured by applying post-ageing static 
axial compression load tests (C1). The static tension capacity trends developed after applying 
various modes of cyclic axial loading are analysed later in Chapter 11. 
10.2 Pile ageing 
10.2.1 Tests programme 
The specific testing objectives and parameters of the pile ageing tests were set out in Tables 
6-8 and 6-9. Table 10-1 below summarises all the EOD and post-ageing C1 capacities. The table 
includes the piles’ ageing periods, the displacement rates applied in the axial static loading tests, 
penetrations, capacity changes after ageing. It also notes the boundary conditions for each test. It 
also includes a summary of the tests CPT01 to ICP03 which were performed earlier by the Imperial 
College – INPG group with CPT piles or the Mini-ICP piles in dry medium dense NE34 sand, as 
reported in an Imperial College internal report by Jardine (2009). 
It should be noted that direct Mini-ICP pile base load measurements were only available 
from test ICP04 onwards. Previously the base contributions were estimated from the Mini-ICP by 
projections from the ALC at cluster A or by interpretations from tension tests. The following 
section analyses the loads and stresses measured on and around the piles during the ageing periods. 
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Ageing Rate 
Final 
depth 
Measured capacities (kN) Capacity change (%) 
Test Conditions Testcode Stroke Date 
(days) (mm/s) (mm) Shaft Base Total Shaft Base Total 
EOD 100th 27/07/07 1000 19.3 29.40 48.70 
CPT01 BC3 
C1 N/A N/A 
N/A 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A N/A 
EOD 102nd 21/09/07 1020 13.00 21.90 34.90 
CPT02 BC3 
C1 103rd 05/11/07 
45 
~1030 16.90 16.00 32.90 
+30% -27% -3% 
EOD 92nd 27/11/07 920 11.00 22.50 33.50 
ICP01 BC3 
C1 93rd 03/03/08 
97 
~930 13.00 11.70 24.70 
+18% -48% -26% 
EOD 198th 20/05/08 990 15.10 22.80 37.90 
ICP02 BC3 
C1 199th 06/10/08 
139 
~1000 17.00 16.00 33.00 
+13% -30% -13% 
EOD 50th 29/05/09 990 10.95 26.46 37.41 
ICP03 BC3 
C1 51st 21/07/09 
53 
~0.0002 
~1000 9.57 26.46 36.03 
-13% 0% -4% 
EOD 50th 03/11/09 0.01 986 12.15 22.87 35.02 
ICP04 Standard BC3 
C1 51st 14/12/09 
41 
0.01 994 10.53 22.01 32.54 
-13% -4% -7% 
EOD 51st 06/05/10 0.2 998 3.28 12.21 15.49 
ICP05 GA39 test with BC3 
C1 52nd 16/07/10 
71 
0.02 1007 2.67 11.44 14.11 
-18% -6% -9% 
EOD 50th 18/10/10 0.2 986 18.33 27.13 45.46 
ICP06 Wet with BC3 
C1 51st 06/12/10 
49 
0.02 995 14.44 22.28 36.72 
-21% -18% -19% 
EOD 50th 22/12/10 0.2 989 N/A N/A 5.60 
MiP01 Micro pile with BC3 
C1 51st 28/02/11 
68 
0.02 998 N/A N/A 4.45 
N/A N/A -20% 
EOD 3rd 10/05/11 0.02 1097 9.15 21.27 30.42 
CPT09 Rate and cycles with BC5 
C1 4th 17/05/11 
7 
0.02 1107 9.14 19.80 28.94 
-0.1% -7% -5% 
EOD 50th 24/05/11 0.2 990 13.24 22.20 35.44 
ICP07 BC5 
C1 51st 15/07/11 
52 
0.02 1001 14.69 21.22 35.91 
+11% -4% +1% 
Table continues overleaf… 
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Ageing Rate 
Final 
depth 
Measured capacities (kN) Capacity change (%) 
Test Conditions Testcode Stroke Date 
(days) (mm/s) (mm) Shaft Base Total Shaft Base Total 
Last stroke 49th 29/09/11 2 977 11.89 18.73 30.62 
ICP08 No EOD test with BC5 
C1 50th 14/10/11 
15 
0.02 994 12.89 18.61 31.50 
+8% -0.6% +3% 
Last stroke 50th 19/12/11 10 977 9.22 19.48 28.70 
CPT10 Rate with BC5 
C1 51st 20/01/12 
32 
0.02 997 10.39 20.47 30.86 
+13% +5% +7% 
T1 48th 01/02/12 0.02 1025 -1.84 0 -1.84 
DI Driven with BC5 
T2 49th 13/02/12 
~12 
0.02 1021 -2.04 0 -2.04 
+11% N/A +11% 
EOD 90th 13/03/12 0.02 993 N/A N/A 18.80 
DII Driven with BC1 
C1 91st 23/04/12 
41 
0.02 1003 N/A N/A 19.69 
N/A N/A +5% 
N/A – Not Applying 
Table 10-1: Post-ageing compared to end of installation capacities of all model piles in this laboratory study for the assessment of capacities changes due to ageing. 
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10.2.2 Stress and load behaviour of ageing model piles 
10.2.2.1 ‘Standard’ ageing test with the Mini-ICP in dry NE34 sand 
The pile load distribution, shaft interface and sand mass stresses were continuously 
monitored during ageing tests which imposed constant vertical surcharge stresses (≈ 152kPa) and 
temperature (18.5 ± 0.5 0C) in the sand chamber. The description of the ageing response starts with 
a ‘standard’ case of a Mini-ICP installed in dry NE34 sand, test ICP04, and progresses to consider a 
range of test parameters. The base test ICP04 investigated the ageing behaviour of an inert stainless 
steel Mini-ICP displacement pile in medium–dense dry NE34 sand under the simple lateral 
boundary conditions BC3. 
Large quantities of data were acquired from the sensors recorded at 2 seconds intervals. As 
discussed in Section 5.5.3.2, the Mini-ICP SST showed stable radial and shear stresses under bench 
testing to within ±1.0kPa and ±0.5kPa respectively over extended periods with temperatures held to 
within ±1.00C, while the ALCs remained steady to within ±0.10kN. The general trends for pile 
loads, interface radial and shear stresses for ICP04 are plotted against semi-log time on Figures 10-1 
to 10-3 respectively. The traces are generally stable to within ±1.5kPa or ±0.15kN. However, minor 
temporary signal conditioning difficulties encountered with Mini-ICP cluster B between days 20 to 
35 led to individual reading showing 10 times the usual scatter around otherwise constant readings. 
Figures 10-4 to 10-5 plot the interface stress log–time trends taken from clusters A, B and C 
over 41 days, shown normalised by their initial values as observed over the first day. There is little 
change in interface radial stresses over the 41 day ageing duration; the stresses are constant over the 
first 10 days then decrease by at most ~3%. Normalised interface shear stress show a gradual 
relaxation of up to 10% in the most marked case followed by flat trends and average final stresses 
that are only 2% lower than the initial values. The corresponding axial loads shown on Figure 10-6 
indicate compatible marginal base residual load relaxation. The cluster C (h/R = 45.6) trend is 
omitted from the normalised plot as the output scatter (±0.10kN) is significant compared to its near 
zero mean load, which distorts the normalised plot trends. The ageing stress trends in the sand mass 
are illustrated in Figures 10-7 to 10-9 considering the h/R = 29.4 level and radial distances away 
from the pile axis r/R = 2, 3, 5 and 8. The radial stresses remain practically constant over the first 
day of ageing, but then decrease by a maximum of ~23% with the greatest degree of relaxation 
taking place close to the pile (r/R = 3). The vertical and hoop stresses showed broadly similar 
trends. 
In sum, ageing under controlled environmental conditions, after installing an inert Mini-ICP 
into dry medium-dense silica sand with BC3 rigid boundary conditions led to marginal reductions in 
the radial, vertical and hoop stresses in the sand mass and minor stress reductions on the pile shaft. 
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The major changes postulated to explain the field capacity trends described in section 3.2 were not 
seen after the end of installation. As assessed on Table 10-1 the pile axial capacities also failed to 
grow as markedly as had been seen in the field. Only marginal and potentially uncertain changes 
had been seen in the earlier CPT1 – ICP03 tests. Experiment ICP04 was conducted to check 
whether a series of technical improvements would lead to a more ‘realistic’ field capacity–time 
trend. In fact, even less impressive changes in capacity were recorded. The testing programme 
therefore progressed to systematically consider the possible effects of 1) scale 2) moisture state and 
pile material, 3) chamber boundary conditions, and 4) installation and testing procedures as possible 
parameters that may have inhibited the pile capacity ageing benefits interpreted from the field tests. 
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Figure 10-1: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 interface radial stresses–log time trends over 41 days ageing period.  
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Figure 10-2: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 interface shear stresses–log time trends over 41 days ageing period.  
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Figure 10-3: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 axial loads–log time trends over 41 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-4: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised interface radial stresses–log time trends over 41 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-5: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised interface shear stresses–log time trends over 41 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-6: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised axial loads–log time trends over 41 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-7: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised sand mass radial stresses–log time trends over 41 days 
ageing period. 
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Figure 10-8: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised sand mass vertical stresses–log time trends over 41 days 
ageing period. 
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Figure 10-9: ‘Standard’ test ICP04 normalised sand mass hoop stresses–log time trends over 41 days ageing 
period. 
 
10.2.2.2 Scale effects 
Potential sand density state and pile–to–grain diameter ratio effects were examined first by 
installing the Mini-ICP test pile in the nearly half finer (and inadvertently less dense) dry GA39 
silica sand. Figures 10-10 to 10-12 show how the interface radial and shear stresses and axial loads 
evolved over 71 days of ageing; as noted earlier cluster B SST failed during this installation. The 
pile stresses and loads developed were much lower than those in NE34 sand tests because of the 
GA39 sand mass less dense state and other factors discussed in Chapter 7. 
The interface radial stresses plotted on Figure 10-10 increase slightly over the first 10 days 
then dip marginally ending around 4kPa (8%) below those measured at the start of ageing. The 
interface shear stresses showed an average decrease of ~1kPa at cluster A and a gain of 7kPa at 
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cluster C near the ground surface with gradual increases in the axial loads developed on the pile 
shaft as shown on Figure 10-12 that built to an ~16% residual base load increase. The 18% shaft 
capacity loss noted in Table 10-1 indicates that the increase of the pile diameter to test sand particle 
size ratio (171 to 283) with the GA39 sand did not trigger capacity growth, although this may have 
been affected also by the lower density index that was inadvertently employed. 
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Figure 10-10: GA39 test ICP05 normalised interface radial stresses–log time trends over 71 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-11: GA39 test ICP05 normalised interface shear stresses–log time trends over 71 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-12: GA39 test ICP05 normalised axial loads – log time trends over 71 days ageing period. 
10.2.2.3  Moisture effects 
Test ICP06 was conducted to determine whether the presence of water was necessary to 
achieve more marked capacity growth. The stainless steel Mini-ICP was installed in wet dense 
NE34 sand applying the BC3 boundary conditions. The interface radial, shear stresses and axial 
loads observed over 49 days of ageing are shown on Figures 10-13 to 10-15. Cluster A stopped 
working after 2 hours because of unintended water ingress through a single faulty Dowty seal. Up 
to that time the radial stress and axial loads had kept constant while the shear stress had shown 
gradual reductions. The interface radial stresses at cluster C remained steady while those observed 
at cluster B were constant before relaxing by about 30kPa (8% of the initial stress). The interface 
shear stresses (which counteracted the residual pile loads) broadly matched radial stresses 
responses. They kept steady at cluster C and relaxed at B by 15kPa (~12% of the initial stress). The 
pile axial load distributions presented on Figure 10-15 show re-distribution with the tip relaxing 
marginally by 9%, while cluster B gradually increased its load (by 17%). Checks can be made to 
assess whether the SST shear stresses and the ALC axial load trends are compatible. If the 30kPa 
shear stresses decrease measured on cluster B is considered typical over the shaft section from base 
to cluster B, the total shaft load shed amounts to 1.56kN, which roughly matches the observed 
increase of ~+0.8kN at B and relaxation of ~-0.6kN at the base that add up to -1.4kN load shed for 
the shaft section B – tip. 
Figures 10-16 to 10-18 show how the normalised stresses varied in the wet sand mass. 
Difficulties with water proofing the instrumentation for the wet sand restricted the sensor 
deployment to just one level located at h/R = 14.4 with, radial and vertical stresses being measured 
at r/R = 2, 3, 5 and 8 and hoop stresses at r/R = 5 from the pile. The radial stresses on Figure 10-16 
show similar trends to the dry dense NE34 sand experiments with all stresses generally declining 
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slightly but remaining within 70% of those developed at the start of ageing. The vertical stresses on 
Figure 10-17 showed similar changes over time while the single hoop stress trace in Figure 10-18 
indicated slightly more marked relaxation. Taken with the 21% shaft capacity loss (Table 10-1) the 
ageing behaviours developed in wet and dry medium dense NE34 sand appear broadly similar. The 
presence of water did not lead to the field trends being matched with the laboratory model piles. 
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Figure 10-13: Wet test ICP06 normalised interface radial stresses–log time trends over 49 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-14: Wet test ICP06 normalised interface shear stresses – log time trends over 49 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-15: Wet test ICP06 normalised axial loads–log time trends over 49 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-16: Wet test ICP06 normalised sand mass radial stresses–log time trends over 49 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-17: Wet test ICP06 normalised sand mass vertical stresses–log time trends over 49 days ageing 
period. 
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Figure 10-18: ICP06 normalised sand mass hoop stresses time trends over 49 days ageing period. 
 
10.2.2.4 Calibration chamber boundary conditions 
The possible influence of the calibration chamber boundary conditions imposed during pile 
ageing was investigated in tests ICP07 and ICP08 involving the Mini-ICP in dry NE34 sand with 
the alternative free field simulator BC5 boundary conditions. As outlined in section 5.2.2.2 and 
Table 5-1, the latter involved an active system that increased the radial boundary stresses after 
installation. The ICP07 pile interface stresses observed during ageing are presented in Figures 10-19 
and 10-20 with the corresponding axial loads in Figure 10-21. A mixed response of interface radial 
stresses is seen with cluster C decreasing slightly by 5% while clusters A and B rose by ~10% over 
the 36 days. The shear stresses were practically constant at cluster A and decreased significantly at 
B and C, although minor problems with these instruments’ circuits’ programmes led to more scatter 
outputs over long duration logging. The axial loads (on Figure 10-21) showed gradual increases in 
all clusters of about 5% which reflected the reductions in shaft shear stresses. The stresses 
monitored at h/R = 13.9 in the sand mass (a level similar to that of cluster A) and radial distances 
r/R = 2, 3, 5 and 8 from the pile axis are shown on Figures 10-22 to 10-24 where the responses 
ranged from stress increases at r/R = 2, to increases followed by decreases, and to monotonic stress 
decreases at r/R = 5. Sand temperature monitoring at this level (see Figure 10-25) suggests some of 
the stress changes may be related to small temperature changes experienced during ageing, 
emphasising the precise temperature regulation required when making laboratory soil stress 
measurements. 
ICP08 used similar boundary conditions to ICP07. However, with this experiment the pile 
was not load tested statically in compression at the end of installation, so as to investigate the 
possible effects of the slower and short last stroke imposed on earlier Mini-ICPs during their EOD 
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static compression load tests. Unfortunately, operational factors limited the ageing period to just 15 
days. The ICP08 interface radial stresses response shown in Figure 10-26 resembles that seen in 
ICP07 but without the temperature effects. The interface shear stresses showed mixed trends but the 
final stresses were similar on average to the initial values. The axial loads gradually increased after 
2 hours. The sand mass stresses observed at h/R = 13.9 behind the pile base (which were less 
affected by temperature variations than in ICP07) showed a more stable trend of marginal decreases 
in radial stresses compared to those observed in the wet or dry NE34 sand tests involving the BC3 
boundary conditions. 
The ICP07 and ICP08 observations demonstrated that the actively stress controlled BC5 
lateral boundary conditions, which better matched the free field ground conditions, gradually 
increased the on-pile radial stresses and residual pile loads, suggesting a mechanism that led to 
minor pile capacity benefits through ageing; see Table 10-1. The positive radial stress changes 
leading to these effects appear to be concentrated within the 1 < r/R < 2 region, with radial stresses 
generally reducing at greater radial distances, where the vertical and hoop stresses components also 
tended to reduce with time. 
10.2.2.5 Effect of cyclically changing the boundary stresses 
Experiment ICP07 involved uninterrupted ageing period of 38 days, after which a second 
period was imposed where the vertical and radial stresses were cycled at the chamber boundaries 
twice a day by ±10% (Δσ'z = ±15.5kPa and Δσ'h = ±9kPa) as shown in Figure 10-32. These steps 
investigated the potential effects of environmental factors such as tidal and seasonal water table 
variations or removal and replacement of scoured sand on the ageing behaviour. The lateral to 
vertical boundary stresses were varied while maintaining the K = σ'h/σ'z = 0.60 ratio established 
from the constant volume boundary condition of BC5 at the end of its installation/start of ageing. 
The pile interface stresses and axial loads were seen to respond synchronously with the load 
cycles applied at the chamber boundaries, Figure 10-33. The radial stresses changes Δσ'r observed 
at clusters A, B and C were equivalent to Δσ'z with an average ratio Δσ'r/Δσ'z = 1.02 and therefore 
Δσ'r/Δσ'h = 1.76. The shear stresses responded to changes in radial stresses such that the mobilised 
shear resistance angle alternated between -5° and -14° at cluster C and -8° to -17° at A. The pile 
base residual load of 4.22kN (Qmean/QT = 0. 32) also responded by cycling with an amplitude of 
1.79kN (Qcyclic/QT = 0.14) between 6.01kN and 2.43kN. However, the mean interface stresses 
applying after cyclic loading (σ'r, τrz) = (217kPa, -45.6kPa) remained similar to those noted at the 
start (221.3kPa, -45.7kPa). 
This parametric sequence of experiments established that the patterns radial stress change 
applying during ageing around the inert stainless steel displacement piles after installation in silica 
sands were not significantly influenced by moisture or density state, particle scale effects or 
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periodic ambient stress changes. The only significant variations in response noted were those 
related to the chamber boundary stress conditions. 
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Figure 10-19: ‘Free field simulator’ BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised interface radial stresses 
– log time trends over 38 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-20: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised interface shear stresses – log time trends over 
25 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-21: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised axial loads – log time trends over 25 days 
ageing period. 
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Figure 10-22: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised sand mass radial stresses – time trends over 
38 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-23: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised sand mass vertical stresses – time trends over 
38 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-24: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 normalised sand mass hoop stresses – time trends over 38 
days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-25: BC5 boundary condition test ICP07 temperature variations during the 38 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-26: ICP08 normalised interface radial stresses – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-27: ICP08 normalised interface shear stresses – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-28: ICP08 normalised axial loads – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-29: ICP08 normalised sand mass radial stresses – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-30: ICP08 normalised sand mass vertical stresses – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-31: ICP08 normalised sand mass hoop stresses – log time trends over 15 days ageing period. 
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Figure 10-32: ICP07 with BC5 boundary condition low level boundary stress cycling imposed from 38 days 
after installation. 
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Figure 10-33: ICP07 with BC5 boundary condition Mini-ICP interface radial stress response during low 
level boundary stress cycling. 
 
10.2.2.6 Ageing piles interface effective stress paths 
The Mini-ICP piles’ interface effective stress paths observed during ageing are summarised 
on Figure 10-34, generally showing the effective stress paths moving up or down the shaft tension 
partial interface shear mobilisation line with δ = 17° established at the end of installation. The 
single exception is from the late ageing stage of ICP05, which showed tendencies for radial stress 
decreases at constant shear stresses moving the path leftwards towards the constant volume 
interface failure δ'cv. 
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Figure 10-34: Mini-ICP interface effective stress paths in the ageing durations. 
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10.3 Pile behaviour on static testing after ageing 
Following ageing, the piles were load tested first statically and in compression, except for 
test DI which was tested first in tension. Compression testing was preferred because most piled 
foundations are designed to carry positive loads. Compression testing the instrumented piles also 
allowed separate assessment of both base and shaft capacities. We recall from Chapter 3 that 38% 
to 44% total capacity gains per log time cycle were interpreted from field re-tested and intact aged 
piles’ compression load tests. 
The static tests were performed with the same equipment as that employed at the end of 
installation. The jack was re-connected to the test pile cap through an extension piece to reduce the 
required piston travel and improve verticality of loading. As during installation and the end of 
installation static load tests, the frame was secured to its rails by pressurising the foot hydraulic 
grippers. The tests were displacement controlled through the Labview 8.2 program using the 
displacements measured by an LVDT attached to the pile head. The post-ageing static compression 
(C1) tests’ base, shaft and total capacities are summarised on Table 10-1 alongside the end of 
installation (EOD) capacities, noting also the periods of ageing, the rates of load testing, final pile 
base depths and the percentage capacity changes for each load component. 
The aged piles’ capacities, interface stress dilation and global stiffness characteristics (as 
defined (as ΔQ/Δdisplacement) at half the pile’s final measured resistance) are examined by 
considering their load–displacement and interface stress path behaviours in comparison to those 
seen at EOD. Table 10-2 summarises the variations seen in Mini-ICPs’ stress dilation ratios and 
axial load stiffnesses between the EOD and C1 test stages. 
The EOD and C1 total load-displacement behaviours of ICP04 (conducted with BC3 
boundary conditions with dry NE34 sand) are shown on Figure 10-35. The loading stiffnesses of the 
EOD and C1 tests are similar, although the latter is 18% softer and showed 7% relaxation in 
ultimate total capacity over 41 days. The base and shaft loads are presented separately on Figure 
10-36, showing a clearer loss in shaft (13%) than base (4%) capacity. Figure 10-37 plots the 
corresponding interface effective stress paths at clusters A to C which all show minor reductions 
(less than 9%) in the degree of dilation (or radial stress gain) between the EOD and in the C1 (post–
ageing) tests, which together with change in σ'rs match the observed reductions in shaft capacity. 
Figure 10-38 presents the EOD and C1 load-displacement behaviours of ICP05, the Mini-
ICP installed in finer and less dense GA39 sand, which experienced 71 days of ageing under the 
BC3 boundary condition. Here a 9.2% decrease was seen in the total capacity, while the load–
displacement behaviour was marginally (4%) less stiff in the aged test. As shown on Figure 10-39 
the base capacity relaxed by just 6% while the shaft capacity fell by 18%. The interface effective 
stress paths from the EOD and C1 static compression pile load tests (Figure 10-40) have similar 
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patterns to those mobilised in the medium dense NE34 sand though with higher overall degree of 
dilation. The loading behaviours were broadly similar but the δ'cv values were higher in the GA39 
and the equalisation radial stresses were much lower. The degree of interface radial stress dilation 
and pile stiffness were essentially maintained between EOD and C1, Table 10-2. As noted in Table 
10-1, increasing the D/d50% ratio (while reducing ID) did not lead to any overall change in the degree 
of set-up due to ageing. 
 
Degree of dilation (σ'rf/ σ'r0) Stiffness 
Test Testcode 
Cluster A Cluster B Cluster C Average kN/mm Change (%) 
EOD 1.60 1.78 1.72 1.70 47.32 Standard 
ICP04 C1 1.47 1.54 1.81 1.61 38.73 
-18% 
EOD 2.86 N/A 1.56 2.21 20.07 Fine GA39 
ICP05 C1 2.65 N/A 1.73 2.19 19.17 
-4% 
EOD 1.29 1.22 1.51 1.35 86.86 Wet NE34 
ICP06 C1 N/A 1.41 1.64 1.52 64.54 
-26% 
EOD 1.48 1.61 1.59 1.56 59.25 BC5 
ICP07 C1 1.27 1.45 1.65 1.45 58.11 
-2% 
Last stroke 1.40 1.59 1.91 1.63 17.54 BC5 
ICP08 C1 1.19 1.47 1.62 1.43 22.35 
+27% 
Table 10-2: Degree of interface dilation and stiffness characteristics of aged and fresh piles compared. 
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Figure 10-35: Mini-ICP test ICP04 C1 and EOD static compression total load–displacement behaviours in 
dry medium dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-36: Mini-ICP test ICP04 C1 compared to EOD static compression base and shaft load–
displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-37: Mini-ICP test ICP04 C1 compared to EOD static compression effective interface stress paths 
in dry dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-38: Mini-ICP test ICP05 C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in dry less dense and finer GA39  sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-39: Mini-ICP test ICP05 C1 compared to EOD static compression base and shaft load–
displacement behaviour in dry less dense and finer GA39  sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-40: Mini-ICP test ICP05 C1 compared to EOD static compression effective interface stress paths 
in dry finer and less dense GA39 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
 
Considering next the effects of wet sand on the ageing behaviour of inert displacement piles, 
the total, base and shaft load-displacement behaviours observed in the ICP06 experiment on wet 
dense NE34 sand are shown on Figures 10-41 to 10-42. Here a 19% relaxation in total capacity was 
registered after 49 days’ ageing, with proportionately equal relaxations in base and shaft capacity as 
well as the global stiffness (26%). Figure 10-43 shows the interface effective stress paths observed 
at clusters A to C. The paths follow a similar trend to those observed in dry conditions in ICP04 
developing similar δ'cv at clusters A and C and slightly lower angles at cluster B with the degree of 
stress dilation increasing by 16% during test C1; it will be recalled that cluster A was not 
functioning in the later stages of this test due to water ingress, as explained in section 10.2.2.3. 
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Figure 10-41: Mini-ICP test ICP06 C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in wet dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-42: Mini-ICP test ICP06 C1 compared to EOD static compression base and shaft load-
displacement behaviour in wet dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-43: Mini-ICP test ICP06 C1 compared to EOD static compression effective interface stress paths 
in wet dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
 
Experiments ICP07 and ICP08 investigated the effects of the chamber lateral boundary 
conditions on the ageing behaviour of the Mini–ICP displacement piles in dry dense NE34 sand, 
applying the BC5 stress controlled lateral boundary conditions. At the end of a pile installation the 
final radial stresses measured at the BC5 lateral boundaries of the chamber were applied as constant 
pressure throughout the ageing period. This step led to steady or marginally increasing radial 
stresses developing on the pile shaft. The resulting load–displacement trends are shown on Figures 
10-44 to 10-47. The ICP07 post-ageing total capacity increased by 1.3%. The shaft capacity was 
11% greater than at the end of installation, while the base capacity fell by 5% over the ageing 
period. The pile loading stiffness was essentially unchanged. 
ICP08 applied the BC5 conditions and also assessed the potential effects of the static 
compression axial capacity test (EOD) performed in all the pressure pile experiments at the end of 
installation. The standard EOD test was applied as a short (10mm instead of 20mm) stroke at a rate 
at least 10 times slower than the standard installation rates. This was omitted in ICP08 and Figure 
10-46 shows data from the last 20mm stroke of installation of the Mini-ICP (applied at 2mm/sec) 
compared to the post-ageing total axial compression capacity (applied at 0.02mm/sec). As in ICP07 
the total capacity increased by 3% but over just 15 days while Figure 10-47 reveals a comparable 
increase in shaft capacity of 8.4% and a decrease of 0.6% in base capacity. The ICP08 C1 test was 
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27% stiffer than the response seen over the last stroke of installation, showing how stiffness was 
enhanced by the active radial stress boundary being adjusted to the free field active stresses over the 
ageing period. 
The ICP07 and ICP08 experiments’ interface effective stress paths (Figures 10-48 to 10-49) 
show behaviours that are broadly similar to those observed in the wet and dry medium dense NE34 
sand conditions with the boundary condition BC3. The inadvertent stress concentration effects 
discussed in section 5.2.2.1 at the top of the chamber lead to the anomalously high stresses 
developed at cluster C. The effective stress paths of ICP08’s 49th installation stroke stand in for the 
omitted EOD test. Conducting the test at 2mm/s led to less well defined trends than the slow tests; 
the standard data acquisition update rate was set at one round per 2 seconds. The interpreted 
constant volume shearing resistances and degrees of dilation are however broadly comparable and it 
appears that omitting the standard EOD test did not alter the ageing behaviour radically. 
Comparison with test ICP07, which also imposed stress changes to simulate tidal or water table 
variations that might occur around ageing piles in the field, show broadly similar results. Overall it 
is clear that the ‘classical’ calibration chamber boundary conditions BC3 applied in tests ICP04 to 
ICP06 led to capacity relaxation, while the modified boundary conditions BC5 augmented the pile 
shaft capacities post-ageing by an average of 10% over the relatively short ageing periods applied 
while also pile base capacity tended to either remain steady or fall by up to -4%. 
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Figure 10-44: Mini-ICP test ICP07 C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-45: Mini-ICP test ICP07 C1 compared to EOD static compression base and shaft load–
displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-46: Mini-ICP test ICP08 C1 compared to last stroke static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-47: Mini-ICP test ICP08 C1 compared to last stroke static compression base and shaft load–
displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-48: Mini-ICP test ICP07 C1 compared to EOD static compression effective interface stress paths 
in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-49: Mini-ICP test ICP08 C1 static compression test compared to last installation stroke effective 
interface stress paths in dry dense NE34 sand with boundary condition BC5. 
 
Experiment MiP01 was conducted to further investigate chamber scale effects. The MiP01 
pile was a smoother conically tipped 12mm diameter stainless steel micro-pile installed in medium 
dense NE34 sand while applying boundary condition BC3. This increased the chamber to 
penetrometer diameter ratio from the standard 33.3 (for the Mini-ICP or CPTs) to 100. The pile–to–
sand mass volume increased by 9 and the L/D ratio by 3. The un-instrumented Micro-pile’s overall 
axial load–displacement behaviours before and after its 68 days ageing period are shown on Figure 
10-50; the total compressive capacity relaxed by 20% while the pile stiffness reduced by 47%. It is 
not known how this loss was distributed between the base and shaft or how the pile roughness 
affected the local effective stress path. However, the test does indicate that adopting a larger 
chamber size while maintaining boundary BC3 would not have led to any large capacity increase. 
Consistently deploying BC5 as the best ‘free field simulating’ boundary condition, three 
more parameters were isolated in three further pile installations involving dry dense NE34 sand in 
attempts to uncover any factors that may potentially have inhibited beneficial pile ageing processes. 
Test pile CPT09 involved installing a CPT cone tipped pile with just two strokes, 750mm and 
340mm long, at average penetration rate of 10mm/s, applying BC5 boundary conditions. This test 
investigated the potential effects of the installation jack stroke length and number of jacking cycles 
on the subsequent pile ageing behaviour. Figures 10-51 and 10-52 compare the load–displacement 
behaviours of the total load, shaft and base resistances of C1 performed just one week after EOD. 
The shaft capacity was essentially maintained over the period while the base and total capacity 
marginally relaxed in keeping with ICP07 and ICP08 trends confirming that lateral stress boundary 
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condition BC5 has the greatest influence of all the factors considered on the (shaft) ageing 
behaviour. Changing the jacking installation style didn’t trigger any stronger ageing trend. 
The second test CPT10 involved the CPT pile and the BC5 boundary conditions. This 
followed ICP08 and assessed the effect of a five times faster rate of installation (10mm/s) combined 
with the standard 49 stroke Mini-ICP installation procedure. CPT10 also excluded the end of 
installation static compression test EOD, as in test ICP08. Figure 10-53 plots the total load 
resistance trends during load testing while Figure 10-54 shows the CPT10 base and shaft resistances 
after 32 days of ageing. As with ICP07 and ICP08, the BC5 free field simulator lateral boundary 
conditions led to shaft capacity increasing, while the base resistance fell marginally after ageing. 
Axial capacity increased by 7% with the shaft and base components varying by +13% and -5% 
respectively; the C1 loading stiffness was 32% softer. 
A final set of experiments investigated potential differences between the effects of jack 
stroke and dynamic driving modes of installation on the ageing behaviours of displacements piles in 
the chamber. A hammer–driven, 36mm diameter, cone tip-ended pile DI was installed in dry dense 
NE34 sand applying boundary condition BC5. Pile DI was axial static tested in tension T1 about a 
day after installation and again in tension T2 after 12 days of ageing. The load-displacement curves 
on Figure 10-55 show a rather low initial capacity and an increase of 11% in shaft resistance and a 
threefold increase in loading stiffness from T1 to T2. As noted earlier, the boundary lateral stresses 
continuously declined as driving continued in DI as shown on Figure 9-14. Reasons for this fall 
were suggested in Chapter 9 and the follow up experiment DII was performed with constant stress 
boundary conditions (BC1) as described in section 5.2.2.2. A 150kPa vertical surcharge and 63kPa 
lateral stress were maintained throughout the installation, ageing and static load testing to 
compensate for any boundary stress relaxations due to dynamic energy reverberating around the 
sand chamber and causing undue compaction. Under these conditions the total compression 
capacity of pile DII increased by 6.2% over 41 days while the loading stiffness doubled as shown in 
Figure 10-56. 
In sum, the post-ageing pile tests confirmed that the ageing behaviours of the model 
displacement piles installed in silica sand are broadly independent of particle and chamber scale 
effects, density or moisture states and mode of installation. However they are influenced strongly by 
the type of chamber lateral boundary conditions imposed. Applying the most realistic BC5 lateral 
boundary condition led to overall compressive capacity increases of upto 13% over a 32 days 
period, which are considerably less marked than the trends inferred from the field databases 
discussed in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 10-50: Micro-pile test MiP01 C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition.  
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Figure 10-51: CPT pile long strokes few cycles test CPT09 C1 compared to EOD static compression total 
load–displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition.  
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Figure 10-52: CPT pile long strokes few cycles test CPT09 C1 compared to EOD static compression base 
and shaft load–displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-53: CPT pile faster strokes test CPT10 C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–
displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-54: CPT pile faster strokes test CPT10 C1 compared to EOD static compression base and shaft 
load–displacement behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-55: Driven pile test DI T2 compared to T1 static tension load–displacement behaviour in dry 
dense NE34 sand with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 10-56 Driven pile test DII C1 compared to EOD static compression total load–displacement 
behaviour in dry dense NE34 sand with BC1 boundary condition. 
 
10.4 Model piles aged capacity log-time trends 
The base, shaft and total axial capacity trends of the model piles are shown normalised by 
the respective EOD capacities and plotted against log-time in Figures 10-57 to 10-59. These plots 
follow a similar approach to that adopted for the review of field tests given in Chapter 3. Each plot 
separates the tests aged under boundary condition BC3 from those where BC5 was applied. The 
capacity points from tests in the earlier study reported by Jardine (2009) have been included for 
completion. Note that the separation of base and shaft capacities was more difficult in some of the 
latter due to the load cell configuration of the earlier Mini-ICP arrangement. The overall trend is for 
results to scatter around, Qt/Qt=0 = 1, indicating no overall ageing benefits. However the 
experiments that employed BC5 free field boundary condition (ICP07, ICP08, CPT09 and CPT10) 
and BC1 constant stress boundary condition (DII) showed clearer shaft capacity gains with time. 
But none of these tests could match the more marked gains observed from the earlier reported field 
ageing case histories, whose trend is shown on Figure 10-59. The ageing tests conducted with BC5 
conditions with ageing durations ranging from 7 to 52 days or BC1 with 41 days ageing duration 
affirmed modest medium-term ageing trends. The base and total capacity trends show that 
relaxation applied under the BC3 boundary condition from 40 days onwards.  
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Figure 10-57: Aged model piles base capacity log time trend. 
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Figure 10-58: Aged model piles shaft capacity log time trend. 
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Figure 10-59: Aged model piles total compression capacity log time trend. 
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10.5 Implications from the ageing study 
The experiments examined in Chapter 10 shows the markedly different ageing behaviour 
from the model displacement piles to that interpreted from field tests. The model piles’ ageing 
periods which were imposed under close environmental control, led to capacities that could fall, be 
maintained or increase marginally with time. The sand stress monitoring undertaken during ageing 
suggested partial relaxation of the stresses in most cases. Marginal increases were seen close to the 
piles when active boundary conditions were adopted. 
Of the hypotheses posed to explain pile ageing in Chapter 3, the two that were 
experimentally tested were; 
1) Radial and hoop stresses re-equalisation around the pile leading to capacity gain 
2) Ageing increasing sand stiffness, dilation or interface shearing resistance. 
The pile ageing hypothesis regarding physiochemical effects in the sand mass or on the pile 
shaft was not tested experimentally in the Author’s programme. The potential of pile ageing being 
related to physiochemical actions was evaluated by identifying the case histories involving sites 
with likely saline conditions in Chapter 3 and this made–up 60% of all the 23 reported sites but with 
no particular bias applying to these entries. 
Several parameters that might potentially affect the ageing behaviour in the laboratory 
experimental setup were systematically isolated and considered including; 1) Density state, 2) 
Moisture state, 3) Boundary conditions, 4) Sand chamber size or particle size–to–pile diameter scale 
effects, 5) Ambient effective stress undulations during ageing, and 6) Mode of pile installation. 
 
The different trends seen in the laboratory observations and the field trends may have been 
as a result unintended deviations between the experimental and field testing practice which may 
include; 
1) Potential calibration chamber scale effects or boundary conditions effects applying despite 
the rigorous and systematic examination of several key parameters through the Author’s 
ageing testing programme. 
2) Possible relatively higher ratio of the interface shear band thickness to the model piles’ 
diameter (see Appendix IV), posing possible scale effects uncharacteristic of full scale 
ageing piles, and which were not covered by the Author’s variations of sand grain size or 
pile size. 
3) The clean inert silica test sands which remained fully drained and without the active trace 
minerals observed in the composition of Dunkirk sand (Feldspar = 8%, CaCo3 = 8%) where 
the large gains in capacity were reported, or any minor fractions of silt or clay sized 
particles. 
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4) The measured radial and circumferential stress profiles at the end of installation may have 
insufficiently acute profiles to promote rapid gains in shaft capacity possibly because of the 
unattended grain scale effects. 
 
However, the laboratory model pile test arrangements applied for the ageing study have 
several key strengths including; 
1) The laboratory model piles’ axial static and cyclic loading responses have been confirmed to 
be representative of full scale field behaviour. 
2) The test arrangement allowed the systematic isolation of a range of individual parameters 
including grain and pile size, moisture conditions and chamber boundary arrangements. 
3) Continuous monitoring of all instruments was possible during the extended ageing periods, 
as well as static testing that mobilised pile shaft and base capacities fully and could be 
compared to end of installation tests. 
4) The controlled conditions avoided several of the key weakenesses applying to the field 
ageing database as identified in section 3.5. 
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Chapter 11 
11 Laboratory model piles behaviour under axial cyclic loading 
11.1 Testing Programme 
This chapter describes the behaviour observed when batches of axial cyclic loading tests, 
interspersed with static tension load tests were applied to the model piles after their ageing periods. 
The cyclic studies started with the Mini-ICP installed in medium–dense dry NE34 sand, in series 
ICP04. Series’ ICP05 through to ICP08 followed, each isolating parameters that could potentially 
influence the model pile behaviour: 
1) Pile–to–sand particle size (and density) with the (less dense) finer GA39 sand in ICP05 
with BC3 boundary conditions chamber 
2) Moisture state with wet dense NE34 in ICP06 with BC3 boundary conditions chamber, and 
3) Chamber lateral boundary conditions with dry NE34 sand in ICP07 and ICP08 with BC5 
boundary conditions chamber. 
Table 11-1 summarises the key features of the cyclic loading tests applied and Table 11-2 
lists the shaft capacities from the reference static tension tests that tracked changes in their shaft 
capacity. Tension testing was adopted to avoid the larger displacements required to develop 
maximum capacities under compression. The tables include the test series ICP01 to ICP03 
performed in the full extended study, which were reported by Tsuha et al (2012). Load cycling was 
performed with a smooth sine wave form between the cyclic amplitudes as shown in Figure 11-1. 
The cycles were either load controlled (with reference to the pile head load) or displacement 
controlled with reference to the LVDT which was mounted on the pile to avoid system compliance. 
The cycles were applied at between 0.5 and 8.5 cycles per minute (Table 11-1). The load cycling 
mode is referred to as one–way (OW) if it mobilised the pile shaft resistance in one direction 
(tension or compression) only and two–way (TW) when otherwise. The cyclic tests codes name 
their test series followed by an extension that notes the mode of cycling (OW or TW) then a number 
that signifies the total of similar tests performed on the pile up to that stage, including the test in 
question. The static tension tests are identified by the test series followed by an extension of T (for 
tension) and by the number of tension tests performed up to that stage, including the test in 
question. When several cyclic tests were performed sequentially on the same pile the earlier tests 
were likely to have affected the responses observed. The reference static tension tests performed 
after each cyclic test served to track such effects. Note that tension loads are reported as having a 
negative sign. 
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11.2 Styles of axial cyclic loading responses 
The piles’ axial cyclic loading responses have been categorised in terms of three styles: 
Stable, Meta–stable and Unstable, following Karlsrud et al. (1986), Poulos (1988), Jardine et al. 
(2000, 2012) and Tsuha et al. (2012). Their behaviour was assessed by two parameters and their 
derivatives; the accumulated cyclic displacements, a, and the number of cycles sustained N (Figure 
11-2) as follows. 
Stable (S) cyclic load behaviour accumulates low and stabilising cyclic displacements that remain 
less than 0.01D (where D = pile diameter) and show slow rates of change less than or equal to 
1mm/10,000 cycles up to N greater than or equal to 1000 without causing any loss in operational 
static shaft capacity and maintaining full serviceability. 
Unstable (US) cyclic load behaviour accumulates displacements greater than 0.1D or has rates of 
accumulated displacements that increase to more than 1mm/100cycles with potentially very 
significant shaft capacity degradation within 100 cycles leading to an unserviceable response. 
Meta–stable (MS) cyclic load behaviour accumulates displacements greater than 0.01D but less 
than 0.1D at moderate rates of change greater than 1mm/10,000 cycles but less than 1mm/100 
cycles. This criterion potentially refers to partial degradation of the operational shaft capacity 
affecting the foundation serviceability but not resulting in ultimate failure. The meta-stable 
behaviour defines a transition between the stable and unstable behaviour at which a pile can sustain 
some 100s of cycles without losing foundation serviceability, but at the same time losing some 
capacity and not achieving fully stable condition. 
The accumulated cyclic displacements stability criteria are essentially working definitions 
and are scaled with pile diameter broadly matching those applied to 457mm OD full scale piles 
(Jardine & Standing 2012, Rimoy et al. 2013) for which the absolute limits were set about ten times 
higher. 
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No. Test series 
Test 
code Control Date 
Jack 
load 
(kN) 
N cycles Rate (N/min) Qcyclic/QT Qmean/QT Description 
1 OW1 Load 17/03/08 -4.0 – 0  1000 1.7 0.22 0.22 meta-stable 
2 
ICP1 
TW1 Displacement (-4 to +5mm) 20/03/08 Varies 
100 
(Nf = 4) 
0.4 Varies Varies unstable 
3 OW1 Load 08/10/08 -3.0 – 0 1000 2.3 0.12 0.12 stable 
4 OW2 Load 9- 10/10/08 
-4.8 – 
0 1000 1.4 0.20 0.20 stable 
5 OW3 Load 13/10/08 -6.8 – 0 500 1.0 0.28 0.28 meta-stable 
6 
ICP2 
TW1 Displacement (-2 to +3mm) 14/10/08 Varies 
100 
(Nf=4) 
0.5 Varies Varies unstable 
7 OW1  Load 22/07/09 
-9.6 – 
0 
100 
(Nf=66) 
0.6 0.38 0.38 unstable 
8 TW1 Load 23/07/09 -5.0 – 8.0 
1 
(Nf=1) 
0.2 0.54 -0.08 unstable 
9 TW2 Load 23/07/09 -5.0 – 5.0 
199 
(Nf=170) 
1.4 0.40 0.06 unstable 
10 TW3 Load 23/07/09 -5.0 – 7.0 
50 
(Nf=10) 
1.0 0.44 0.02 unstable 
11 
ICP3 
TW4 Load 23/07/09 -5.0 – 10.0 
37 
(Nf=3) 
0.5 0.44 0.02 unstable 
12 OW1 Load 15 - 17/12/09 
-3.5 – 
0 7000 0.5 0.15 0.15 stable 
13 TW1 Load 18/12/09 -4.0 –4.0 
600 
(Nf=580) 
3.0 0.23 0.06 meta-stable 
14 
ICP04 
OW2 Load 21/12/09 -4.6 – -2.3 50 6.0 0.21 0.63 meta-stable 
15 OW1 Load 19/07/10 -2.2 – -0.6 1050 5.0 0.22 0.38 meta-stable 
16 TW1 Load 20/07/10 -1.3 – 0.5 300 3.5 0.26 0.11 meta-stable 
17 TW2 Load 21/07/10 -1.1 – 0.2 1000 6.0 0.24 0.17 meta-stable 
18 
ICP05 
OW2 Load 22/07/10 -1.9 – -0.2 
74 
(Nf=1) 
4.0 0.33 0.40 unstable 
19 TW1 
Displacement 
(+0.5 to -
0.5mm) 
07-
10/12/10 Varies 12022 ~3.0 Varies Varies unstable 
20 
ICP06 
OW1 Load 10/12/10 -1.0 – 0 1000 8.5 0.11 0.11 stable 
21 OW1 Load 20-21/07/11 
-7.2 – 
-4.8 4040 2.5 0.09 0.46 stable 
22 
ICP07 
TW1 Load 21-22/07/11 
-1.2 –  
1.2 4760 2.5 0.07 0.02 stable 
23 ICP08 TW1 
Displacement 
(+0.5 to -
0.5mm) 
17 - 
20/10/11 Varies 20002 ~4.0 Varies Varies unstable 
Table 11-1: Axial cyclic loading test series in the full extended Mini-ICP study. 
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No. Test series Test code Date 
Days after 
installation 
QT 
(kN) 
Prior test on 
Tables 10-1 
or 11-1 
1 T1 03/03/08 97 -9.2 C1 
2 T2 18/03/08 112 -10.8 OW1 
3 
ICP01 
T3 21/03/08 115 -4.9 TW1 
4 T1 07/10/08 140 -12.1 C1 
5 T2 09/10/08 142 -13.2 OW1 
6 T3 10/10/08 143 -14.0 OW2 
7 T4 14/10/08 147 -13.7 OW3 
8 
ICP02 
T5 15/10/08 148 -8.7 TW1 
9 T1 22/07/09 54 -12.5 C1 
10 T2 23/07/09 55 -10.9 OW1 
11 
ICP3 
T3 27/07/09 59 -4.8 TW1,2,3,4 
12 T1 15/12/09 42 -11.11 C1 
13 T2 18/12/09 45 -13.22 OW1 
14 T3 21/12/09 48 -5.39 TW1 
15 
ICP04 
T4 21/12/09 48 -6.00 OW2 
16 T1 19/07/10 74 -3.77 C1 
17 T2 20/07/10 75 -3.50 OW1 
18 T3 21/07/10 76 -2.74 TW1 
19 T4 22/07/10 77 -2.60 TW2 
20 
ICP05 
T5 23/07/10 78 -2.30 TW3 
21 T1 06/12/10 49 -15.49 C1 
22 T2 10/12/10 53 -4.45 TW1 
23 
ICP06 
T3 13/12/10 56 -4.69 OW1 
24 MiP01 T1 28/02/11 68 -2.07 C1 
25 T1 20/07/11 57 -13.16 C1 
26 T2 21/07/11 58 -13.76 OW1 
27 
ICP07 
T3 22/07/11 59 -13.68 TW2 
28 T1 17/10/11 18 -11.50 C1 
29 
ICP08 
T2 20/10/11 21 -3.47 TW1 
Table 11-2: Axial static tension tests undertaken in the full extended Mini-ICP study. 
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Figure 11-1: Axial cyclic loading displacements and load patterns illustrated from load controlled test 
ICP05-OW2 in (a) and (b), and displacement controlled test ICP06-TW1 in (c) and (d). 
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Figure 11-2: Illustration of the displacement and stiffness parameters used in the analyses. 
 
11.3 Assessment of pile behaviours during the axial cyclic loading tests 
The accumulated cyclic displacements from the three cyclic loading tests performed in 
‘standard’ test series ICP04 are plotted on Figure 11-3. The same figure shows the threshold rates 
for stable and meta-stable conditions and the accumulated displacements for cyclic failure (0.1D). 
Test ICP04–OW1 (Table 11-1), which experienced one–way cycling between 0 and -3.5kN starting 
from an initial tension capacity of -11.11kN, showed minimal displacement growth with rates that 
remained within the stable criteria throughout the 7000 cycles applied. The subsequent static 
tension test ICP04–T2 shown on Figure 11-4(a) showed a 20% shaft capacity gain, confirming the 
stable outcome. 
ICP04-TW1 applied two–way loading from -4kN to 4kN. The pile settled, accumulating 
positive displacements until it met the unstable displacement rates criteria after 580 cycles, although 
it remained within the meta-stable accumulated displacements limit up to its end at 600cycles. The 
following static tension test ICP04–T3 (Figure 11-4(b)) proved shaft capacity degradation of 60% 
confirming the meta-stable to unstable performance. The last test, ICP04-OW2, involved 
asymmetric cyclic loading between -2.3kN and -4.6kN. The displacement accumulation rates 
exceeded 1mm/100cycles over the first five cycles while displacements stayed within the meta–
stable criteria until the test was halted after 50 cycles. A static tension test ICP04-T4 (Figure 
11-4(c)) confirmed a similar shaft capacity to ICP04-T3 showing minimal further capacity damage 
developed over this limited batch of load cycling. 
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Figure 11-3: Accumulated cyclic displacements with number of cycles applied during the axial cyclic 
loading test series ICP04. 
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Figure 11-4: Reference static tension tests interspersed between the axial cyclic loading tests in ICP04. 
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Test series ICP05 investigated particle–to–pile diameter scale effects with a Mini-ICP test in 
loose GA39 sand, applying the four axial cyclic loading batches summarised in Table 11-1. The 
accumulated displacement trends of all are plotted on Figure 11-5. Test ICP05–OW1 loaded 
asymmetrically between -0.6kN and -2.2kN for 1050 cycles without cyclic failure; it classified as 
marginally meta-stable due to its rates of displacement accumulation. Static tension tests (Figure 
11-6(a)) before and after this experiment showed minor degradation in shaft capacity, as associated 
with meta-stable conditions. The following cyclic loading test, ICP05-TW1, applied 300 cycles 
with head loads between 0.5kN to -1.3kN. The accumulated displacements fell again within the 
meta-stable category as shown in Figure 11-5; the static tension tests (Figure 11-6(b)) confirmed a 
decrease in shaft capacity ~22%. A further 1000 cycles was imposed in ICP05-TW2, ranging from 
0.2kN to -1.12kN. Displacements accumulated at a similar rate to ICP05-TW1, falling again within 
the meta-stable region until the test was stopped. Static tension testing (Figure 11-6(c)) didn’t show 
any further significant change in capacity, so the meta-stability was marginal. The last test 
performed in this series, ICP05-OW2 imposed 74 cycles from -1.9kN to -0.2kN and led to rates of 
accumulated displacements > 1mm/100 cycles from the onset and total accumulated displacement 
~0.1D by the end of cycling, qualifying as clearly unstable. Static testing proved ~12% of further 
capacity degradation. 
Overall, the cyclic tests in GA39 sand showed relatively higher susceptibility to load cycling 
by developing faster rates of displacement accumulation under similar conditions to NE34 sand. 
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Figure 11-5: Accumulated cyclic displacements with number of cycles applied during the axial cyclic 
loading test series ICP05. 
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Figure 11-6: Reference static tension tests between the axial cyclic loading tests in ICP05. 
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The effects of moisture with wet NE34 sand were examined in series ICP06 by two cyclic 
loading batches. A displacement controlled test ICP06-TW1 was performed on a pile with an initial 
-15.50kN tension shaft capacity displacing between -0.5mm and 0.5mm over 12,022 cycles. No 
cyclic displacement can accumulate (Figure 11-7) with this arrangement but changes in the 
mobilised pile shaft and base resistances can develop, as monitored through the pile head and base 
load cells. The pile head load–displacement behaviour during the test is shown on Figure 11-8; only 
selected batches of cycles are shown for clarity. The first cycle begins in tension mobilising 94% of 
the pile’s initial shaft capacity at a displacement of -0.5mm. By the beginning of the 2nd cycle the 
shaft stiffness has degraded by 26.6%, and symmetrical shaft degradation continues both under 
tension and compression loading with apparent stabilisation of pile head compression load as shown 
in Figure 11-9. The base load cell stopped working ~6800cycles into the test, by then it showed 
trends of base stiffness increasing between 1 and 10 cycles, and then decreasing up to 1000cycles 
before increasing again as the test continued. 
The overall effect of ICP06-TW1 on static tension resistance shown in Figure 11-10(a) was 
a ~70% loss of capacity – clearly an unstable outcome. The one–way test that followed ICP06-OW1 
cycled between 0 to -1kN for 1000 cycles leading to the stable outcome shown on Figure 11-7. The 
static tension load test also indicated marginal recovery of the shaft capacity, even after the 
considerable shaft degradation imposed by ICP06–TW1. 
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Figure 11-7: Accumulated cyclic displacements with number of cycles applied during the axial cyclic 
loading test series ICP06. 
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Figure 11-8: Pile head load–displacement behaviour of displacement controlled axial cyclic loading test 
ICP06-TW1 in cycles (a) 1 – 10 and 100 – 110 (b) 1000 – 1010 and 12000 – 12022. 
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Figure 11-9: ICP06-TW1  axial cyclic loads against cycles applied for (a) pile head and base in compression 
(b) pile head in tension and pile shaft in compression, showing apparent stabilisation of compression pile 
head load and symmetrical shaft capacity decay.  
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Figure 11-10: Reference static tension tests between the axial cyclic loading tests in ICP06. 
 
Two load-controlled cyclic tests were performed in series ICP07 and one long duration 
displacement controlled cyclic experiment was incorporated into series ICP08, both involving dry 
NE34 sand and the modified BC5 boundary conditions. ICP07-OW1 applied loads from -4.8kN to -
7.2kN over 4040 cycles while ICP07-TW1 ranged from -1.2kN to 1.2kN over 4760 cycles. In both 
cases the Qcyc/QT was less than 0.1. Figure 11-11 presents the accumulated displacements trends 
from both tests which fall well below the 1mm/10,000 cycles’ threshold and indicate full stability 
throughout as seen on Figure 11-14. The capacity of the pile shaft increased marginally ICP07-
OW1 and was maintained steady over ICP07-TW1. 
The long duration test ICP08-TW1 in which displacements were cycled from -0.5 to 0.5mm 
for 20,002 cycles commenced from a measured tension shaft capacity of -11.50kN. Again, no cyclic 
displacement can accumulate with this arrangement, although changes of the pile shaft and base 
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resistances could develop that were monitored through the pile head and base load cells as shown 
on Figures 11-12 and 11-13. Similar to ICP06-TW1, the shaft stiffness degraded symmetrically 
with cycling in both compression and tension from N > ~100 cycles, while the base stiffness 
increased between cycles 1 and 10, decreased up to 1000 cycles and then increases again as the pile 
transferred its compression loads to the base. The base stiffness patterns are reflected in similar 
changes in the pile head loads developed in compression. The resulting pile shaft capacity changes 
are shown on Figure 11-15. As with ICP06-TW1, a capacity degradation of 70% and a marked 
loading stiffness reduction were observed. 
The cyclic displacement responses of the piles are considered further in Chapter 12 along 
with a new interpretation of the displacement responses of the Dunkirk full scale tests reported by 
Rimoy et al. (2013) that develops the cyclic displacements interaction with Qcyclic, Qmean and cycles 
applied into normalised 3D displacement surfaces. 
The next section describes how imposed Qmean and Qcyclic loads (normalised by the QT) 
interact with the number of loading cycles in defining the piles response to cyclic loading and 
potentially cyclic failure conditions. 
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Figure 11-11: Accumulated cyclic displacements with number of cycles applied during the axial cyclic 
loading test series ICP07. 
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Figure 11-12: Pile head load–displacement behaviour of displacement controlled axial cyclic loading test 
ICP08-TW1 in cycles (a) 1 – 10 and 100 – 110 (b) 1000 – 1010, 10,000 – 10,010 and 19,992 to 20,002. 
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Figure 11-13: ICP08-TW1 axial cyclic loads against cycles applied for (a) pile head in compression and pile 
base (b) pile head in tension and pile shaft in compression. 
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Figure 11-14: Reference static tension tests during the axial cyclic loading tests in ICP07. 
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Figure 11-15: Reference static tension tests during the axial cyclic loading tests in ICP08. 
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11.4 Stability interaction diagram 
As reviewed in Chapter 4, cyclic interaction diagrams have proved useful for reporting 
cyclic tests and assessing practical problems. Their use for displacement piles in sand has been 
demonstrated for a full scale (457mm diameter, 10m to 19m long) open-ended piles under axial 
cyclic loading in Dunkirk marine silica sand by Jardine and Standing (2000, 2012), and for ICP01 
to ICP04 Mini-ICP tests in NE34 sand by Tsuha et al. (2012). 
Following a similar approach to Tsuha et al. (2012), the Author’s axial cyclic loading tests 
have been applied to construct interaction diagrams. Each test’s cyclic load characteristics, Qmean 
and Qcyclic, normalised by the reference static axial tension capacity before cycling QT (see Table 
11-2), Qmean/QT and Qcyclic/QT in Table 11-1, are plotted on Figures 11-16 to 11-19. The number of 
cycles to failure in each test is annotated on the scatter plots. The contours of number of cycles to 
failure of 100 and 1000 demarcate the three stability zones. 
Starting with the Tsuha et al. (2012) interaction diagram limits Figure 11-16 shows how the 
ICP04 cyclic tests fit into the same pattern. Figure 11-17 goes on to show the ICP06 cyclic tests 
with the Mini-ICP in wet NE34 sand referred to the same boundaries. The stable test ICP06-OW1 
plots in mid part of the stable zone. Moving on to the displacement controlled test ICP06-TW1, as 
explained earlier this test did not experience constant shaft loading. It started from an unstable 
position which within five cycles evolved to a nearly symmetric two–way shaft loading pattern that 
eventually migrated into a quasi–stable condition where the pile could sustain high numbers of the 
imposed displacement controlled cycles without further changes in cyclic stiffness or possibly shaft 
capacity. This progress is tracked in Figure 11-7, noting the value of N associated with five test 
stages. Figure 11-18 covers the Mini-ICP cyclic tests ICP07 and ICP08 performed with BC5 
boundary conditions. The stable tests ICP07-OW1 and ICP07-TW1 are seen to plot well within the 
stable zone, while the displacement controlled test ICP08-TW1 followed with similar trajectory to 
ICP06-TW1. In all these tests QT is defined as the tension capacity applying before cycling 
commences. 
Sand particle scale effects on pile cyclic behaviour were examined in test ICP05 with the 
finer and looser GA39. The cyclic test outcomes for this pile are shown on Figure 11-19. Tests 
ICP05-OW1 and ICP05-TW2, which cycled in the stable region established for NE34 sand, 
developed meta-stable accumulated cyclic displacement rates while ICP05-OW2 which plotted in 
the NE34 sand meta-stable region, proved to be unstable and developed cyclic failure in the first 
cycle. This emphasises the higher cyclic susceptibility of GA39 discussed first in Chapter 7, where 
similar behaviour was observed during installation. The unstable and meta-stable zones for GA39 
sand will be at lower levels to NE34 sand and the stable region reduced in size. 
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Overall, the Tsuha et al. NE34 cyclic loading interaction diagram applies equally to dry and 
wet NE34 medium dense sand masses. It is also representative for the ‘free field simulator’ BC5 
boundary condition and compares well with Jardine & Standing’s (2012) full scale pile test 
interaction chart. For sands with greater susceptibility to cyclic loading, like GA39, the unstable and 
meta-stable zones relocate downwards, shrinking the stable zone. 
Figure 11-20 shows a plot of ΔQT/QT against Qcyclic/QT from a subset of stable tests from the 
load controlled Mini-ICP tests in NE34 sand in which Qcyclic/QT and Qmean/QT had low values (< ~ 
0.3), ΔQT being the change in pile static tension capacity from the cyclic loading. In the other parts 
of the cyclic interaction diagram where the pile is experiencing failure under cyclic loading, by 
definition ΔQT/QT depends on Nf, Qmean/QT and Qcyclic/QT as ΔQT/QT = (QT - Qmax)/QT = 1- 
(Qcyclic/QT + Qmean/QT). However no failure was developed in these tests and the post test tension 
experiments showed that in the region with 0.1 < Qcyclic/QT < 0.23 cyclic loading leads to increases 
in the static shaft capacity of the pile. Figure 11-20 indicates that the gains reach a maximum after 
cycling to about Qcyclic/QT ≈ 0.17. Imposing higher cyclic amplitudes Qcyclic/QT > 0.22 degrades the 
shaft capacity. 
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Figure 11-16: Axial cyclic loading interaction diagram for the standard test series ICP04 with the Mini-ICP 
in dry NE34 sand with BC3 boundary condition. 
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Figure 11-17: Axial cyclic loading interaction diagram for the test series ICP06 with Mini-ICP in wet NE34 
sand with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Figure 11-18: Axial cyclic loading interaction diagram for the test series ICP07 & 08  with the Mini-ICP in 
dry NE34 sand with BC5 boundary conditions. 
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Figure 11-19: Axial cyclic loading interaction diagram for the test series ICP05 with the Mini-ICP in dry 
GA39 sand with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Figure 11-20: Static shaft capacity changes with axial cyclic amplitude for the load controlled Mini-ICP 
axial cyclic loading tests with Qcyclic/QT < 0.3. 
 
11.5 Axial cyclic pile stiffness 
Pile stiffness during axial cyclic loading was defined in Figure 11-2 from the peak (Qmax) to 
trough (Qmin) load–displacement curve with the secant stiffness k given by (Qmax – Qmin)/dcyclic. 
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Depending on whether similar displacements develop over the loading and unloading stages the 
loading and unloading stiffness kl and ku may differ or converge. 
Figure 11-21 shows loading stiffnesses kl from the stable tests ICP04-OW1, ICP06-OW1, 
ICP07-OW1 and ICP07-TW1 normalised by the stiffness at the start of cycling kl,N=1. The cyclic 
stiffness remained practically constant matching the onset stiffnesses, as the tests progressed to 
more than 1000 cycles in these stable experiments. 
The loading stiffnesses from the meta-stable tests ICP04-TW1, ICP04-OW2, ICP05-OW2, 
ICP05-TW1 and ICP05-TW2 are shown on Figure 11-22. Their stiffness trends remained constant 
and close to the onset values, as with the stable tests until cyclic failure approaches and marked 
stiffness degradation ensues. Stiffness degradation commenced at 200 cycles in ICP04-TW1 and 
accelerated at 580 cycles as the pile underwent cyclic failure. Stiffness had degraded by 85% by the 
time cycling halted after 600 cycles. ICP05-TW1’s behaviour resembled that in ICP04-TW1 up to 
300 cycles when test was stopped, while ICP05-TW2 became less stiff from 50 cycles. Stiffness 
degradation had reached 70% when the test was stopped after 1000 cycles. The marginal meta-
stable tests ICP04-OW2 and ICP05-OW1 (which did not fail) retained their full onset stiffnesses 
until the end of cycling. 
The unstable cyclic loading tests stiffness trends are illustrated on Figure 11-23. Test ICP05-
OW2 was cycled to just 74 cycles while ICP06-TW1 and ICP08-TW1 cycled to 12,022 and 20002 
cycles under displacement control. All three showed cyclic stiffness degrading in all cases from an 
early stage. The cyclic stiffness developed during unloading stages (ku) of the stable and meta-
stable tests were similar to those on loading (kl). Figure 11-24 shows how different patterns could 
apply for example in the unstable one–way cycling ICP05-OW1 which mobilised the shaft 
resistance fully. While the loading stiffness degraded with cycling, the unloading stiffness showed 
constant to marginally stiffer trends (Figure 11-25). This trend resulted from the plastic 
displacements being accumulated continuously over loading phase of the cyclic loop with 
decreasing elastic displacements being recovered on the unloading branch. 
Overall, the cyclic pile stiffness remains approximately constant at the onset value until 
cyclic failure is approached. Substantial stiffness degradation ensues once local failure commences. 
The next section examines the local effective stress behaviour mechanisms that govern the observed 
global pile responses. 
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Figure 11-21: Normalised axial cyclic pile stiffness versus number of cycles applied in stable cyclic loading 
tests. 
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Figure 11-22: Normalised axial cyclic pile stiffness versus number of cycles applied in meta-stable cyclic 
loading tests. 
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Figure 11-23: Normalised axial cyclic pile stiffness versus number of cycles applied in unstable cyclic 
loading tests. 
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Figure 11-24: Load–displacement behaviour of one-way unstable cycling ICP05-OW2 over the last 11 
cycles showing different secant stiffness on the loading and unloading loops of a cycle. 
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Figure 11-25: Normalised axial loading and unloading cyclic stiffness versus number of cycles applied in 
ICP05-OW2 unstable cyclic pile loading. 
 
11.6 Local stress mechanisms governing pile axial cyclic loading stability behaviour 
As reviewed in Chapter 4 Tsuha et al. (2012) reported interface and sand mass stresses 
developed on and around the Mini-ICP piles under cyclic loading in medium dense to dense dry 
NE34 sand. The Author’s cyclic loading tests extended from their study with different 1) sand 
particle scales, 2) density and moisture states, and 3) boundary conditions and pile load cycling over 
extended durations. 
Figures 11-26 and 11-27 presents effective stress paths developed at the pile interface for the 
cyclic Mini-ICP pile tests ICP05 OW1 and TW1 conducted in finer (and less dense) GA39 sand. 
Both categorised as meta-stable although both sets of Qcyclic/QT, Qmean/QT coordinates plotted in the 
‘stable’ region for NE34, as they developed faster rates of accumulated cyclic displacements. 
Clusters A and C (B was not working) show radial stresses progressively migrating towards the 
origin, signifying contraction and densification of the interface zone. The OW1 test which applied 
1050 cycles, developed closed effective stress path loops in the tensile shear region which engage 
the interface failure envelope along part of its shaft (at cluster A) and showed final σ'rs values that 
were clearly lower than at the start. Test TW1 engaged the failure envelope fully along its shaft 
length over its 300 cycles, developing an asymmetrical ‘butterfly wings’ effective stress path 
pattern and relatively high rates of accumulated cyclic displacement growth. Shaft capacity 
degradations (7% and 22%) were assessed by the respective tension tests T1 to T3. Only marginal 
further radial effective stress reductions developed in the follow-on tests ICP05-TW2 (MS) and 
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OW2 (US) as reflected by the relatively steady shaft capacities developed in the subsequent static 
tension tests T4 and T5. 
Tests ICP07-OW1 and TW1, considered in Figures 11-28 and 11-29, applied 4040 and 4760 
stable cycles to Mini-ICPs installed in dry NE34 under the ‘free field simulator’ BC5 boundary 
conditions. The ICP07-OW1 test local stress paths progressed from an initial pattern σ'rs dilating at 
first tension loading before developing an essentially closed effective stress loop under the one–way 
cycling in tension from -4.8 to -7.2kN, with a mild pile shaft top-down shear stress progressive 
transfer, as observed in field studies (e.g. Chow 1997). However, the effective stress paths remained 
well away from the δ' = 27° interface failure envelopes. The overall interface radial stress dilation 
entailed the stress path gradually migrating away from the failure envelope and progressive 
stabilisation under cycling. ICP07-TW1 involved two-way pile–head cycling between +1.2kN and -
1.2kN with the shaft load alternating between +0.7 and -1.2kN and the base picking up a modest 
0.5kN cyclic load. Stable and closed local effective stress path loops were maintained at all three 
clusters but with a slight overall radial stress migration to the left signifying interface contraction 
and densification and progressive shaft load re-distrubution from the top downwards with cluster C 
showing greater contraction and broader stress loops. 
The local interface effective stress paths from a 12,022 cycles two-way displacement 
controlled +0.5 to -0.5mm test ICP06-TW1 in wet NE34 sand with BC3 boundary conditions are 
shown on Figure 11-30. The continuously changing pile head and base loads developed during this 
test were described in Figure 11-8 and 11-9. The patterns of local shear stress degradation match the 
pile head load behaviour. The interface effective stress state starts from a residual tension (negative) 
shear; first tension loading takes the stress path towards static failure with constant volume shearing 
after showing the expected radial stress dilation. The unloading stage of this first cycle imposes a 
full shear stress reversal, which provokes a radial stress contraction before the path crosses to the 
positive shear stress region. The compression stage of the first cycle leads to phase transformation 
when the radial effective stress response switches to dilation and the path tends towards constant 
volume shearing in compression. Unloading from the top of this cycle leads to shear stress reversal 
and the process repeating, but with a leftward progression towards lower σ'r values. 
The process described above lead to a ‘butterfly wings’ effective stress path pattern 
developing for each cycle that continuously shifts leftwards towards the origin, signifying 
contraction of the stationary radial effective stresses on the pile with progressive cycling. The 
‘wings’ shrink progressively as the pile shaft engages the δ limits and experiences successively 
reducing shaft shear stresses that are reflected in the observed global load-displacement behaviour 
as reducing shaft loads. The outcome of the cyclic loading is massive (71%) shaft capacity 
degradation. 
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Figure 11-26: Finer GA39 sand ICP05-OW1 one–way meta-stable cyclic loading test interface effective 
stress paths. 
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Figure 11-27: Finer GA39 sand ICP05-TW1 two–way meta-stable cyclic loading test interface effective 
stress paths. 
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Figure 11-28: BC5 boundary condition ICP07-OW1 one–way stable cyclic loading test interface effective 
stress paths. 
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Figure 11-29: BC5 boundary condition ICP07-TW1 two–way stable cyclic loading test interface effective 
stress paths. 
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Figure 11-30: Wet NE34 sand ICP06-TW1 displacement controlled cycling loading test interface effective 
stress paths. 
 
11.7 Influence of boundary conditions on model piles cyclic loading behaviour 
The displacement controlled axial cyclic loading test ICP08-TW1 (-0.5 to +0.5mm) which 
applied 20,002 cycles with the BC5 boundary condition can be compared to ICP06-TW1 (which 
maintained the initial BC3 boundary condition) and tests by Tali’s (2011) with a smaller diameter 
chamber (524mm) and (BC1) maintained lateral stress boundary condition (reviewed in Chapter 4) 
to assess the influence of testing boundary conditions on cyclic behaviour. 
Recall Tali’s (2011) two-way displacement controlled (-0.5 to +0.5mm) axial cyclic test 
with BC1 boundary condition reported base and shaft stiffnesses increasing between 1 to 10 - 100 
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cycles then decreasing up to 1000 cycles and increasing again over the 100,000 cycles performed. 
Tali’s final capacity check test indicated a (brittle) overall gain in shaft resistance. As discussed 
above, both ICP08-TW1 and ICP06-TW1 showed pile base stiffness changes that were comparable 
to those reported by Tali (2011), with increases up to 100 cycles, followed by decrease to 1000 
cycles then increases over the rest of the test. However, both the Mini-ICP tests showed shaft 
stiffness decaying with cycling continuously up to the end of the 20,002 cycles imposed with 
considerable resistance degradation proven by the monotonic tension tests performed after cycling. 
The local interface stress paths seen with ICP08-TW1 on Figure 11-31 show broadly similar 
behaviour to those for ICP06-TW1. 
The boundary radial stresses were measured during ICP08-TW1, Figure 11-32, showing 
consistent effective stress decreases during cycling, whereas the BC1 constant stress control lateral 
boundary deployed by Tali (2011) would have offered stress recharge relatively close to the pile 
shaft (at dchamber/D = 14.5) during cyclic degradation, resulting in a phenomenon that may not 
necessarily be expected to occur at full scale. The field condition is probably best represented by 
tests with larger dchamber/D ratios where the stress changes developed at the boundary are negligibly 
small and elastic strain energy stored in the surrounding ground provides a degree of partial re-
imposition of radial stresses out at dchamber/D ratio of 33. 
The Mini-ICP sand chambers were instrumented with miniature stress sensors whose 
measurements during the cyclic tests are summarised in Figures 11-33 to 11-35 leading the 
following key observations. 
1) All radial, vertical and hoop sensors positioned within 2 < r/R < 8 from the pile showed 
stress reductions under sustained cycling. 
2) Proportionately higher stress degradation was observed in the early stages of cycling, which 
became less intensive with further cycling as 100s or 1000 cycles were applied. 
3) Sand mass stress degradation was slightly more marked when testing with the BC3 than 
BC5 boundary condition emphasising on the importance of the boundary influence on the 
cyclic loading stress regime. 
Silva (2014) will report axial cyclic loading test with the Mini-ICP in NE34 sand 3S-R CC 
with BC1 boundary conditions (see Section 5.2.2.2). Pile shaft and base stiffness trends similar to 
Tali (2011) were observed however large shaft resistance degradation was assessed at the end of 
test. This further concludes on the effects of the type of CC boundary conditions on the pile load–
displacement behaviour. 
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Figure 11-31: BC5 boundary condition ICP08-TW1 displacement controlled local interface stress paths. 
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Figure 11-32: Radial stresses at the calibration chamber boundary during axial cyclic loading test ICP08-
TW1 with BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 11-33: Sand mass radial stress against the number of cycles applied in displacement controlled tests 
(a) ICP06-TW1 with wet NE34 and BC3 boundary condition, and (b) ICP08-TW1 with dry NE34 and BC5 
boundary condition.  
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Figure 11-34: Sand mass vertical stress against the number of cycles applied in displacement controlled 
tests (a) ICP06-TW1 with wet NE34 and BC3 boundary condition, and (b) ICP08-TW1 with dry NE34 and 
BC5 boundary condition. 
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Figure 11-35: Sand hoop stresses against the number of cycles applied in displacement controlled test 
ICP08-TW1 with BC5 boundary condition. 
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11.8 Proposed implications to design practice 
The Author’s Mini-ICP axial cyclic loading tests (and later re-interpretation of the Dunkirk 
field experiments) form a valuable dataset that can be used in the derivation and validation of pile 
cycling numerical models. 
Jardine et al. (2012) presented a step–by–step flow chart setting out alternative approaches 
for the cyclic design of axially loaded driven piles, which is reproduced in Figure 11-36. As a first 
step the designer has to decide on the need or otherwise of addressing cyclic loading in a specific 
design. Interaction diagrams provide vital tools for this screening stage, as described in section 4.2. 
The input parameters at this point include the geotechnical data required to establish the ultimate 
limit state loads and the cyclic loading under extreme design environmental conditions. If the 
critical loading conditions expected for the worst few cycles plot near to or above the meta-stable to 
stable zones boundary contour (Nf = 100) cyclic damage can be expected to occur. In these cases a 
cyclic loading design assessment should be considered. The choice of the most suitable design 
cyclic loading interaction diagram has to be based on the specific soil conditions. It was clear from 
comparing NE34 to the finer GA39 silica sands that the failure contours may be sensitive to grain 
size or density changes. 
When it is assessed that cyclic design is needed, the present state of the art requires cyclic 
loads to be idealised into uniform cyclic batches. Even though typical environmental loads are 
made-up of irregular amplitudes and non-uniform frequencies, the field or laboratory derived cyclic 
testing models are based on tests made with regular amplitude and frequency. 
The interaction diagram can be used directly and graphically to assess the potential damage 
(ΔQT/QT) of each of these cyclic batches to the static capacity of the pile. Jardine & Standing 
(2012) showed how the Jardine et al. (2005b) ‘ABC’–approach can be applied in direct calculations 
to predict potential reduction of local shaft capacity radial effective stress (Δσ'r/σ'r0) as a function of 
number of cycles N and normalised cyclic shear stress amplitude (τcyc/τT). They proposed a simple 
linear interaction diagram local stress function Δσ'r/σ'r0 = A (B + τcyclic/τT) NC, and matched it to the 
shaft capacity changes observed in the Dunkirk full scale tests. A global form with ΔQT/QT = A (B 
+ Qcyclic/QT) NC can also be applied to the entire pile. Jardine and Standing (2012) reported that this 
expression calibrated well with their linear Dunkirk interaction diagram (with A = -0.126, B = -0.1 
and C = 0.45). These two approaches provide a useful starting point. The Author’s results may be 
applied to develop simple but more elaborate non-linear ΔQT/QT = f(Qcyc/QT, Nf) relationships that 
can account for the cyclic failure contour shapes seen in the NE34 sand cyclic interaction diagram 
and derived to capture the local interface radial stress contraction mechanisms and the top-down 
progressive cyclic failure observed in the laboratory and field instrumented pile cyclic testing. 
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Figure 11-36: Flow chart for cyclic design for axially and loaded piles, Jardine et al. (2012). 
 
The cyclic testing dataset can hence provide updated parameters and expressions for the left-
hand ‘Local’ and right-hand ‘Global’ pile cyclic loading assessment routes given in Figure 11-36 
above. They also provide key information for advancing the central fully analytical route in which 
cyclic interface and soil mass constitutive models are derived, that can be fitted to cyclic testing 
performed for site-specific cases and incorporated into advanced finite element method (FEM) 
analyses. 
 
11.9 Summary remarks and conclusions 
The literature review presented in Chapter 4 showed that axial cyclic loading can strongly 
impact the behaviour of piles driven in sand, leading to important effects that are neglected in 
routine design. The highly instrumented laboratory model pile experiments described in the present 
chapter have offered new insights into the processes leading to the observed outcomes by 
examining the local effective stress responses under different testing conditions and relating them to 
the behaviour of sand. The main conclusions from this experimental study include: 
1) A simple scheme has been established applying the accumulated cyclic displacements, 
number of cycles applied, and their derivatives, to categorise the axial cyclic response of 
displacement piles in silica sands in three behaviour styles; Stable, Unstable or Meta–stable. 
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2) Stable cyclic response accumulates low and stabilising cyclic displacements that show slow 
rates of change to more than 1000 cycles without causing any loss in static shaft capacity 
and fully maintaining serviceability. 
3) The stable interface local behaviour may be inelastic, but does not develop large scale radial 
contraction. Minor top-down shaft degradation that takes place is balanced by capacity 
growth through local densification and fabric rearrangement. 
4) Unstable cyclic response accumulates cyclic failure displacements (categorised as greater 
than 10% of the pile diameter) at accelerating rates with potentially very significant shaft 
capacity degradation within 100 cycles leading to an unserviceable response. 
5) The unstable loading conditions invoke marked inelastic behaviour at the pile–sand 
interface where local slip develops due to shear zone compaction and marked radial stress 
reductions governed by the Coulomb law. Hysteretic ‘butterfly-wing’ effective stress paths 
develop at the pile shaft and local failure progresses from the pile top downwards. 
6) Meta–stable cyclic response marks a transition between the stable and unstable behaviour at 
which a pile can sustain some 100s of cycles without losing foundation serviceability, but at 
the same time losing some capacity and not achieving fully stable condition. This criterion 
refers to partial degradation of the operational shaft capacity affecting the foundation 
serviceability but not resulting in ultimate failure. 
7) Meta-stable response may develop local interface slip, hysteretic effective stress paths and 
stress state migration, depending on the cyclic loading levels imposed. 
8) The accumulated cyclic displacements stability criteria can be scaled with pile size 
(diameter) as confirmed by the matching behaviour between the laboratory 36mm dia. 
model piles and those applying to 457mm dia. full scale piles (see Rimoy et al. 2013). The 
invoked stability behaviours can be summarised in cyclic interaction diagrams that relate the 
normalised cyclic load amplitudes and mean load levels to the number of cycles required to 
reach failure. 
9) The Tsuha et al. (2012) NE34 sand cyclic loading interaction diagram has been confirmed as 
equally applying to dry and wet NE34 medium dense sand masses. It is also representative 
for the BC3 and ‘free field simulator’ BC5 boundary condition, and compares well with 
Jardine & Standing’s (2012) full scale pile cyclic loading interaction diagram. 
10) In the stable cyclic region where no failure is invoked, cyclic loading at low Qmean/QT ratios 
leads to gains in the static shaft capacity reaching a maximum under cycling to about 
Qcyclic/QT ≈ 0.17. Cyclic loading condition within this region, recovery of shaft capacity is 
observed even after considerable pile shaft degradation has been sustained from a prior 
unstable higher cyclic amplitude loading condition. 
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11) Radial, vertical and circumferential sensors positioned in the sand mass within 2 < r/R < 8 
from the pile showed stress reductions under sustained cycling. As with interface shear 
proportionately higher stress degradation was observed in the early stages of cycling, which 
became less intensive with further cycling as 100s or 1000 cycles were applied. 
12) The importance of boundary conditions on the cyclic loading effective stress regime was 
revealed by more pronounced sand mass stress degradation observed with the BC3 boundary 
condition compared to the ‘free field simulator’ BC5 arrangement. The field condition is 
probably best represented by tests with larger dchamber/D ratios where the stress changes 
developed at the boundary are negligibly small and elastic strain energy stored in the 
surrounding ground can provide a degree of partial re-imposition of radial stresses out 
dchamber/D greater than the 33 ratio adopted in the Mini-ICP tests. 
13) The cyclic pile tests conducted in finer and looser GA39 sand, when interpreted with respect 
to the same cyclic criteria, showed a greater susceptibility to cycling and developed faster 
rates of displacement accumulation than tests under similar conditions in NE34 sand. The 
greatest impact was the greatly reduced level of cycling below which behaviour the 
behaviour was fully stable. 
14) Two-way displacement controlled tests, where cyclic displacements ±0.5mm were imposed 
but no permanent shifts were allowed to accumulate, showed symmetrical degradation of the 
shaft capacity. Base loads also decreased initially but rose again after sustained cycling as 
the pile transferred head loads more directly to the base. 
15) The hysteretic ‘butterfly wings’ interface effective stress paths from these two-way 
displacement controlled tests showed very clear and continuous radial stress contraction 
(associated with the shear band densification) and stress state migration as it is characteristic 
of unstable behaviour, to > 20,000 cycles applied. Considerable shaft capacity degradation 
was assessed at the end of cyclic. 
16) Cyclic pile stiffness varied with the applied cyclic loading amplitude and remained 
approximately constant at the onset value until cyclic failure was approached. Substantial 
stiffness degradation ensues once local failure commenced. 
17) Permanent cyclic displacements accumulate rapidly over just a few cycles in the unstable 
zone while extended cycling in the stable zone led to minimal accumulated displacements. 
Meta–stable cycling shows an intermediate behaviour. 
18) The developed interaction diagrams provide a straight-forward screening tool for addressing 
axial cyclic loading. Further, the Mini-ICP axial cyclic loading tests form a valuable dataset 
that can be used in the derivation and validation of pile cycling numerical models towards 
fully analytical design of displacement piles under axial cyclic loading. 
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Chapter 12 
12 Re-analysis of axial cyclic loading response of full scale piles driven 
at Dunkirk 
12.1 Introduction 
The axial cyclic loading behaviour of displacement piles in sands was reviewed in Chapter 4 
and its importance in offshore oil, gas, and wind turbine piled foundations emphasized. The paucity 
of full scale cyclic loading tests was highlighted and observations from earlier full scale and 
laboratory model scale tests detailed. The extensive programme of highly instrumented cyclic 
loading tests on model piles was analysed in detail in Chapter 11. 
This Chapter returns to add to the interpretation of the cyclic tests on full scale piles 
conducted in marine silica sands by Jardine & Standing (2000, 2012) at Dunkirk, France. The 
digital files containing raw data from multiple cyclic loading tests and interspersed reference static 
tension capacity tests of this comprehensive full scale axial cyclic loading testing programme have 
been re-examined. The specific objective was to add to earlier work by investigating for the first 
time the stiffness responses and cyclic displacements associated with each mode of cycling, 
referring to the site specific normalised cyclic interaction stability diagram. The patterns of full 
scale behaviour are related to those deduced from the Author’s model scale tests. The work 
described will also be reported by Rimoy et al. (2013). 
12.2 Scope of study 
Jardine and Standing (2012) and Jardine et al. (2006) reported the test piles’ layout and 
tension testing arrangements shown in Figures 12-1 and 12-2. Eight full-scale 457mm outer 
diameter, mainly 13.5mm wall thickness open-ended steel pipe-piles were driven at Dunkirk as part 
of the GOPAL project (Parker et al. 1999). Six were driven with embedded lengths around 19m 
(piles R1 to R6), one plain pile (C1) was driven to 10m as was a second (JP1) that was subsequently 
modified by forming a jet-grouted base section. The tests took place close to the earlier ‘CLAROM’ 
driven pile test programme (Brucy et al. 1991) where Chow (1997) had also undertaken static re-
tests on the same pile and a suite of new ICP tests. 
The site offers a relatively deep profile of dense Flandrian silica marine sands whose ground 
and CPT profiles are shown in Figure 2-10 and advanced laboratory characterisations are presented 
in Chapter 6. Piles R1 to R6 had been installed to provide reaction for the GOPAL project test piles 
C1 and JP1. The reaction loads had applied either one or two significant load – unload tension load 
cycles prior to the cyclic loading study, with reported maxima < 60% of the piles’ ICP-05 method 
tension capacities (Jardine & Standing 2000). The piles’ cyclic capacity trends have been reported 
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by Jardine and Standing (2000, 2012), while Jardine et al. (2006) reported the piles’ remarkable 
static tension capacity set–up trends. 
Chow (1997) reported static and cyclic tests at the same site with the ICP pile that carried 
pore pressure sensors. The pore pressures showed a fully drained response. While this is also 
expected at field scale with large piles in clean sands, partially drained behaviour might apply in 
lower permeability deposits. This can be checked by inspecting piezocone data and applying 
consolidation analyses. 
 
 
Figure 12-1: Plan showing layout of test and reaction piles and CPTs from GOPAL Project in Dunkirk, 
France (after Jardine & Standing 2012). 
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Figure 12-2: Details of test rig (not to scale) (a) Elevation (b) Plan (after Jardine et al. 2006). 
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12.3 Scaling of tests 
Any practical application of model pile experiments should consider how they may scale to 
the problem in hand. The key points to consider are the pile slenderness ratio L/D and the effective 
axial stiffness of the piles compared to the shear stiffness of the soil mass. The pile stiffness 
depends on the steel modulus, the pile wall thickness (t) and outside diameter. Pile C1 had an L/D ≈ 
22, while R1 to R6 had L/D ≈ 42. The latter L/D value is typical of many offshore jacket piles, but 
lower values are typical for monopiles and possibly for multi-piled wind turbine structures. All the 
test piles had D/tw ratios of 33.8 over most of their embedded lengths, which may be typical of 
jacket structures, but are low for wind-turbine installations; Jardine (2008), Merritt et al. (2012). 
The Dunkirk conditions may be typical for southern North Sea sites, but greater sand stiffness and 
shaft resistances can be expected at denser sand sites where qc values exceed 50MPa.  
In cases where the pile make-up and soil stiffness characteristics are clearly different, the 
global cyclic stability diagrams can be reformulated to consider local cyclic degradation processes 
as summarised for example by Puech et al. (2012) and applied to the Dunkirk case by Atkins (2000) 
using an approach such as that outlined in the ICP-05 method (Jardine et al. 2005a) and detailed in 
Jardine & Standing (2012). 
12.4 Test programme 
The cyclic testing programme performed is detailed in Table 12-1. Piles R2 to R6 and C1 
were axial static and cyclic loaded; only static tests were performed on R1. Pile head loads were 
controlled by an automated hydraulic system and beam arrangement, Jardine et al. (2006). The 
loads applied were measured through a high quality load cell while displacements were monitored 
by four LVDTs fixed to reference beams supported by steel poles driven at least 3m away from the 
reaction system, Figure 12-2. The axial cyclic loading was controlled by a regulator that imposed 
near sinusoidal waves with maxima and minima that could be controlled to within ±5kN over long-
duration tests. The cyclic rates ranged between 1 to 2 minutes per cycle (~0.008 – 0.017Hz) 
depending on the pile response. 
The test code sequence given in Table 12-1 refers to the testing phase (of which there were 
three), the pile identifier (e.g. R2) then the test type (CY = Cyclic, T = static Tension) and number 
of tests for the respective pile. No cycling was conducted in Phase 1, and the cyclic programme was 
organised into two campaigns 2: October – November 1998 and 3: April 1999. The load-controlled 
tests involving only tensile pile head loads are termed ‘one–way’ while tests where cycles ranged 
from tension to compression are referred to as ‘two–way’; tension loads and upward displacement 
responses are taken as positive throughout. Definitions relating to cyclic loading are shown in 
Figure 11-2. Reference static tension tests to failure (T) were conducted after most of the cyclic 
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tests. These were performed to assess the effects on the applied axial cyclic loading on the 
operational static tension (shaft) capacity. The static tests similarly serve to isolate any effects of 
previous (static or cyclic) loading phases from the current axial cyclic behaviour. Table 12-2 
summarises the static load test capacities. 
 
Test mode Test code 
Qcyclic 
(kN) 
Qmean 
(kN) 
QT 
(kN) 
Nf 
US 3.R2.CY2 1000 1000 2500 9 
MS 2.R3.CY2 700 700 2315 200+ 
US 2.R3.CY3 950 950 2050 13 
MS 2.R4.CY2 1000 1000 2960 221+ 
US 2.R4.CY4 750 1250 2000 3 
S 3.R4.CY6 400 405 2110 1000+ 
MS 2.R5.CY2 750 1250 2465 345 
US 2.R5.CY3 700 700 2000 27 
US 2.R6.CY2 750 1250 2000 1 
US 2.R6.CY4 700 700 1585 24 
One–way 
MS 3.R6.CY6 700 700 1650 206 
US 2.C1.CY3 620 -40 840 41 
US 2.C1.CY4 445 165 620 1 Two–way 
US 2.C1.CY5 410 10 620 12 
Test code explained: 
XX M.YY.ZZN: 
XX = Pile response mode (S - Stable, MS – Meta-stable, US – Unstable) 
M = Testing campaign phase (out of 3) 
YY = Pile name (C1, R1 – R6) 
ZZ = Test type (T – Static tension, C - Static compression, CY – Axial cyclic) 
N = Test number on the pile in sequence from installation 
Table 12-1: Axial cyclic loading testing programme from Jardine & Standing (2000). 
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Test Code Tension capacity (kN) Comment 
1.R1.T1 1440 Ductile failure 
3.R2.T1 3200 Ductile failure 
3.R2.T3 1655 ‘Stick-slip’ failure 
2.R3.T1 2000* No failure on loading to 10.3mm displacement 
2.R3.T4 ~1655 ‘Stick-slip’ failure in ‘quick’ test 
3.R3.T5 1990 Brittle ‘stick-slip’ failure 
2.R4.T1 2000* No failure on loading to 8.7mm displacement 
2.R4.T3 ~2000 Failure in ‘quick’ test 
2.R4.T5 ~2000 Brittle ‘stick-slip’ failure, reducing to ~1450 
3.R4.T7 ~2490 Brittle ‘stick-slip’ failure (reducing to ~1900kN) in ‘quick’ test 
2.R5.T1 2000* With 8.9mm displacement; estimated capacity 2450kN 
2.R5.T4 ~1300 ‘Stick-slip’ failure in ‘quick’ test 
3.R5.T5 ~1795 Brittle failure reducing to 1636kN 
2.R6.T1 2400 With 30mm displacement; estimated capacity 2450kN 
2.R6.T3 1585 Ductile failure 
2.R6.T5 ~1325 ‘Stick-slip’ failure in ‘quick’ test 
3.R6.T7 ~1425 ‘Stick-slip’ failure 
2.C1.C1 -2820 After 34mm, load at 46mm estimated at -2850kN 
2.C1.T2 ~820 ‘Stick-slip’ tension 
2.C1.T6 ~500 ‘Stick-slip’ failure at 46mm 
*Tests curtailed at maximum initial rig capacity of 2000kN 
Table 12-2: Reference static tension capacities from Jardine and Standing (2000). 
 
12.5 Results and interpretation 
12.5.1 Cyclic failure criteria 
The criteria for classifying axial cycling displacement responses as Stable (S), Meta–stable 
(MS) or Unstable (US) for the full scale piles are as follows: 
Stable response develops low and stabilising accumulated axial cyclic displacements that remain 
below 0.01D and show slow rates of change (≤ 1mm/1000 cycles) up to N ≥ 1000 without causing 
any loss of operational static shaft capacity. 
Meta–stable response develops accumulated axial cyclic displacements (0.01D < a ≤ 0.1D) at 
moderate rates (1mm/1000 cycles < rates ≤ 1mm/10 cycles) potentially leading to some degradation 
of the operational static shaft capacity but not causing failure within 100 cycles. 
Unstable response undergoes cyclic failure within 100 cycles involving either accumulated 
displacements > 0.1D or rates of accumulation of displacements that increase to > 1mm/10cycles 
with potentially very significant shaft capacity degradation. 
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The cyclic tests are reported and analysed with reference to the cyclic stability interaction 
diagram shown in Figure 1-2 from Jardine and Standing (2012). The static tension capacities varied 
with time and cyclic loading history, Jardine et al. (2006). The reference QT values in Figure 1-2 are 
those applying just before the time of testing. The diagonal line (Qmean/QT, Qcyclic/QT) (1,0) to (0,1) 
forms the upper static limit (N = 1). Rate effects in shaft capacity are likely to be small in sands (see 
section 9.5) and the pile loading cases are mapped into cyclic stability zones, which are assigned to 
conform broadly to the number of cycles required to induce cyclic failure under the specified 
conditions. The cyclic loading experienced in service by offshore driven piles may involve millions 
of low level cycles, while severe storms are likely to impose a relatively small number of severe 
load cycles. Additionally, as shown by the Author’s calibration chamber studies and these Dunkirk 
field tests, capacity recovery can take place from low level cycling between the severe loading 
events. 
The fourteen load-controlled axial cyclic tests gave a range of outcomes with one stable 
loading (Set 1), four meta–stable loading (Set 2) and nine unstable loading (Set 3) responses 
indicated in Figure 1-2. In analysing the cyclic loading data, displacements have been assessed in 
two ways. The accumulated cyclic displacement shown as ‘a’ in Figure 11-2 is cumulative, usually 
increasing with the number of cycles and it is measured with respect to the Qmax point of the first 
cycle (see Figures 11-1 and 11-2). The second measure of displacement ‘dcyclic’ is the cyclic 
displacement associated with each cycle, which may increase with cycling – especially under meta–
stable and unstable loading conditions. Analyses of how the piles’ axial cyclic stiffness responses, 
accumulated cyclic displacements and the cyclic displacements (defined in Figure 11-1) evolved 
with number of cycles during cyclic loading are presented. 
12.5.2 Pile axial cyclic stiffness 
Figure 12-3 plots load-displacement results from slow maintained-load first-time tension 
tests for seven of the piles driven at Dunkirk (i.e. tests 2.C1.T2, 1.R1.T1, 3.R2.T1, 2.R3.T1, 
2.R4.T1, 2.R5.T1 and 2.R6.T1 from Table 12-2). The initial maximum reference secant stiffness 
kRef = ΔQ/Δdisplacement is defined by considering the first load step applied (defined as QRef) 
which was 100kN for C1 and 200kN for R1 to R6. The piles’ load-displacement behaviour is highly 
non-linear. On Figure 12-4 the piles’ global secant stiffness non-linearity, assessed from the first-
time tension loading tests shown in Figure 12-3 is represented by plotting the stiffnesses ratio, 
kl/kRef, against the ratio, Q/QRef. The 19m long piles R2 to R6 when tested to tension failure at ages 
of 74 to 235 days, and after being used as reaction piles for JP1 and C1, show common trends that 
are stiffer than the 19m long R1, which was tested after 9 days without prior reaction load. R1 also 
developed a far lower capacity. R1 in turn showed a stiffer and higher capacity response than the 
(shorter) 10m long C1 tested at 69 days age. 
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The cyclic stiffness behaviour is considered next. As observed in section 11.5, different 
cyclic stiffnesses values kl or ku (Figure 11-1) may develop on the loading and unloading paths of 
cyclic loading respectively. The loading cyclic stiffnesses values, kl, are considered first in relation 
to the reference stiffnesses, kRef, as shown in Figure 12-5(a) (stable and meta–stable tests) and 
Figure 12-6(a) (unstable tests) to examine the evolution of the piles’ stiffness under axial cycling. 
Figure 12-5(b) and Figure 12-6(b) show the same information but with the kl values normalised by 
the loading stiffness measured over the first loading cycle of each particular test, kN=1. For the 
meta–stable loading tests, the initial normalised stiffness values (i.e. kl/kRef at N = 1) clearly reduce 
as Qcyclic increases, as expected given the piles’ non-linear static response (the greater the proportion 
of QT applied in the cycle, the smaller the initial secant stiffness). The two tests where cycling is 
applied at 0.3QT (MS 2.R3.CY2 and MS 2.R5.CY2) follow roughly the same path, except there was 
some scatter in the early data of the latter test. The initial normalised stiffness for the stable loading 
test where the cycling is applied at 0.2QT (S 3.R4.CY6) is in fact slightly lower than the value for 
the Qcyclic = 0.3QT tests. It can be seen that continued cycling leads to only a marginal stiffness 
decrease (12%) over 1000 cycles in the stable 3.R4.CY6 test. Stiffness values steady or even 
increase marginally, after 200 cycles. Compared with this stable test, the un-failed meta–stable 
loading tests 2.R3.CY2 and 2.R4.CY2 showed marginally more pronounced stiffness degradation 
(about 16%) up to the end of cycling. The failed meta–stable loading tests 2.R5.CY2 and 3.R6.CY6 
showed similar trends over most of their cycling durations, until sharp stiffness degradation set in as 
the piles approached cyclic failure under the conditions given in Table 12-1. Similar trends are seen 
for the stiffness data normalised by kN=1 as shown in Figure 12-5(b). 
The loading stiffness (kl) degradation trends for the unstable tests are shown on Figure 12-6 
(a) and (b). By definition, all of these tests underwent cyclic failure and sudden stiffness 
degradation before reaching 100 cycles. However, those piles that survived for more than five 
cycles retained their initial stiffness values until within the final failure approach. Slight variations 
are seen in the sharpness of the onsets to failure under similar cyclic loading levels, perhaps as a 
result of the complex testing sequences. Stiffness degradation can be seen more clearly in Figure 
12-6(b) where the loading stiffness kl values are normalised by the initial cyclic stiffness kN=1. 
Seemingly anomalous stiffness behaviour is observed towards failure in the meta-stable and 
unstable loading tests when stiffnesses are defined from the unloading cycle phases (ku) as seen on 
Figure 12-7. While the C1 pile, which was subjected to two-way loading cycles, exhibited the same 
trends in stiffness degradation for both kl and ku, several of the piles subjected to one–way loading 
showed initial gradual decrease of normalised stiffness (ku/kN=1) before shifting to show apparently 
increasing ku values as cyclic failure approached. This reversal in normalised stiffness results from 
an increased opening-up of the load-unload hysteresis loops as cyclic failure approaches, with 
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higher plastic displacements accumulating on the loading loop and behaviour becoming more time 
and cycle number dependent. These features lead to the progressively decreasing secant loading 
stiffnesses and apparently stiffer behaviour on unloading as cyclic loading approaches failure. 
Similar behaviour was observed with the model piles unstable tests unloading stiffnesses in section 
11.5. 
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Figure 12-3: Load–displacement curves for first–time monotonic tension load tests. 
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Figure 12-4: Stiffness degradation of piles assessed from the first–time axial static monotonic tension 
loadings normalised by the reference stiffnesses plotted against load normalised by QRef. 
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(b) 
Figure 12-5: Axial cyclic loading stiffness (kl) responses normalised in terms of (a) kRef and (b) kN=1 and 
plotted against number of cycles for the stable and meta–stable loading tests. 
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Figure 12-6: Axial cyclic loading stiffness (kl) responses normalised in terms of (a) kRef and (b) kN=1 and 
plotted against number of cycles for the unstable loading tests. 
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Figure 12-7: Axial cyclic unloading stiffness (ku) responses normalised in terms of (a) & (b) kRef and (c) & 
(d) kN=1 and plotted against number of cycles for the all the axial cyclic loading tests. 
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12.5.3 Accumulated cyclic displacements 
The accumulated cyclic pile head displacements for the stable and meta–stable loading tests 
are shown on Figure 12-8, and Figure 12-9 refers to the unstable loading tests. Also shown in 
Figures 12-8 and 12-9 are reference lines relating to the fixed rates of accumulated displacement, 
1mm/100cycles and 1mm/10cycles. The rate of accumulated displacements for the tests can be 
compared with the slopes of the two reference lines at any value of N. Low and stable accumulated 
displacements were observed in the only stable loading test (3.R4.CY6) with averaged displacement 
rates < 0.1mm over the first 100 cycles falling to negligible or even negative rates over the final few 
hundred cycles. The static tension capacity test (3.R4.T7) performed after this stable cyclic series 
showed a gain of 24.5% in peak tension capacity (with reference to test 3.R4.T5 that defined the 
pre-test tension capacity). The meta–stable loading tests showed a range of possible behaviours. 
Tests 2.R3.CY2 and 2.R4.CY2 developed steady accumulated displacement rates > 1mm/100cycles 
and did not fail before cycling was halted after N = 200cycles. Rapid static check tests on these 
piles indicated only minor losses in shaft capacity due to cycling. The other two meta–stable 
loading cyclic tests 2.R5.CY2 and 3.R6.CY6 continued until cyclic failure occurred. The rates of 
accumulated displacements in 2.R5.CY2 were initially high (> 1mm/10cycles) but then reduced 
before increasing again to > 1mm/10cycles as cyclic failure approached. However, 3.R6.CY6 
started with slow rates that increased sharply to > 1mm/10cycles before a sudden and brittle cyclic 
failure. The loading applied in tests 2.R5.CY2 and 3.R6.CY6 resulted in a meta–stable response, as 
given by the accumulated displacements and cyclic stiffness values shown over their first 100 
cycles. 
A range of accumulated pile–head displacement–versus–number of cycles responses is also 
evident for the unstable loading tests plotted on Figure 12-9. Three two–way cyclic loading tests 
suites were performed on Pile C1. Test 2.C1.CY3 initially led to settlements that increased to a 
maximum after 15 cycles. This is because initially the compression load applied to the head of the 
pile (~-600kN) was greater than the tension load (~500kN). It had been intended to apply equal 
compression and tension loads of ±600kN and so after cycle N = 15, cycling stopped for 40 minutes 
while the load control was adjusted (Jardine & Standing, 2012). Once this was rectified the pile 
started to pull out progressively soon after cycling restarted, leading to displacement accumulation 
rates >1mm/10cycles. The next test on this pile, 2.C1.CY4, performed 15 hours later, failed the 
accumulated cyclic displacement rate criterion within its first cycle. Test 2.C1.CY5, an experiment 
undertaken after a further 20 hours of rest, exceeded the accumulated displacement rate failure 
criterion in two cycles, and accumulated displacements grew to > 0.1D after 12 cycles, when the 
test was halted. An overall loss in static shaft tensile capacity of 39% accumulated between the 
initial and final quick static reference tests (2.C1.T2 compared to 2.C1.T6). The unstable one–way 
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loading test 2.R4.CY4 also failed on its first cycle, with accumulated displacements approaching 
0.1D after three cycles. Other unstable one–way loading tests developed excessive accumulated 
cyclic displacement rates at comparably early stages, such as 3.R2.CY2 and 2.R3.CY3, where the 
accumulated displacements grew rapidly towards 0.1D. Quick static tension tests proved shaft 
capacity degradations of 48% and 17% for R2 and R3 respectively. More gradual failures were 
observed under one–way loading in tests 2.R5.CY3 and 2.R6.CY4 where instability was indicated 
from the 16th cycle by the rates of accumulated cyclic displacement climbing rapidly and increasing 
towards the displacement limit after 28 and 27 cycles respectively. The reference static tests 
bracketing the latter tests implied degradations in shaft capacity > 16%. 
While the cyclic stiffness patterns varied principally as a function of the applied cyclic load 
amplitudes (Qcyclic), the accumulated cyclic displacement patterns were found to depend on both the 
normalised mean and cyclic loads, in effect being governed by the piles’ stability criteria. The 
effects of the loading components Qcyclic and Qmean are demonstrated by considering the 
accumulated cyclic displacements developed after particular number of cycles N (= 3, 10, 30, 100, 
200, and 300) in relation to the normalised stability interaction chart, as shown on Figure 12-10. 
Tentative axial cyclic displacement contours equivalent to 2%, 0.2% or 0.02% of D, the piles’ 
diameter have been interpreted by eye and linear interpolation. The contours are collated and 
plotted as surfaces in Figure 12-11 where the accumulated displacements are related to the 
normalised Qcyclic and Qmean values and the number of cycles subtended with the aid of a plotting 
routine. The dependency of accumulated cyclic displacements on the two–dimensional loading 
regime is clear. A tentative zero displacement (zero cyclic effect) boundary is set at Qcyclic/QT = 0.1 
following centrifuge studies by Julio (2009). However, as noted in Chapter 11, calibration chamber 
tests or centrifuge experiments involving fixed walls may over-estimate the degradation that would 
develop in the field due to their rigid wall boundary conditions, especially when the ratios dchamber/D 
is low. Further full-scale specific investigation on the validity of this assumed boundary is required. 
The accumulated cyclic displacements grow as cyclic load amplitudes increase and also vary with 
the mean loads. The axial cyclic displacement contours flatten progressively as N increases. 
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Figure 12-8: Accumulated cyclic displacements for the stable and meta–stable loading tests. 
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Figure 12-9: Accumulated cyclic displacements response for the unstable tests. 
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(f) 
Figure 12-10 (a – f): Axial cyclic interaction chart with the accumulated cyclic displacements from cycles N 
= 3, 10, 30, 100, 200, and 300 marked for the cyclic pile tests. 
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(c) 
Figure 12-11(a – c): 3D plots for accumulated cyclic displacements equivalent to 0.02%D, 0.2%D and 2%D. 
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12.5.4 Cyclic displacements 
The cyclic displacements are related to the previously discussed axial cyclic loading 
stiffness behaviour. As summarised in Figures 12-12 and 12-13, the cyclic displacements 
(normalised by the piles outer diameter D) increase with Qcyclic. The stable loading test 3.R4.CY6 
developed low (~0.6%D) cyclic displacements that stabilise and begin to diminish after 500 cycles. 
Meta–stable loading tests 2.R3.CY2 and 2.R4.CY2, which did not fail under cycling, showed 
naturally larger cyclic displacements that grew gradually to final values of ~1%D and 2%D 
respectively. Tests 2.R5.CY2 and 3.R6.CY6, which failed at 345 cycles and 206 cycles 
respectively, showed cyclic displacements growing marginally to ~1%D until cyclic failure was 
approached and sharp increases were seen in both cyclic and accumulated displacements. The US 
tests presented on Figure 12-13 show cyclic displacements growing gradually (by 15 to 20%) until 
the onset of cyclic failure, when cyclic displacements rise sharply towards or finally exceeding 
5%D depending on when the tests were halted. 
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Figure 12-12: Transient cyclic displacements for the stable and meta–stable tests. 
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Figure 12-13: Transient cyclic displacements for the unstable tests. 
 
12.6 Summary and conclusions 
The behaviour observed in multiple axially load-controlled static and cyclic tests on seven 
full-scale driven steel pipe-piles at a marine sand test site in Dunkirk has been discussed. Reference 
static tension capacity tests were conducted between each cyclic experiment to enable the piles’ 
capacity behaviour to be tracked and the results to be presented in a normalised cyclic stability 
interaction diagram. The fundamental processes leading to the stable, meta–stable or unstable axial 
cyclic loading response are assumed to follow the patterns identified in Chapter 11. This chapter 
analysed the load–displacement and stiffness responses of the full scale tests, working with the 
Dunkirk project’s electronic raw data files. Six main conclusions are drawn: 
1) Field load–displacement behaviour was highly non-linear, even at relatively low load levels, 
and depended critically on the applied cyclic load Qcyclic. 
2) The normalised cyclic loading levels and proximity to potential cyclic failure are the key 
factors that affect the piles’ cyclic displacement responses. A spread of cyclic stiffness and 
accumulated cyclic displacement trends apply to the stable, unstable and meta–stable loading 
styles of response defined in the piles’ overall normalised interactive cyclic stability diagram. 
3) The Dunkirk piles’ cyclic stiffnesses remained within 20% of those observed under initial 
static loading until cyclic failure was approached.    
4) The field patterns of accumulated permanent cyclic displacements were sensitive to both the 
normalised mean and cyclic loading levels. 
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5) While permanent displacements accumulate rapidly over just a few cycles in the unstable 
zone, extended cycling in the stable zone led to minimal accumulated displacements and 
constant cyclic displacements. Meta–stable tests showed intermediate behaviour. 
6) These field behaviour observations with the full–scale piles are compatible with model scale 
tests observations with the Mini-ICP pile and NE34 sand chambers further corroborating the 
mechanism frameworks established at scale. 
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Chapter 13 
13 Conclusions, implications and recommendations 
13.1 Introduction 
This thesis has detailed an experimental investigation into the governing mechanisms of 
both the ageing and axial cyclic loading characteristics shown by displacement piles installed in 
silica sands. The study involved two strands; (i) review of earlier studies and (ii) a new 
experimental investigation and its interpretation. 
The sections that follow present summaries of the main conclusions and implications from 
the study, and recommendations for further research. 
13.2 Review of earlier studies 
Considerable advances have been reached in recent years in understanding the axial capacity 
behaviour of displacement piles in sands. While the conventional earth pressures-based capacity 
assessment methods (e.g. the Main Text Method in API RP2GEO 2011) relied on speculation and 
assumptions regarding the pile-sand effective stress conditions developed by pile driving, a family 
of ‘modern’ CPT-based methods (ICP-05, FUGRO-05, UWA-05 and NGI-05) has been developed, 
largely from earlier field measurements of the shaft interface stresses made with the ICP piles, and 
incorporated as annexes to the most recent API RP2GEO (2011) guidance. However, three areas of 
persistent uncertainty remain that affect the predictive performance of these methods and the 
approaches that may be followed in dealing with the associated load-displacement and soil–
structure interaction issues. 
The first is the limited understanding of the effective stress regime generated by installation 
in the sand mass around the pile, and how this is influenced by the installation method. 
The second concerns the mechanisms that lead to strong ageing effects that have been 
typically associated with pile capacity gains with time, commonly referred to as set-up. This limits 
the ability of any design method to predict the apparently ‘moving target’ of axial capacity. 
Methods are required to address the ageing effects explicitly. Set-up trends are interlinked with the 
stress regime imposed by installation. This thesis addresses time effects first by reviewing field data 
from the literature, before moving on to consider the stress regime established by driving. 
The approach taken regarding field set-up trends was to assemble and analyse a 
comprehensive database of 328 static and dynamic load tests on 147 field piles. The Author’s 
review led to the following outcomes: 
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1) Evidence from a limited dataset of a strong axial shaft capacity set-up (100% gains per log 
time cycle) in axial tension capacity from ‘intact’ piles when tested to failure for the first 
time. 
2) A potential effect of pre-testing with highly scattered and averagely more modest gains 
(around 50% per log time cycle) being seen when single piles were re-tested multiply in 
compression. 
3) Pile base capacity tended to remain roughly constant or increase marginally (~5% per log 
cycle) with time. 
4) Clear trends were also interpreted in total axial compression capacity. On average a ~44% 
gain per log cycle was seen with intact piles, with 38% gain per log cycle from re-tested 
piles, reflecting both the absence of strong growth in the end–bearing and the potential 
negative effects of prior testing. 
5) Adding case studies to the dataset generally added to the considerable scatter. The test 
outcomes typically ranged from no capacity growth to 100% gains per log time cycle. 
 
Three hypotheses were posed in earlier studies to explain field capacity trends: 
a) Radial stress increases linked to relaxation of circumferential (hoop) stresses in a sand arch 
formed around the displacement pile during installation. 
b) Sand ageing leading to increases in interface dilation due to better interface interlocking and 
stiffness increases in the soil around the pile leading to additional radial effective stresses 
acting against the shaft during static axial loading to failure. 
c) Physiochemical interaction between chemically active (corrodible) piles and the surrounding 
sand, or within the sand mass alone, leading to improved radial stresses and mechanical 
properties at the sand-pile interface, in the surrounding sand, or both. 
 
The Author tested these arguments against his database ageing trends, finding: 
1) No solid evidence for a dependency of ageing on pile diameter D, which is implied by 
hypothesis (b). Simple cavity expansion models indicate that the effect of interface radial 
stress dilation on shaft tension capacity should vary with 1/D. 
2) No clear variation in ageing trends between potentially saline ‘coastal’ and fresh water ‘non-
coastal’ pile load test sites, or between steel as compared to concrete driven piles. These 
observations indicate that the mechanism implicit in hypothesis (c) is unlikely to be 
dominant. 
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Hypotheses (a) and (b) were then investigated intensively in the laboratory experimental model pile 
testing programme, which also placed great emphasis on establishing the effective stress conditions 
developed around the pile during installation, ageing, and axial static and cyclic loading. 
 
The third area of uncertainty investigated concerns the effects of axial cyclic loading on the 
displacement piles’ behaviour. The main focus was on the piles’ behaviour in service under variable 
environmental loading. However, the response to axial cyclic loading may also be a significant 
factor that affects the installation stress conditions. Displacement piles typically receive large 
numbers of jack strokes or hammer blows, each of which applies an extreme axial loading cycle. 
Multiple perspectives have emerged regarding potential improvements to the predictive reliability 
of the modern CPT-based approaches by explicit incorporation (or not) of cyclic installation effects. 
The four methods currently included in the API RP2GEO (2011) adopt implicit lumped ‘h/R effect’ 
or ‘friction fatigue’ factors in their equation for the end of installation effective stress regime, and 
hence the piles’ shaft capacities. 
Axial cyclic loading effects, which are often neglected in routine pile design, can strongly 
impact pile behaviour in service. However, a review of earlier studies revealed a paucity of full–
scale cyclic loading tests in comparison with more numerous, but potentially less convincing, 
laboratory model pile experiments. 
Axial cyclic loading test outcomes are often expressed through cyclic interaction diagrams 
that can also be employed as screening tools in design. When cyclic loading is identified as a 
significant issue more detailed assessment procedures are called for. The objectives for the present 
study were; 
1) To understand more thoroughly the local sand-pile interface mechanisms that govern pile 
cyclic responses under a range of cyclic loading conditions. 
2) To apply, develop and confirm established cyclic interaction diagrams for various parametric 
model testing conditions. 
3) To develop datasets that can be applied in calculation procedures for site-specific practical 
design. 
13.3 Laboratory model pile studies 
The laboratory investigation comprised ten single model piles each installed in a 1.2m 
diameter and 1.5m deep calibration chamber filled with air pluviated fresh silica sand. The 
experiments took place in the 3S-R laboratory at Grenoble–INP in France. Five tests involved 
extensively instrumented 36mm diameter Mini-ICP model piles with a roughened (Rcla = 3 - 4μm) 
stainless steel shaft and a 600 conical tip closed-ended base that could measure axial loads and 
interface radial and shear stresses at multiple positions along its shaft. The other piles consisted of 
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600 conical tipped closed-ended base model piles of varying diameters (12mm or 36mm), and 
surface roughnesses (Rcla = 1 - 4μm) with various levels of instrumentation. The pluviated silica 
sand masses were usually instrumented with multiple miniature commercially sourced (Kyowa or 
TML) stress sensors to measure radial, vertical and hoop stresses in the sand mass during 
installation, ageing periods, and axial static and cyclic loading tests. The key parameters presumed 
to influence the model pile ageing and cyclic load behaviour were carefully isolated and considered. 
These included the effects of i) calibration chamber–to–pile diameter scaling, ii) pile–to–sand 
particle diameter scaling, iii) sand density state, iv) sand moisture states, v) chamber boundary 
conditions, and vi) modes of pile installation. 
13.4 Conclusions and implications from the laboratory and full scale studies 
13.4.1 Stress and load observations during laboratory model piles installations 
Large datasets of local stress and load–displacement measurements were obtained from the 
calibration chamber experiments. Although the tests posed multiple mechanical and data reduction 
challenges, well-defined patterns were obtained ultimately through multiple testing and applying 
averaging techniques to the thousands of measurements. The main observations and implications 
can be summarised as: 
1) The different calibration chamber boundary conditions used led to different CPT qc profiles 
and pile end-bearing (qb) resistances. 
2) The local effective stresses developed around the penetrating piles were closely related to 
the local CPT tip (qc) and end-bearing (qb) resistances. 
3) The pile base residual stresses accumulated with depth, without levelling off over the ~1m 
installation depths considered. Residual loads amounted to up to 30% of the maximum tip 
resistances. These features underscore the potential for under–measurement of base capacity 
and over–estimation of the shaft capacity in uninstrumented pile capacity tests. 
4) The Mini-ICP surface stress transducer measurements confirmed that, at depths below the 
region influenced by the chamber upper boundary condition, the radial effective and shear 
stresses acting on the shaft varied directly with qb and decayed with increasing h/R. The 
same features had been observed in earlier field tests with the original ICP equipment. 
5) The radial, vertical and circumferential effective sand mass stresses developed at any given 
depth in the chamber also rose sharply as the pile base approached and reached a maximum 
then showed a sharp decay as the base advanced below the level of instrumentation. The 
stresses varied radially and vertically from the pile base and could be defined as functions of 
qb and the normalised distances r/R and h/R. 
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6) Contoured interpretations were derived for the sand stresses that showed clear concentration 
of radial, vertical and circumferential effective stresses around the pile tip. For all stress 
components the stationary stresses σ's, moving stresses σ'm and the difference between these 
two (σ'm - σ's) were considerably higher around the pile tip and decayed sharply below and 
above the tip, reflecting the ‘h/R effects’ reported from instrumented field displacement pile 
studies. 
7) Sand-pile interface effective stress paths were clearly identified during all test stages. As 
with the ICP tests shaft failure was governed by the Coulomb law. The interface stresses 
were influenced by the cyclic installation of the pile, which contributed to the phenomenon 
referred to as ‘h/R effect’. 
8) Static compression load tests performed at the end of installation in NE34 sand gave load–
settlement curves that were compatible with field pile behaviour and gave capacities that 
matched ICP-05 method predictions. 
9) However, piles installed in the finer (and inadvertently less dense) GA39 sand, and hammer 
blow driven piles installed in NE34 sand gave capacities well below ICP-05 predictions. The 
GA39 sand test, aimed at assessing particle size scale effects, recorded much lower local σ'r 
and τrz stresses and capacities on its pile shaft. The possible scale effect associated with the 
finer sand might be associated with higher susceptibility to cyclic loading and requires 
further investigation. 
10) The end of installation capacities seen with the model driven pile installations may have 
been affected by the boundary conditions imposed in the chamber. Further investigation is 
required. 
11) The end–of–installation radial stress distributions measured around the Mini-ICP decreased 
with h/R for points above the pile base. At any given h/R they showed local maximum in the 
2 < r/R < 4 range with lower stresses applying (radially) further away from the pile and 
towards the pile face. 
12) Compatible profiles were interpreted for the stationary circumferential stresses applying at 
the end of installation, showing lower stresses than the radial measurements although 
reflecting a much sparser dataset. 
13) The measured circumferential stresses remained lower than the radial stresses (see Figure 
7-51). The radial and circumferential equilibrium profiles inferred by Jardine et al. (2013b) 
indicate that higher σθ stresses should be expected closer to the shaft, in a region where 
direct measurements may not be made accurately. 
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14) Although it could not be fully confirmed by measurement, the inferred radial and 
circumferential effective stress profiles as postulated by hypothesis (a) (in section 13.2 
above) may explain the marked capacity set-up of field displacement piles in sands. 
 
Comparison of the radial stress measurements made around the Mini-ICP with other studies 
made with sands, in the field with closed–ended displacement piles, in laboratory calibration 
chambers with closed and open–ended piles; in centrifuge experiments with closed–ended driven 
model piles; and in analytical studies revealed broadly similar patterns. Detailed divergences 
between the studies were attributed to differences in (i) modes of installation, (ii) calibration details 
of the stress sensors, (iii) model scales and boundary conditions details, or (iv) the constitutive 
models and analytical procedures adopted. However, as mentioned above, the experimental end–of–
installation radial and circumferential stresses profiles could not confirm the near field analytical 
predictions that σθs > σ'rs in the 1 < r/R < 4 region. 
13.4.2 Laboratory model piles ageing and post-ageing static load tests 
Ageing periods of between 7 and 139 days were imposed on the model piles under 
uninterrupted environmentally control and continuous stress monitoring. The detailed 
measurements indicated that the end of installation stresses tended to decrease (by up to ~23%) 
under the BC3 boundary conditions, but were typically maintained when the ‘free field simulator’ 
BC5 boundary condition was imposed. Low level stress cycles which were applied for 9 days at the 
chamber boundaries to simulate environmental conditions changes (such as tidal and seasonal water 
table variations or removal and replacement of scoured sand) led to synchronous stress changes 
developing on the pile. But the final effective stresses developed on the shaft were very similar to 
those applying before the cycling commenced. 
Static compression load tests on the aged piles showed pile capacity trends that reflected the 
local stress measurements. Marginal losses of capacities were seen under the BC3 chamber 
boundary condition, while maintained or marginally augmented capacities were observed under the 
‘free field simulator’ BC5 conditions. The model pile tests do not show the high gains in capacity 
interpreted from equivalent field pile load tests. This discrepancy remains largely unresolved at this 
juncture. 
The possible limitations of the laboratory model setup regarding the pile ageing study 
include; 
1) Potential calibration chamber scale effects or boundary conditions effects applying, despite 
the rigorous and systematic examination of several key parameters through the ageing 
testing programme. 
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2) Relatively high ratio of the thickness of a clearly identified interface shear band to the model 
piles’ diameter, posing possible scale effects that are uncharacteristic of full scale ageing 
piles and which were not covered by the Author’s isolation of sand grain size or pile size 
effects. 
3) Clean inert silica test sands which lacked the trace minerals identified in Dunkirk sand 
(Feldspar = 8%, CaCo3 = 8%) where large gains in capacity were reported, or minor 
fractions of silt or clay sized particles found in natural sands. 
4) The measured radial and circumferential stress profiles developed at the end of installation 
may have had insufficiently acute gradients to promote rapid gains in shaft capacity, 
possibly because of the unattended grain size scale effects. 
 
However, the laboratory model pile test arrangements applied for the ageing study offered 
several key strengths including; 
1) The laboratory model piles’ axial static and cyclic loading responses were confirmed as 
representative of full scale field behaviour. 
2) The test programme allowed systematic isolation and study of individual parameters 
including grain and pile size, moisture conditions and chamber boundary arrangements. 
3) Continuous monitoring of all instruments was possible during the extended ageing periods, 
as well as static testing that mobilised pile shaft and base capacities fully, allowing detailed 
study of capacity trends after the end of installation. 
4) The controlled conditions avoided several of the weaknesses applying to field ageing studies 
as identified in section 3.5. 
13.4.3 Laboratory model piles and full scale piles responses under axial cyclic loading 
The study included tests in which multiple batches of axial cyclic loading were applied to 
the model piles. These experiments were analysed first by applying and developing cyclic 
interaction diagrams which related the amplitude and mean cyclic loads (normalised by the pre-
cycling tension capacity) to the number of cycles applied. A simple scheme was established using 
the accumulated cyclic displacements, number of cycles applied, and its derivatives, to categorise 
the axial cyclic response of displacement piles in sands in terms of three behaviour styles; Stable, 
Unstable or Meta–stable. 
Stable behaviour accumulates cyclic displacements at slow and stabilising rates up to 1000 
cycles without causing loss in static shaft capacity or full serviceability. The sand–pile shaft 
interface region does not experience large scale radial contraction (or σ'r reductions) and any minor 
top-down shaft degradation that takes place is balanced by capacity growth through local 
densification and fabric rearrangement. 
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Unstable behaviour accumulates displacements at relatively rapid rates leading to significant 
shaft capacity degradation and failure (categorised as giving displacements greater than 0.1 times 
the pile diameter) within 100 cycles. Unstable loading conditions invoke markedly inelastic 
behaviour at the pile–sand interface where local interface shear failure and slip develops. Radial 
effective stresses fall markedly due to shear zone compaction and failure is governed by the 
Coulomb law. 
Meta–stable behaviour applies in a transition zone between the stable and unstable 
conditions where piles can sustain some 100s of cycles without losing foundation serviceability. 
However, the piles lose some capacity and do not achieve fully stable conditions. Local interface 
slip, hysteretic effective stress paths and stress state migration may all develop, depending on the 
cyclic loading levels imposed. 
Cyclic interaction diagrams can be zoned and all test outcomes classified into one of the 
three prescribed behaviour styles.  
The NE34 sand interaction diagram developed from the Mini-ICP piles cyclic loading tests 
has been confirmed as applying equally to dry and wet NE34 (medium–dense) sand masses. Similar 
normalise trends were found with the BC3 and ‘free field simulator’ BC5 boundary conditions, 
which compare well with Jardine & Standing’s (2012) full scale pile test interaction chart from 
medium–to–dense Dunkirk sand. However, an impact of calibration chamber boundary conditions 
on cyclic loading test outcomes was revealed in the marginally increased sand mass stress 
degradation seen with the BC3 arrangements compared to the ‘free field simulator’ BC5 boundary 
condition. The finer and looser GA39 sand tests showed a greater susceptibility to cycling by 
developing faster rates of displacement accumulation under lower levels of cyclic amplitudes. The 
area of interaction diagram within which piles could remain stable was reduced. 
The developed interaction diagrams with more closely defined stability zones provide a 
straight-forward screening tool for addressing axial cyclic loading. Further, the Mini-ICP axial 
cyclic loading tests form a valuable dataset that can be used in the derivation and validation of 
cycling numerical models towards fully analytical design of displacement piles under axial cyclic 
loading. 
The axial cyclic response of the full scale Dunkirk cyclic piles was analysed through a 
similar framework to that applied to the model piles but with the displacement limits scaled-up in 
proportion to the pile diameter. As with the model piles, the normalised cyclic loading levels and 
proximity to potential cyclic failure are the key factors that affected the piles’ cyclic displacement 
responses. While permanent displacements accumulate rapidly over just a few cycles in the unstable 
zone, extended cycling in the Stable zone led to minimal accumulated displacements and constant 
cyclic displacements. Meta–stable tests showed intermediate behaviour. Similar to the model pile 
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behaviour, the cyclic stiffnesses of the Dunkirk piles remained within ~20% of those observed 
under initial static loading until cyclic failure was approached. The full scale piles patterns of 
permanent cyclic strain accumulation were sensitive to both the mean and cyclic normalised loading 
levels. Analysis accounting for both resulted into 3D plots that showed how accumulated cyclic 
displacements varied with both cyclic amplitude and mean normalised loads. 
13.5 Recommendations for further studies 
13.5.1 Towards establishing the mechanisms for pile ageing trends 
The mechanisms governing pile ageing processes that lead to the marked shaft capacity set-
up indicated by field load tests in principally silica sands have not been fully resolved. Unless these 
mechanisms are fully understood it may be difficult to incorporate ageing processes into pile 
capacity estimation procedures and a great reliance will have to be placed on expensive site specific 
testing. This problem of identifying such a mechanism could be a result of (i) the limitations of the 
laboratory experimental setup in fully replicating free field conditions, or (ii) a consequence of the 
field load testing procedures used to interpret capacity gains particularly in re-tested aged piles. 
The most direct way forward is to design and undertake further static load testing 
programmes on aged intact full scale field piles. To remove any ambiguities associated with current 
ageing trends the piles require strain gauge instrumentation at the base and multiple levels along a 
shaft. Several similar piles have to be installed in a uniform well–characterised sand deposit and 
static load tested in compression at staged times from their intact state of installation. 
Disaggregating base contributions from the shaft will be important in identifying clear capacity 
ageing trends. Static tension tests could be performed on both parallel intact piles, and after 
compression tests to confirm the interpreted trends. Monitoring of pile strain gauges through 
installation, ageing and static load testing will serve to (i) remove any uncertainties on residual 
loads effects, (ii) establish an ‘intrinsic’ ageing trend, and (iii) understand the stress conditions 
during the pile ageing and static load tests towards deriving the mechanism for the observed ageing 
trends. 
13.5.2 Towards modelling installation and in-service cyclic loading effects 
The experimental observations indicate that installation cyclic loading have little bearing on 
the end of installation base capacities. The same is not conclusive on shaft stresses and capacities. 
The influence of installation cyclic loading has not been studied in great detail, however, ~10% 
shaft capacity differences were inferred by a pair of similar piles, CPT09 and CPT10, installed by 2 
and 49 cycles respectively. The datasets of cyclic installations and further axial cyclic loading tests 
can be used to model the stationary interface radial stresses attenuation along driven pile shafts in 
relation to the number of cycles experienced by the sand-pile interface during driving. 
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The Mini-ICP cyclic loading tests dataset also provides key information for advancing a 
fully analytical route in which cyclic interface and soil mass constitutive models are derived that 
can be fitted to cyclic testing performed for site-specific cases and incorporated into advanced finite 
element method (FEM) analyses as proposed in section 11.8. This option is scarcely feasible for 
practical projects at the time of writing, but the research outlined in this thesis should contribute to 
this option becoming more possible in the near term. 
13.5.3 Further optimisation of calibrations chamber boundary conditions 
The calibration chamber boundary arrangements were changed during the current study 
from the BC3 (featuring a rigid lateral and a constant stress controlled top boundary condition) to 
BC5 the ‘free field simulator’ with a variable stress controlled lateral and a constant stress 
controlled top boundary condition. Although BC5 offered an improvement on BC3 and changed the 
qb profiles developed, no major difference was observed in the qb normalised ageing and cyclic 
behaviours of the jack stroke installed piles. This may potentially reflect the adequate size of the 
chamber (dchamber/D ratio = 33), as the end–of–installation pile capacities were also compatible the 
ICP-05 method predictions. 
However, lower installation tip and shaft resistance were observed under the BC5 boundary 
condition when the displacement piles were driven by drop-weight hammer. This led to lower EOD 
and aged capacities than were achieved with the jack installed piles. A further revision (to the 
boundary condition BC1) led to higher driven pile capacities. These features may reflect dynamic 
energy being trapped within the chamber in a way that would not occur in the field. The driven piles 
are probably best modelled by chambers with larger dchamber/D ratios where stress waves 
propagating from the pile arrive at a boundary that appropriately absorbs and mimics field radiation 
damping. Further studies on the boundary conditions are required in order to improve the laboratory 
experimental simulation of both driven models piles and pile ageing studies. 
13.5.4 Further characterisation of finer sands particle size scale effects 
As discussed the Mini-ICP installed in the fine GA39 sand showed far lower shaft capacities 
than equivalent tests in NE34 sand. This has currently been attributed to probable increased 
susceptibility of the sand to cyclic effects. Less laboratory testing has been conducted on GA39 
sand than the standard NE34 test sand. Further calibration chamber testing with the GA39 sand with 
jacked and hammer driven piles as well as laboratory element testing will considerably improve the 
understanding of potentially important particle size scale effects in the finer sands. 
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I Appendix I – Tests sands data sheets  
 
NE34 Fontainebleau sand supplier data sheet. 
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GA39 Nemours sand supplier data sheet. 
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II Appendix II – Miniature sand stress sensors layout plans 
 
 
 
 
 
Stress sensors layout plans adopted at each level of the standard dry NE34 sand test ICP04 with 
BC3 boundary conditions. 
 374
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stress sensors layout plans adopted at each level of the finer and looser GA39 sand test ICP05 with 
BC3 boundary conditions. 
 375
 
 
Stress sensors layout plan adopted at the single level of the wet NE34 sand test ICP06 with BC3 
boundary conditions. 
 376
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stress sensors layout plans adopted at each level of the dry NE34 sand test ICP07 with BC5 
modified boundary condition. 
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Stress sensors layout plans adopted at each level of the dry NE34 sand test ICP08 with BC5 
modified boundary condition. 
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Radial stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in standard dry NE34 sand chamber 
ICP04 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Vertical stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in standard dry NE34 sand 
chamber ICP04 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Hoop stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in standard dry NE34 sand chamber 
ICP04 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Radial stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in the finer and looser dry GA39 
sand chamber ICP05 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Vertical stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in the finer and looser dry GA39 
sand chamber ICP05 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Hoop stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in the finer and looser dry GA39 
sand chamber ICP05 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Radial, Vertical and Hoop stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in wet NE34 
sand chamber ICP06 with BC3 boundary conditions. 
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Radial stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP07 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Vertical stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP07 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Hoop stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP07 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Radial stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP08 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Vertical stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP08 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Hoop stresses in the sand mass around the Mini-ICP installing in dry NE34 sand chamber ICP08 
with free field simulating boundary conditions BC5. 
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Normalised vertical moving stresses at r/R = 2 from the jack-stroke installed displacement piles into 
NE34 sand chamber 
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Normalised vertical moving stresses at r/R = 3 from the jack-stroke installed displacement piles into 
NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised vertical stationary stresses at r/R = 3 from the jack-stroke installed displacement piles 
into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised vertical moving and stationary stresses at r/R = 8 from the jack-stroke installed 
displacement piles into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised hoop moving and stationary stresses at r/R = 2 from the jack-stroke installed 
displacement piles into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised hoop moving and stationary stresses at r/R = 3 from the jack-stroke installed 
displacement piles into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised hoop moving and stationary stresses at r/R = 5 from the jack-stroke installed 
displacement piles into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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Normalised hoop moving and stationary stresses at r/R = 8 from the jack-stroke installed 
displacement piles into NE34 Fontainebleau sand chamber 
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IV Appendix IV – Pile–sand interface observations 
Experimental investigations of soil conditions at interface and the near shaft sand fabric has 
been reported by Yang et al. (2010), describing measurements made in connection with series 
ICP01 to ICP03. Interface thickness investigations continued in this study. The region nearest to the 
pile, termed Zone 1 by Yang et al. (2010), was repeatedly sampled and studied by taking high 
resolution digital photographs that were analysed with the code GIMP (http://www.gimp.org/). 
Figures IV-1 to IV-4 summarise the images obtained. Note that the interface zone developed in the 
‘wet NE34 sand test’ ICP06 could not be sampled, while only partial interface layer recovery was 
realised in ICP08. 
The zone 1 thickness measurements made for ICP04, ICP05 and ICP07 are presented on 
Figure IV-5, showing results broadly in line with those reported by Yang et al. (2010). The interface 
characterisation made by Tali (2011) in relation to his tests on NE34 with a smaller chamber and 
BC1 condition indicated steady growth of the interface zone’s thickness with the number of cycles 
applied as also interpreted by Yang et al. (2010). 
In the tests ICP04, 05 and 07 grain breakage appear to develop where qc > 12MPa. The 
number of installation and subsequent high-level loading cycles (Nf ICP04 = 655 > ICP07 = 52) 
experienced also appears to control the interface zone thickness. Although from a single test 
measurements, it is notable that the zone 1 thickness was generally thinner with the fine GA39 sand 
with zone 1 measurements falling between 0.4 to 0.7mm, averaging at 0.59mm (4.64d50%). In 
comparison, the range for NE34 sand lies between 0.5 to 1.8mm averaging at 0.85mm (4.05d50%). 
On average, the zone 1 thickness amounts to 4 to 4.7 grain widths. 
 
 
Figure IV-1: NE34 sand pile interface sample recovered from a depth of 365mm around Mini-ICP after test 
series ICP04 
Zone 1 
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Figure IV-2: NE34 sand pile interface sample recovered from a depth of 850mm around Mini-ICP after test 
series ICP04 
 
 
Figure IV-3: GA39 sand pile interface sample recovered from a depth of 300mm around Mini-ICP after test 
series ICP05 
 
Zone 1 
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Figure IV-4: GA39 sand pile interface sample recovered from a depth of 850mm around Mini-ICP after test 
series ICP05 
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Figure IV-5: Mini-ICP tests Zone I interface layer thickness after static and cyclic axial loading. 
Zone 1 
